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PREFACE.

HEIROGNOMY, the science of declaring the

characters, aptitudes, and mental conditions

of men by a glance at the formations of

their hands, came suddenly into existence, without

any known precedent. Adrien Desbarrolles, the

cheiromant, whose death has created only recently
so much stir among cheirosophists, not only in

Paris, but all over the world, tells us in his book

"Les Mystéres de la Mash "

[p. I07], that one day
he asked d'Arpentigny how he had discovered his

system.
" By a Divine inspiration," quoth he.

However this may be, we know how our author

tabulated his system, and from what materials.

M. Gourdon de Genouillac has told us how his

attention was first drawn thereto in Spain.
M. Desbarrolles has told us how he completed
his investigations, and how he formulated his

observations so as to be able to act upon his

experience. It appears that when he was still

quite young and living in the country, he was in

the habit of going to the parties of a rich land-

owner who lived near him. This gentleman being
imbued with a strong taste for exact sciences in

general and mechanics in particular, his assemblies

ii
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were mainly composed of geometricians and

mechanicians. His wife, on the other hand, was

passionately fond of art, and received none but

artists; the natural result was, that each of them

received on different days, and d'Arpentigny, being
neither a mechanician nor an artist, went to the

receptions of both. Having himself hands which

were very beautiful [miie Appendix A., p. 4l7], he

continually contrasted the hands of the people
by whom he was surrounded with his own, and

it gradually occurred to him that the fingers of

the arithmeticians and ironworkers were knotty,
whilst those of the artists were smooth ' [miie
TI 11o]. Having made this observation, he com-

menced to develop it, examining as many hands

as he came across, with the invariable result that

he found the hands of manual labourers to be

prominent-jointed, whilst those of artists were

smooth. He studied and observed for thirty
years before he considered that he had sufficiently
established his system to render it capable of

reliable practice. He did not try to account for

his science as I have done in the Introductory
Arguments to this volume, and to "A Manual of
Chez}'osophy;" all he said was, "Here are facts;
here are indications which are |311/an2zb{y connected

with certain characteristics; these things speak
for themselves."

There is a great tendency in the present day
to dress up old dogmata in new forms and cry
"Eccol a new science l" a constantly recurring
state of things that reminds one of the grim,
gigantic helmet in Dryden's "Battle Q/ the Books,"
in the farthest corner of which was found a tiny
hear' Y a' walnut; but in this science I
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do not think there are to be found-as there are in

the newer cheiromancy,-traces of a long-disused
cultus, "an old idea," as Longfellow says in

"Hyper1bn," "folded in a new garment, which looks

you in the face and pretends not to know you,

though you have been familiar friends from child-

hood." In vain has Desbarrolles endeavoured to

surround this branch of the science with a proto-
plasm of gnostic mysticism by devoting several

pages [275-282] of his book to a process of what

he calls "enriching the system of M. d'Arpen-
tigny by means of the Kabbala." When, how-

ever, he tabulates the cheirognomical indications

of the seven cardinal sins, he becomes interesting,
and when in his larger and more recent volume,
"Suak et F131 "

(Paris: 1879), he gives a few pages
on how to put the science rapidly into practice
[p. 901, he becomes most valuable, and I can

warmly recommend a perusal of those pages to

all who are interested in the subject-matter of

this volume.

It will be noticed, as M. Desbarrolles has

remarked [vzkle p. 420], that our author, being of

Bacon's opinion that "it is good to vary and

intermingle speech of the present occasion with

arguments, tales with reasons, asking of questions
with telling of opinions, and jest with earnest,"
betrays a continual tendency to ily oH` at a tangent
and talk delightfully and interestingly about some-

thing else conceming which he has somewhat to

say, with the natural result that he frequently
loses and frequently repeats himself I have

endeavoured, by appending an extremely full

index, to reduce as far as possible the in'itation

resulting from this state of things, which the
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philosophically-minded reader will naturallyevince,
rather than to say with Omar Khayyam-

" They who by genius and by power of brain

The rank of man'a enlighteners attain,
Not even they emerge from this dark night,

But tell their dreams, and fall asleep again l"

[Mapu]-

a verse whose original terminates this work on

P- 439-

Again, in alluding to living and dead celebrities

as illustrations of certain types of hands, he has

often thought it suiiicient merely to mention a

name, or a place, or an event, assuming that it is

already familiar to his readers. All of us, how-

ever, not being on a par with M. d'Arpentigny in

the matter of erudition or of scholarship, I have

deemed it expedient to verify all, and in some

cases to correct, his allusions, and to give for the

benefit of my readers references to works where

they may, if they choose, pursue the suggestions
of our author. The result of this has been an

enormous mass of notes, carefully selected from

a much larger quantity which I have collected

during the past five years with a view to their

ultimate utilisation in this form. It may strike

the reader at the first glance that I have some-

what overdone this matter, but a few moments'

perusal of these pages will, I think, convince him

[or her] that in amplifying my completion of the

labours of M. d'Arpentigny I have added interest

as well as biographical and bibliographical value

to his work. ~

" There be some," said Don Quijote to Sancho,
"who weary themselves in knowing and verifying
things which, after knowing and verifying, are not
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worth a farthing to the mind orthe memory." I trust

I have avoided such a reproach as this, and I hope
that I am not like Orbaneja, the painter of Ubeda,
who, when he had painted a cock, found it

necessary to write underneath it, " This as a cock."

I had rather be considered [to follow up Don

Quijote],
"

some sage enchanter, from which kind

of people nothing is hid on which they wish to

write." To such gibes I would answer as the

Knight of the Rueful Visage did to Sancho, when

the latter said to him, " I say of a verity that your

worship is the devil himself, for there is nothing
you do not know;"-" 'Tis necessary to know

everything," answered Don Quijote,
" in the office

which I profess." Seriously, I have been obliged
in my notes to follow the style of M. d'Arpentigny,
who seems to have studied like Imlac in ]ohnson's
"Rass¢las," considering that " he who knows

most will have most power of diversifying his

scenes and of gratifying his reader with remote

allusions and unexpected instruction."

This volume is, as it were, illustrative to "A

Manual of Ch¢13'osophy." I have established

throughout a series of cross references to that

volume, so that those of my readers who already
possess it will find as it were a still more amplified
commentary to this text therein. It is for this

reason that I have carefully avoided in any way

repeating any of the indications which are laid

down in that volume, excepting so far as the first

section of the " Manual" owes its origin to the

work of M. d' Arpentigny.
This book might, therefore, be entitled "A

Manual of Biographical Cheirosophy," or,
" The

Natural History of Hands." Professor Drum-
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mond, in the work which I have had occasion

several times to quote during the composition
of the pages which follow, has very justly
remarked that biography is practically a branch

of natural history; it is in this light that I

have treated it in this new volume of the great
book of Nature, and I hope that I might, like

Lavater, inscribe upon the title-page of my book

that it is "destined to promote the knowledge
and the love of mankind."

In conclusion, I wish to record my thanks to

the very large number of the readers of "A

Manual of Chez?'osoph_y" who have written me

letters expressing their interest in, and sympathy
with, my work. I should like to have printed some

extracts from some of the letters I have received

from some of the most eminent thinkers and

scientists of the day, but I feel that they were

not sent to me with this object, and I merely
consign this new volume to the tender hands

which received my last so kindly, saying to it in

the words of Herrick :-

" Make haste away, and let one be

A friendly patron unto thee,
Lest rapt from hence, I see thee lie

Torn for the use of pastery ;
Or see thy injured leaves strive well

To make loose gowns for mackerel;
Or see the grocers in a trice,
Make hoods of thee to serve out spice !"

ED. HERON-ALLEN.

Sr. Jomfs, Puruzv HILL, S.W.,
zznd Aprig 1886.
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HE accomplished author whose name we

iind inscribed upon the title-page of this

book was a man of a strongly-marked
individuality.

A man of refinement in every sense of the

expression, he became, almost unconsciously, a

man of science; gifted with an ardent desire for

knowledge, and singularly adapted by the nature

of his highly-impressionable organisation for the

rapid assimilation and comprehension of things,
he was readily attracted by the revelations of

a Science, the dicta of which struck his mind

forcibly, and concerning which he determined,
with the singleness of purpose which was with

him a leading characteristic, to become the leading
authority.

Before proceeding further, however, let us

briefly review the life of this attractive man, who,
as the poet Barthelemy has said, "was equally
expert with the pen and with the sword." By
this means will be demonstrated to the reader the

chain of circumstances which led him to become

the high priest of the Science of Cmsinocuomv.

Born on March 13th, I 798, at Yvetot, Casimir

Stanislas d'Arpentigny, destined from his earliest

years for a military career, entered the military
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college of' St. Cyr, where he began immediately to

attract attention to himself, not only on account

of his rapid progress in mastering the curriculum,
but by reason, particularly, of the malicious

humour which inspired his biting epigrams, against
the stinging sarcasms of which no one in the

institution was proof] not even the commander-in-

chief, who woke one day to the fact that he had

been lampooned after a fashion so drastic and

effectual, that he felt himself bound to punish the

offender with a severity which sufiiciently revealed

the depth of the wound which had been inflicted

upon his self-esteem.

D'Arpentigny, who was on the point of being
gazetted to a sub-lieutenancy, was ignominiously
expelled. He had, however, the consolation of

knowing that he would be amply revenged by his

epig-ram, which became popular in every barrack

throughout France. Still, baulked of the epaulette
which he was, as it were, in the act of' grasping,
it was clear to him that he must use every en-

deavour to regain his right thereto, and nerved by
this consideration he enlisted in the 29th regiment
of the line. Three years later he obtained his

commission, and, having been taken prisoner at

Dantzic, he returned to France in 1814, and was

placed upon the retired list.

Gazetted to the 66th regiment in 1815, he was

again disbanded in the ordinary course of events,
and re-entered the service in 1818. In 1820 he

served as lieutenant in Spain, and on his return

was made a member of the royal body-guard
[Compagnie de Croy;|. With the revolution of

1830, the throne being overturned, its supporters
were scattered, and D'Arpentigny entered the
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40th regiment with the rank of captain ; he was

decorated with the Cross of the Legion of Honour

in 1833, and served until his retirement in 1844,
after an honourable service of thirty years' dura-

tion.

At the end of his military career his literary one

commenced.

We saw him taking part in the Peninsular War;
it was during this campaign that his cheirognomi-
cal studies had their origin. One day whilst the

young ofticer was walking along one of the high
roads of Andalucia he was accosted by a gulafia,
who offered to read for him his fortune by the

inspection of his hands. This girl, a perfect
specimen of the pure Moorish type, was extremely
beautiful, and D'Arpentigny, willingly submitting
to her powers of persuasion, laughingly extended

his hand and listened to the string of experimental
ratiocinations which the gipsy poured forth with a

complimentary eloquence and euphemism, which

was in a direct ratio to the liberality of the lieu-

tenant, who, as he pursued his walk, began to find

much food for thought in this fonn of divination

by the lines of the hand, and in some of the

quaintly-suggestive terms of which the fortune-

teller had made use, which had forcibly attracted

his attention) He reflected that allowing Cheiro-

' Our author mi ht have compared himself to the
chevalier Duguesc§n, to whom a nun [a converted

jewess] predicted that he would be honoured above all
men in the kingdom of France. "We are told that

astmnomg
coniinned the predictions of cheiromancy,

and that uguesclin, in consequence, always kept awise

divinixgf-sibyl at his side throu h all his enterprises"
[wie . Martin's "H1;¥f01}'¢ de §`rance" (Paris: 18 8).
vol. v.

  
and G. de Berville, " flzlvtozh de ger-

tranai u sch): "

(Paris : i767)].
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mancy, as practised by gipsies and ignorant
mountebanks, to be merely an innocent fraud

cultivated and perpetrated with a view to the

extraction of coppers from the wayfarer, it was

none the less significant that in practising their

pretended
" science," these people merely repeated

phrases which they had learnt from their fathers,
who, in turn, had learnt them from their fore-

fathers.

Running through the chaotic nonsense which

the gipsy recited, the listener had been struck by
the recurrence of certain expressions which seemed

to him to be echoes of a forgotten language,-of a

language whereof the essential character retained

much of its ancient force. Reflecting thus, D'Ar-

pentigny set himself thoroughly to sift the matter

to the bottom, and he left no stone unturned to

discover the truth, which he wished to prove to

be clearly and palpably evident. For twenty

years he devoted himself with enthusiasm and

energy to this arduous task, for, as is usually the

case under similar circumstances, in proportion as

his ideas advanced like pioneers before his studies,
losing themselves in the profound obscurities of

the road, so did the horizon enlarge itself] and

so did new openings and obstacles in the way

present themselves. He examined the writings
of Avicenna and of Fraetichius, and by their

means he corroborated the opinions of Antiochus,
Tibertus, and Taisnier; he dived into Plato and

Aristotle, he interrogated Ptolemy, and sought
inspiration from Averroés ;' in short, he mas-

tered the literature of the subject, leamt a'll that

' Vzde notes "°"", p. 169-71.
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was to be learnt from others, and then, having
stored his mind with the observations of his

predecessors, he came to the conclusion that

nothing but doubt could result from his studies

until 'he had certified his knowledge by actual

experience.
It was then that he commenced to compare the

hands of all those in whose company he was

thrown, and that he commenced to note the most

infinitesimal details of their conformations, that

he analysed their aspects, and that he, for the

first time, formulated an exact system based upon

logic and upon reason." And after having minutely
examined the obscurest arcana of the Mysteries
of the Hand, from which, day by day, his intelli-

gent perspicacity rent the veil of doubt, he finally
resolved to publish his book ;-La book which is

clear and precise, and which possesses the great
advantage of being easily obtainable by all classes

of readers; which calls things clearly by their

right names, and which does not aim at the

marvellous.

There is no childish and pretentious mise-em

scéne; it is simply and neatly expressed, con-

cise, and-a quality which in no wise detracts

from its value as a philosophical work-it is

written with that fascinating charm, which carries

away the reader by the spontaneity of its treat-

ment, the power of its expression, and the wealth

of its ideas. If further recommendation were

desired let us see what the most eminent literary
men. of the day have thought of this ingenious

' Vxde on this point p. 7 in the Prq/'ace to this
volume.

z
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and unique volume ; here, for instance, we have a

letter which the author of " Elvire " ' addressed to

the author of " La Science de la Main," when the

work first made its appearance :-
`

"I have read your work with great interest, for

your style would recommend to my consideration

the most hypothetical science. Even if there be

not complete theoretical certainty in the system,
there is a singular charm in your exposition
thereof. I have delayed writing this to you,
because I did not know your address, but many
mutual friends will have conveyed to you these

compliments and my regrets that you should have

had to wait so long for them. If there is, indeed,
revelation in the hand, believe, I pray you, in mine

when it acknowledges all the pleasure which you
have given me. We were comrades in the Royal
Body-guard, and I congratulate myself that we

' I presume that it was not without reason that
M. de Genouillac names

" Elm)'e" in this place-
" Eh/z?'e "

being one of the obscurest of De Lamartine's
unfinished works. It may be found in vol. 1. of the
" Guvrcs de Lamartzhe

"

[" Meditations poéti ues

avec Comrnentaires "] (Paris : 1849, E Dxiiot, 3 vdIs.),
on p. to9 of which the author says :--" This M dahbn
is merely a fragment of a much larger piece which I

composed a long while before I wrote the real ' Midda-
t1bn.r.' It consisted of some love verses addressed to
a

Zoun Neapolitan gif] whose death I have related ln
'

es gonjidencesf er name was Graziella. These
verses formed part of a collection in two volumes of the

poems of my earliest youth, which I burnt in i8z|. My
friends had preserved a few of them, and restored to me

this one, when I printed my
' MédzZat¢bn:.' I separated

these verses and wrote the name
' Eh/¢?'e ' above them

instead of that of ' Grazzbllaf It is obvious that

they are not bom of the same inspiration." A most

interesting commentary to my mind.
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continue to be so in the study of natural

philosophy.
" Recez/ez, Monszeur, etc., etc., LAMARHNE.

"

29:/sjune, ISS1."

jules _]anin° also pays a tribute of respect to

the author in a few amiable lines as follows :-

"Take care! You give me a book! if I were

not of a considerate turn of mind I could over-

whelm you with it; especially as you have con-

structed a theory which is charming, ingenious,
probable, well expressed, and curious.

_

I shall

profit by it on the spot. When I have read your
book with the care that it deserves, I hope you
will allow me to talk to my readers about it in

the journal des Debuts. It will give me great

pleasure to testify publicly my appreciation of

your civilities to me; meanwhile, under all circum-

stances, and in all places, believe me to be very

absolutely, Yours,
"_]._]AN1N."

I do not propose in this place to publish all the

sympathetic testimonials which were sent to M.

d'Arpentigny on the publication of this volume."

' Member of the Académze Frangazlre and editor of
the "

_9'ournal de: Debatir," author of " Barnaz/e"

(Paris: 1860), "La Bretagne
"

(18%), "Les Cata-

corrxées" (1839),
" Chefs' d'@{l7/f£.f` ramatxyues du

zum' Szécle' (1879),
" Le Lu/re' (1870), and of a

vast quantity of novels and novelettes.
' I omit as superfluous along letter in the same style,

written under date 23rd March, 1858, by  M. Dargaud,
the historian, author of " Hz1rtoz?'ed'Elz2abet/z d' A #gle-
f¢ff¢

"

(Paris : 1866) ; "H!;S`f0l)'£ de Lady ?'ane Grey"

(1863); þÿ�"�H�1�k�b�l�? ¬�d�£�M�d�f�l�?Stuart" (1850 ;
" Hzlrtozie

d' 0 er Cromwell" (1867), etc., etc.
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. . . The above letters give a good idea of the

impression which was made upon the public by
its appearance, which was heralded with delight
by the world, and by the friends of the author,
who were a host in themselves, for he was on

terms of friendship with the whole of the Parisian

aristocracy, whether of birth or of talent.

His profoundly witty and incisive pen took a

pleasure in recalling the numberless recollections

of his military life, and he has lef`t his pages

sparkling with strokes of wit and sarcasm. When

I knew him-it was towards the end of his life,-
he was a fine old man, full of energy and health,
whose lips scarcely ever opened without letting
fall flashes of exquisite satire. His whims often

wounded, and his caustic humour often over-

whelmed with sharply-pointed missiles, even his

best friends, who were, however, perfectly willing
to stand fire, reflecting that no one was exempt
from the thick hail of his witticisms,-and besides

they appreciated the wit which supplied the

weapons.
He was an accomplished talker, and he con-

versed with a gaiety which was absolutely juvenile.
He had made a minute study of men, with the

result that he came to the positive conclusion

that women are infinitely superior to them; it is

not surprising, therefore, that he was extremely
fond of women, and that they entirely reciprocated
the sentiment. The noblest and most influential

dames of ~ Parisian society made it their study
to surround the old age of this incorrigible cynic
[who never abdicated his right to tyrannise over

them] with delicate and touching attentions.

One evening he went peacefully and quietly to
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sleep, and in the moming they found him sunk

in the perfect slumber from which there is no

awakening on this side of the grave. And his

lips had closed, wreathed as was their wont in a

cynic smile.
'

[From the French of]
H. Gounnou de GENOUILLAC.
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Hzluucx,
"

Ha-p¢n2ia.
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SCIENCE.
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ARISTOTLI, IIBPI KOIIOY.

Tl-ua philosopher to whom we are indebted for the

above quotation spoke with truth when he described

the hand as the member of the members-the

5p-yavov 1|-po ép-y¢ivmv." From the earliest ages, and

in all nations, homage has been paid to its importance
by teachers in their writings, by priests in their

ceremonies, and by the common people in their

superstitious ; and this will not, I think, be wondered

at when we reflect upon the part which is played by
our hands upon the theatre of our existence, when

we consider that there exists scarcely a single inci-

dent of our lives in which the hand is not the prime
agent, the apparatus whereby we practically live,
move, and have our being. It will not, I think, be

taken arniss if as an introduction to this volume I

devote a few moments to the consideration of, and

the tabulation of a few notes upon, the superstitions

" IIEPI ZOQN MOPIDN A'., ¢'.

1 1.

Universalily of
hand lupet-
stitiom and

customs.
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and customs which have grouped themselves round

this all-important member."
When we consider the absolute perfection of the

hand, whose entire structure, as Galen remarks,'
is such that it could not be improved by any con-

ceivable alteration, we cannot but realise the value

of any study which draws our attention more closely
to it, and we are impelled to ask with Sir Charles

Bell," " Is it nothing to have our minds awakened

to the perception of the numerous proofs of design
which present themselves' in the study of the hand,
to be brought to the conviction that everything in

its structure is orderly and systematic, and that the

most perfect mechanism, the most minute and curious

apparatus, and sensibilities the most delicate and

appropriate, are all combined in operation that we

may move it?"

It is not in any way strange that in days of old, as

Steavens has observed, all sudden pains of the body
which could not be naturally accounted for, were

assumed to be presages of something that was shortly
to happen,-an idea which we find expressed in the

Miles Gloriosus of Plautus, in the line :-

" Timeo quod terum gesserim hic ita dorsus totus prurit ! "

How much more, therefore, should men have attached

importance to sudden sensations of their all-

important hands. Who has not heard of the

"itching palm," which seems originally to have been

regarded as a sign of coming fortune rather than, as

' The following remarks upon
" Hand Superstdzbns

and Customs ' form the substance of a lecture
delivered on the 4th December, 1885, before the 1' SE'r'ra
,OF ODD VOLUMES."

' " De Um Parham Corporal: Humani," book i.
" " The Hand, #J Mechanzlrm and I/Wa! Endow-

ments" (London: 1832).
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it is to-day, a sign of avarice?" and Shakespeare's
lines, "By the pricking of my thumbs, something
wicked this way comes" [Macb¢th, iv., i.] have

become a proverb.
This pricking of the thumbs as a warning of

coming danger constantly recurs in old romances:

perhaps one of the best known is the story of the

Irish hero Fingal, whose Gargantuan master, having
devoted many years to the attempt, at length caught
a fish, the properties of which were, that whoso

should first taste thereof should immediately be

endowed with the gift of foresight. This finny
phaanomenon was handed to Fingal to be cooked ; and

during this operation, he having tumed away himself,
and in so doing having forgotten to turn the fish, a

blister rose upon its side. Fingal, terrified at the

prospective consequences of his inattention, pressed
down the blister with his thumb: in so doing, the

scorched fish adhered thereto and bumt it, whereupon
our hero not unnaturally put his thumb into his

mouth. The mischief [or rather the good-from
Fingal's point of view] was instantaneous, lu was

the first to taste the fish, and consequentlyhe was the

depositary -of the coveted power; he fled from the

scene of his dereliction, and, of course, the giant
followed vowing vengeance, but in vain, for whenever

he approached his victim the pricking of the latter's

thumb wamed him of the coming danger, and

"ions Menon, "Astrol%;zl.vter, or the FigureCa: " (London: 1620):-" en the palme o the

right halide itcheth it is a shrewde signe he shall
receive money." This would seem to have originated
in the East, judging by a custom quoted by G. Atkin-
son in his " Custom: and Manners gf I/ie Women o

Persia," translated from a Persian MS. (London: was ,

which reads: " If the alm of the hand itches, ru it

on the head of a boy wgose father and mother are still

living, and a present of money will be the consequence."

[il al
Shakespeare.

1 4.
Pricking of the

thumb.

Fingal.
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Fingal pursued his way continually forewamed, and

by consequence continually forearmed.

Successive generations of authors have called

attention to the paramount importance of the hands

in the human oeconomy ; with them man fashions all

the implements and accessories which give him his

vast superiority over every other created thing,
"and lastly, by means of the hand man bequeaths to

posterity the intellectual treasures of his own Divine

imagination, and hence we who are living at this day
are enabled to hold converse with Plato and Aristotle

and all the venerable sages of antiquity;" I' and

indeed we need only reflect for a single moment to

congratulate ourselves upon the ipse scnpsil of the most

famous men that the world has known, from the

apostles and prophets even to the robber who said to

Don Quijote,
" Know that I am Gines de Pasamonte,

whose life is written with these pickers and

stealers " 13 [DuH'ield's translation (London : 188r),
vol. i., p. 2921. The writings of the wise, said

Charles Lamb, are the only riches our posterity cannot

squander: and we might almost say in support of

the theory of the descent of man from the ape, that

man hangs monkey-like, by his hands, to the branches

of the tree of knowledge.
Cervantes, we are told, in the battle of Lepanto in

I 571, had his left hand so much injured that he never

recovered its use; I never remember this without

wondering, almostwith that sickening feelingthatcomes
over one when a great danger has gone by, whether
his immortal works would ever have been written with

'1 Galen, op. cd., lib. 1.

'S "

Sepa que yo soy Ginés de Pasamonte, cuya vida
esta cscnta por estos_¢ul§are.'."-" Don Quybte," part
i., cap. xxii. As to t e expression "pztkers and

dealers," compare Hanzlet, Act III., sc. 2:
" So do I

still by these pzkker: and .'teale1's."
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his left hand; whether, like Nelson, he would have

overcome the loss of the right hand, or whether at

this moment Don Quixote and Sancho Panza would

have been sleeping in the Walhalla of unborn heroes

of romauut, waiting still to be galvanised into life by
the touch of the magic quill of some latter-day genius.
Whether Caius Mucius Scaevola really went through
the traditionary performance of burning oil' his own

right hand for having mistaken Lars Porsena's secre-

tary for that "by-the-nine-gods-swearing" potentate

himself, is, Ithink, highly problematical ; at all events,
we know that the cutting oil' of hands has been a

universal and dreaded punishment from the days of

Horatius in Rome until within a couple of centuries in

England. Ihave recorded elsewhere the instance of

the Roman poltroon of the time of Augustus Caesar,
who cut od' the thumbs of his sons, lest they should

be sent to fight [whence the word "

poltroon "=pollice
kuncalus], and the gentle Norman barons would seem

to have been impressed with the importance of this

particular digit when they hung up their enemies

thereby,-an operation which did not escape the

observation of the chivalrous Spaniard who invented

the instrument of persuasion known as the thumb

screw.

Next after the thumb, the most important finger
has always been the third, which, asl have elsewhere

pointed out," was always alluded to as "m¢dioum"

by the ancients The lustralis saliva was always
applied to the infant's forehead, as a preventive
against the evil eye, with the third finger.

As late as the sixteenth century the thumbs of forgers
and seditious writers were cut oh' by the common

hangman, and much later than that the punishment
for drawing a sword in a court of justice or assaulting

" Vide "A Manual, e!c.," 11 37, and note rrz,
p. 189.

3

['|T 6]
Nelson.

Mucius Smvola.

Polnoon.

Norman and

Spanish tortures

1 1.
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Eager.

1' U.
Crrtting of
hand: and

thumbs in

England.
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an officer of the Crown, or alderman of the City of

London, was amputation of the hand. ln Lord Chief

_Iusticc Ireby's
" Noles Io Qye/s Repor/s" I recently

found the following delightfully quaint account of

the narrow escape of Sir Thomas Richardson, Chief

justice of the Common Pleas, alluded to by Pepys
under date September 8th, I667 :-" Richardson,
Chief justice de C. Banc., al Assizes at Salisbury
in Summer 1631, fuit assault per prisoner la con-

demne pur felony; que puis son condemnation ject
un brick-bat a le dit justice, qui narrowly mist; et

pur ces immediately fuit indictment drawn, per Noy
envers le prisoner, et son dexter manus ampute,
and fix at gibbet, sur que luy meme immediatement

hange in presence de Court." Coustard de Massi,
in his "Hnlslory of Due1l;'ng,"'° tells us that among the

canons of duelling it was forbidden to the spectators
to sit, even on the ground, during a duel, on pain
of the loss of a hand.

I have elsewhere alluded to the Eastern punishment
of cutting off hands [vide1i 257 and note, and compare
" A Manual of Cheirosoph_y" Hi 22]j we find it con-

tinually alluded to in the Qur'an in passages like that

which occurs in the seventh chapter, and Mr. Sale [note
W, p. 184] gives many very interesting notes on the

subject.
The assassins of Cicero, when they killed him at

Caieta in 43 s.c., paid a rare tribute of homage to the

powers of the hand in oratory, when they cut off his

hands as well as his head and sent them to Rome to

be hung up in the Forum; for what is more striking
than the action of the hands in speaking,-a function of

the member which inspired Bulwer's curious opuscu-

" Vldf "H13°for_y ry" D118/[IW hz all Countries,"
translated from the French of . Coustard de Massi,
with introduction and concluding chapter by

" Sir
Lucius O'Trigger" (London: n.1l.), p. 22.

"'
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lum "Clu`mlog|h,"" and which called forth the

glorious panegyric of Quintilian, " Nam ceterae partes
loquentem adjuvant, hae [prope est ut dicam] ipse
loquuntur. An non his poscimus 'P pollicemur?
vocamus ? dimittimus ? minamur ? supplicamus ?

u.1'.)¢.,"" which has been imitated by Montaigne in

that celebrated passage of the "Apologuk de Raimond

Scbond," "Quoy des mains? nous requerons, nous

promettons, appelons, congediona, menaceons, prions,
etc., etc." "

The preference that is felt for a medium-sized or

delicately-modelled hand over that hard, rough, and

red paw which, as Sir Philip Sydney remarks, denotes

"rude health, a warm heart, and distance from the

metropolis," ia, I think, universal in these latter days,
when we prefer delicacy ofmind shown by the former

to the brute force indicated by the latter, though it

was the latter that inspired Don Quijote with such

respect in the Cave of Monteainos, when on the

sepulchre of Durandarte he beheld that warrior

extended " with hls hand [which was somewhat hairy
and of much muscle-a sign of great strength in its

owner] laid across the side of his heart."" The

ruse and elegant Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, and

the Sultan Mahmoud Il., renowned for his ghastly
cruelties, had both of them small and delicate hands.

We are told by Leigh Hunt in terms of sarcastic bad

taste" that Lord Byron was similarly gifted, and

successive historians have recorded that Queen
Elizabeth prlded herself to the like effect. Sir Henry

"

 BULWER, " Chz)'oZogxh; or fha Naiurall Lan-

guqg of the Hand
"

(London : 1644).
"

. F. QUINC r1LxAN1
" De 1n.rtz2'utz2me Oratorzh

Lzhri Duodccbn, lib. xi., c.iii.
" "E.°.°a¢1r de llontazgne" (Paris: 1854), vol. ii., p. 282,

book ii., ch. 12.
'° "Don Quybte," parte li., cap. 23.
" Vxde note "', p. xz7.

[1 9]

Quintilian.

Montaigne;

1 10.
Admintion

for small
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Lord Byron.

Queen Elizabeth.
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Ellis 3' quotes a letter from a Venetian minister, who,
describing our virgin sovereign, says,

" E sopra l' tutto

bella mano de la quale fa professione
"

[and above all

the beauigful hand which she exposed io our w'ew]. The

celebrated Pope Leo X. had equally fine hands," as

may be seen by his picture in the Pitti Palace at

Florence-hands which have been duly celebrated

by Gradenigo in Cogliera's " Nuova Raccolta degli
Opuscoli

"

(Venice: 1719).
A certain mystical loveliness has always been

attached to white hands : the Persians do not translate

in the verse Exod. iv. 6 "
leprous, as white as snow"'

(R.V. but take the " White hand of Moses" [a symbol
of beauty and purity with them] to be a synonym for

the white May-blossom which always blooms with

them at their New Year (which begins with the

vemal equinox). This, therefore, is the interpreta-
tion of Omar-i-Khayyam's exquisite verse :-

" Now the New Year reviving old desires,
The thoughtful soul to solitude retires,

Where the wmre HAND or Moses on the bough
Puts out, and Jesus from the ground suspires." "

The white hand has always been looked upon as

" " Ori hal Letter: zlluxtratzi/e qf Enghlrh
Hzktor

" éliondon: 1846).
" Vviilliam Roscoe calls special attention to the

whiteness and elegance of the hands of Leo X. in his

"Lqfe and Pontgicate qf Leo X." (London: 1846,
vol. ii., _ 377). zkie also note mkp. 242.
' " Igze Rubazj/dt qf Omar-zl ha_y_y¢im, etc." (Lon-

don: I87f§, %atrain iv. " Le: %atrazh.rde Khéyam,"
traduits u ersan par  B. icolas (Paris: 1867),
186th quatrain.

&c. &c.

Orientalists will note the signitication of the phrase,

Q. vlan Ls-9-o
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the emblem of innocence, just as the red hand (red-
handed) has always been a synonym for guilt; thus

in Massingefs Great Duke of Florence (act ii., Massinger.

sc. 3) Sanazarro says: "Let this, the emblem of

your innocence, give me assurance ;" to which Lidia

replies, "

My hand, joined to yours without this super-

stition, confirms it." In the East the white hand is

symboliwl of open-handed and unasked generosity, the

black hand being per eontra the synonym for avarice
,

and niggardliness. Thus we have it in the Arabian Arabian Nigha

Nights, where Yahya says to the chamberlain in the

story of the Caliph al Maamun and the Scholar :-"I

owe thee a heavy debt of gratitude, and every gift the

white hand can give," etc." As an emblem of` beauty
we find it in such expressions as

"

rosy-fingered
mom," of which no more beautiful use has been made

than in the Ecloghe de Mulio _lustino Poliliano " 'S in justino
the lines :-

' Politiano.

" Enm ne la stagion che l'aurea Aurora

Con la rosata mano l'aurate pone
Apre del cielo al rinmcente giorno 1"

Among the ancient Egyptians the hand was the q;g_
symbol of strength; among the Romans it was T::d|;3:;=;'='
that of fidelity; and yet further back, how the

mystic intensity of the waming to Belshazzar must

have been tenfold increased by
" the fingers of a

man's hand," which the maddened monarch imagined
that he saw writing its awful message in letters of

living flame. Bacon has compared the will of the Baan

" On the subject of swearing by the hand md: note

au, P, 179, and "A Mauna , eta," 1121. It is one

gf the cgmmonest forms of oath in old English plays, as,
for instance, in Ben ]onson's Alchermlvt, where Kas-
tril says [act iv., sc. 2]:

"

By this hand you are not

my sister, if you refuse l "

_ _

° Buxton's translation [1/:de note "', p. uz], vol. nv.,
. 8 .P *I §enice i555 ; Ecl. 2, Delle Marchesane.
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people to the hundred hands of Briareus," but it is

not necessary in this place to advert to the hand as

a symbol of power [" Manual," QI 15, etc.]. We find

the same mah] in the expression
" At a dear hand,"

signifying axpense," and "At an even hand," denoting
cquuliba"

Perhaps some of the most beautiful symbolisms con-

nected with the hand are found in the use made of

the member in the ceremonies of the Church, in the

invocation of the blessing, in making the sign of the

cross, and in the laying on of hands. We have the

priestly blessing with'the whole hand, and the epis-
copal blessing with the thumb and two lingers only
extended, in the manner in which we see them

arranged in the charms which are sold in Naples for

the repulse of the evil eye;'° and we find it laid

down by the great authority Durand " that the sign
of the cross is to be made with these three digits.

*' " The
'Poets falgne, that the rest of the gods would

have boun ffupller ; which he hearing of, b the Coun-
sell of Pallas, sent for Bfzhrea: with his hundred hands,
to come in to his Aid. Au Embleme no doubt, to

shewe, how safe it is for Monarchs, to make sure of the

gon<:;i7§/ill Qt' Common People."-BACON,
" OfSedzhbn:

a rou es."
" Ibzki., " 0 Des atclz."

2%-»"?3f*3»"f°°;¢'2¢,fx#~;f-" .. .e
"

anua 0 #asa _y
"

on on:

1885). p. 31; and wde note "', p. 183.
P

°' GULIELMUS DURANDUS, "Ratzbna/e Dxivzhorufn

Ojiczbrum
"

(Venice: 1589), p. I20, verso, lib. v.
" Quld sit Oillcium," cap. i., sect. iz.

' " Est autem signum crucis tribus digitis exprimendum, quia
sub invocatione Trinitatis im rimitur. De qua propheta ait :

Qui appendit tribus digitis moiem terret [Es. 4o]. Po lex tamen

supereminet ; quoniam totam iidem nostram ad Deum unum et

trinum referimus et mox post ipsam invocationem Trinitatis

potest dici versus ille.... Secundo ad notandum, quod Chrislus
de judaeis transivlt ad Gentes. Tertio, quia Christus a dextra, id

est, a patre veniens, diabolum, qui per sinistmm signilicatur,
in cruce peremit."
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Eugene Schuyler, in his " Peter the Graaf," 32 recounts

that the orthodox make the sign of the cross with the

thumb and two fingers, whereas the benediction is

given with the first, second, and fourth fingers, the

thumb meanwhile holding down the third. Havanski,
in his interview [vide loc. ci!.] with the Dissenter

Sergius, calls attention to the fact that he makes the

sign of the cross in the orthodox manner, as opposed
to the Dissenters, who signed with the first and second

fingers only.
The most precious relic of the Knights of St. John

of Malta was a mummied hand, said to have been

that of St. john the Baptist, which had been given to

the Grand Master d' Aubusson by the Sultan Bajazet.
We are told that a dragon, who resided at Antioch,
once displayed the want of foresight to eat a frag-
ment of this relic, and was punished for his ill-advised

temerity by the most unpleasant after-effects ; we are

told that the said dragon swelled visibly to a prepos~
terous size, and presently exploded with terrific

violence. Whatever may be the credence rightfully
attaching to this account, we know _that this hand

wa carried through the Island in solemn procession
once a year, and if the fingers opened, the harvests of

the following season were plentiful and the year was

prosperous; if, however, this miracle did not take place,
the worst results were to be anticipated. At the dis-

persion of the order in 1798 by the French, it was

taken away by the Grand Master, and subsequently
restored to its original shrine.

The most interesting custom which has obtained in

this country with regard to the laying on of hands

has been, I think, that of touching for the King's Evil.

Most interesting accounts of this ceremony may be

" Scrz6ner'.r Magazzhe, vol. xix., 1880, chap. xi.,
p. 910.

[1 'al
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found in various volumes of the G¢nll¢1nan's Magu-
dne, notably in that for 1747 (p. 13), that for 1751,

(p. 414), and that for 1829, pt. ii. (p. 499), the lastcon-

taining a full and interesting account of the ceremony.
The custom is of the highest antiquity. Suetonius

and Tacitus both record an instance of a blind man at

Alexandria, who importuned the Emperor Vespasian
to anoint his cheeks and eyes with the royal saliva.

Vespasian having after some demur acceded to his

request, an instantaneous cure was effected, and

another supplicant, who had lost the use of his hands,
appearing at the same time, the Emperor touched him

also with the same beneficent result." I believe the

last instance of this having taken place was in 1712,
when Dr. johnson was "touched" by Queen Anne.

Herrick, in his Hesperides, has a charming little poem
on the subject which closes with these lines :-

" 0 lay that hand on me,

Adored Caesar I and my faith is such

I shall be healed, if that my King but touch.
The evil is not yours; my sorrow sings,
Mine is the evil, but the cure the King's."

Similar cures would seem to have been performed
in the seventeenth century, by one Valentine
Greatraks (or Greatrakes), who acquired an extremely
wide renown for the cures he performed by merely
"stroking

"

persons alflicted with disease,-a power

which, if the accounts of the thousands who flocked
to him to be cured be true, he must have found

" This account is given fully by Godwin in " £12181 qf
the Necromancerv' (London : 1834, _p. 152, and Hume
also has bome testimony to its veracity an probability
in section x. of part iii. of his " Er.ray.r." °

' " Ex plebe Alexandrina quidam, oculorum tabe notus, genua
ejus advolvitur, ' remedium caecitatis

'

exposcens gemitu ; monitn

Serapidis dei, quem dedita. superstitionibus gens ante alios colit :

precabaturque principem
'
ut genas et oculorum orbes dignaretur
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extremely irksome." l have before me a little

work, entitled "A Bn# Accounl of Mr. Valenline

Gnzalraks, elc., elc.
"

(London : 1666), which gives the

history and progress of these phenomena, which would

appear to be merely an early instance of curative

mesmerism or of "

faith-healing."
The custom of biting the thumb as a provocative of

strife is familiar to us all in the opening scene of

Romeo and julie! ; it seems to have originated in

France, where the practice was to bite a fragment
from the thumb nail, and draw it scornfully from be-

tween the teeth, this being the most deadly insult

that could be offered by one man to another, at least

so it is laid down at p. 44 of a most fascinatingly
quaint little work, entitled " The Rules of Ci:/:'lz?y,"
translated from the French (London: 1685). Con-

nected with this custom it is interesting to note

the Arabic rite of biting the hands as an exhibition of

penitence, which we find cited in the Arabian Nights,
the Qur'an, and elsewhere. Thus, for instance, in

"The Story of Abu al Husn and his Slave-Girl"

[Bur-ton's translation (vide note "7, p. 112), vol. v.,

" I have given an account of this gentleman's cures

in
my

"

Dzscourserg/' Mesmerzkm, and qf Though.
R MF," in Petti s "Ear{y Enghlrlz Almanack"
for I .

rapergere oris excrcmcnto. Alius manuum aeger eodem dec
anctore,

'
ut pede ac vestlhgio Caesaris calcaretur,' drabat. Ves-

mm primo inridere, spernari : atque illis instantibus modo
vanitatis metuere, modo obsecratione ipsorum et vocibus

adulantium in spem induei :postremo existimaxi a rnedicis jubet,
an talis aecitas ac debilitas ope humana superabiles forent. Medici
varie disserrere :

°' Huic non exesam vim luminis, et redituram,
si pellefsntur obst antia : illi elapsos in pravum anus, si salubris
vis adhibeatur, posse integrari." Id fortasse oordi deis, et divino
rninisterio principem electum, etc., etc. Statim conversa ad
usum manus, ac caeco reluxit dies. Utrumque, qui interfuere,
nunc quoque memoraut, postrguam

nullum mendacio pnetium."
-TAClTUS,

"

Hzlclonhrum," li . iv, c. 81. Wd: also the notes

w M2 vwnse J. Oberlin's ~

rafauf" (laondonz rszg),
vol. iii., p. 3| 3, compare Suzroruus, lib. vm., cap. 7.

[1 Is]
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p. 191], in which we are told " all his goods went from

him, and he bit his hands in bitter penitence;" and

again in the Qur'an, where we find the phrase,
" The

biting was fallen on their hands," which is generally
translated,

"

they repented." "

The custom which obtains among vulgar little boys,
known as

"
taking a sight," is, we are told, of in-

comparable antiquity. 1 have seen it stated (but I

forget where) that the practice was known as a

method of pantomimic derision among the ancient

Assyrians. Now, if this is the case, I would submit

that some of the curious and apparently strained

positions of the figures on the Assyrian bas-reliefs

are fully explained! Many years ago I used to think

that the attitude of the exulting Assyrian warrior,
with his hands extended one before the other on a

level with his face, was strangely suggestive of the

rude small boy, but if the explanation hinted at be

the right one, why, history repeats itself--at wild lout I

We know, many of us, Rabelais' description of the

meeting of Panurge and Thaumaste," where we are

told " Panurge suddenly raised in the air his right
hand, and placed the thumb against the nostril on

that side, holding his four fingers extended, and neatly
arranged in a line parallel to the end of his nose,

entirely closing the left eye, whilst he made the other

wink witha profound depression of his eyebrows and

eyelids," and we have the other historic instance oi

the Lovelom Youth erstwhile "coffee-milling care

and sorrow, with a nose-adapted thumb." 5"

After all, the hand-custom most familiar to all of

us is that of hand~shaking, a custom to which I have

an

f£_,T L; ig). , chap. vii., 148.
" RABELAIS, "Pan!a_g"rueI," chap. xix.
" Sum T. MARTIN and V.  Avrouu, "Bon

Gaulhbr Ballads,"-"The Lay of the Lovelom"

(London: 1845, ist edn.)
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elsewhere alluded," and which arose in " the good
old days," when one could never be sure that one's

dearest friend had not got a weapon concealed in his

hand wherewith to take a mean advantage when one's

back was tumed.
`

It requires no more than a passing
allusion here ; we have all experienced with regret
the timid handshake of the sex which has for some

unknown reason been termed " the weaker," and the

eighty-one ton scrunch of the boisterous friend who

cracks pebbles in his fists, and keeps in training for

the performance by practising on the hands of his

shrinking acquaintances (though in the two cases the

muses of the regret are not identical). Also, as W.

S. Gilbert says,
" the people who in shaking hands,

shake hands with you like that," and lastly the

haughty person of whom a poet, whose name I forget,
said,-

" With fingertips he ormdesoends

To touch the lingers of his friends,
As if he feared their palms might brand

Some moral stigma on his hand,"

so that in time one actually begins to regret "the

good old days," when it was not considered bad taste

to slaughter people whose idiosyncrasies did not har-

monise with one's own sense of the fitness of things.
A word, before I conclude these remarks upon

Hand customs and superstitious, on the subject of

finger nails, concerning which almost as many

superstitious and customs exist, as there are concern-

ing -the whole hand. Innumerable are the sayings
and superstitions as to spots in the nails, "gifts

"
as

our nurses were wont to call them, or the varied con-

tingencies expressed by the couplet,-
'° A letter, a friend, a foe ;

A lover, a journey to go."

"'A Manual qf C/ze|)'osophy" (London: r885),
1 4-

[1 '91
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A writer in that delightful repository of quaint in-

formation, " The British Apollo
"

(1108, vol. i., No. 17),
says :-"Those little spots are from white glittering
particles which are mixed with the red in the blood,
and happen to remain there some time. The reason

of their being called gifts is as wise an one as those

of letters, winding sheets, etc., in a candle." Setting
aside, however, as comparatively irrelevant, the

ancient science of Onychomancy, or divination by
the finger nails, we may note that the older

cheiromants attached the greatest possible importance
to these spots, concerning which they had a regular
code of interpretations. I have gone into the question
at length on p. 130 of "A Manual of Chzirosophy."

As to the cutting of nails the old wives are simply
replete with dicta and dogmata, beginning with the

old rhyme, "Cut them on Monday, cut them for

health; cut them on Tuesday, cut them for wealth,
etc., etc. ;" but one and all are agreed on one vital

point, and that is that "
a man had better never been

bom, than have his nails on a Sunday shorn;" and

again in the same strain, " Better thou wert never

than on a Friday pare thy horn." Holiday, inborn,
his "Marriage of!/ze Arts" (London : 1618), declaims

against such absurd superstitions; and Lodge, in his
" PW?s Mnlserie" (London: 1596), derides a young

man for that "he will not paire his nails White-

Monday to be fortunate in his love." One feels that

Tomkis "hit out pretty freely all round him "
when

he says in " Albumazar" (London : 1615),
" He puls you not a haire, nor paires a naile,

Nor stirs a foot. without due figuring
The Horoscope."

Nevertheless, superstitious conceming the paring of

nails are of great antiquity. The Romans never per-

formed this operation savc u' "Hera Nundinae,
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which took place every ninth day, and the attention

paid to such minor details as this is shown by the

line of Ausonius

"

Ungues Mercurio, barbam jove, Cypride crines."'

In Hazlitt's edition of Brand's " Popular Anhyuities
of Grea! Britain "

(London: 1870) there is an account

of an old woman in Dorsetshire, who always pared
her children's nails over the leaves of the family Bible,
in order that they might grow up honest ; and it is said

to be with this object in view that for the first year of

their lives children's nails are directed to be bitten oil,
and not on any account ad. And this notwithstanding
the fact that Aristotle has clearly laid down, many

centuries ago," the obvious truth that "Nature has

provided us with nails, not, as-among the brutes, for

purposes of offence and defence, but merely as a pro-
tection to the delicate tips of the lingers."

I might no doubt, had I time and space, say

much upon Graphology or the science of detecting
character from the handwriting. That the hand-

writing has certain marked characteristics in every

individual, and that these characteristics, properly
examined and interpreted according to given rules

and method, will tell us much conceming the indi-

vidual character of the writer, is an established fact,
and the tabulation of these rules, and of this method,
is now complete in the works of such acknowledged
authorities as Rosa Baughan," l'Abbé Flandrin, and

Adolphe Henzef' Adrien Desbarrolles, in his major

'

"Eclo§g;¢%¢m," 37%
Hic versus sine auctore est.

~ mtv: N norm , A., J.
" ROSA BAUGHAN, " Character zhdzkated by Hand-

wrzYx}xg," znd edit. (London: 1886),revised and enlarged
from a more elementary work on the subject.

°' ADOLPH HENZE, " Handbuch der Scljytgks-Jerri, ¢tc.;" in the "Neuer Sc/zauplatz der zinste,"
Bd. |38, 1834; " Dk Ciurogrammatomanhle, oder

[1 =°1
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work,
" Les Mysiéres de la Main .- Revelations completes,

suite el /in" (Paris: 1879), has devoted some 220

pages to this branch of the science of the hand,
besides being the author of a standard work on the

subject," so that Graphology, or, as it is sometimes

called, " Grammatomancy," boasts a literature of its

own that it is not my intention to supplement in this

place. "The more I compare different handwritings,"
says Lavater in his "Ph_ysz`ognom¢sc/ze Fragmenle sur

Be/'drderung der Mmseh¢nkennhn1ss," etc. (Leipzic:
1775-78), "the more am I convinced that hand-

writing is the expression of the character of him who

writes. Each nation has its national character of

writing, as the physiognomy of each people expresses
the most salient points of character in the nation ;"
and I may quote the remark of Rosa Baughan
[Op. eil., p. 2], "That the handwriting really reflects

the personality of the writer is evident from the fact

that it alters and develops with the intelligence, that

it becomes firm when the character strengthens, weak

and feeble when the person who writes is ill or

agitated, and erratic when he is under the influence

of great joy, grief, or any other passion."
Handwriting is not, of course, in the present day

-indeed, since the introductionof printing-of the

vital importance that it was before the invention

of the printing press, and the exquisitely-written
manuscript is now, excepting on rare occasions, a

thing of the past. Any remarks of mine on the early
history of writing must necessarily be out of place
here, but the curious in such matters should consult

Lehre den C/zarakter, etc., der Jlleuschen au: der

Hanzirchrgft zu er/lfennen, ere," (Leipzlc: 1862);
"Das Ilandschryfen Lexeéuc/l" (Leipzlcz 1854),
e ., etc.tg AD. DESBARXOLLES and JEAN HIPPOLYTE, " Les

1l(y.rtéfe.r de l'Ecrxlure ; Art ejuger lex Homme: .fur

leur: Aulographer
"

(Paris : n.a'.).
`
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the works of Astle and of Humphreys# Still, a

great interest must necessarily attach to fine pen
work ; to the elaborate script of Cocker, the originator
of the expression

" according to Cocker" ;" whilst

we should many of us like to see a specimen of the

work of " Ricardus, Scriptor Anglicus," whose legend
Miss Horsley has illustrated in the heading to this

introduction." Whilst, again, who is there of us

who has not profoundly objurgated the name of the

friend who, like Hamlet, doth

" hold it, as our statists do,
A baseness to write fair, and lnboured much

How to forge! [his] leaming "-[Act v., sc. z],

the incorrigible "kakographist," who is at once the

bane of his correspondents, and the chief thom in the

uneasy chair of the hard-worked editor. Perhaps
the most complete compendium of facts relating to

this subject is contained in a recent publication ofthe

"Setle of Odd Volumes" entitled, "Pens, Ink, and

Papcr, a discourse upon the Cahgraphic Art with

'°

ASTLE, " T/ie Orzlgzh and Program qf Wrz?:)zg"
(London: 1801;/v Huuruluaxfs, þÿ�"�0�r�1 ¬�1�>�zand Progrers
q/`!1|eArtq/' rz?1}xg"(London: 1 55).

* Edward Cocker [b. 1631, d. 1677], author of
"Plume Ihhmphus, or the Pen? Trzump/1" 1657;
" P¢n'.r I`ran.rcendenc1k," 1657;

" The Arhlrfs Glory,
ort1uPenman's Trea_vure," 1659; "Penne Volan.r,"
1664 ;

"

Vulgar A rzfhmetzt: ACCORDING TO Cocxax,
'

ibp, and a quantity of other works on the same

su ject.
" This Enilish monk, by name

" Richard," was a

writer of suc perfection and elegance that his tomb

having been opened twenty Keats
after his death,

his right hand was found fres and (perfect as it had
been in life, though the rest of his bo

21
was reduced to

dust. A full account occurs in "ll ustrzizm Mzia-
culasum et Hxlvtorzkzrum illemorabzlziun Lab. XIL
ante anno: /ere cccc d CQSGVW Hazsterbach¢cusa"'

glologne: 1591), lib. xii., cap. xlvii.; and Miss

orsley has illustrated the passage at the point above

[1 =a]
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Cunbsa," etc., by D. W. Kettle (London: Odd Volume

Opusculum, No. X., 1885), which contains here-anent
" marvellous riches in a little roome."

Nor is it necessary for me to enter here into the

art of cheiromancy,-a subject which l have discussed

at its fullest length in the volume to which this is

supplementary, "A Manual of C/zeirosophy" (1885).
Of course, the tendency to seek for indications of the

destiny upon dilferent parts of the body is universal

and of incomparable antiquity [" Manual," QI 58], and

though some nations have looked for interpretable
signs in the sutures of the skull, and others [the
Persians, for exarnple],"' have looked for them upon
the forehead, like Subtle in Ben_]onson's "Alcl|¢m|3I,""
by far the most universal and antique form of divina-

tion has been by the hand: and notwithstanding the

named." Another most interesting story of a hand
which never'putretied is that one conceming the hand of
Kin Oswal [A.D. 644], which, on account of his manyoog works, was blest by the Bishop Aidanus, and

giereby rendered incorruptible. It may be found at

folio 169, lib. i., of "Flores Hzlrtorzkzrum, Matthew
Wistrnonarterxensir monachutr," 1567.
" Vxde, for instance, the couplet in the 31101 " Rubai"

of Omar-i-Khayyam (Whin1ield's translation, 1883),-
" 'Whowrote upon my forehead all my good

And all my evil deeds? In truth, not I."

*' Sstilz. "

By a rule, captain,
In metoposoopy, which I do work by;
A certain star in the forehead, which you see not."

BEN Jonson, Tlu Alchemist, act. i., sc. x.

' " In Amisberg monnsterio ordinis Prnemonstratensis, sicut
audivi s quodam sacerdote ejusdem congregntionis, scriptor
quidam erat Ricudus nomine, Anglicus natione; hic plurimos
hbros in eodem coenobio manu proprin prsstotansia cualm Hic
cum fuisset defunctus et in loco notabili sepultus, post viginti
annos, tuxnba :jus sperm., manus ejus dextra tam integm et tam

vivida st reperta. nc si recenter de
coizore

animsto fuisset

pnecisa; reliqua cam in pulverem redacta it. In testimonium

tanti miraculi manus eadem usque hodie in monastexio re-

servatur," etc.
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diatribes of such authors as Mason" and Gaule," we

can trace a strong inclination in favour of the science,
not only among doctors, but among all classes of men

who have made their fellow-creatures their study,
from john of Gaddesden " and Ben jonson 5' to

Coleridge 53 and Ivan Tourguenef£" Among the

Arabs, indeed, the physicians attach an immense

importance to the condition of the hands; it is thus

' Mason drastical? ridicules the science of palinis-
try, "where men's ortunes are told by looking on

the palmes of the hande," in his "Anatomze qf
Sorcerxk "éLondon : 1612), p. 90.

*°

goxm AULE,"|fIva'pavr¢la: me Mag-astronzancer
or he Mapkall-A.rtrologzkal/-D1%'1)zer posed and

puzzled" (London: 1652), p. 187.
"

john of Gaddesden was, according to Freind, who

gives a history of him in his "Hz3°tofy qf Phyrztk,
_/Yom the 73,018 qf Galen to fhe Begmmhg qf the
sl;fl¢¢f!fh Century" (London: 1726, vol. ii., p. gy),a doctor of Ehysick, the author of the famous "

om

AngIxta,"w ofiourished at Merton College, Oxford, and

subsequengy at court, at the beginning o the fourteenth

century. e acquaints us [p. 2843 with "his
great

skill
in

P/zysxbfmorny, and did design, if God woul give him
life and eisure, to write a treatise of C}zez?0/nancy;
but, to our unspeakable grief, this excellent comment

upon Fortune-tellzhg is lost. ' '

" Ben _Ionson seems [in Voétone : or the Fox, act i.
sc. 1] to consider that zh artzkulo mortals' the hand
is the last partin which any feeling remains; when
Mosca says to Corvino :-

" Best shew it, sir ;
Put it in his hand-'tis only there
He apprehends : he has his feeling yet l"

" " A loose, slack, not well-dressed youth met Mr.1

and myself in a lane near Hi hgate. -_- knew him,
and spoke. It was Keats. ge was introduced to me,
and stayed a minute or so. After he had left us

a little way, he came back, and said: ' Let me carry
away the memory, Coleridge, of having pressed your
hand l ' ' There is death in that hand,' I said to -_-,

when Keats was gone; yet this was, I believe, before
the consumption showed itself distinctly."-Coleridge's
" Table Talk," August 14th, 1832.

" I refer to the passage in " Monszhur Franfozlr:
» 4

[1 ul
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that we have it in the "Ay" Luylah wa Laylah
"

[Bur-
ton's trans., vol. v., p. 22o], where the leamed
damsel says :-" A physician who is a man of under-

standing looketh into the state of the body, and is

guided by the feel of the hands, according as they
are firm or flabby, hot or cold, moist or dry."

The reverence, therefore, which is paid to the

hand being, as we have seen, practically universal,
it is not surprising that the Cheirostemon [Xu.p6u~r¢pov]
should have been worshipped as a sacred tree by the

Indians. Of this extraordinary vegetable phenomenon
only a single specimen existed, at Toluca, in Mexico,
until 1801, because the Indians used to gather all the

flowers as soon as they appeared, to prevent its

propagation. In 1801, however, certain scientists
obtained the fertilisation of a flower and propagated
the tree at Toluca. lt is described by early Spanish
historians of the conquest of Mexico, by whom it was

called Arbol de Manilro-the Indians called it the

Hand-tree. Augustin de Vétancourt" describes it as

bearing in the months of September and October a

red flower, having the appearance of a hand, formed

with such perfection as to the palm, the joints, the

phalanges, and the fingers, that the most expert

sculptor could not reproduce it so exactly. When it

is green it is closed like a fist, and as it becomes red

it expands and remains half open." Miss Horsley
has reproduced a drawing of it, given by Humboldt,"
as a heading to Sub~section Il., p. ICI," andl must con-

I(

Souven# de 1843," where M. Francois calls Tour-
eneff's attention to the breaking of the Line of

Efe in his hand, and predicts his own violent death,
which subsequently comes about.

=* AUGUSTIN DE VETANCOURT, " Teairo Mexzkano"

(Mexico: 1698), fol.
" "

Voyage de Humboldt. Planter Eguz)zo.tzhle.r"
(Paris: 1508), vol. i., p. 85.

" Besides the chelrostemon Miss Horsley has given
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fess that de Vetancourt seems to have been carried

away by his artistic imagination in his description.
Now, with regard to the study of the hand, it is

_ 193-_ _

difficult, if not impossible, to say where it originated. 3";1'f,l,,,Z;§;:
M. Fétis -in tracing the origin of the violin,"-has,
in more than one place, remarked that there is nothing

`

in the West that has not come there from the East,-
a remark in support of which Colonel Tcheng-ki-Tong T,,|,¢,,,.¢;.1~°,g
has brought forward some very interesting evidence."

That this science was studied very many centuries

ago in the East we have abundant proofs, from the

writings of Philip Baldazus, who tells us of the gud,"

daughter of a rajah who was told all her fortune by
a Brahmin by an inspection of the lines of her palm"

me as headings to Sections I. and VI. representations of
two somewhat similar vegetable phenomena, taken from

p. :Lot the Brat issue o Messrs. CasseIl's publication
" T World qf W%nder.'." The radish [p. 169] ew

in a sandy soil at Haarlem, and was painted §i'rom ~

the life by Jacob Penoy, whose friend Zuckerbecker

presented the picture to Glandorys in 1672. From
this picture an engraving was taken by Kirby, from
which Messrs. Cassell's copy was taken. The parsnep
[p. 95] was bought of a market woman in the usual way,
and is said to have represented the back of a hand
so perfectly that it could not be surpassed by any
painter. he article from which I quote gives many
most interesting instances of a.like nature.

I' Vzde ED, HERON-ALLEN, " Wbhh Makxhg; as 1?
max and xlr" (Londonz znd edition, 1885), p. 37.

" " Of such nature are the exact sciences which no

Vestem nation can boast of having created; such are

the alphabetic characters which have served to delineate

sounds; the fine arts whose masterpieces date from
remotest antiquity;

modem languages themselves,
whose roots are erived from a common origin, the

Sanskrit; the properties of magnetism, imported from
the East, and the foundation of the navigator's`art;
and such, lastly, the various descriptions of literary
composition,-all of which, without a single exception,
were created in the ancient world."-"The Chrhese

paxhten' by Themselves," p. 183."' " Es begab sich dasz ermel ter Ragia sich einsmahls
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[notwithstanding the express prohibition contained

in the laws of Manu l], down to Godwin, who tells

us 'll that Apollonius of Tyana
" travelled to Babylon

and Susa in pursuit of knowledge, and even among
the Brahmins of India, and appears particularly to

have addictedhimself to the study of magic."
Whatever reliance we can place upon either of

these authorities, we have only to reflect for a moment

upon the universal love of any knowledge which

savours of divination, which appears to be deeply
implanted in the human mind. The tendency of the

human intellect is to be for ever progressing,-the
fruit which is out of reach appears ever to us to be

sweetest, and the first result of an intimate knowledge
of what things are apparent and exoteric, is a burning

vor seinen Einwohnem sehen liesz u. nachdem er ver-

standen dasz unter andem ein erfahmer Braman ange-
kommen, liesz er denselben fiir sich fordem u. sagte :-

' Narret' (denn also war sein Nahm)
' siehe doch meiner

Tochter in die Hande u. verkiindige mir ob sie glfick-
selig oder ungliickselig, arm oder reich sein, viel oder

wemg Kinder bebahren werde, ob sic kurtz oder lange
werde leben ; sag mir alles frey rund heraus u. nim kem
Blat vors Maul.' Diese Manier in die Hande zu sehen
is unter den I-Ieyden sehr gebraulich, davon der

hochgelehrte Vossius, l. z., "Ida/].," c. 47, 'Chiro-
mantes ctiam manus partes siniulis subjecere planetis,'
etc., etc. Der Braman wie er i r in die Hand sahe hub
an und sagte:

' Herr Kénig, nach aller Anzeigung der
Linien allein so stehets arauf dasz von ihr sieben
Kinder sollen gebohren werden, nahmlich 6 Séhne u.

eine Tochter, von welchen der letzte dich nicht allein
deiner Krohn in Reichs, sondern auch des Haupts in
Lebens berauben wird u. sich also dann auf deinen
Stuhl sitzen.'

"

(And so it tumed out, this being the

eighth transformation of " Vistnum," beginning of the
third period of time.) " IJ/'abr/za_/2'z' z»Au.j/'12/zrlzk/ze
Besclzrezbung der 0.rt~Indzl'chen Ifisten Ma/abar,
cle." Philippus Baldzeus (Amsterdam : 1672), cap. v.,

. 1 .P "i SVM. Go11w1N,
" Ll?/£5 Q' fha A%¢romancer.f"

(London : 1834), p. 158.
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desire to become acquainted, to extend our knowledge
in the direction ofthings that are hidden and esoteric.
How many are there of us who in all sincerity might
say with Democritus, that " he had rather be the

possessor of one of the cardinal secrets of nature, than

of the diadem of Persia." Bearing, therefore, these

things in mind, we need no longer express surprise
at the necessity which appears to exist, that we

should give credence to some cardinal error, abandon-

ing very often the one, only, as Fontenelle said," to

fall into another.

The time is rapidly passing away when " wise men

are ignorant of many things which in time to come

every common student shall know," 5* and every day
sciences, such as the one at present under discussion,
are establishing themselves more and more lirrnly, as

physical and exact; and did Omar-i-Khayyam live in

the present day, he would no longer have occasion to

say, as he did in the eleventh century :-

" These fools by dint of ignorance most crass,

Think they in wisdom all mankind surpns;
And glibly do they damn as infidel

Whoever is not like themselves-an ass !" "

Another great danger which at one time threatened

the science is now passing away; I allude to the ill-

directed enthusiasm of the ignorant, who, greedy of

the marvellous, take up the science [which they are

not qualified to understand], and pretend to believe in

and to understand it, merely as an implement of

' " Ils subiront la loy commune et s'ils sont exempts
d'une erreur ils donneront dans quelque a.utre."--FON-

TBNBLLE,
" Entretzkn: sur la Pluralzlé des Monde:

"

(Amsterdam: 1701), Ent. iv.
°' ROGER BACON, "De I/:gore Artzlr el Natur¢e."

S;2"lze
Mzkror VAlc/zemy. Also a most excellent and

rned dzlfrourse % the adrmhzble Force and Eji-
cxkncx? Q/Art and ature" (London: 1597)].

" Vhinlield's translation, p. 106, I/IHC note ", p. 70.
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histrionic effect. l am reminded in such instances

of a Chinese proverb which tells of a company of

blind men who started to climb a mountain to admire

the view, which they all described and extolled long
before they reached the top.

Of the value of the study of such a science as this

one, I hardly think there can be two opinions among

people who have any right to an opinion at all. "By
cultivation of the abstract-concrete sciences," says

Herbert Spencer," "there is produced a further habit

of thought not otherwise produced, which is essential

to right thinking in general. . . . Familiarity with the

various orders of physical [and chemical] phenomena
gives distinctness and strength to the doctrine of

cause and qbd." °° And this remark applies not only
to a science so fixed and physical as the one under

discussion, but even, I contend, to its most legendary
and traditional branches, even going so far as the

gipsy cheiromancy, by which the coppers of the

servant girl are diverted by the eloquence of the

itinerant sorceress and peddler. " If we would know

man in all his subtleties,
"

says Godwin in the preface
to his " Lives of the Necromancers," "

we must deviate

into the world of miracles and sorcery. To know

the things that are not, and cannot be, but have been

imagined and believed, is the most curious chapter in

the annals of man. To observe the actual results of

these imaginary phaenomena, and the crimes and

cruelties they have caused us to commit, is one of the

most instructive studies in which we can possibly be

engaged."
Of course, the training which is necessary as a

precursor to the study of a science such as this, is

somewhat special, must be in some way conducive to

* HERBERT SPENCER,
" The Study qf Soabhgy"

(London: nth edn., 1884), p. 318.
" Compare " Jlanual." 1l1l 65, 66, 69, and 89.
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a habit of analytical thought. Different people will

study the question from dilferent standpoints. "There
are acquired mental aptitudes for seeing things under

particular aspects as there are acquired bodily apti- Swrw-

tudes for going through evolutions after particular
Ways. And there are intellectual perversities pro-
duced by certain modes of treating the mind, as there

are incurable awkwardnesses due to certain physical
activities daily repeated

"

[Herbert Spencer, op.
cd., p. 3x4]. .A certain sms: of relalizm is requisite
to the student who would study the science, a sense

which develops itself as the subject unfolds itself,-
"

vinsquc aaquiri! eundo."

lt may perhaps be argued that were the science 182.
_

really entitled to the encomia which l have bestowed v"°°,°°f,§f'°'"'
upon it, it would long ago have been investigated and

brought to perfection; but in answer to such an argu-
ment as this I may cite a hundred reasons-for its non~

development, of which, however, a few will suffice. As

long ago as 550 a.c., Confucius remarked that " the Kung-fn-tm.

study of the supernatural is injurious indeed ;" and

throughout the intervening centuries there has always
existed a strong prejudice against any study that can

give to the student'such advantages as are to be

derived from this one. Besides this it has been very per-

tinently remarked that a continued habit of seltlanalysis
has a strong tendency to lead one to self-deception: s¢r~d~¢=p¢i<m.

the arguments which arrive at persuading others

have passed that point, and have become exaggerated
and deceptive in our own cases, and from a know-

ledge of what we are, to a conviction that we are

what we are not, is with a feeble mind a very easy
and inappreciable transition.

Such causes as this, therefore, have warred against
the full development of our science, but now that

umm scium

mankind has reached a century in which a calm and

self-restrained habit of mind has become a leading

1 aa.
Establishment
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characteristic,I feel every confidence in submitting
to the world the principia contained in the science,
saying with the author of "

Hemnfpus Rzdiviuus," '7

"These are my principles which I submit to the

strictest examination ; if they can be demonstrated to

be false or precarious, I shall be sorry for myself and

for mankind, since undoubtedly they carry in them a

strong appearance of truth, and of the most pleasing
kind of truth-that which attributes glory to God by
displaying His goodwill to man."

I have endwvoured in the pages which follow to

give a satisfactory explanation of the scientific bases

of the science, [in defiance of Longfellow's opinion
that explanations of a beautiful theory are superero-

gatory,°"] an explanation more complete and minute,
and in some measure supplemental to those which

Ihave given in the Introductory Argument to "A

Manual of Cheirosophyf' I have thought it far better

to adopt this course, relying on a certain amount of

probability of success, than to shelter myself behind

the arguments which I have advanced in 1[ 97 of that

introductory argument, contenting myself in this

connection with merely quoting Henry Drummond's

authority for saying that a science without mystery,

"

[JOHN COHAUSEN], þÿ�"�H ¬�f�7�I�l�?�f�l�4�.�l�'Redzi/xi/us; or,
the .Sage's Trmmph oz/er Old ge and ilu Grave"

(London: 17443, p. 14. Recent? reprinted by Mr. Ed-
mund Goldsmi (Edinburgh: 18 5).

¢ "And why should one always explain? Some

feelings are quite untranslatable. No language has

yet been found for them. They gleam upon us beauti-

fully through the dim twilight of fancy, and yet, when
we bring them close to us, and hold them up to the

light of reason, lose their beauty all at once; as low-

worms, which glimmer with such a spiritual ligit in
the shadows of evening, when brought in where the
candles are lighted, are found to be only worms like so

many others."-I-I. W. LONGFELLOW, "liyperzbn,"
bk. iii., chap. 6 (Boston: 1881 edn., p. 253).
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Le., a fully-explained science, is not only unknown,
but non~existent.°° [I/Elie note W, p. 91.]

`

"

Mystery," says Bain [vide note °', p. 66], "is

correlated to explanation; it means something intel-

ligible enough as a fact, but not accounted for, not

reduced to any law, principle, or reason. The ebb

and flow of the tides, the motions of the planets,
satellites, and comets, were understood as facts at

all times ; but they were regarded as mysteries until

Newton brought them under the laws of motion and

gravity. Earthquakes and volcanoes are still mys-

terious; their explanation is not yet fully made out.

The immediate derivation of muscular power and of
animal heal as unknown, which renders these phaeno-
mena mysterious." And such is the case with the

science which we have before us.

This being the case, though I have said in another

place ["Manua1," 1] 93] that the tabulation and mar-

shalling of facts alone will not by itself be sufficient

for the establishment of this science upon a firm basis,
still a proper observation of the facts of a case will

very generally conduce to a great extent to an appre-

ciation of its principles. "ln the earlier centuries,"

says Drummond, in the opening paragraph of his

"Natural Law, eta," "before the birth of science,

phenomena were studied alone. The world then was

a chaos, a collection of single, isolated, and indepen-
dent facts. Deeper thinkers saw, indeed, that relations

must subsist between these facts, but the reign of

law was never more to the ancients than a far-off

vision." So it has been in the case of cheirosophy;
the " palmistry" of the ancients was merely the

interpretation of certain isolated facts arising from

fortuitous concatenations of circumstances, but the

° HENRY DRUMMOND,
" Natural Law hz the

Spzrdual World "

(London: 15th edn., 1885), pp. 28

and 88.
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cheirosophy of to-day is something more; it is the

tabulation of certain received principles, upon certain

rules approved by physical science, in obedience to a

recognised system which has received the support of

reason and of experience. Only, instead of treating
our data as isolated truths, useful only by way of

illustration and support, we are careful to verify our

facts as we go, like Fontenelle's "true philosophers,
who are like elephants, who as they go never put their

second foot to the ground until their first be well

fixed.""°

And after all, the more drastic the investigation to

which such truths are submitted, the more clearly will

their verity become apparent.
" It is the great beauty

of truth that the more we examine it, the more diil

ferent lights in which we place it, the more pains we

take in turning and twisting it, the more we perceive
its excellence and the better the mind is satisfied about

it "

[" Hermxfpus Rediuivus," p. 45] ; but the method

of investigation pursued must be the right one, for, as

Coleridge very justly remarked, to set up for a states-

man upon historical knowledge only, is about as wise

as to set up for a musician by the purchase of some

score of flutes, iiddles, and homs. In order to make

music you must know how to play; in order to make

your facts speak truth you must _know what the truth

is which ought to be proved-the Meal truth,-the
truth which was consciously or unconsciously, strongly
or weakly, wisely or blindly, intended at all times."

As for those persons who despise and ridicule the

science, I have said enough concerning them else-

" " En fait de découvertes nouvelles, il ne faut pas
tropse presser de raisonner, quoy qu'dn en ait toujours
assez d envie, et les vrais philosophes sont comme les

elephans, qui en marchant ne posent iamais le second
ied A terre, que le premier n'y soit len affermé."-

§0NTENELLE,  cd., vi"'° soir, p. 139.
" "Table Ta /E " of S. T. Col' V til 14th, 1833.

'xc
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where [" Manual," QM 71, _78] ; we must bear in mind

Fontenelle's very just remark to the effect that "every
species despises what it wants"  al, vim' soir],
and it is of very little consequence that single sceptirs
make light of a science the importance of which is

acknowledged by a vast body of their fellow-men,"
for we can class them all with the Pococurante, of

whom Candide said to himself, " What a surprising
man, what a genius is this Pococurante! Nothing can

please him I " 7'

Under the same, or almost the same, category we

may class those who declaim against the wickedness

of the science [" Manual," QHI 81-84], people who

-to quote Candide once more-are like the father

of' Zenoida, who was wont to say, "lll betide those

wretched scribblers, who attempt to pry into the

hidden ways of Providence" [" Candida," part ll.,
ch. xiii.]. It is true that among the younger and

abler minds of to-day there exists, as Drummond has

said in the_Preface to his "Natural Law, etc.," a
" most

serious difficulty in accepting or retaining the ordinary
forms of beliefl Especially is this true of those whose

culture is scientific. And the reason is palpable. No

man can study modern science without a change
coming over his view of truth. What impresses him

about nature is its solidity. He is there standing

" " There is no peo le, rude or learned, amoniwhom
"

Ssuch things as this? "are not related and elieved.
his opinion which prevails as far as human nature is

diffused could become universal only by its truth ; those
that have never heard of one another would not have

agreed in tales which nothing but experience can make
credible. That it is doubted by single cavillers, can

very little weaken the general evidence, and some who

deny it with their tongues confess it with their fears."-
SAIUBL _]0I-INSON,

" Rasselas, Pnhce q/`Aby.\".v1)u2z,"
chap. xxi.
" VOLTAIRE, "Candida, ou 1' 0ptzbnz3'me," Ed. Ori-

ginale: reprzh!(Pa,ris: 1869), chap. xxv.
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upon actual things, among fixed laws. And the

integrity of' the scientific method so seizes him that

all other forms of truth begin to appear comparatively
unstable." But this form of the free-thought of'

youth and ability is a very different thing to that

against which Schlegel so drastically inveighs in the

opening pages of his "Philosophy of Life." A habit

of thought engendered by a minute observation of'

the iixity of the laws of nature, so far from being
pernicious or even undesirable, is calculated to

advance us on rapid sails across what Professor Sir

Richard Owen has called "ilu boundless ocean of
unknown tru!h."7' »

'

And of the actual fixity of these laws it is not

necessary for me, in this place, to bring forward

authorities. "The pursuers of exact science to its

coy retreats," says Sir Walter Scott, "
were sure to

be the first to discover that the most remarkable

phanomena of nature are regulated by certain fixed

laws, and cannot rationally be ref'en°ed to super-
natural agency, the suffering cause to which super-

stition attributes all that is beyond her own narrow

power of explanation ;
" 7° and Godwin has commenced

his " Lives cy' the Necromancers "
with the words, " The

improvements that have been effected in natural

philosophy have by degrees convinced the enlightened
part of' mankind that the material universe is every-

where subject to laws, fixed in their weight, measure,

and duration, capable of' the most exact calculation,
and which in no case admit of variation and eruption."
And it is upon this fixity of' natural laws which

Newman Smyth. Newman Smyth has described as the expression of

" SIR RICHARD OWEN, " On the Nature of
Lhnbs" (London: 1849), p. 83. Vzde "Manual,

'

1] .

30"Letterr on Demonology and Wélc/u~raft,"
letter vi.
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"the Divine veracity of nature
" 7° that our science

of cheirosophy has its foundation.

The books which contain the principia of this

science are legion. The volumes catalogued in the
" Babhbiheaz Cheiromantka," Appendix B, at the end

of this book, dealing of course as they do principally
with cheiromancy "par [mais pas] simple," contain a

great mass of data which are of very little value to

the cheirosophist. It is not enough to buy a book

upon the science, or half a dozen books, and devour

them with unreflecting avidity,-a process which must

inevitably result in intellectual indigestion. We

must bear in mind Bacon's excellent advice, in his

essay
"

Of Studies," to the effect that "
some bookes

are to be read onely in parts ; others to be read, but

not curiously; and some few to be read wholly and

with diligence and attention," and so on. Of course,
the vast majority of books hereon are old and fre-

quently obsolete, and great care is required in select-

ing and rejecting the data which they give. Still,
both Sampson and Don juan pointed out to Don

Quijote that there is no book so bad that it does not

contain some good thing," and a comparatively short

study and practice of the science of cheirosophy will

direct the student in his researches in this matter.

For it does not sutlice merely to" read books on the

subject; it must be continually practised, that the

principia laid down in the manual may be impressed
upon the mind by their verification in actual experi-
ence.

" Personal experiment," said Coleridge [" Table

Talk," October 8th, I830], "is necessary in order to

" NEWHAN SMYTH, " Old Faxflu 13| New Lz;g'h!"
(New York: r§;9) (London: 18§a), p. 252.

_

" " No hay li ro tan malo-duo el bachlller-que no

ten algo bueno."-"Don Qu: ofa," parte ii., cap. 3."(§? todo eso-dijo el Don _Klan-sera bien leerla,
ues no h? libro tan malo, que no tenga alguna cosa

Euena."- b., parte ii., cap. 59.

[1 4°]
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correct our own observation of the experiments which

nature herself makes for us-1 mean the phaenomena
of the universe. But then observation is, in tum,
wanted to direct and substantiate the course of ex-

periment. Experiments alone cannot advance know-

ledge without observation; they amuse for a time,
and then pass oil' the scene and leave no trace behind

them." Verb. sap.
The student must, of course, be prepared, in this

as in every other science, to lind occasional baffling
inconsistencies." I have laid down elsewhere the

preparatory notes for the treatment of such contin-

gencies ;-a young science possesses no more the

perfection of the established science, than the human

infant possesses that of the human adult, and the

student will speedily leam to derive as much infor-

mation from his failures as from his successes-just
as in learning a language nothing impresses a phrase
so firmly on the mind as to forget it suddenly, and to

be obliged to dissect and re-acquire it.

And finally you must be prepared to take, as it

were, the rough with the smooth, to learn both the

evil and the good which centres herein, for without

the contrast of evil you cannot appreciate the good.
It is continually argued to me that it is not good to

know one's fellow~men as accurately and completely
as one is enabled to do by means of this science ; that

people are, as a rule, much more charming as they
seem, than as_they are. lf such thoughts as this

disturb you, lay down these volumes, O gentle-
hearted reader, for the science of cheirosophy is

not for you I

I may perhaps incur the charge of undue insistence,
in advancing these arguments in favour of this science,
as an introduction to this volume, but without wish-

"' I/Elie 11 433 and note "', p. 282.
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ing it to be said in the words of Ben jonson's Sir

Epicure Mammon, 'that "if I take you in hand, sir,
with an argument, l'll bray you in a'mortar.""° I am

anxious to escape the censure bestowed upon Fonte-

nelle by his marchioness, who complained of his

convincing her only with his weaker arguments, and

keeping his _stronger ones in the background."
I wish to avoid as much as possible the very easily

fallen-into sin of advancing biassed or favourably
exaggerated arguments in favour of my own case, and

I wish to say everything which has to be said upon
the subject, indiiferently to its effect upon the reader's

mind ; not, like the Delphic pythoness," to divide what

it is judicious to say from what it is prudent to omit ;

to dwell upon one thing, and slur over another, as

suits the purpose in hand; but that I may deal

honestly with my subject and with the student, saying,
as Drummond has said in the preface to his "Natural

Law" :-" And if with undue enthusiasm I seem to

magnify the principle at stake, the exaggeration-like
the extreme amplification of the moon's disc when

near the horizon-must be charged to that almost

" The Alclzemzlrt, act ii., sc. 1.
' "

je vous ay pourtant pas dit la meilleure raison

qui le
grouve, rep iquay-je. Ah! s'écria-t-elle, c'est

une tra ison de m'avoir fait croire les choses sans

m'en apporter que de foibles preuves. Vous ne me

jugiez donc pas digne de croire sur de bonnes raisons?

je ne vous prouvois les choses-répondis-je-qu'avec
de petits raisonnements doux, et accomodez a vostre

usage; en eussay-je employé d'a.ussi solides et d'aussi
robustes que si j avois eu A attaquer un Docteur? Oui,
dit-elle, prenez moy presentement pour un Docteur,
et voyons cette nouvele preuve du mouvement de Ia
Terre." FONTENELLB, op. cd., vi soir.-Placing,
therefore, my reader in thc place of the mar uise, I

propose to treat him as a doctor whom I la(i>our to
convince.

" V12i¢ HORACE, "De Arte Poehka," vers. 148
el seg.
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necessary aberration of light which distorts every new

idea, while it is yet slowly climbing to its zenith."

Again, reflecting that arguments may often ruin the

cause they desire to advance, by perplexing when they
do not convince, I shall prefer to state the facts, the

truth of the case, without comment, rather than to cover

the light of the science with a bushel of argument."
And lastly, I desire not to incur the charge of

recording only successes and not failures of the system,
so that the student may not paraphrase to me the words

of the Roman to whom were pointed out the votive

tablets of those who, "in consequence of their prayers
to Neptune," had not been drowned in shipwreck,
as a proof of the eliicacy of such prayers, and who

somewhat significantly replied,
" Yes ; but where are

the votive tablets of those who have been drowned?"

Iwould call particular attention to the now gene-

rally accepted fact that man is formed almost wholly
by.his environment," that his organisation, like that

of the animals, conforms to the necessities of his life.

Perhaps the data upon which such a dictum as this

may be amply supported, have never, in a condensed

form, been put before the world more clearly than

by the author of a now somewhat obsolete but most

" " Some in their discourse desire rather commenda-
tion of Vit, in being able to hold all arguments, than of

judgment in disceming what is true: As if it were a

praise to know what might be said, and not what should
be thou ht."-BACON,

"

Of D13"cour_re."
" "Tihe Influence of Environment may be investi-

gated in two main aspects. First, one might discuss
the modem and very interesting question as to the

power of Environment to induce what is known to

recent science as variation. A change in the surround-

ings of any animal, it is now well known, can so react

upon it as to cause it to change. By the attempt, con-

scious or unconscious, to adiiust itself to the new con~~

ditions, a tme physiological c angc is gradually wrought
within the organism. unter, for example, in aclassical
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interesting opusculum, " The HanaL P/zrenologically
Considered" (London: 1848), chap. iii. of which is

mainly devoted to a clear and progressive essay on

the Subject, entitled "Appendages to the Trunk, a

Key to the entire Organisation and Habits ofAnimals "

[pp. 22-43]. This essay terminates with the words:-
" From this cursory examination of the animal world

we may gather the important conclusion, that from

the structure of an extremity we may obtain a com-

plete insight into the entire organisation of an animal;
and thus the paws fumished with sharp retractile

claws of the lion, indicate at once to a naturalist its

strong teeth, its powerful jaws, and its muscular

strength of limb ; while from the cleft foot of the cow

the complicated structure of its stomach, the dciinite

peculiarities of its jaws, and its vegetable diet may
with equal certainty be predicated

"

[p. 48]. A mass

of interesting information, germane to this matter

also, may be found in the chapter on
" Relations,"

contained in Paley's
" Natural Theology." At present

the point to be established is this, that man is formed

by his environment, his actions, and his manner of

life ; and that, therefore, by a discriminating examina-

tion of the man himself that environment, those

experiment so changed the Environment of a sea~g'ull
by keeping it in captivity that it could only secure a

grain diet. The ettect was to modify the stomach of
the bird, normally adapted to a fish diet, until in time it
came to resemble in structure the gizzard of an ordi-
n grain-feeder, such as the pigeon."-DRUMMOND,"watural Law hz the .Sltzhlual World," chapter on
" Environment," p. 255. Professor Drummond goes on

to cite several other most interesting similar instances.
Vide also KARL SEMPER ["Dze Natzirlzkhen Exzlrtenz-

Bedihguggen der T/nbre, x88o]
" The Natura! Cbndzl

him: U xzlrienre as they afect Anhnal LJ?
"

(Lon-
don: 1881), and C. DARWIN, "The Vanlzhkm qf
Am?na1.r and Plant: under Domestztatzbn

"

(London :

1868, and edn., 1875).
S

[1 49]
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actions, and that manner of life may, with practical
certainty, be inferred. " I am a part of all that I have

met" [" Odyssg/"].
It may also be said contrariwise, that the mind is

formed by the body as much as the body by the

mind; i.e., that a deformity ofthe body will very

often result in a perversion of the mind, and that

certain physical peculiarities will produce certain

individualised habits of thought and action. The

matter is entirely one of reciprocity,-a reciprocity
which, so far from confusing us, renders our science

more and more clear as we find more and more

points of connection between mind and- body."
"According to the definition of the physiologist
Muller, the temperaments are peculiar permanent

conditions, or modes of mutual reaction of the mind

and organism, and they are chiefly dependent on the

relation which subsists between the strivings or

emotions of the mind and the excitable structure of

the body. Even if we may be disposed to contend

that they are not absolutely dependent on any par-
ticular constitution of the body, it must still be

conceded that they are at least associated with

certain peculiarities of outward organisation, by
which they may be speedily recognised, so that the

physical structure, the mental tendency, and the

character of ideas are always intimately connected." 8°

"There is no example," says Bain [vide note "],
"of two agents so closely united as mind and

" Dr. Alexander Bain's work, " Mahd and Body, I/ze

T/zeorzkfrqf t/rel? Relatzbn "

(London: 7th edit., l883?,is probably well known to many of my readers, as dea -

ing exhaustively with the many theories vhich ihave
been advanced in explanation with this relation.

"' " ]7ze Hana' Plzrenologzta/br Con.s'12iered" (Lon-
don: i8}8), p. 6. Vzdu also Herbert Spencer's

"

Sfuaiv
o Sl/L`/llllgj `(l.ondon : 1873), chap. xiii., "Discipline

"

nth edit., 1884, p. 3z4].
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body, without some mutual interference or adapta-
tion.... On a theme so peculiar and so diiiicult

the only surmise admissible beforehand would be

that the two distinct natures could not subsist in their

present intimate alliance and yet be wholly indilferent
to one another; that they would be found to have

some kind of mutual co-operation ; that the on-goings
of the one would be often a clue to the on-goings of

the other.... We can begin at the outworks, al

/lu organs of sense and motion, with which the nervous

system communicates; we can study their operations
during life, as well as examine their intimate struc-

ture; we can experimentally vary the circumstances

of their operation; we can find how they act upon
the brain, and how the brain reacts upon them.

Using all this knowledge as a key, we' may possibly
unlock the secrets of the anatomical structure; we

may compel the cells and fibres to disclose their

meaning and purpose." 5° '

I will close this section of my argument with this

retrospective remark of Milne-Edwards, "That the

faculties of the mammalia are the more elevated in

proportion as their members are the better constructed

for prehension and for touch,"5"-an axiom the truth

of which I think most of what has gone before

has sulhciently established, an axiom which entirely
clinches the data referred to in QI 49 and note ", p. 64.

lt may perhaps be argued that these data may have

been tabulated in error; that the rm! nature of man

"' " The form and posture of the human body, and its
various organs of perception, have an obvious reference
to man's rational nature; and are beautifully fitted to

encourage and facilitate his intellectual glnyirovement."-DUGALD STEWART, " Outlines a oral Phala-

éophy" (Edinburgh: and edit., 1801 , p. 68, sect. xi.,
88.
v H. Mlum-EDWARDS, _"A Manual qf Zoology"

(London : and edit., 1863), $5 306-343.

[1 sl]
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very seldom appears upon the surface; and that the

deductions which are set down in the following pages

may be founded upon misapprehension. I have only
to say that, carefully watched, all men must at some

time or another allow their true natures to appear,
"for Nature," as Bacon said [" Of Nature in M¢n"],
"will lay buried a great time and yet revive upon
occasion or temptation ;" and again [" OfNegociafing"],
"Men discover themselves in trust, in passion, at

unawares, and of necessities, when they would have

somewhat done, and cannot finde an apt pretext ;"
and it is by watching for such occasions as these

that we attain to the verification of our principia, my
task being principally to state those principia clearly
and correctly. By inapplicable phraseology many

a question has been darkened and mystificd to the

point of despair. In the history of philosophy we find

numerous instances of contradictions being brought
about by inappropriate language, and in no case more

fatally than in the tabulation of the data upon which

to found such sciences as this one.

Of the value of this science it is not necessary for

me in this place to say any more than I have already
had occasion to say ["Manual," QHI 85-6]. Alas!

that, as Sir Walter Scott found it necessary to say,"
truth should not be natural to man; were it so, one of

the great arguments in our favour would be annulled ;
and again, one's first impressions being practically

" "The melancholy truth that 'the human heart is
deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked,' is

by nothing proved so strongly as by the imperfect sense

displayed by children of the sanctity of truth.... The
child Has no natural love of truth, as is experienced by
all who have the least acquaintance with early youth.
If they are charged with a fault while they can hardly
speak, the first words they stammer forth are a false-
hood to excuse it."-" after: on .D87)l()7l0[0'§_)V and

Wzfc/zcraft," letter vii.
X
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indelible," is it not of vital importance that they
should bc correct, so that we may not start in our

intercourse with our fellow-men at the prime dis-

advantage of having formed a mistaken idea of their

characters and modes of thought? It is these two

great advantages that I claim to confer upon you by
the inculcation of the principles oi' this SCIENCE or

Cm-:mosovnv ; it is this that_I desire to impress upon

thinking minds; it is this superiority that I claim to

be existent in the HANDS as the outward indicators

of the inner characteristics of man.

Before proceeding to consider the principles and

practice of the science of cheirognomy, I think it is

necessary that we should clearly understand what we

are working upon, we should know thoroughly the

anatomical construction oi' the hand, and that we

should be in a position to say upon what develop-
ment of what particular muscles and bones par-
ticular fonns of hands depend.

l have already [HI 52] quoted Milne-Edwards'

remark upon the progression of intellect in a direct

ratio to the articulation of the extremities of animals,
a remark which finds a curious parallel in the second

subsection of M. d'Arpentigny's work [QI g9]. How

obviously may we carry the observation further, and

at length, contemplating the perfectly-articulated
hands of MAN, say with the Persian tent-maker :-

" Man is the whole Creation's summary,
The Pl'¢Ci0al$ Apple of great Wisdom's Eye,

The circle of Existence is a Ring
Whereof the Signet is Humanity.
Ten Powers, and nine Spheres, eight Heavens made He,
And Planets seven, of six sides we see,

Five Senses, and four Elements, three Souls,
Two Worlds-but only ONE, Oh MAN ! like thee I "'°

" As Fontenelle remarks on the sixth evening of the
u HEnirehéns I have already quoted, paxszbs.

_

" "77|¢ Rubaiydt qf Omar-1-K7myydm," Rubaryat

[1 54]
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But though a Power of which we can know nothing
in the present finite condition of our intellects has

brought us to this state of perfection, still we must

not lose sight of the great principle continually laid

down, to which I have before [1] 49] referred, i.e.,
that man is formed to a great extent by his en-

vironment; and the pre-natal conditions of his

existence are only a further development of this

same principle. The development of any organism
in any direction is dependent upon its environment.

A living cell cut off from all air will die. -A seed-

germ apart from moisture and an appropriate tem-

perature will make the ground its grave for centuries.

Human nature likewise is subject to similar con-

ditions. It can only develop in presence of its

environment.
`

In the human embryo the hand is the first member

which in any way suggests its linal development.
In the embryo of a month, though the hand resembles

a fin more than anything else, it is still distinctly
apparent, and the illustration given of a stage three

weeks later on [p. 126 of vol. i of the eighth
edition of Quain's " Elements of Anatomy

"

(London:
1876)] represents this elementary development very

clearly and well. The hand is perfect at birth, save

that the palm is always out of proportion with the

fingers, itself an interesting factor in the establish-

ment of the science, regard being had to the remarks

of our author in QI 94. It is at about the age of

fourteen, both in men and women, that the hand

assumes the permanent form as the indicator of the

characteristics which will follow a subject through
life. 91 [Vids QHT 65 to 67.]

340 8and 120 of VVhinlield's translation [note "',
P- 4 -

f' £7e are not discussing the lines of the palm in
this volume, but I beg to call attention to the following
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It is now that- the art of the cheiromant comes

into requisition. " I can never see any difference in

bands; I cannot tell whether my hands are big or

small; I cannot tell whether my thumb is large or

not; I do not know whether my fingers bear the

right proportion to my palm." Such things as this

are said to me every day, and it is of course only
after a small amount of observation that the student

is able to determine these points for himself, to

distinguish differences which are imperceptible to

the unpraciised eye, just as the banker's clerk detects

a forged banknote after it has deceived persons more

clever intellectually, but less practised in this par-
ticular direction than he. The whole matter turns

first upon the question of comparison or discrimina-

tion, then of agreement, and finally of memory.
" When we have anything new to leam," says Bain

[note °', p. 66], "as a new piece of music or a new

proposition in Euclid, we fall back on our previously
combined combinations, musical or geometrical, so

far as they apply, and merely tack certain of them

together in correspondence with the new case. The

method of acquiring by patchwork sets in early and

predominates increasingly" [p. 87]. This then is

the manner in which the science of cheirosophy is

to be acquired.

ra ph which occurs on page 214 of vol. ii. of

aauaig: "Anatomy
"

.~-" The free surface of the
corium

"

[or bomy layer of the skin]
" is marked in

various places with larger or smaller furrows, which also
'affect the superjacent cuticle. The larger of them are

seenopposite the flexures of the dioints,
as those so well

known in the palm of the han , and at the jointure
_of the Bngers. The finer furrows intersect each other
at various angles, and may be seen almost all over the
surface. These furrow: are not mtftbl the conse-

quence qf the freguent _/oldbug qf the sh): by the

arizbn qf muscle.: or the bending qf]b1h!s,_for they
8313! hz the embryo."

1 59.
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Of what elements, therefore, are the hands of man

composed? Of bones, muscles, and nerve, the

whole being vivified by a complete and complex
arterial and venous system.

To begin with the basis of the fabri@the bone;
let us consider what is its composition, and how does

it play its part in the human economy. "Bone,"
says Holden," "is composed of a basis of animal

matter impregnated with ' bone earth
'

or phosphate
of lime." The first ingredient makes it tenacious and
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elastic; the second gives it the requisite hardness,
the animal part forming about one-third, and the

earthy two-thirds. The general construction of long
and round, broad and flat, and short and irregular
bones need not occupy us, but the microscopic
structure is of interest to us in our present study.
Fig. 1 represents a transverse section of a bone.

[All bones present the same characteristics, and I

have chosen a section from the radius, as its peculiari-
ties are perfectly shown.] The big black spots are

" LUTHER HOLDEN, "lah/man 0steology"(London:
4th edit., 1879), pp. 2, 14, 15, az.
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sections of the canals' [called Haversian canals],
which transmit bloodvessels to the substance of

the bone. The small dark spots are minute reser-

voirs, called "bone corpuscles," "bone cells," or

"I¢u'una»." The Haversian canals vary considerably
in size and shape: they are generally round or oval,
and whilst those nearest to the circumference of the

bone are small, towards the centre they grow gradu-
ally larger, at length opening into the hollow which

occupies the centre`of the bone, and is filled with the

marrow. Round the Haversian canals are disposed
the " Iacune " in concentric rings, known as

" lamina,"
which are formed of concentric layers of bone, which

have been developed within the Haversian canal.

The laamz are microscopic tubes, connected spider-
like with one another by means of tinier tubes still,
called " a1nal12'u1|'." All these bunches, as it were, of

canaliculi anaslomose, i.e., are connected with one

another, so that by these means a constant connection

is kept up between the Haversian canal and its con-

centric layers of bone, by means whereof the nutrient

juices are continually distributed to every part of the

bone. Each Haversian canal, vith its layers of

bone, lacunw, and canaliculi, is called a
" Haversian

system," each system being to a great extent in-

dependent of the others. Besides these there are

the triangular spaces between the systems [caused
by their circularity], which, being filled up with bone

layers and Iacuncz similar to the Haversian systems,
are known as Haversian interspaces. Fig. 2 repre-
sents a longitudinal section of a similar bone. .

Between the articulations of the bone and the oar-

tilage there exists another species of bone containing
no Haversian canals ; the lacuna are larger than in the

aubjacent bone, and have no canahbuli ,° the result of

this is, that, DOI being vascular, it is much less porous
than common bone, and consequently forms a much

[1 61]
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stronger and unyielding surface for the support of the

cartilage. With this bone, however, which is called

articular bone, we need not deal in this place, as it

does not concern the present discussion. It is not

necessary either for us to enter into the structure and

development of embryonic bone, as we are dealing
with the fully-developed hand exclusively [zndc
thereon Howl-:N, op. oil., p. 23].

The skeleton of the hand [Plate I., Ffonhspiece]
consists of twenty-seven bones."

`

The first eight are
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Longitudinal section showing the Haversian canals.

the little bones of' the carpus; the five succeeding
bones constitute the metacarpus; these support the

bones of the fingers. Each finger has three bones,

termed, in order from the wrist, the first, second, and

third or ungual phalanx. The thumb has only two

phalanges.
It may be seen that the eight bones ot the carpus

are arranged in two rows of four each, so as to form

a broad base for the support of the hand. The

reason of' this mass of small bones is dual: it is to

" Holden's "

0.°z'eolag_y," pp. 148-157.
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pemiit extended motion, and also to confer elasticity ;

for each articular surface [vide 1 62] is covered

with cartilage, which, by preventing jarring, reduces

the risk of fracture or dislocation to a minimum.

This beautifully-constructed and flexible " buffer
"

[as
it were] is called the "carpal arch ;" all these bones

articulate with one another by plane surfaces con-

nected by strong ligaments, and the second row

support, in like manner, the bones of the metacarpus,
giving them by their varied shapes and positions
different degrees of mobility, the thumb being the

most, and the third finger the least, movable of
`

the

digits, on account of the arrangements of` the carpus
which give them motion. The carpus, which is

entirely cartilaginous at birth, does not become fully
ossified and perfect as we see it in Plate I., until the

end of the twelfth year [vide 1|' 58]. No muscles

are attached to the back of the wrist, but the palmar
surface of the carpus gives rise to the main muscles

of the fingers.
The metacarpus consists of the five bones that

support the phalanges of the thumb and fingers.
The shafts of these bones are slightly hollow as seen

from the palmar surface, the bases of the bones

articulating, not only with the carpus, but laterally
with one another. The metacarpal bone of the

thumb is distinguished by a characteristic saddle-

shaped surface at its base. There are no less than

nine muscles to work the thumb, and its great mobility
depends upon this saddle-shaped joint at its base.

Each of the metacarpal bones have certain distinguish-
ing characteristics by which they are known to the

osteologist. It is interesting also for us to note that

every metaoarpal bone has an epzphysis [i.e., a mass of

bone ossified from a separate centre of ossification]
at the lower end, and sometimes at the upper ; these

appear at different 'ages up to the fourth year, but

[1 64]
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none of them join on to the shafts of the bones until

about the twentieth year, so that the skeleton of the

hand cannot be said to be perfect and complete until

that age.
Each finger consists of three bones, termed the

phalanges. The two of the thumb correspond to the

jirsl and third of the fingers. The shafts of the

phalanges are concave on their palmar surface [like
the metacarpal bones] for the convenient play of the

flexor tendons, and on each side of the flat or concave

surface there is a ridge for the attachment of the

fibrous sheath which keeps the tendons in place. As

in the metacarpus, the perfect ossification, and the

attachment ofthe epiphyses of these bones, is not com-

plete until about the twentieth year.
Besides the above bones we often find small bones

bedded in the tendons of the joints of the thumb,
called sesamoxd bones. _

These give greater leverage
and strength to the joints, and where you can see or

feel them in a hand, they are always a great sign of

strength.
It would, of course, be beyond the limits ofa work

like the present to enter into anything like a complete
survey of the muscles of the hand and the principal
muscles of the arm which are connected with them,
but, seeing that on the development of these muscles

quite as much as upon the development of the bones

the shapes of the hand depend, a few passing re-

marks will not, I think, be out of place. For any
more complete survey the reader should refer to such

works as Quain's " Analomy," etc."

Every muscle constitutes a separate organ, com-

posed chiefly of a mass of contractile fibrous tissue,
with other tissues and parts which may be called

f' Quain's "Elements qf Anatomy" (London: `8th
edit., 1876), vol. i., pp. 183, 218-223.
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accessory. Muscular fibres [vide Fig. 3] are con-

nected together in bundles or fascztuli, and these

fasciculi are again embedded in, and united by, a

quantity of connective tissue, the whole " muscle"

being usually enclosed in a sheath of the same

material. Many of the muscles are connected at their

more or less tapering extremities with tendons by
which they are attached to the bones or hard parts,
and tendinous bands, as a rule, run into the substance,
or over the surface of a muscle. Bloodvessels are

§.in¢h. 1 meh.
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largely distributed through the substance of a muscle,
mrrying the materials necessary for its nourishment

and changes, and there are also lymphatic vessels.

Nerves are ramilied through every muscle, by which

the muscular contractions are called forth, and a low

degree of sensibility is conferred upon the muscular

substance.

lt is, of course, quite impossible, as it would be

inappropriate, to givc in this place a full account of

the various muscles of the hand. They are as fully
represented as is necessary by Plates II. and III., and

1 vo.
Muscles of the

hand.
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they are there described. I wish merely to call

particular attention in Plate II. to the great strength
and variety of the tendons which support the muscles

of the thumb and first finger, and in Plate Ill. to the

enormous substance and importance of the muscles

of the thumb and of the palm proper, which send oii'

the most important digital muscles, an ammgement
made especially clear to us by the differentiation in

the two cuts of the superficial and of the deep-seated
muscles. Aglance at these two plates will be of more

value to the student in cheirosophy than many pages
of description.

The arteries and venous system of the hand must

necessarily interest us, as it varies continually in

various individuals, and, as I have elsewhere pointed
out [" Manual," 1H[ 38 and 72], this very variation pos-
sesses of itself a very significant meaning for us. I

have given a short account of the main arteries of the

hand in " A Manual of Cheirosophy;
"

a fully detailed

account may be found on pp. 41o-419 of Quain's work

already cited, containing practically all that is known

concerning the various constituent parts of the super-
ficial and deep palmar arches.

Nothing can be more interesting or significant to

the student than the study of the nervous system of

the hands,-a subject which I have discussed at length
in my fcrmer volume, and to which it is not, therefore,
necessary for me to do more than merely refer here.

On the structure and arrangement of nerve fibres,
cells, and centres, Bain [vide note °', p. 66] has given
us some most interesting data on pp. 28-32 of his work

already cited. "There are," says he, "some signi-
ficant facts regarding the arrangement of the nerve

elements. It is to be noted, first, that the nerve fibres

proceed from the nerve centres to the extremities of

the body without a break, and without uniting or

fusing with one another; so that each unfailingly
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delivers its separate message. Without this the

greatness of thcir number would not give variety of

communication. The chief use of the two coatings
or envelopes appears to be to secure the isolation of

the central axis.
"Remark, next, that the plan of communicating from

one part of the body to another-as from the skin

of the hand to the muscles of the arm-is not by a

direct route from one spot to the other, but by a

nervous centre. Every nerve fibre rising from the

sur&ce of the body, or from the eye or ear, goes first

of all to the spinal cord or to some part of the brain,
and any influence exerted on the movements by
stimulating these fibres passes out from some nervous

centre. As in the circulation of letters by post there

is no direct communication between one street and

another, but every letter passes first to the central

ofiice ; so the transmission of influence from one

member of the body to another is exclusively through
a centre, or [with a few exceptions] through some

part of the nervous substance contained in the head

or backbone.

"Every nerve ends in a corpuscle, and from the

same corpuscle arises some other libre or fibres,
either proceeding back to the body direct, or proceed-
ing to other oorpuscles, whence new fibres arise with

the same alternative. The corpuscles are thus the

medium of connection of ingoing with outgoing
nerves, and hence of communication between the

outlying parts of the body. They are the crossings
or grand junctions, where each part can multiply its

connection with the remaining parts. There is not a

muscle of the body lhat mould no! be reached directly or

indimfly by a pressure on I/ze la) of the for;/ingzr; and

this ramitied connection is effected through thc nerve

cells or corpuscles." We arc, therefore, in examining
and dealing with the hands, concerned with the most

[1 1=l

1 rs.
Method of

nerve communi-
cation.

1 1;
Nerve

terminations.
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highly sensitive, the culminating point of this great

system by which practically our whole lives are

govemed.
The hand is principally supplied by the two great

nerves of the arm, the ulnar and the median, the

latter doing most of the work. Branches of the

median nerve mainly supply the thumb, the first and
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Fic. 4.-Sr.c'rxoN or Siem [Diagrafmna¢i¢].
(Highly Maw)

second, and one side of the third fingers; the other

side of the third and the little finger are supplied
mainly by branches of the ulnar. The dorsal surface

of the hand is mainly supplied by the musoulo-qiral
and the radxhl nerves, principally by the latter, the

action of the former being confined principally to the

thumb and forefinger [1/Me further on this point
of neurology " Manual," QHI 37, 39-4I]. This

short sketch has, I think, been sufficient to give us
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a general idea of the manner in which the nervous

connection of the hand with the brain is carried out ;

it follows, therefore, merely to consider the culminat-

ing point of this nervous system, the skin, which

plays so important a part in the anatomy of the sense

of touch [vide also "Manual," (HI 40-5 z].
The skin is divided into the cuhk vera [the true

skin] and the culicle [the epidermis or scarf skin].
These are shown diagrammatically by Figs. 4 and 5.
The structure of the cuticle is best shown by Fig. 4,

 ~',¥¥: 4:t§' 
'

s i'

 ».¢»;=.f;.~=f@e»  
px rj'

.

 ,,;*."¢».
0 o gg.  §.,¢ »

"fZ#»  
Fic. 5.-SECTION or SKIN, snowmc PAPILLARY SURF/ics or

Coluuu, Sw:/rr GLANDS, AND P/c|NIAN CORPUSCLES.

[I-inch oycrtive A ¢yepi¢c¢:.]

and is as follows:-It is composed of cells agglutinated
together in irregular layers, the lower ones of which,
as may be seen in the figure, are arranged vertically,
the cells, as they approach the surface, becoming
more and more flattened till at last they lose their

distinctive cellular formation, and become the flat

homy scales of the scarf skin or cutis vera. This is

clearly shown in Fig. 4; at the base we have the

deep layer of vertical cells, above that the distinctive

cells, known as the Malpighian layer or relc mucosum,
and above this the epidermis or horny layer.

[1 15]
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The skin
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The cutis vera or true skin is best seen in Fig. 5,
and consists of a fibrous mass terminating in papillz
[of a pair of which Fig. 4 gives a rnagniiied view],
upon which the cuticle is moulded, and on the

surface of which is spread an iniiniteaimally line

network of bloodvessels, generally running up into

the papillm, as in Fig. 4. The sensibility of the skin,
its connection with the brain  "A ManuaI"] is

due to the presence of nerve terminations, of which

the largest are termed pacimhn corpuscles [Fig. 5], and
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the smaller, which are found in the papille, touch

covpsascks or end bulbs [Fig. 4].
The sweat glands, of which 2,500 are to be found

in every square inch of the skin of the palm, are

shown in both figures, consisting of tubules coiled up

vera, and proceeding by spiral
where they can be seen with

arranged in rows upon the

in balls in the cutis

ducts to the surface,
a strong magnifier,
curvilinear ridges [formed by the papillae of the

cutis], as shown in Fig. 6.

The nails are merely a thickening of the outer homy
layer or cuticle, growing from matrices formed by folds
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of that cuticle. They are formed from above as well

as from below at the root, so that the nail is con-

tinually pushed forward by the new growth at the

base. lt is interesting to note that, if the nails are

neglected for years, they will grow as thick as they
are broad, and curl over towards the digit like a

claw.

Here, therefore, we have the complete physiology
ofthe hand so far as it is necessary for us to be con-

versant with it,-a physiology upon which we can base

that sense of touch which, as Sir Walter Scott has

said, it is impossible to deceive," a quality which is

peculiar to it of all the senses of man, and a quality
which we find more highly developed in white-

skinned races than in any other;*-that sense of

touch which affords us perhaps the best evidence of

" " The sense of touch seems less liable to perver-
sion than either that of sight or smell, nor are there

many cases in which it can become accessory to such
false intelligence as the eye and ear, collecting as they
do their objects from a greater distance, an tg

less

accurate imiziry, are but too ready to obey."-" tier:
on Demona gy and PW¥chcraft." letter i.

" " As re rds the darker-coloured races, we know
that they dig; somewhat from the white in the texture

of their skin : it is coarse in its structure, provided with
a larger number of sebaceous glands, and covered by a

thicker layer of cuticle, so that the sentient termina-
tions of the nerves being less exposed, its general sensi-

bility rnust be considerabl less than the skin of white

people."-[" The Hand lglzrenologxtally Considered,"
p. 56.] Attention has been drawn by Dr. Wm. Ogle to

the fact that pigment occurs in the olfactory regions,
and he traces to this fact an increase in the acuteness
of smell. Dr. Ogle' attributes the acuteness of the
smell of the negroes to their greater abundance of pig-
ment. Albinos and white animals neither see nor smell
so delicately as creatures that are dark-coloured [BAIN,
op. czl., p. 35].

° "Ano:mz2|," by Dr. Wm. Ogle, in Mzdira-Chirurgfkal
Traruazbinu, vol. liti.

[1 nl
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the connection of mind and body, and which is most

highly developed in the human hand ["Manual,"
QT 47]-

The foregoing pages contain, I think, all that it is

necessary for me to say by way of introduction to

this volume, regard being had to the fact that I have

already somewhat exhaustively argued the point
[though along different lines] in the Introductory
Argument to "A Manual of Cheirosop/1_y." If the

above remarks are borne in mind during the perusal
of the following pages,I think that it will be found

that a new light is shed upon the Snbnce of Chaim-

sophy, and that it has advanced yet another step
towards a pre-eminence among the sciences which

aim at a comprehension of man's inner nature by the

observation of his physical peculiarities.

April' zzvug 1886.
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PNDGI EEATTQN.

KNOW THYSELF. - Beautiful and wise maxim

which the generality of men iind it more easy to

applaud and admire than to put into practice l

ln lonia, where the earth yields almost of her own

accord all that is necessary to man, and where, by
rnson of the warm climate, a greater part of the needs

which are indigenous to our latitudes are unknown,
they were able to carve this maxim V'

upon the portico
of their temple as a precept which every one in the

" " Know thyself.'f This maxim was engraved in
letters of gold upon the front of the Temple at Delphi ;
it was a dictum of the philosopher Socrates, accord-
in to the very interesting note at p. 1076 of Valpy'sVgfzbrum ffili/£7161 (Lon on: 1820); and, having been

given as a maxim to Croesus by the Delphic Pythoness,
was inscribed, as above mentioned, on the front of the

temple) It is this circumstance which is referred to by
Juvenal. when he says, "The maxim ' Know thyself

'

descended from heaven;"+ and it is also recorded by
Xenophon as a saying of Socrates, whom he causes to

say (nn the Memorabzlium, bk. ii., cap; 2), "Tell me

then, 0 Euthydemus, were you ever in Del hi?"

"Certainly," replies Euthydemus,
" twice." " lgo you

remember seeing 'Know thyself' inscribed upon the

' " Chilonis et Socratis pneceptum tanquam oraculum e coelo

delapsum lprx
foribus templi Delphici aureis littcris scriptum

fait.
'

-Va py's "fd/tfldl' (London: l820, p. 1076).
f " E occlo ddoendit 7:1201 araufbr.-juvenal,

" Salirr
"

xi.,
1. ¢7.

1l88.
K|u1wthysdL

qua.
The maximin

Gmeeemd
in Nonhdn

Europe.
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best interests of his or her own happiness is bound to

put into practice: but in our own inclement lands,
where we can get nothing from the soil excepting by
the sweat of our brows, where the energies of our

bodies and of our minds exhaust themselves in an

endless struggle against the etemal aggressions of cold

and damp, we have no time to devote ourselves to

this beautiful esoteric study, recommended to us so

long ago. At the same time it is in our foggy west,
and it is since our population, augmenting itself in an

ever-increasing ratio, has made manual labour more

and more incumbent upon us, and more and more

painfully exacting to us, that there have arisenamongst
us the theories destined to reveal to us by the siniple
examination of a few physical signs the secrets of our

inclinations and of our mental capacities.
Who has not read the works of Gall, the phrencr

logist, and of ,his enthusiastic disciples ?°° But their

altar?" etc.' Crmsus was a great benefactor of the

Temple at Delphi; he recounts the reception of this
orac e

" Know thyself" to Cyrus, relating that the
oracle said to him, " If thou knowest thyself, O Crmsus,
thou shalt live happily."'l' Compare also Cicero, " Zia-

culanum," i., n. 52, and ii., n. 63; Pliny, vii., 32; and

Persius, " Sahre "

iv., last line.
" Franz éloseph Gall was bom in Tiefenbrunn, Baden,

on the 9th arch, 1758. He began lecturing on cranio-

logy in Vienna in 196; but after six years of constant

la our to inculcate IS new theories was stopped by the
Government in 1802. He lectured in various cities in

company with Spurzheim, from 1807 till 1813, when he
retired from public life.; he died in the year 1828.

" Kai 6 Euxpdnnyr, Elri pot, (9511, 61 E76é8¢p.e, cl! Ae)l¢o|>s 161;
'nbfo-re d¢lxou; xal His ye, rl, Al, 14:11. Ka.0ép.a.0er oilv fpés
rg? ra§ 1rou yrypapphov fb I'N09I EEATTON ; 'E'/uryc. Ilbfe-

por oh oalbrr U01 roi? -ypAp.;w.1~os é;447mrer, 4) fpooéerxn 're :ai

éfexelpvpvas aaufbr ff|.U'K0'l'E2l Gnu dns; Md Ai ot? 8'F`fra 5¢||,
xai 'ydp 6h full 'roi ni 7: q'ip.1;r el5évu.4° qoki 'yep lr 4DJo

fl pésir, d -ye und' épaurbv é-yiywvxor. Xenophon, AIIO-
MNHMONETMATDN BaB7. A, 2.

1 2mrr6v'y|7vd1¢xur, e|l8mip.wv, Kpoin, fepdvets.-Xenophou,
KTPOT IIAIAEIAZ Bifk. 2'.
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study is difficult, and their conclusions frequently con-

tradictory. Who has not read the works of Lavater

gghann Caspar Spurzheim, his most eminent Igupil, was

m at Longrich, on the Moselle, on the 3lSl ecember,
1776. In the year 1804 he 'oined Gall as dissector and

demonstrator, and in 1808 (l14th March) they presented
a Mémoire upon their science to the Institut de France,
which was published in 1809. In |810 they published
the first edition of their joint work, "A natomze etPhysio-
lagze du Systéme 1'V2f1/tux en général et du Cen/eau en

fartxkulztr, at/ec des observatzbm :ur la josszozlzté de
reconnaitre pluszeurs dzlrposztzbns zhtellectuelle: et
morale: de l'l1omme etde: ammauxpar la conjigura-
txbn de leur: tétes" (Paris: 1810-19). In 1813, on the
retirement of Dr. Gall, Spurzheim came to London, and
delivered a seriesof lectures on craniology,whichattracted
much attention and criticism, both hostile and friendly.
Dr. Abemethy fully recognised the importance of the
new science, and elivered a most interesting address

thereupon before the Court of Assistants of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1821, which was printed under
the title "Rq/Zectxbns on Gall and Sgurzhezmk System
ofPhysxbgnomy andP}zrenolog;y" ( ondon: 18;1). In
this opusculum he hi hly appreciates the theory, but con-

demns the arbitrary gogmata laid down by its exponents.
I have before me an amusing little satire, written by
Lord Jefery and Lord Gordon, entitled " The Crantbd;
or Gall and Spurs/lehn illustrated "

(London : 1817),
which was one of the many publications which sought to

extinguish the new cultus. Whilst he was in London, J.
C. Spurzheim published "T/ze Physzbgnomxtal System of
Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, founded on an anatomxkal

andphysxblogztal exammatrbn ofthe N01/ous .Syrtem
th generaland Q/'Mc Bras): hx

'fartztular
"

(London :

18M),-3 Workwhichwas terriflca ly attacked l.¥the press
Also "A Sketch of the New Anatomy and Izyszolagy

og the Brush and Nen/ou: System Q/`Dr.v. Gall and

¢f1lf2h¢l)I¢
"

(London: 1816). In the meanwhile he pub-
lished in Paris his "

Encéphalotomzk, ou du ferr/eau sous

.rex

raxortr anatomquex" (Paris: 1821). The great
work I behind us by Spurzheim's master, Gall, is en-

titled " Sur les Fonctzbn: du Cen/eau et :ur alle: de
chacune de .res partner, avec dex observatzbns :ur la

fosnozlzté de reconnaitre le: zozstmcts, le: _tene/zans,
lex fd1¢1l4', ou le: dzlrposxtxbns morale: et shtellectucllex
de: hammer et des ammauxgar la conjiguratzbn de
leur ce-n/eau etde leur téte "( aris: 1825, 6 vols.). This

[1 90]

Lavater.
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and of the other physiognomists ?°° But their indications

are vague in their apparent precision, and their de-

cisions are often entirely misleading. Nevertheless,
the one theory assisting the other, physiology has

made a step in advance. It is thus that the light in a

crypt becomes more decided, and that the vault be-

comes more clearly illuminated, as, one by one, lamps
are lit beneath its arching roof. Yet another discovery,

work was translated into En lish by W. Lewis under the
title " On the Function: gn Bram and ofEach Q/
175 Parts" (London: 1835, 6 vols). Since this time in-
numerable volumes have appeared in every language
based upon the works above cited.*

" _Iohann Caspar Lavater was born at Ziirich on the

15th November, 1741, and died on the and january,
1800. Educated originally for the Church, he went as a

student to Berlin, where he made himself widely known

by his theological and polemical works, man;
of which

are recognised as standard authorities. ut he is,
however, far better known as a physiognomist ; he took

eagerly to this study at the age of twenty-five, and
his magnum opus,

"

Phyrzbgnomzlrche Fragmenh zur

Bqférdefung der Menschenkenntnirs und Mmschen-
lzebe" (Leipzig: 1775-8, 4 vols.), is still the great
leading work upon the science. It was translated into
French by Mme. de la Fite and MM. Caillard and
Henri Renfner under the title. " Essair :ur la Physnb-
gnorme, dexhhés d

§a1?e connoftre l'homme el d le

fazke ahner" (La aye: 1781-3, and 180 , vols.),
and an English translation was made by Dr. i-L41-lunter,
entitled, "Essays an Phys-zbgnbmy derhhed to pro-
mote the Know/edge and the Love J Jlankmd"

(London: 1789-93, 3 vols.). Lavater had preceded
this work with a smaller one, and innumerable con-

densations of it have appeared, of which perhaps, in
English, "PIE/szbgnomy, or the Corres_tondz?zgA nalogr
between the ormahbn ry' the Feature: and t/ze Rulzhg
Passzbns qf the M:hd" (London: 1800 and 1827 , and
in French " L'/lr! de connaitre les Ilovnmes ar la

Plzysxbnomxe; Nouvelle édition par M. Moreau," are

the best and most handy.

' Vide. A. CARMICHAEL: "A llknnair qft/u Lay? and P11170-

.rop/ay of Spurzluim" (Dublin: 1833), and N. CAPSN: "Rb
minxlfrnlcex q'Dr. .Spur-:luim

"

(New York : 1881).
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and perhaps this science will reach a suiiicient, if not

a perfect degree of certainty.'°° Very well then, the

signs indimtive of our inclinations and of our instincts,
of the skull, and

features of our

all of them, but

which Gall discovered in the bumps
which Lavater discovered in the

faces, I claim to have found-not

those which concem the inlellgfence-in the formation

of the hand.

And, indeed, after speech [which Charron calls Ihe

Adhd qflhe spiril],'°' is not the hand, particularly on the

plane of materialism, the principal instrument of our

intelligence? It can, therefore, reveal to us a great

"' Herbert Spencer, in his "Sindy qf Soabloggy"(London: 1873), has made some remarks which a ord
an interesting corollary to this passage. "Only a

moiety of science," says he, "is exact science; only
phenomena of certain orders have had their relations

expressed quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Of
the remaining orders there are some produced by
factors so numerous and so hard to measure that to

develop our knowledfe of their relations into the

quantitative form wil be extremely diiicult, if not

impossible. But these orders of phenomena are not

therefore excluded from the conception of science. In

geology, in biology, in psychology, most of the pre-
visions are qualitative on y ; andw ere they are quanti-
tative, their uantitativeness, never quite definite, is

mostly very indefinite. Neyertheless, we unhesitatingl
class these previsions as scientific." Chap. vi., " Intel):
lectual Subjective Diicxgltiesfi; hh;/e dez;lt wggethispassa eatlengthin§§9 - o

"
anua 0 ho-

roghyg' (London: 1885). 9%;lenry Drummond/also has

said, " A science without m stery is unl¢nown."*
"' PIERRE CHARRON, "ge la Sagesse Llflfti irozlr."

(Bordeaux: x6oi) p. 109.
" Pour le regard de tous la

parole est la main de l'esprit, par laquelle, comme le

corps par la sienne, il prend et donne, il demande
conseil et secours, et le donne." Chap. xiii. " Du voyr,
ouir, parler."

'

° I-Ilunv DRUMMOND, "Natural Law in flu Spiritual
|Vorld"(L0l|d0n : 1884), at p. 28 of his " /Valural Law," and

again at p. 88, "Even science hu its
rsyxteries, none more

inncmtable than around this Science of L' e."

[1 84]
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deal conceming the attractions and repulsions, and

the intellectual aptitudes of' each individual.

For, just as animals have organisations confonn-

able to their several instincts ; just as the beaver and

the ant, who are endowed with the instincts, in the

one case of' building, and in the other of burrowing in

wood, have at the same time been fumished with the

instruments, in the one case for building, and in the

other for burrowing ; just as we find that among the

animals of' a particular family, whose instincs are

identical, the organisation is also identical, whilst

among animals of the same species [such as, for in-

stance, dogs or spiders], whose instincts are partially
different, the organisation is also commensurately
different,-so, I opine, God in giving us men different

instincts, has logically given us hands of diversified

formations." The hand ofa poet cannot resemble that

"' This is the tenour of the long preamble which intro-
duces Galen`s great work, " Claudzi Galenz'Pergam¢rn§
secundum Iiqijocratem Zledztorum Pnhcxjha, Opus
de Usu Parham Corporzlr Humane; magna cura ad

exemplanlr Green' U¢fl2Bf¢1ll carfxgaium umbcrso h0~
mhzum generx' apprbne necersarziam Nztalao Regzb
Calabfo ¢?n'erprcte" (Paris: 1528), in which he points
out that: " The hands are themselves the implements of
the arts, as are the lyre to music, and the tongs to the
smith. Anddilust

as the musician was not instructed by
the lyre, nor e smith by his forceps, but each of' them is
skilled in producing works which he could not produce
without these accessories, no one can do the work he is
bom to do without the necessary tools for doing it, . . .

but every animal performs the functions of his own pecu-
liar instinct without requiring any instruction therein....
On which account it seems to me that animals perform
their various functions by nature rather than by reasoning
(as for instance the complicated habitations and occu-

pations of bees, of ants, and of spiders), and to my mind
without an instruction." Vnde also "A Manualq'C`hexb'o.'op};'," §§ 6-7.

' " Manus autem ipsaa sunt artium organa sicut lyra musicis,
et forceps fabri. Sicut igitur lyra musicum non docuit nec
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of a mathematician, nor can the hand of a man of

action resemble that of a man of contemplation.
When I lay this down as an axiom I must not be

misunderstood ; I do not mean the hand ofa poet or

mathematician by cultivation, but of a poet whom

nature has made poetic, and of a mathematician to

whom nature has given a mathematical mind. And

again, it would argue a very weak idea of the prevision
of the Omnipotent Creator, of His justice and of His

power, to believe that the instruments with which He

has fumished us are not appropriated by the variety
of their forms to the variety of our intelligences.'°'

It is upon this great truth, and starting from this

point, that I have based my system. Cleverer men

than I, if they consider it worthy of their attention,
starting again ab india, will enunciate and develop it

better than I have been able to do. For myself I

claim only the honour of having been the first to

mtch a glimpse of the fertile regions of this new

science.

"' "There is as much diversity and want of resem-

blance between the forms of the hands as there is
between varied phgsiognomies. This truism is founded
on experience, an requires no proof; . . . the fomi of
the hand varies infinitely, according to the relations,
the analogies, and the changes to which it is amenable.
Its volume, bones, nerves, muscles, Hesh, colour, out-

lines, position, movement, tension, repose, proportion,
length, curvature,-all of them offer you distinctions
which are apparent and easy to recognise." "L'Art
dc connaitre Ie: Homme: par la P}z_yszbnomzZ," par
Gaspard Lavater (Paris: 1806), vol. iii., p. 1.

forceps fabrum, sed est uterque ipsorum artifex per cam qua pro-
ditns est rationem

age;
autcm non potest absque orgnnis, ita et

una qualibet anima ltates quasdam a sua ipsius anima: facul-

tates, ac in quos usus panes sux polleam maxime nullo doctore

pmesentit _ . . Qna propter cnetera quadam animalia mihi naturi

magis quam ratione artem aliquaquam exereere videnturé;pes,videlicet, plasmare fingereque alveolos, thesaurus vero qu am

et lnbyrinthos formicz fabricare, nere autem et texere aranem)
ut autem conjecto sine doctore," lib. i.

7
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Au'rHon's Nors.-Perhaps l should say "re-

dalscovcred," for Anaxsgoras is said to have seen

significant signs of the tendencies of the mind in

the formations of the hand.'°' The Greeks have, almost

without exception, been gifted with the faculty of

prevision.
"' Anaxagoras was the iirst, unless I am mistaken, who

is said to have pointed out the fact that man was the
wisest of all animals, because he had hands. I do not

know where he made the remark, nor do I flu):/E it occurs

in any of the works which remain to us of him; but
Aristotle alludes to the statement, correcting him b_y
saying that it was because he was ill: wires! of all am-

mals that he was given hands! Galen in the work cited
above, agrees with Aristotle#

' " 'Arafayépas nb air Mal Bal -rb xeipcu éxeu ¢ponpdrr¢1ov
:Inu 112: fqiwv dvdpmrou' edhayov B! Bul. 'rd ¢POI|}|&f¢T0| alma.

pipes >.ap.pd»eu."--Anlsrornz, IIEPI ZODN MOPIDNQ Bm. A'.,
xc¢. L

1* "Ita quidem sapientissimum mimalium est homo. Im
sutem et manus sunt

organs sapienti animalia convenientia.
Non enim quiz manus ha uit, pfopterea est snpientissimum, ut

Anuagoras dicebat; sed quia sapxentissimus ent, pmpter hoc
manus habuit, _ut rectissime censuit Aristoteles."-"Dc Una
Parhlnn Corpori: l1ulnam'," lib. i.
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SUB-SECTION I.

'rua CLASSIFICATXON oi- HANDS.

H/mos may be divided into seven classes or types, 188.
which are suiiiciently distinct from one another in Th'°a;"d2'*'°'
their peculiar fomiations to be clearly and distinctly
described. I have classified them as follows :-

The Elementary, or Large-palmed hand.

The Necessary, or Spatulated hand.

The Artistic, or Conical hand.

The Useful, or Squared hand.

The Philosophic, or Knotted hand.

The Psychic, or Pointed hand.

The Mixed hand.

These types, like the separate breeds of the canine 1 88.

race, cannot alter or modify themselves beyond a :ff;':':'y;";
certain point, in obedience to an occult force similar

to that which brings about the fact that the man of

to-day is the prototype of the man of the patriarchal
times, and which continually brings them back to their

original purity and distinctness of characteristic.'°'

From the various ways in which these types strike 1 80.
Their intl

" Desbarrolles has said upon this paragraph :-"We
"mg

will not follow M. d'Arpentigny in his classification,
because we consider it to be useless. Hands

maiyresemble one another, but nature never repeats hersel ,
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out in new lines and mix themselves together, result

the various civilisations which succeed one another

upon the surface of the globe.
ln his primeval forests, with their alternate lights

and shadows, Pan on his pipes, which never alter

their primitive form, is constantly ringing the changes
upon new tunes.

A nation consisting exclusively of two, or three,
types, would resemble a lyre with only two or three

chords.

Humanity is an argosy of which God is the pilot ;

and man is a passenger on board this argosy, a passen-

ger governed by his own instincts and inclinations.

He obeys, like the little planet which he inhabits,
two great forces; the one general and exoteric, and

the other particular and esoteric.

Laws are evolved by the knowledge that we have

of the abusive powers of our instincts; but they
demonstrate our freedom in this sense, that they
sum up and codify the rq/Iedive forces which reason

opposes to the spontaneous forces of our instincts.

Each type asserts itself by the invincible persist-
ence of the tendencies which it exhibits.

From the day that he ceased to give utterance to

the sighing harmony which testified to his divinity,
Memnon ceased to be looked upon as a god'°'.

and in objects apparently the most similar she places,
sometimes by an imperceptible touch, a complete
diversity of instincts."-"Le.' M sféres de la Math "

(Paris: 15th edn., n.d., p. 1763. Butl do not think
that the remark is called for, because it is suiiiciently
guarded against by the minuteness of M. d'Arpentigny's
analysis and diiferentiations.

"' This is the statue referred to by _luvenal (" Sat,"
xv., l. 4), when he says:-

" Etiigies sacri nitet aurea cercopitheci,
Dimidio magical: resonant ubi Memnone chordze,
Atque vetus Thebe centum ja/cel obruta poi-tis."

In John Pinkert0n'S "

Voyage: and Yrave/.r 1); A/I
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Part: qff/ze World" (London: 1814, 1? vols.), in the
iiheenth volume, containing

" Pocock s Travels in

Egypt," he says :-"Strabo, speaking of Thebes, says
that there were in his time several villages on the site of

it, part of them on that side which was in Arabia, where
the city then was, art on the other side, where the
Memnonium was. glere were two colossal statues of
one stone near one another, one bein entire; the

upper part of the other was fallen down gom the seat,
as it was said occasioned by an earthquake. lt was

thought that once a day a sound was heard as of a

great blow from that part which remained on the seat
and base. When he was there with Elias Gallus and
others he heard the sound, and whether it came from
the base or the statue or the people around it he could
not tell, the cause not appearing; he would rather
believe

anythingthan that a sound could be occasioned

by any particu r manner in which the stone is com-

posed."
' Pausanias says that Cambyses broke it, and

that when the upper part from the middle was seen lying
on the ground, the other part every day at sun-rising
uttered a sound like the breaking of a string of a harp
when it was wound up.T Philostratus, in his " De I/Wa

Ajollomi Zjrancz," lib. vi., c.

¥,
describes the statue

as being of black stone, with its ect set together, in the

manner, I presume, usual to sitting colossi; and Pliny,
in speaking of basalts, reckons among celebrated statues

of this stone that of Memnon now under consideratidn.I
Sir  Gardner Wilkinson, in his "

Topography qf
The J" (London: 1835, p. 36), gives some very in-

teresting notes on the statue, and makes some very

* sruno, rEnrP.4>1KoN,B¢p>. 17.-" Mqm awfzv e» Q;
npdgz, hon 16 Mepbnor' 'E»fa.G0a 5é Buoiv xokoamiv ol) niv

;uroM0uv d)M)ur rkmrlov, 6 pb vebfefu, roi? 5'i°répou fd

bépepq nl. 416 ri: xa0l6pa.r 'rlrkoxe ¢ew;4oU 1enp0érro¢ dn ¢a¢¢.
Iletldveullas 8' 671 deaf xa0' #Mpc lxdov-nv 1/¢6¢os, dn M tkvryiyf
06 prydlun dfanleifm dnl -ron? ;1.évorros ér Tip Gpévqv Kal 'ri #Ma
#pow . . . Ash rv) dbqkov fi); alrlas ri: //.&7)ov érépxerac rn-

rreéur Q fb br 1139 M0uv obru ferayplrur éxflp.red0ac for §xov."
1' Pnusmms, book i., c.4z.-°"E¢m 'yup En xa01)p¢vovd7aN4a

'HXri`cv, Hipaa dvopifoueru ol ro)Jol . . . 6 Kapbéanf Bcéxoyu
:al riiv, bfécov ix xe¢a>i`;r is plvor anime iv dreglpapévor, 16 Be

A0751 ldefffdl rc -ual dvd tivo -imépn dvu:6vroy'HMou Boi, ml

fb' #Xu pdluafa el :dan -rl: x|0dpa 'H Mpc; payrlam xopéis."
I PLINY,

" Ndlllfdlllf Hll'f0fl11," lib. xxxiv., c. 7,
" Non ab-

timilis illi narratur in Thebis delubrio, ut putant, Memnonii status.

diaxur. quem quotidiano solis ortu contactum radiis crepare
I- Ln

l1 osl
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pertinent observations on the robable solution of the

mystery, which is probably explained by the heat of the
sun acting upon the cracked and porous stone. Memnon
himself was the son of Tithonus and Aurora, or, as

Diodorus says, of some Eastem princess. He was

evidently one of the most celebrated rulers of Egypt,
and one of the most respected ; for we find losg accounts
of him in Suidas, Diogenes Laertius, and nrgil. We
also find mention of him in the works o DicgisCretensis, Simonides, and Josephus. Philostratus t s

us that he assisted Priam at the siege of Troy, and was

killed by Achilles.
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SUB-SECTION II.

Tm: sxonlrlclrrxons FOUND xx 'rm-: PALM or 'ms HAND.

Bsroru-: tabulating the deductions I have drawn from

the observation of the various types, I propose to say

a few words upon the significations to be traced in

the various parts of the hand.

On the palm of the hand are found the indications

of the physical appetites of men, and, up to a certain

point, those ol' the intensity of the intellectual aptitudes
which these appetites determine.

Too slim, too narrow, too meagre, it indicates a

feeble and unfruitful temperament, an imagination
lacking warmth and force, and instincts without any

settled object.'°"

"' Aristotle, in his treatise upon physiognomy, points
out this indication of a long and graceful hand, in a

ssage commented upon at much length by Camillo
gzldi in his "In Plzysfbignornrta Arzlvtotelzlv Com-

mentarh`," a Camillo Ba do .... lucubrati (Bono-
niaaz 1621, foI.), p. 69 (33). Vide' also "A Manual.
¢l¢'.," 1[ 112.

O

h

Tu: P.u.n.

1 94.
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small.
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If your palm is supple, of a medium thickness and

consistency of surface,-that is to say, if it is in

proper proportion with the size of the fingers and

thumb,-you will be capable of enjoying all pleasures
[inealculable privilege l], and your senses, easily
excited, will keep pace with the faculties of your

imagination.
Il, whilst still supple, its developments are too pro-

nounced, egoism and sensuality will be your domi-

nating instincts.

Finally, if its amplitude is utterly out of proportion
with the rest of the hand, and if it is at the same

time excessively hard and excessively thick, it will

indicate instincts and individualities verging upon
an animality which is destitute of ideas(

Look, for example, at the animals whose solid and

rounded feet are formed of a single nail, cloven or

solid-ungulous, as, for instance, the ox, the horse, the

ass, the camel ; does not the fact that we men make

use of their powerful strength, of which God has with-

held from them the knowledge and the power to use

it for their own advantage, afford ample evidence ol'

their want of intellect? It is not the same thing
with regard to the animals whose feet are articulated,
like those of lions, tigers, and so on ; the superiority
of their organisation is proved and verified by the

superiority of their intelligence, which is demonstrated

by the state of liberty in which they live."

"' Helvetius has made some very interesting and

analogous observations upon this point in his treatise
"De l'E.\'pf1¥" (Londres: 1776), ch. 1, which are as

follows :-"The human faculties which I regard as the

productive causes of our thoughts, and which we have
in common with the animals, would supply us with but
a very small share of ideas, if they were not, with us,
combined with a certain extemal organisation. If

nature instead of with flexible hands and lingers, had
terminated our anterior extremities with a horse~likc
hoof, what doubt is there that men, without art, without
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By the amount of liberty which they enjoy one can

also form an estimate of the moral forces of a nation ;
for liberty pre-supposes morality.

You will weigh, if you please, the importance of

these comparisons and similes, notwithstanding the

succinctness with which they are placed before you,
and then we will go a step further. You will close
this volume at once il' your mind cannot grasp any-

thing which is not amplified and minutely developed
in the exposition.

The indications furnished by the palm are, ol course,
modified or confirmed by the indications furnished by
the other parts ol' the hand.

habitations, without defence against animals, entirely
occupied by the cares of providin their nourishment
and of avoldin wild beasts, woulg be still wandering
in the forests lige wild herds P" And to this he appends
the following note :-" All the feet of animals terminate
either with a horn, like those of the ox or stag, or in

nails, as in the dog and wolf; or in claws, like the lion
and cat. Vell, this difference of organisation between
our hands and the aws of animals deprives Mem, not

only, as M. de Buflgn says, almost entirely of sense or

tact, but also of the skill necessary to handle any tool,
or to make any discovery which requires hands for its

development." Wife 1[ 52 and note ", p. 67.

1 100.
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SUB-SECTION Ill.

THE SIGNIFICATIONS FOUND IN THE FINGERS OF THE

HAND.

Pu'r'r|NG aside the doubtful or unimportant signs, I

will concern myself only with the leading significa-
tions, the practically infallible indicators of the leading
instincts.

Fingers are either smooth, or knotty [i.e., with de-

veloped joints].
Of the latter class some fingers have only one

joint developed, whilst others have two. joints which

carry with them meanings for us, are not those which

are only apparent to the sense of' touch, but those

which the eye easily perceives at the first glance.
Our fingers terminate either (a) in a spatule, i.¢.,

are slightly enlarged at the tips; (b) squarely, i.e., by
a phalanx whose lines extend parallel to a more or

less square tip; and (c) in a cone, whose rounded

tip is more or less accentuated.
- To these difierent formations belong as many

different interpretations ; but before interpreting them

let us say a few words concerning the joints.
If the joint which connects the third phalanx [the

outer or nailed phalanx] with the second is prominent,
you have order in your ideas, 1`.e., a well-regulated
mind; if the joint which connects the second [or
middle] phalanx with the first [or lower] one is
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prominent, you have a remarkable gift of material

order and of method in worldly affairs.

With both joints developed, at the same time that

you have the instincts of arrangement, symmetry, and

punctuality, you will proceed by reflection; there

will occur in your mind an appreciable interval

between thought and action. You will have an innate

faculty for the pursuit of science.

Smooth fingers, on the contrary, are endowed with

the faculty of art. However practical and positive
the end towards which they are goaded by material

interests, they will always proceed by inspiration
rather than by reason, by fantasy and sentiment

rather than by knowledge, by synthesis rather than

by analysis.
Task [from the intellectual point of view] resulting

as it does from consideration, belongs essentially to

knotty fingers; and grace, unreasoning and instinctive

as it surely is, belongs essentially to smooth fingers.
There are people who sacrifice 'superior to inferior

orderliness; they ruin themselves so as to have a

well-ordered household. Louis XIV. sacrificed well-

being to symmetry, merit to rank, the State to the

Church.'°° He probably lacked the upper joint [that of

philosophy].
"'A better illustration of a mind absorbed by an

attention to trilies and punctilios, which blinded it to all
the great considerations which should have occupied it,
than the Grand Monarque who immortalised himself by
the sentence

" L'Etat, c'est moi ! " could not have been
found. This pettiness of spirit in the midst of his

deur is ejhpecialyl noted by MM. A. Roche and
E. Chasles in eir " þÿ�1�;�f�f�0�l�)�' ¬de France" (Paris : 1847,
vol. ii., p. 274); and Voltaire's "Hirtox?e," tome iv.,
"Siécle de Louis XIV." (Paris: 1856, chap. xxv.,

p. 1 6), abounds in illustrations and instances of the trait
we have under consideration. " He had a manner of

bearing himself," says Voltaire, " which would have sat

ill upon any one else; the embarrassment which he

caused to those with whom he conversed, secretly

L1 -»=1
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Alter the capture by Picrochole from Grandgouzier
of some paltry little town which he had conquered,
Picrochole, comparing himself to Alexander of Mace-

don, proposed to march against Angoumois, Gascony,
Galicia, Spain, Tunis, Hippes, Corsica, Rome, Italy,
and jerusalem. His counsellor, Captain Merdaille,
baring his head to speak to him, "Be covered," said

ilattered the complaisance with which he felt his

superiority! The magnificence of his banquets, and
his lavish generosity with the money of the nation,
have become historic, as also have become his niles of

eticiluette, etc. To distinguish his principal
courtiers

he ad inventeda blue tunic, embroidere in gold and
silver. They were as much sought after as the collar of
the order of St. Louis. He established in his household
a régbnc which exists to this day ; regulated the orders
of men and the functions of the court; and created new

posts of honour among his personal attendants. He
re-established the tables instituted by Francois I., and
increased their number, . . . and all were served with
the profusion and ceremony of a royal board." Voltaire
adds the followin very pertinent note :--"All this pro-
fusion, made witg the money of the nation, all these

posts and sinecures, were absolute injustice, and

certainly were a far greater crime (save in the eyes of
the priests) than any he could commit with regard to

his mistresses."'' A very interesting collection of notes

upon this reign, fully illustrating the above, will be found
in M. l'Abbé de Choisy's eccentric and egotistical little
work "Mfm0l}'¢I pour S877/13' d PHirtoz?e de Louxlr
XII/T" (Utrecht: 5th edn.: 1727, 2 vols.), especially
in the second volume. The minutiz of his household is
demonstrated by passaggs

like the following:-" Le Roi
fit un grand plaisir a . le Duc en lui accordant les

grandes entrées, c'est a dire le droit d'entrer Ie matin

" " Il avail une démarche qui ne pouvait convenir qu'i lui

et 5 son rang, et qui cut été ridicule en tout autre. L'em~
barns qu`il inspirait i ceux qui lui parlaient ilattait en secret la

oomplaisanoe avec la uelle il sentait sa supériorité."
1

" Toutes ces proliusions faites avec l'argent du seuple, toutes

ces creations de charges inutiles, constituaient es véritables

injustices. et certes un beaucoup plus grand péché (sauf aux

yeux des Jesuites) que ceux que le roi pouvait commettre avec ses
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Picrochole. "Sire," replied Merdaille, "l attend to my

duty, but do not be so sudden in your enterprises.""°
This advice of the gallant captain I warmly recom-

mend to the consideration of smooth-fingered subjects.
They are too passionate, too hasty. In study, in love,

dans sa chambre en meme tems que les premiers
Gentils-hommes de la Chambre, dés qu'il est éveillé,
avant qu'il sort du lit. Car quand il se léve, et qu'il
prend sa robe de chambre et ses pantoufies, les Brevets
entrent, et ensuite les Ofliciers de la Chambre et les
Courtisans pour qui les Huissiers demandent d'abord,
etc. etc." (p. 55, vol. ii.). On p. 138 a minute descrip-
tion is given of the nuance: de cérémome, exhibited to

the Papal Nuncio Ranuzzi. 1 have elaborated this

note, as it will be found during the perusal of the follow-

ing pages that M. d'Arpentigny draws largely on this

exaggerated methodism of Louis XIV. in illustrating
his pages.

"' Our author has dealt somewhat freely with his

original in this paragraph. The conversation takes

place when at the close o the day le Duc de Menvail,
Comte Spadassin, and Capitaine Merdaille greet him
with the words :--"Sire, to-day we make you the

happiest, the most chivalrous prince that has lived
since Alexander of Macedon." " Be covered," replied
Picrochole. "Many thanks," said they; "sire, we

attend to our duty;" and after some conversation,
Picrochole having unfolded his great plans, "No,"
reply they, " wait alittle; never be so sudden in your
enterprises."
 .

' R»su.A|s, "

Gargun/ua," liv. i., chap. 33.
"

Cyre, aujourd-
hui nous vous rendons le plus heureux, plus chevnleureux

prince qui oncques feut depuys la morte de Alexander Macedo."
" Couurez, couurez vous, dist Picrochole. " Grand mercy,"
dirent-ils: "Cyre, nous sommes a nostre debuoir

"

....

" Prinse Italic, voyla Naples, Calabre, Apoulle, et Sicilie toutes

en sac, et Malthe avec. je vouloys bienque les plaisans cheualiers
iadiz Rhodiens vous resistassent.... _Ie iroys

'

(dist Picrochole)
" voulentiers i Lorette." "Rien, rien," dirent ilz," "ce sera on

Ielour." " De la prendons Cangive, Cypre, Rhodes, et l§ Isles

Cyclades, et donnerons sur la orée. Nous la tenons Sainct
Tr

`

, Dieu guard Hierusalem, car le Soudan n'est pas com~

pagglemi vostne puissanoe. je." dist il, "feray done bastir le

temple de Salomon." "Non," dirent ilz enoores "attgndez
ang peu ; ne soyez junais tant soubdain dans vos entreprlnsea"

[1 Ha]
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in business, they often fail to attain their ends by
aiming at them with too much vigour."

I shall, however, retum to this subject. Let us

proceed to consider the interpretation of the extemal

phalanges.
We have before us [let us suppose] seven hands

belonging to as many different individuals. They are

held towards us, resting upon nothing, the fingers
slightly opened.

The first hand has smooth fingers, terminating in a

spatule ; the second has knotty or jointed fingers, a'so

terminating in a spatule. _

Both, by reason of the spatulated tips of the
fingers, are characterised by an imperious desire tor

corporeal exertion, for locomotion as a rule, and fpr
manual labour; they act more upon the promptings
of their organisations than of their heads; they
cultivate the science of things according to their

useful and physical aspects, and are inspired with ,a

love of horses, dogs, and hunting, navigation, war,

agriculture, and commerce. '

Both are gifted with an innate sense of tangible reali-
ties, with an instinctive appreciation of real life, a

tendency to cultivate physical power, the talent cf

calculation, of industrial and mechaniml arts,  
"' The moral pointed in these two latter paragraphs

receives a striking conirmation in the case of Gustave

Doré, the French artist. As a painter he was compara;
tively a failure, probably by reason of the fact that he
always insisted on

" running before he could walk," so

to speak, with the result that his paintings always
remained crude and unfinished in appearance. This
characteristic is vividly pourtrayed throughout Blanche
Roosevelt's "

Life and Remzhzlrcences qf Gurfave
Dori" (London: 1885), and shows itself especially in
his favourite aphorism,

" Never be modest in your under-

takings, but always be modest in the day of success." '

° " Ne soyez pas modeste dans vos entreprises, mais soyez~ld
toujours dans le suocés."-Op. nl, p. 352.
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of exact, applied, natural, and experimental sciences,
graphic arts, administration, jurisprudence, and so on.

jacquard," Vaucanson," and Constantin Périer had

extremely spatulate fingers.
Bur, as fingers which are smooth proceed, as l

have remarked before, by inspiration, passion, instinct,
and intuition, and as knotty fingers [i.e., those with

both joints developed] proceed by calculation, reason,

deduction, and by a balancing of probabilities; the

"'

Joseph Jacquard was the George Stevenson of the

Lyons silk trade; he immortalised himself by the inven-
tion of many labour-saving appliances in connection
with the silk-weaving industry. Bom about the year
1750 at Lyons, he was first of all employed under his
father in a silk factory, but the work proving too

arduous for his delicate health, he was apprentice first
to a binder, and then to a hatter, which latter trade
he subsequently took up. It was whilst he was

thus emp oyed that he constructed, from a few
sticks of Erewood, one evening the rough model of the

_Iacquard loom, the which, having attracted the attention
of the authorities, he was taken to Paris to complete and

expound it in the Ecole Polytechnique. He entirelyrevolutionised the silk trade by his invention, whic
caused him to be abhorred by the workmen of Lyons; his
machine only became universally used in 1809. Whilst
ix. Paris he completed and perfected the half-finished

spinning machine of Vaucanson, of which he found a

model in the school. He died in August 1834. For
further particulars of _Iacquard and of his work see

Madame Grandsard's work " _7acguard, .ra we et .von

Guan" (Lille: 1869), or the short bggraphy contained
in A. du Saussois' " Galérzk des omme: Utz7e.r"

(Paris: 1875, stab"'

jacques de aucanson was a man of character
similar to that of Jacquard. Bom at Grénoble in 1709,
he devoted his energies to the improvement of the silk~

spinning machinery used in Languedoc; but he is
better known as the constructor of several marvellous

automata, of which thc most celebrated were a duck
that swam about upon a pond, and ate grain which
was thrown to it, and the world-famous automaton flute-

player, which created such an excitement in 1738. All

the journals of the time are full of it, but the best account

' 8
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hand with smooth lingers will excel particularly in

art by locomotion, by activity, and in applied sciences,
where spontaneity and address, and the talent of

grasping a subject with promptitude, excel over the

mere capacity for combination and deduction!"

Prince jules de Polignac was devoted to the chase,
to travelling, to horses, and to all forms of bodily
exercise. His was a sanguine temperament, and it

was shown by his aquiline nose and high colour.

His shoulders were broad, his chest deep, and his

figure was well proportioned, but his lower limbs did

not come up to the standard of the rest of his body ;

with large feet and bowed legs he had a general
appearance of boorishness, which gave one an idea

of a swan out of the water. In his youth so great
was his muscular strength and his agility that on one

occasion, having been attacked by a bear, he succeeded

in throwing it on the ground and killing it. On

another occasion he held his own against a pack of

the huge mountain dogs which the cowherds on the

Ural slopes had set at him. As a final instance we

may cite that one day, before he knew how to swi1|1,
he laid a wager that he would cross the Volga at a

is to be found in a little work entitled, " Le Méchauzkme
du !Yufeur A ulomate, as/er la Déscrzjlxbn d'un Cunard

Artgfczel el cellc d'une aulre Figure _/lllldhf du 721m-
bourzh et de /a flufe "

(Paris 2 1738). A translation of
this work by J. T. Dcsaguliers appeared in 1742,
entitled, " An Account ry' the Mechanzkm qf an

Aufomaton playzhéf
on l/ze German Fluff, dc."

(London : 1742). aucanson died in the year 1783
(November).

"' l may add here a comment of Adrien Desbarrolles on

the above paragraphs.
" Let us add a most important

remark, which M. d'Arpentigny has not made, wk., that

exaggerations in the forms of the tips of the fingers, orin
thc dcvclopmi-nt of thcjoints, announce always an c.rre.r.',
and- þÿ�h ¬�'�C�f�0�'�C�,11 1/zlvurz/vi' of the qualities or instincts

represented by those developments." " Les Jigs/ire:
dc la Alam "

(Paris : 15th edn., r/.d.), p. IOO.
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point of its greatest width, susmined only by a hand

placed beneath his chin, and this he succeeded in

doing." Such athletes as this are but little fitted to

govem nations of varied individualities ; equally ready
to devise sudden expedients, to make unpremeditated
plans and to put them 'into execution, they are very

L1 III]

prone to lose themselves in the unlimited wastes of '

abstract ideas." Their lingers are spatulated and

smooth. If their empire requires a prime minister

they burden it with a Wazir; "' if their sails require
a gentle breeze, they let loose a hurricane.

Spatulated hands with the joints developed have

the talents of practical and mechanical sciences

brought _to perfection, such as statics, dynamics,
"' The eminence of Prince jules de Polignac in all

feats of athletic skill was a fruitful theme for the satir-
ists of the eméziire. The following is from ajjoliticaluib, entitle ,

" Feu partout, wild le mzlrlére

?ah;g'nac "

(_l'aris: 1829, p. lo) @-
"Qu xl était fort-surtout au _|eu de paume,_

Nu] n'eut osé lui disputer le prix ;

Depuis Nemrod que chasseur du royaume

Gbalitait mieux au vol une oi commentsagrandeurse t omme!"
"' " Le prince était un de ces hommes comme les

gouvemements savent en choisir aux jours de leur dé-
cadences et qui ne font que hater leur chute etdprécipiterles révolutions. Loyal et conscientieux, mais 'une pro-
fondeincapacité, aveuglé par sespréjugés de caste et

ses opinions retrogrades, il ignorait absolument l'esprit,
les tendances, et les besoins della France nouvelle, et

marcha en sens contraire de 'opinion ubli ue. -

LAROUSSE, "D1tt1bnna1?'e Umi/ersel du xlix- §1?cle "

(Paris: |866-7~) Art. "PoLIGNAc."
_

"' The authoi has, I think, hardl a reciated the true

[
Y PP

_

signilication of the word 35, pronounced by vanous

authors vizier, wuzeer, wezeer, vizir, vizir], being
derived from a root 43 (zwkr), meaning "a burden]
or

" load " and the qyjlj) [grand~w1e/V/}zte], or pre-

miership, is in no sense an autocratic ntllce'-. Sale, in his

translation of the Qu'rl1n,' translates thc word " Coun-

-°-;' I le Ifaran, eonariwn/y ml/rd /lu .4l¢'UflI/I uf 1|/0hGlIlIll¢d',"
Lflllhkldl by G. Sale (London: 1865).

1 ms.
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navigation; military, naval, and utilitarian archi-

tecture, as for instance bridges, streets, and so on,

great industries and combined strategies, x.-r.». I

might quote, as examples of the type, Vauban, Monge,
Carnot, Cohorn, and Arago.

Here we have a hand whose smooth fingers termi-

nate squarely, :`.e., by a nailed phalanx whose lateral

sides prolong themselves parallel to one another; and

again, this other hand which we have here [which is

also square as to its finger-tips] has its joints ap-

parently developed.
Both of them, by reason of the square tips, are

endowed with the tastes for moral, political, social,
and philosophic sciences; didactic, analytic, and dra-

matic poetry ; grammar, form, languages, logic,
geometry; love of literary exactitude, metre, rhythm,
symmetry, and arrangement, strictly-defined and con-

ventional art. Their views of things are just rather

than wide; they have great commercial talent; they
are great respecters of persons, and have positive but

moderate ideas; they have the instincts of duty and

of the respect due to authority, of the cultivation of

practical truths and of good behaviour, with a strong

paternal instinct; in fact, generally speaking, having
more brains than heart, they prefer what they dis-

cover to what they imagine.

sellor," and appends a note:-"Vazir: one who has the
chief administration under a prince," a rendering in
which he follows _ M. Rodwell Q' A%l'(llI," chap. xx,,
30, p. 256, ed. 18 5] Captain Sir R. F. Burton, in his
recent translation of the Arabian Nights," gives an

extremely interesting note upon the word. It must not
be understood in the sense implied by the above

passage.

* " YM [funk M Ihf Thoumm/ Nxfghls a/nl a !Wg/11.* A plain
am/ lflrral Iran:/alibi: fy' /he Arabian A'll;§'h/J" Euler/ainmmfs,
'wi/A inlraflur/ion, rxflallalorjr nah: . . . arm' a /lflllliillll r:.ra_y,"
hy Richard I-`. Burton (Henares: 1885, Fon P|<i',1'|~: ClRCl'~
1.A'r|oN). vol. i., p. 2.
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Square fingers are responsible for theories, for

methodical registration of facts: and not for the higher
flights of poetry, to which they never attain, but for

literature, sciences, and some of the arts. The name

of Aristotle is embroidered upon their banner," and

they mardi in the van of the four faculties.

This type does not shine by the effulgence of its

imagination as the term is understood by poets-
That which results from this faculty belongs essen-

tially to smooth fingers, as for instance literature

properly so called, literature whose sole aim is its

own perfection; whilst that which results from

reasoning and from combination [as for instance

social science and history] belongs essentially to

knotted fingers. The fingers of Descartes and Pascal

were jointed, whilst those of Chapelle and Chaulieu

were smooth.

To fingers which terminate in a spatule belongs
action, instinctive tact, and knowledge. There are

in France more square than spatulate hands, i.e.,
more talkers than workers, more brains particularly
adapted for the evolution of theories than men fit

to put those theories into practice.
The hand of the ex-minister M. Guizot is large,

"' Of all the classic authors none could have afforded
a more perfect illustration of the habits and instincts of
the square~handed subject than the Stagyrite philo-
sopher. Those of my readers who are familiar with his
works cannot fail to have been struck, not only by the

astounding extent of his knowledge, but also by the
marvellous symmetry and order exhibited in the way in
which he marshals his facts and unrolls his theories
with all the exactitude and terseness of a proposition of

Euclid; never repeating himself, excepting, as Bacon

says,
"

to gain time."°

* " lkmtim: are commonly losse of time ; but there is no such

gaine of time, as to iterate often the nate of the yuzslion. For it

chaseth away many a frivolous speech, as it is coming forth."-

Fuucts BAcoN. Essay on "D¢:pa/dz." 1625.

1 125.
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with highly developed joints, and large square ter-

minal phalanges to the fingers. His is one ol those

retrospective minds whose light casts its rays in a

backward direction only, which seeks to obtain from

the dead the secrets of the living, and for whom the

present is obliterated by the past. Bred for the pro-

fessorate, he has acquired the disdainful bearing and

pedantic manner of the professor; two things have

always been particularly objectionable to him,-war,
because it throws into shadow talkers who do not act;
and the people, because it is not enough in his eyes

that a man 'should be endowed with a high spirit for

him to be great. Then, biliously complexioned, his

head large, and well-filled rather than well-made, as

Montaigne has expressed it,"° with large features, and

clever at excusing his defalcations by specious maxims,
he has made himself by words, and has sustained him-

self by corruption. Seeing that one only knows what

one really loves, he knows by heart his legal, mechani-

cal England ; but our France, which is as variable as

its own climate, diversified like its various Depart-
ments, eager for lofty emotions, fatigued by uniformity,
impregnated by stonns, which to sophists without

patriotic or national emotions are repugnant,-he has

never understood her, and he never will."

"' This is the text upon which Montaigne bases two of
his most celebrated essays:

" Du Pédantxlrme " and
" De l'In.rt1¥~utzbn de: Enfan!.r."-ESsAIS.*

"' M. le Capitaine d'Arpentigny in this paragraph
reflects the opinions of

many contemporary and recent

writers
upon

Guizot ; the fol owing passages may serve

as examp es:
" C'est A Genéve qu'il apris ces mauiéres

gourmées, ce tondgédant, ces, mceurs roides et cas-

santes."-Eugéne M:?ecour!.f "

Latig-ure toujours
grave jusque dans son sourire . . . tel il apparaissait

* "E-fidzf de Monlasjgm, .mir/ir de .va Carrlqvndanu, dc."
(Paris: 1854. 2 vols.). livre i., chap. a3~4.
f

" Ln Cm1¢mp»fmm" (Paris: 1857). An. "Gt1xzo'r,"
p. iz.
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With more talents and less chivalry than the prince
of papal creation, whose influence was so iatal to the

elder branch ofthe Bourbons,¥" Guizot has become the

Polignac of the younger branch, with this difference,
however, between them,-M. le Prince de Polignac, a

man of adabn, fell with his sword in his hand, whilst

M. Guizot, a man of words, fell with an oration on his

lips. On the one hand fingers smooth and spatulate,
on the other lingers knotty and square.

There is more simplicity but less politeness, more

dans toute la raideur de son dogmatisme austere, lais-
sant tomber de sa lévre dédaigneuse des paroles, tour a
tour mordantes et glacées."-E. Lanéferon.

* " Le
lourd pédantisme de son procédé . . . j aime A trouver

dans un critique un homme qui me fait part de ses im-

pressions, et non pas un pédagogue."-Ihjpolyie
C`a.vtn7e.1'
" It was by the counsels and fri htful extravagances

of the father of Prince jules de Poignac that the revo-

lution of |789 was hastened on. Mirabeau is reported
to have said of him :-" Mille écus a la Famille d Assis

pour avoir sauvé l'Etat; un million 5. la Famille Polignac
pour Yavoiiéperdu ! " The article in the " D12:hbnna1%'e
Umiferzrel u XIX' Szécle, quoted in note "' ,continues,'
"On sait le résultat; les ordonnances de juillet 1830,
contre-signées par lui, firent éclater une révolution

qui consomma la. ruine de la branche ainée ! "-quite a.

parallel passage to the above. Elyre Evans Crowe, in
his " Hulory qf France "

(Lon on : 1868, vol. v.,

p. 381), says :
" The very name of Polignac as minister

was adeclaration ofwar against the nation," and Bertin,
in an article in the _'}'ournal des Debut: (lst August,
1829),-a paper described by Martini as

"
un joumal

attaché aux Bourbons par des liens que son ardente
o position n'avait point brisés jusque la," -says

gl)oomily, " The glory of thc dynasty was its moderation
in the exercise o authority. But moderation is hence-
forth impossible ; the present ministry could not observe

° " Portrak: (,`an!¢n¢para1'n.r
"

(La Rochelle: 1875), p. 15.
1'

" La Homme: d If: Maur: en France .mu le R)g1u J: Louis

P/¢¢72¢¢" (P¢fiS= 1353). PE 4Z'53~ _

I IN!! MARTIN, " Hutmrc dz Franc!" (Pans: 1879),
vol. iii., p. 408.
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freedom but less elegance, among people whose hands

are principally spatulate than among those in which

the square type predominates.
This fifth hand has smooth fingers whose terminal

phalanges present the form of a cone, or ofa thimble.

sculpture, monumental archi-

imagination and of the senses

of the beautiful in the solid and

charms, antipathy to rigorous

Plastic arts, painting,
tecture, poetry of the

[Ariosto],"' cultivation

visible form, romantic

deduction, desire of social independence, propensity
to enthusiasm, subjection to phantasy.

'

This same hand, but with jointed lingers, betrays
the same instincts, but with more combination and

moral force.

This other hand has knotty lingers with the ex-

ternal phalanges partaking of the natures both of the

it, however much they might desire it." The author of
" Le: Ommour du Nouveau Jllhzzlrlére "

(Paris : 1829,
p. 98), speaking of Prince jules, makes the portentous
remark :

" ll y a des noms qui sont fatals a des états !
"

These notes will show that " the younger branch "

had

already a Polignac, and, therefore, Gulzot was simply an

aggravation.' Ludovico Ariosto [bom at Reggie, in 1474, died at

Ferrara in 1533,] was perhaps t e most romantic,
enthusiastic, and phantastic poet that Italy has ever

seen, and is, therefore, very happily introduced here as

an illustration. He was bred for the law, but aban~
doned it to become a poet. In 1503 he became attached
to the court of Cardinal Hyppolytus d'Este, at Ferrara,
and, after a labour of about ten ears, produced his
" Orlando Fumoto," of which tlie first edition was

printed at Ferrara in 1516, 4to, and which appeared in
its present completed form in 1532 (46 canto;). The

poem is described by a writer in " Chambers' .nc_yc/o-
jazdm

"
as

"
a romantic imaginative epic, marked by

great vivacity, playfulness of fancy, and ingenuity in
the linking together of the various episodes." The best

English rendering of the " Orlando Furzbso" was

made by V. S. Rose, in 1823; the translations of
Sir ]ohn Harrington £16341 and John Hoole [1783],
being of doubtful merit.
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square and of the conic, the upper joint giving the

terminal phalanx almost an oval formation.

It indicates a genius inclining towards speculative
ideas, meditation, the higher philosophical sciences,
and the rigorous deductions of verbal argument, love

of the absolutely true, poetry of reason and of thought,
advanced logic, desire of political, religious, and social

independence; deism," democracy, and liberty.
This is the Philosophic hand; it examines ils¢{f

rather than its surroundings, and is more taken up
with ideas than with things. It hates the soldier and

the priest, the former because his existence is anti-

pathetic to liberty, and the latter because he is a

stumbling-block athwart the path of progress.

Finally, this last hand has smooth fingers terminat-

ing in a long-pointed cone. Contemplation, religious
feeling, and idealism ; indiference to material interests,
poetry of soul and of heart, lyric inspirations, desire

of love and liberty, cultivation of all things beautiful,
by their form and by their essence, but particularly
by the latter. I have given to this hand, by reason of

its attributes, the appellation
"

Psychic." _

"' I wish this word to be noted as a characteristic of
the philosophic type. There is a strong tendency in the

present day to regard everyfhbzg un-absolutely-ortho-
dox as at/zez3`lz2'al, and atheistical has become a syno-
nym for unfamzlzhrf-a state of things recognised by
Bacon, and concerning which he says,

" For all that

impugne a received relzgzbn or supersfwbn, are by
the adverse part branded with the name of Aflze/1vt.r"

(Essay on
" At}m3~me," 1625) ; and I have emphasised

the word " deism " in the above paragraph, for it will be

immediately apparent to the reader how a philosophical
mind may come to true reverent deism, when it cannot

accept any recognised dogma.

' A friend of mine once tried the experiment of wearing a

green hat and announcing that it was the symbol of his religious
opinions; in four days from its first appearance a we|l~meaning
acquaintance depleted to me his atheistical views !

[1 #sal
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Thus God has given to Hngers which are spatulate
or square, maIler,.1`.e., materialism and the appreciation
of things real, as exemplified by the useful and the

necessary arts, action, theory in undertakings, the

comprehension of actual facts, and the pure sciences ;

and thus to fingers which are conic and pointed He

has opened the gates of the illimitable ideal : to conic

fingers, by giving them the intuition of the beautiful

according to its outward aspect, i.e., Art; and to

pointed fingers by endowing them with the intuition

of the true and of the beautiful, according to their

inner meanings, as exempliiied by the higher forms

of poetry, by ideal philosophy, and by lyric ab-

straction.

The hand which is hard and stiff, and which finds

a difficulty in extending itself to its utmost limit of

extension, indicates a stubborn character and a mind

without versatility or elasticity.
l shall state further on, what must be, in each type,

the proportions of the various parts of the hand to

one another, but meanwhile you must not forget what

I have said concerning the palm and the joints ; con-

cerning the palm, which tells us all we want to

know concerning the temperament and the intensity
of the developed instincts; and concerning the

joints, whose influence is always in harmony with

the genius indicated by
which announce at once

existence in the subject
and combination.

Large hands, thereibre,
of minutia: and detail. From the love of trifles which

he displayed to his dying day, we know that Frederick

the First of Prussia, known as the Sergeant-King, who

reigned with a scourge in his hand, who used to

cudgel his son when he was displeased, and into

whose gracesa pair of well-polished boots would carry

the outer phalanx, and

to the Cheirosophist the

of a spirit of calculation

are endowed with a spirit
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a man a long way, had very large hands?" In the

same way, from the sumame of "Long-handed," which

was applied to one of the kings of Persia [whose
name I do not know], one may infer that this sovereign,
whose politics were shuliling and petty rather than

grandly arranged, had essentially the spirit of detail!"

"'

Carlyle, in his " Hzktory of Frederzkk IL q/`
Prussxkz 'v6London: Isig, vol. 1., p. 579), speaks of
Frederick illiam I. as t e

"

great drill serieant," and

gives many instances of the manner in w ich he ill-
treated his son and the rest of the family. In vol ii.

[chap. 8, p. 1x3,] we find an account by Dubourgay-
under date November 28th, 1729-of his "

raining
showers of blows u on his son." (Vzde also vol. ii.,
pp. 61, 7x, 87,  Compare L. P. de Ségur's " Ge-
/zebne Nachrzk ten ziber Ru:sland" (Paris: 1800),
Noten zum Ffmften Heft, vol. i., . 430.

"' Artaxerxes I. [who succeeded his father Xerxes,
after having slain Artabanus, his father's murderer]
was sumamed_"Longimanus," or "paxpdxup," from
the fact that one of his hands-the right-was longer
than the other.' Strabo tells us that when standing
upright, he could touch his knees without bending his

body [like Rob Roy]. A writer in the "

Encyclopedzh
Brzfanmka," says,

" His sumame paupdxup, first men-

tioned by Dinon, has no doubt a symbolical meanin of

'far-reaching power," but later Greek writers toni it

literally." see no grounds for this assumption.
Neither Thucydides, Diodorus, nor Herodotus pays much
attention to im, save as the father of the Great Arta-
xerxes (Mqwbv), and it is only in this capacity that he is
noticed by Plutarch. Comelius Nepos tells us that he
was famed for his beauty of person and of character ;t
and Plutarch describes im as

" the first Artaxerxes,
who, of all the Persian kings, was most distin ished
for his moderation and greatness of mind" i;an -

horns). These accounts, it will be observed, hardiy
tally with M. d'Arpentigny's treatment of the name.

° PLUTARCH, BIOI:-~APTA."é.'EP'E.'0T. '~ 'Apm5¢pg»,¢,a.'a'¢pf»».
6 mupéxap fpoa'a'yopcv0els 84d ra) r'l7v érlpv xeipa paxpodpu
lxeu," etc.

1' C. Nzros, "l¢'<gr.v."-"At Macrochir praecipuam habet
laudem amplissima: pulcherrimreque oorporis fonnze. quam in~
credibili omavil virtute belli. Namquc i lo Persarum nemo fuit
mann fvrlior."

'

[1 '4°]
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Louis XVI., born a locksmith ;"' Paul of Russia, born

a corporal#-" and the plausible Francis Il. of Austria,
born a sealing - wax manufacturer," - sovereigns
whose innate tendencies led them to adopt these

mean characteristics and pursuits, - had in like

manner very large hands. They were endowed with

Artaxerxes Macrochir reigned for thirty-five years, and
died n.c. 425.

"' Madame Campan, in her charming book "Mémo|}'e:
.fur la V12 Przbée de Marr? Anlomette" (London:
1823), says upon this point :-" Unfortunately the king
displaye too pronounced a taste for mechanical arts.

Masonry and lock-making pleased him to such an

extent that he admitted to his house a locksmith's

apprentice, with whom he forged keys and locks, and
his hands, blackened by this work, were often, in my
presence, a matter for expostulation, and even for re-

proaches, from the queen, who would have preferred
other amusements for the king."-Vol. i., chap. v.,

. 112. And Martin, in his "Hzlrtory qf France
"

FParis: 1878, vol. xvi., bk. log), says of this monarch,
" Il n'était a son aise qu'au milieu de ses livres . . . ou

mieux encore dans son atelier de serrurerie," etc.

Compare also the passages to be found in J. Michelet's
"Hzstoz}'¢ de France," vol. xiv., chap. 12, and the
" Hzktozie Parlementazke de la Révolufzbn Franfazlre,"
by B. Buchez and P. Roux (Paris: 1834, vol. iv.,
p. 198),-a passage quoted by Carlyle on p. 3 of the
second volume of is "H13tbry qf theFrenc1z Revolu-
trbn."

'" Of the taste displayed by Paul I. of Russia for
the minutim of military life, we are told by Alfred
Rambaud §"Hzlvtory qf Ru.v.rz2z," translated by L.

Lang (Lon on: 1879), vol. ii., ch. xi., p. 182]. I/Vdc
also L. P. de Segur's " Gehez?/ze ]'Q1C}Ifl2' len Iibéf
Ru.v.vlrma"' (Paris: 1800), p. 341, 342.*

"' I cannot find any authority for this statement, that
Francis I. of Germany [and I . of Austria] was in any
way interested in the sealing-wax industy. Dr. Her-
mann Me ert, in his " Kazlrer Franz ." (Vienna:
1872, p. 6)Ftells us that Francis II. of Austria took a

' " Ihre entschiedene Abneigung fur alles was Studium und
Nmchdenken erfordert, tlosste ihnen beiden die sonderbare
Leidenschaft fur militarische Kindereien ein.... [Er war] ein
Mann der nichts liebte als Soldaten, Wein und Tnback

"

(ll)

l
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the genius of their aptitudes, that is to say, of their

respective natures, but they were devoid of that of

their kingly stations. They reigned because they
were theyscions of royal families: and they would

have reigned well if they had been gifted with royal
natures. These instances afford us good examples of

the theory of joseph le Maistre."'

With medium-sized hands we find the spirit of

synopsis, ale., a capacity for comprehending at one

and the same time the details and the mass of a

subject."'

great interest in the industries ofthe empire, and founded

many manufactories ; but they were of the soap boiling
and glass blowing, order, and I cannot find any mention
ofthe " cite a cac eter

" of which d'Arpenti y speaks."
" The theory of joseph de Maistre, tgs vaguely

alluded to, refers to the oHice of kings and of kingly
power, and is to be found enunciated in the second chap-
ter of the fourth book of his work, " Du Pape

"

(L on:

1830), entitled " Institution de la Monarchie Euro-
péenne." His statement of the theory is as follows:-

'

Kings abdicate the power of judging for themselves,
and, in retum, nations declare their kings to be in-
fallible and inviolable. Nothing can happen, nothing
exists, without a sudicient reason: a family cannot reign
exce ting for the reason that it has more vitality, more

royarspirit,-in a word, more of that quality which makes
a famiy more fitted to reign than another. People
think that a family is royal because it reigns; on the

contrary, it reigns because it is royal." 1'
"' This, therefore, is the ideal hand, for, as Herbert

Spencer has said [" Study qf Soczblogy" (London:

' " Mit gediegenen Kenntnissen in der Staatswissenschaft
. . . verbund er eine hinreichende Einsicht in die Gebiete des
Kunst- und Gewerbetleiszes und der biirgerlichen Verrichtungen

"

v). eil., p. 6._ _ _ _

f " Les rois abdlquent le pouvoir de juger par eux~mémes, et

les peuples. en retour, déclarent les rois infaillibles et inviolables.
Rica n'arrive, rien n'existe, sans raison sutiisante: une famille

régne parcequ'elle n plus de vie, plus de l'esprit royale, en un

mot. p us de ce gui rend une famille plus faite pour régner. On
cfoit qu'une famille est royal:J:areequ'elle régne; au contraire,
elle régne pa.rcequ`e|le est roy e."

[1 14°l
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Strict observance of time and measure being the

necessarily precedent condition of musical rhythm, it

is among subjects whose fingers are square that we

find the most correct and thorough musicians ;-in-
strumentation is the especial forte of spatulate fingers,
and melody is the peculiar province of fingers which

are pointed.
Musicians, generally speaking, are numerous among

mathematicians and algebraists ; bemuse they of all

people can mark and count their rhythm by numbers.

The hands of the celebrated pianist Liszt are very

large, [i.¢., finish in execution] ; his fingers are very

prominently jointed, [x1e., precision] ; his extemal

phalanges present a highly-developed spatulation,-
there we have the power by which he takes by storm

thc approbation of all who hear him. Lean and slim,
with a_ head which is long and severe of aspect,
with a sharply-cut profile, he stands with his arms

crossed, with an air which is at the same time

courteous and cavalier, shaking back his long iank

hair, which reminds one of Buonapartc the First

Consul, and indeed he is perfectly willing to be

placed in the same category of individualities. He

seats himself and the concert commences: a concert

without any instrument but his, and without any

performer but himselfl His fingers fly over the key-

board, and one thinks involuntarily of the tramp of

an army; one remembers Attila,"" and one imagines

1884), p. 32211-" The anal tical habit of mind has to

be supplemented by the syntgetical habit of mind. Seen
in its proper place, analysis has for its chief function to

prepare the way for synthesis, and to keep a due mental
balance, there must be not only a recognition of the
truth that synthesis is the end to which analysis is the

mcans, but there must also be a practice of synthesis
along with the practice of analysis."

"'

A'1'rlLA, a celebrated King of thc Huns, who in-
vaded the Roman Empire in the reign of Valentinian
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that the Soourge ofGod is sent upon us; or again, it

seems as if a tempest howled across the desert whilst

his fingers thrash the ivory keys like a downpour of

living hail. We realise then that he has not over-

rated his powers of entrancing us, for his fingers have

the powers of a whole orchestra; but, ardent and

impetuous as he is, he never loses his sell'-possession,
for his hand is not only that of an instrumentalist, it

is the hand of a mathematician, of a mechanician, and,
by a natural development, that of a metaphysician, i.e.,
of a man whose genius is more pre-arranged than spon-
taneous in itsexhibition, a man moreclever than passion-
ate, and gifted with more intelligence than soul."

Genius which is subtle and critically disposed, a

strong love of polemic discussions, and an instinct of

controversy, often gather themselves together in the

individuality of the man whose large hand is fur-

nished with square fingers of which the joints are

prominent.
When, shorn of all its most active and most power-

with an army of 5oo,ooo men, and laid waste the

provinces. He took the town of Aquileia, and marched

against Rome, but his retreat and peace were purchased
with a large sum of money by the feeble emperor. Attila,
who boasted in the appellation of the "

Srourgeq/` Gad,"
died A.D. 453. þÿ�(�L ¬�m�I�p�f�l�2�f�£�)�.For an account of this
monarch and of his gperations upon Rome, see

Gibbon's " Declhze and all qf f/ze Roman l:'mph'e,"

chaup. xxiv.
' It is difiicult, if not impossible, to annotate a pas-

sage like the above, dealing, as it does, with the name of
a man now living, who even as I write is creating a stir
in our very midst. His compositions and his biographies
are innumerable. Mr. Arthur Pougin, in his "

.S`u_b_,6lé-
fum! el Complément" (Paris: 1881) to the " £zb~

grep/nb Umi/erselle des Musztzkn: et Bzb/zbgrap/ht'
Gfnéfale de la MuJzyue," by M. F. _]. Fétis §Paris:|860-65), gives a list of ten biographical works ealing
with this artist--known to the world as M. l'Abb(° Liszt,
--the only qnes of which that I know and can rc-

commend being ]. Schuberth's " [hz//: Lzlrz/.v

(1 144]
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ful colonies, left like a head without a body, the

Greek Empire, reduced to a single city, became at

length extinguished, engulphed in the vortex of an

absolutely abnormal state of government, it was

ruled no doubt by hands such as I have just
described. Until the last moment even," when the

scimitar of the second Muhammad hung over their

devoted heads, its citizens were involved in the most

incomprehensible quarrels, in abstractions, in un-

differentiated distinctions, in theological disputes, to

the exclusion of the duties which they owed to their

mother country, not from want of courage [with
which, of a sort, they were well provided], but from

stupidity.
To small and finely narrowed hands belongs the

faculty of synthesis.
The taste, so prevalent in France in the present

day, for historic and literary works which abound in

details, is a proof of the intellectual advancement of

the democracy, for democracy is the laborious pro-

Bzbgraplzzk
"

(Leipzig: 1871), and " L'Abbé Lirzt"

(Paris: 1871), which are as satisfactory as bio§raphiesof living celebrities can be. M. Pougin, in t e work
above cited, says of him :-" Cet artiste prodigieux, fan-

tasque, mais d'une trempe intellectuelle singuliérement
vigoureuse, n'a cessé, depuis plus d'un demi siécle,
d'occuperle monde de sa personne, de ses travaux, et de
ses excentricités.... Dans ces demiéres années, ayant
presque éguisé tous les moyens ordinaires, il n'en a

pas trouv de meilleur que de faire croire qu'il entrait
en religion.... Tout porte a croire pourtant qu'il n'en
est rien, et ue les pratiques de dévotion qu'on a remar-

quées chezqle grand artiste ne sont encore de sa part
qu 'une nouvelle occasion de re'c/ame et un désir toujours
plus intense de faire parler de lui.... M. Liszt est un

type a part dans l'histoire musicale du 19° siécle, et si
l'on peut regretter ses défauts artistiques et intellectuels,
on n'en doit pas moins apprécier ses étonnantes ualités
et les facultés admirablcs quoique mal équilibrges, qui
constituent sa personnalité."

"' In the fifteenth century.
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genitor of large hands, just as aristocracy is the

indolent fountain head of small ones. Thus, a little

while before the Revolution, hardly any literature

was produced save for the aristocracy, which naturally
preferred books which were synthetical to books which
were analytic.

Our admiration for the works of artists or ofauthors

is in a direct ratio to the sympathy which exists

to a greater or lesser degree between our physical
organisation and theirs.

To spatulated, and even to square hands, prominent
joints are an additional beauty, seeing that they are

by nature destined to the cultivation of the useful arts,
which are those of combination and of calculation;
but to pointed or to conic hands developed joints
would be a deformity, seeing that they are destined

to the prosecution of the liberal arts, which are those

of intuition and inspiration.
At the same time, predominance of the intuitive

faculties does not necessarily presuppose an entire

absence of all the talents which depend upon the

faculty of combination, any more than' the predomin-
ance of the talent of combination necessarily implies
complete absence of all inspiration.

Alexander proceeded, as Bossuet has remarked, by

[1 148]
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great and impetuous sallies."' He favoured poets, GAr;"a';_';°'
°*'°

ml'

"' This reference is made, I presume, to the passage
in Bossuet's " Dzlrcours sur l'Hz1rtoz>'e Urui/erselle "

gadsz 3186), where, after comparing Alexander with
arius, e author describes his entry into Babylon,

sa ing :-" And after having with incredible rapiditysubjugated the whole of Persia, to secure the safety of
his new empire on all sides, or rather to gratify his
ambition and render his name still more famous than
that of Bacchus, he entered India, where he pushed his

conquests even further than those of that celebrated

conqueror. He rctumed to Babylon feared and re-

spected, not like a conqueror, but like a god."~ » Vol. ii.,,
P- 377°

'

9
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whilst he merely esteemed philosophers." Caesar,
on the other hand, regarded philosophers with favour,
whilst he looked upon poets merely with cold appro-

bation. Both of them reached the zenith of glory,
the one by inspiration supported by combination,
the other by combination supported by inspiration.
Alexander was a man with a great soul, Caesar was

a man with a great mind.

Regard being had to the fact that the sense of

external touch is most highly developed at the tips
of the fingers," and that man is naturally prone to

"' Vxde Plutarch's "L{eqf/llexande-r."
" He loved

polite learning too, and is natural thirst of knowled e

made him a man of extensive reading. The 'I/:2zd,' ie
thought, as well as called, a portable treasure of military
knowledge; and he had a copy corrected by Aristotle,
which is called ihe casket copy! Onesicritus informs
us tlhat hehiixsed tg lgy

it
uni? his pihgw with his sword.

As e cou not n many o s in e upper provinces
of Asia, he wrote to Ijlarpalus for a supply, who sent

him the works of Phihstus, most of the tragedies of

Euripides, Sophocles,
and Eschylus, and the Dithy-

rambics of Te estus and Philoxenus." So much for his

lpive of
pcaetts ; asatodhis mire esitfefn

of
plhilosophsrs, in

esame iewe n :-" risto e wast e man e ad-
mired in his younger years, and, as he said himself, he
had no less; affection for hlimdthan for his own father.
. _ . But a terwards he loo e upon him with the e e of

suspicion. He never indeed did the philosopheryany
harm; but the testimonies of his regard being neither
so extraordiniary noi'

so endeging as before, he discovered

something o a co dness. owever, his love of philo-
sophy _ . . never quitted his soul, as appears from the
honours he paid Anaxarchus, the fifty talents he sent

toalXenocrF£es, 22 h;s
attentions to Dandamis and

C anus
"

an ne .

"' Vdc Juliug Bemstein's physiology of the sense of
touch: " 1'/ze Fzize Senses Q' Man '

(London: 1883,
4th edit., p. 17),

" The nerves of the skin which ter~

" He used to keep it in a rich casket found among the spoils of
Darius. "

Darius," said he, "used to keep his ointments in this
casket ; but I, who have no time to anoint myself, will convert
it to a nobler use."

_
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exercise that sense which, by the accuracy of its per-

ceptions, hc feels to be the most perfect and complete,
it is obvious that the desire for those employments
in which the physical sense is more utilised than the

moral, will be the more pronounced in proportion as

the spatule is the more developed in hands of that

type.
And in like manner, the more the conic phalanx is

drawn out in artistic or psychic hands, the more

unpractical and unworldly will be the peculiar bcnt

of the genius. Lord Byron's hands were remarkable

for extremely pointed fingers," and in the same way

minate in single fibres extend only to the dermis, and
here they are observed to end in a peculiar manner in
the papillze. Many of them contain, for instance, an

egg~shaped particle, which a nerve-libre enters, and in
which it is lost after several convolutions round it.

They are called fllCfl1lf¢'0I'fll.\'C/¢'.\', and there can be no

doubt that they act as the instruments of the sensation
of touch.... They are extraordinarily numerous at the

tips of the fingers, where in the space of a square line
about a hundred can be counted" [U/lic #I 77]. And
the same thing is laid down by jan.  Purkin e in his
" (.`umrm'/1/u//n dc Liflllll/fit' ['h_y.r:2:/ang/i'u

" 8i.eipsic :

1850), and by Arthur Kollmann in his recent work,
" /)vr

72111-up ara! der /[anddn' Aleusr/r/it/zen Ra.rJe/1 um!
der A rn in _vemer /:°r/l7t°1k',(*v/zuléf um! þÿ�G�/�l�t�'�d ¬�I�'�l�I�I�I�g�"�'
(Hamburg und Leipsic: 1883). or a complete phy-
siology of the sense of touch as regards the hand
mile "A Alanna/ :gf C/u'1)'ump/ty" (London: 1883),
$5 39-SL

'

"' Leigh Hunt, in his bitter and ungrateful volume
u n his best friend,

" Lord Byron and .rome qf /uk

CI?/exfemporarzkx, etc." (London: 1828, p. qi), saysz-
Y

" He had a delicate white hand, of which he was proud,
and he used to call attention to it by rings. llethought
a hand of this description almost the only mark remain-

ing nowadays of a gentleman." ln another place the

same writer says : -
"

My friend George Hustle used to

L'\ment that, in i'ot\-i-¢|\|1~|\ce of thc n\l\':inu~n1enl of

k|\0\»\ll'(lgl` and politeness, theft- was no longer any dis-

tinguishing mark of gentility but a white hand." Sir

Cosmo Gordon tells us that all his life Bywon was dis-

l'l Isa]
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the hand of Hegesippe Moreau was beautifully
modelled."

'

The exterior phalanges are the qyes of the hand.

Each type has certain formations, which an enforced

labour, a labour utterly at variance with the genius
of which the hand is the born instrument, can very

appreciably modify ; but which it cannot transform to

such an extent as to render them unrecognisable.
One finds convincing examples of this in villages

shut in on all sides by forests, and peopled exclusively
by charcoal burners [for instance]; or in the hamlets

perched upon the rocks of little barren islands where

fishing is the sole industry. Unless the population
of these places has derived its ancestry from a com-

mon source, all the types of hands will be represented
with all their varieties, and the continued pursuit of

imposed upon them, rather

will never change a conic

one. The hand may swell,
lose its supplcness and its

formation will remain, just as

is inseparable from it. To

an occupation which is

than chosen by them,
finger into a spatulated
may thicken, and may

elasticity, but the innate

does the instinct which

speak truly, the poet or the logician, in these hands

thus altered and in these instincts thus combated and

falsified, are hidden nearly as completely as is the

tinguished by an intense sensitivenessf' which showed
itself particularly concerning his deformed foot, which
he was continually striving to conceal.T

"' The same sensitiveness has been recorded of the
ill-starred young poet Moreau, who has been compared
by Ste. Marie Marcotte to our poet Chatterton (in the

185| edition of his poems). Sainte-Beuve in the edition of

1860, and Louis Ratisbonne in the edition of 1861, both
call attention to his extremely unpractical and un-

worldly characteristics.
_

* SIR COSMO iiOYRl)0N, "

/Af: am/ (fcnil/.r q/ Lord 11'_yron"
(London: l824l.

1 VM;  GALT'S "LW ry' Lord Byron" (London: lS30),
P- 24°
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oak in the acorn, as is the butterfly in the chrysalis,
or, as is the delicately-moulded goddess in the roughly
chiselled-down block of marble ; but a chance phrase
in a homely conversation, or a chance opinion ex-

pressed in the rudimentary debates of the conclave of

village worthies, will reveal the hidden potentialities
to an observing and penetrating intelligence."

Finally, if, in practising this science a lingering 1 15g_
doubt remains in your mind as to the effect of the E*f*¢°'"¢"'°f

habitual labour upon a hand submitted for your

examination, you must either relinquish your task,
or base your judgment on the forms which the hand

originally displayed, carefully described by its owner.

"But," you say,
" these signs which you have just if 159_

described to us ; are they in fact infallible indices of Cerwinry °f 01°

our intellectual tendencies ? in other words, does the

standard always declare the nationality 'P is the voice

of the oracle always that of God ?"

ln my opinion-Yes. But do not take my word 1 160_
for it; let your convictions result from your personal C°"5rm=¢i°r by

observations; only, do not allow yourself to be

prejudiced beforehand, and do not allow a few mixed

hands which are difficult to decipher, because they
have momentarily confused the pilot, cause you to

deny the accuracy of the compass.
Let us now, forsaking cities and their inhabitants, 1 161.

follow this company of surveyors and engineers, The vr=¢i¢=l

these representatives of a class of men who are any-

thing but poetic, and who worship God in the form

of a triangle; there they go, backwards and forwards

across the country, armed with poles, measuring-
planks, and chains; one can tell by the joyous activity
with which they pursue their task that they are exer-

cising a pursuit of their own choice and entirely to

their own taste, and that their souls, like the birds

characteristics.

indications.

observation .

hand.

"' I/:He " A Ma11ual qf C/1ez}'o.rophy," 1] 76.
1
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among the boughs overhead, or like the gazelle upon

the sea-shore, lose themselves in the enjoyment of

these trapezoids and squares which they map out with

such ease and dexterity.
Their hands are square or spatulated.
Whether spatulate or square, they have knotty

fingers, jewelled as if with rings, with the equations
which daring modern science attaches boldly to the

blazing locks olfasteroids and comets.

Now let us penetrate into the workshops of tne

artillery schools and of the sciences of 'military
engineering, into the circus and the hippodrome,

loud-voiced descend-theatres ibr the prowess of the

ants of Alcmene and of Leda ;1"° into the gymnasia of

the acrobat, the fencer, and the

haunts of the poacher, of the
equilibrist; into the

jockey, and of the

horse-trainer. Here we find hands which terminate

in a spatule, and also large conic hands which are

very hard 1 these latter combine a vague sentiment of

grace with their feats of strength.
The most expert horse-trainer of to-day, the

cleverest, the most progressive, and the most elegant,
M. le Vicomte d'Anre, author of several excellent

works upon horsemanship and horse-training, has a

hand which is decidedly spatulate, but extremely
supple?"

"" Alcmene was the daughter of Electryon, King of

Argos, and Anaxo [called Lyszdzke b Plutarch, "De
Rebus Gra:'corum," and Eurymede by lgiodorus (i., c. 2)],
and was the mother of Hercules, by ]upiter. Leda
was the mother of Castor and Pollux, who were also
sons of Jupiter.

`

"' M. le Vicomte d'Aure, one of the leading authori-
ties on horsemanship, at the date at which the above
was written, was the a.uthor of a

" Trade' 1l'EqmZa-
tzbn" (Paris: 1834). likie also M. C. Raabe's
" Ebcamen flu (,?mr_r d'Eq11z?al1?m dc /ll. d'A ure, efc."

(Paris: l8S4l
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lf now, leaving the crowd and bustle of our

fellow-men, we go and pursue our investigations in

the crystallising solitude of large libraries, beneath

the inspiring tiles of aérial garrets, in the narcotising
atmosphere of laboratories, within the bare walls of

the schools where ushers and pedants stalk up and

down among the scholars,-if, I say, we go into

thee dilferent places and examine the hands of the

philosophers, the artists, the poets, the mathematicians,
the professors, all of whom an irresistible vocation has

forced to follow the pursuits implied by the titles of

these professions, we'shall find them to present the

appearances I have described ; that is to say :-

Those of lyric poets and of romance writers who

aim at ideality, such as Georges Sand, Leconte de

l'Isle, Chateaubriand, Hugo, De Vigny, Lamartine,
etc., will be more or less conic as to their tips.

Those of grammarians, critics, didactic, analytic,
and dramatic poets, those of doctors, lawyers, geo-

metricians, artists of the rule and line school, will

have hands whose fingers are square or even

spatulate.
As for the polytechnic schools ; if you Iind in those

of dynamics, mechanics, and applied science, a hand

which is finely moulded or pointed, pity the ill-

luck of an unfortunate poet who has strayed from his

rightful vocation of a sun-worshipper or follower of

Astarte, constrained to offer sacrifice to the Cyclops
and the Gnome.

ln a word, what more can I say? Without

fatiguing you with a study whose elements are to

be found on all sides, cast your eyes on your own

immediate surroundings. Observe the hands of your

friends, of your neighbours, and of your relations:

This one devotes his whole attention to intellectual

pursuits-his characteristics are poetry of soul far

1 105.
The scholarly

hand.

1 106.
The poetic

hand.

1 ie-1.
The methodical

hand.

1 ICU.
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I LLDSTIATIDNF;

q ies.
Artistic type.
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more than analysis of mind; he has an absorbing
passion for pictures, music, monuments, statuary,
and poetry ; he prefers that things should be beautiful

rather than that they should be useful; he is easily
exalted, there is in his expression, in his gestures, in

his language, and in his dress an undefined element

of strangeness and of inspiration; he can do without

necessaries, but not without luxuries; his purse, open
to all who require assistance, is hermetimlly sealed

to his creditors. At an age when most men have

left behind them the illusions of youth and have got a

grip of real life, giving themselves up with ardour to

the fruitful pursuits of a working existence, his heart,
ever young, ever accessible to the most exalted and

impractical ambitions, remains dominated by ideas of

romance and of Utopianism; he regards the world by
the light of the antique hypotheses of spiritualism, and

is profoundly ignorant of the real meanings and values

ofthe things of this life. For him, the mountain tops
shower down holy thoughts from their beetling crests,
he loves high-flown language and beautiful senti-

ments; he prefers charm to intellect, and he prefers
grace to beauty. He sees a poetic sentiment every-
where-in the raindrops which streak the heavens

with innumerable sparkling arrows, in the window

panes which weep with the sobs of the tempest,
in the hoarse cry of the weathercock, in the figures
of light like snowy doves, which the sun traces

upon the green sward through the leaves of the

forest when they are kissed into motion by the

winds. By night, vhen the moon has extinguished
her feeble beams below the watery horizon, he loves

to wander, his heart filled with a voluntary melan~

choly, along the moist sands of the deserted shore.

He is credulous, fond of the unforeseen, and his soul

is like the spark which, if it is not allowed to burst

into flame, dies away.
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Very well ; this friend, this relation, this neighbour,
has inet/|`tab{y lingers which are conic or pointed, and

a small thumb.

Here is another subject. This one likes to work

with his hands; he digs, he hews, he prunes. He

lives standing on his feet as it were, always on the

move, always with a knife, a hammer, or a gun
in his hand. He despises those visionaries who,
continually wandering in dreamland, drag out their

existence watching the stream flowing to the sea, the

clouds passing overhead, and the trees swaying and

whispering to one another. He likes the noise of the

hunting horn and the yelping of the pack; he is

passionately fond ol' horses, his courtyards abound

with dogs, with peacocks, with poultry, with magni-
ficently coloured cocks strutting hither and thither

with their scarlet combs jerked to one side. He

is an early riser, he is a hunter, he is an angler. He

can tell you, without a moment's consideration, all

about everything within ten leagues of his habitation

in the way of lakes abounding with fish, or heaths and

moors abounding with game. He loves the sight of the

restless sea; he loves all that assists locomotion or

produces activity. He likes physics and mechanics,
and the turmoil of the timberyard and of the work-

shop.
Don't bother him about gardens aromatic with the

perfumes of mystic verse, retreats heavy with silence

and shadows, whose omaments are perchance a

saintly statue, a sculptured well and fresh-leaved

avenues, where the laurel and the cypress embrace

one another, and the dragon~lly and the dove disport
themselves. He would much rather see fruit-laden

orchards and wide kitchen gardens, fringed with

walls on which innumerable espaliers are trained

symmetrically upon the green trellis-work. Here,
beneath glass, ripens the pine-apple and the cantaloup,

H 169]
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and here in its stony bed the limpid streamlet pursues
its even way, keeping up a running accompaniment
to the songs of the bullfinches. Arbours, rustic seats,

shutters, swings, and what not? all that furnishes

his bowers, his terraces, his arbours, and his house

has received from his industrious and natty fingers
its form or its finishing touches. He is not super-

stitious, he describes himself as living for the present
day and for his own country, and he shakes his head

at the words of apostles of religion and travellers

alike; he requires comfort, and looks for things that

are useful, of good quality, and sound construction.

Veterinary surgeons, masters of the noble arts of

self-defence, horse dealers, iron-masters, turners,
and huntsmen, et hoc genus omne, find in him an

adept, a patron, and a friend. His manners are

frank and open, hc is gifted with the qualities of

power, rectitude, and sincerity, and he is governed
by his affections rather than by his judgment.

Need I say that such a man will have hands which

terminate in a spatule, with a firm palm and a large
thumb ?

Listen now to the lucubrations of yonder parvenu :

" He has been in his time a cowherd, a porter, and a

smuggler, and he is proud ot it," says hc with a

swagger;
" he could live on ortolans if he wanted

to, he is rich enough, goodness knows, but he

prefers pork; let each man please himself." His

clothes are always too big for him, and he has his

hair cropped short like that of a labourer. Of his

three sons his favourite is the one who blacks his

own boots, and saddles and grooms his own horse.

"That's a man," says he; " he could carry an ox ; the

others read and think and fiddle, but they can't even

make wine I
"

He will marry his sons, if possible, to

women who like to cook and to do their own washing,
and who would despise the luxury of a parasol.
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None of your mincing, attitudinising, dancing, singing,
dolly-faced misses for him l Music? Bah l it sends

him to sleep. These people who are profuse in

their salutations and civilities, and full of the minor

courtesies of life-the very sight of them, like that

horrilies and

shirt sleeves,
admires big

by, when he

concemed in

every gang of

of rats or of custom-house officials,
irritates him. He likes to feed in his

and with his dress in disorder; he

women and big dogs. In days gone

frequented fairs and markets, he was

every quarrel, and was to be found in

roysterers; he is so far a philosopher as not to

believe in the "mummeries of religion." He is no

connoisseur of pictures or of statues, they are all

nonsense, but he has an unerring judgment in beasts

and farm produce. Sciences and arts! line things
indeed, but they have no value on 'Change or in the

market. ln his garden you find squares of cabbages
and ranks of sunflowers. He does his own market-

ing, hews his own wood, x.-r.}t.

A large, thick hand with a hard palm, spatulate
fingers, and a large thumb.

But here is another subject whose dress and whose

deportment argue a wholly different class of mind.

He possesses _to the highest degnee the sentiment

of respect of persons; he has a pompous manner,

highly-starched linen, and spectacles. He inhabits a

little town, destitute alike of commerce and of popu-

lation, where one's footsteps echo on the deserted

street, where the country squire is lord of all he

surveys, and sacristans abound. In speaking of his

patrons and of his superiors his voice becomes grave
and subdued. He knows Latin, geometry, natural

history, botany, geography, archaeology, a little

medicine, a little jurisprudence-a little, in fact, of

everything which is capable of being leamt, but

hardly anything which requires to be instinctively

[1 112]
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acquired. llc is not in thc habit of joking, and his

sparks of wit, clogged by a viscid protoplasm of

pedantry, have no spontaneity, even when they are

just and to the point. To words capable of the

widest interpretation as regards their intellectual

meanings, such as liberty, order, poetry, and so on,

he insists upon giving their strictly literal and

material significations. Constantly arranging, brush-

ing, and dusting, he piles his own linen in its place
after having carefully verified the marking of it, and

ever since attaining his majority he has kept all his re-

ceipted bills carefully locked up. He is exact, formal,
methodical, punctual; a martyr to regulations, and

submissive to generally accepted usages, who regu-
lates his life by these qualities, who is annoyed and

disconcerted by any form of innovation, and whose

thoughts wander at ease merely within the narrow

limits of vulgar common sense. He consults his mind

more than his heart, and he denies that beauty can

exist in a thing which cannot be reduced to a

definite th`eory. He likes gardens with box-bordered

cross paths, which one can take in at a glance, whose

trees, annually trimmed by the gardener's art, have

no movement and make no rustle, and round which

thickly-planted hedges, like heavy folding-screens,
extend themselves in a rectangular figure.

Such is the "proprietor" who is predestined to

the honours of the municipal scarf of office, the

churchwarden who is conscientiously regular in his

attendance at the board; where there is legality he

recognises equity, where there is diplomacy he sees

science. He reveres equally the rules of syntax and

the penal code. Such is the provincial academician,
with his barometer, his thermometer, his telescope,
his sun-dial, and his bottled monsters; at the same

time lazy 'and fussy, instructed and shallow~minded.
Such a ma" -'le we find among people of second-rate
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minds, a man whose fingers are square, with de-

veloped joints and a large thumb.

And if these indications are to be found, perfectly
according with the tastes and pursuits of the subject,
and centred in the person of a man who, being
independent, or even rich, would not be forced to

these habits of life, were it not that they entirely
suit his inclinations, what stronger proof can you

require of the truth and trustworthiness of this

system ?

Au'rHoR's Nora.-Out of four characters I have

described, I have emphasised the bad qualities in parti-
cular of two, and the good qualities in particular of the

other two; but as there is no type which exhibits only
the good or the evil tendencies of its nature and

instincts, it will be easy for 'the reader to rectify any
obvious bias in the above descriptions, whether for

good or evil, and to complete the portraits accordingly.

[1 114]
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Tun Thumb, on account of the clearness and the

importance ol` thc indications which it presents,
deserves to bc made the subject of a distinct chapter.

"ln clcliiult ol' any other proofs," said Newton,
" thc thumb would convince me of the existence of

Gml.""2

_lust us, without the thumb, the hand would be

nlelcctivc and incomplete, 50, without moral force,
logic, and decision [faculties ol' which the thumb in

"= 'l`lii> p;iragr:ipIi, which has been freely quoted from
M. cl'.Vi~pciitii;ny, occurs thus in the original :-"

' A de-
lliut d'aum-s I)I`L'U'CS,' disait Newton, 'le pouce me

cl>n'aincraiL dc Vcxistence de Dieu' "

[edition 1865, p.
5<)]; ;uifl spcaking from what I think I may say is a

fairly imimiitc acquaintance with the works of Newton,
I have very liirlc hcsitation in recording that Sir Isaac
ncvcr said it at all ! Certainly, it does not occur in his
" fl/IU' /,¢'/iari' /0 /)r. Bentley, dc." (London: 1756), or

in his " Inf://ii"¢,» 'yt/ze System ry' the World' Lon-
don: 1731), :md l have searched the complete e ition
oi his works publisliecl in 1779 (London) in vain. He
states his l'()ll'lCllOllS of the existence of God, and the
rcasuiis for those convictions. at the end of " ]We Jllailze-
muffin/ /'r1)/c//5/vs fy" .Nhtural l"}n7o.rop1zy," translated

by Andrew llntlc (New York: 1848, p. 504-556), in 3

passage bi~ginnin;_{ and ending :-" This most beautiful

system of the sun, planets, and comcts Could Only pro-
ceed from the counsel and dominion of an intelligent
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different degrees affords the indications] the most

fertile and brilliant spirit would be a gift entirely
without value.

In the same manner as the inferior animals, we have

an instinctive will, an instinctive logic, and an in-

stinctive decision ; but the thumb represents only the

will of reason, the logic of reason, and the decision

of reason.

The superior animal is signalised by the possession
of the hand, the man is signalised by his possessing
a thumb." '

From the words polhke truncalus (= a man with

his thumb cut off), which the ancient Romans applied
to the cowardly citizen who cut off his thumb to

obviate the possibility of his being sent to the wars,"'
we have derived our word paltroon."'

and powerful Being.... Ve know Him only by His
most wise and exce lent contrivances of things and final
causes, and we admire Him for His perfections," etc."
It is possible that our author made his quotation from a

couip
d'z1Z of this Sc/zolhzm, in the manner in which he

"
c osed up

" the dialogue recorded in note "°, p. 107.
" This is a further development of the dicta of Aris-

totle,Anaxagoras, and Galen, discussed in note'°', p. 94.
"' This is recorded of a Roman citizen of the time of

Augustus Caesar, who cut oil' the thumbs of his two sons,
so as to keep them at home.

"' As a punishment the amputation of the hand
has been practised by a

great many nations [miie
"alfdfllldl,

'

1[ zz), especia ly among the ancients; in
more modem times it as been principally in the East
that this punishment has been put in force ; whereupon

Georg: Sale, in his "

Preliminary Discourse "
to his

trans tion of the Qur'an, says :-" Theft is ordered to

° Sin Isaac Nzwrox, " P/films//ule Naluralix Prinnlmh
Ha!hanal¢2a," editio tertia (London: 1726). "De Mundi

Sgtemate"-Sr/avlium Gnurale:-Elegantissimse hae solis,
, et cometarum oompages, non nisi consilio et dominio

Ends intelligemis et potenlis oriri potuit...- Hunc cognoscimus
solummodo per proprietates ejus et per attributa et per sapien-
tbsimas et optimls rerum structuras et causas finales, et

adminmur ob perfectiones."

[1 118]
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The thumb of the monkey, which is barely flexible

at all, and for this reason scarcely able to be opposed
-|'.¢., be made to act in conjunction with any of the

other fingers-is looked upon by many naturalists as

nothing more than a movable nail."

Whereas, on the contrary, the human thumb is so

situated and organised as to be able always to act in

an opposite direction to the other lingers, and it is by
this power that it symbolises the inner or moral

sense which we oppose to our will, and through it to

the temptations of our instincts and our senses."

Proofs of this assertion abound ; thus, for instance,
idiots who are idiotic from birth, come into the world

either without thumbs, or with thumbs which are

be punished by cutting off the offending part, the hand

[Qur'an, chap. v.], which at first sight seemed just
enough; but the law of Justinian, forbidding a thief
to be maimed [Nove1l., 134, cap. 13] , is more reasonable;
because stealing being generally the effect of indigence,
to cut off that limb would be to deprive him of the means

of getting his livelihood in an honest manner." I/ide
also Puffendorf, "De fare Nat. et Gen!.," lib viii.,
cap. 35

sec. 26.
'"' rofessor Sir Richard Owen, in his monogra h "On

Me Nature Q" Lhnbs" (London: 1849, p. 3 , calls
attention to the fact that the "

thumb," which is the
least important and constant digit of the anterior ex-

tremity in the rest of the mammals, " becomes in man

the most important element of the terminal segment,
and that which makes it a

' hand '

properly so called."
Wde " A Alanna! of Chez?osop}zy," *HI 31, 35.

'" This important peculiarity of the thumb is duly
emphasised by Galen in the passage which I have

quoted at length in 1[ 35 of " A llfdlllldl, e!c."*

' "Tl -ydp cl ,u1;5ei¢ dvreré-raxro 'rois 'ré1'-rapmr, dxrrep v0v,
EMU éfis ch-avres hr! ;ua'ir c60slar é1re4n?xea'n.v ol -rérre; ip' mi

1rpd617)ov, Lbs, dxpmrrov ai?-rin éylyvero -fb TX'a00¥ ; Geirai 'ydp fb

Xa,u.}S||.v6p.evov d.v¢u.)&`:s 1) TGVTGXUBEV xaxrd. KUKAOV, 1), 'lrdrrws 'Y' lf
(vavrlwv duofv 1'61rwv 6|u.)ap.Hdvnr0a¢. 'l'o71"offv dru37e'r' dv drep
hr! p.u'is s|50ela.s éfm' iiravrcs é1re¢|5xco'a.v auiferai 5' dxpqilés vir,
iw); 'roi`s d)7o¢r d.vr¢mx0év1os, o0'rw 'ydp exe; 0é¢rews fc :ral

xwviaews 6 ds 0610: ¢1'nr'r' érur-rpeqbbiuros Hpaxelas l'l.PT£XC`¥

e'1rur'rpo¢&r /u0' éxdrrau TGV rrrrdpwv ri.v'nr¢'ra'yp.évou évspyciv."
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powerless and atrophied ; and this is perfectly logical,
for where the essence is absent, its symbol also

must be wanting. ~

Infants up to the time when their intelligence
begins to be developed, keep their hands continually
closed, folding their lingers over the thumb; but

in proportion as with the body the mind becomes

developed, the thumb in turn folds itself over the

t`ingers."'
Epileptic patients in their fits fold their thumbs

before the rest of their hands, which shows that

this evil, which is instinctively apprehended before

it is actually felt, aB`ects the organisation by which

one perceives and knows, before it affects the organi-
sation by which one merely feels."

At the approach of death, the thumbs of the dying,
struck as it were with the vague terror of approach-
ing dissolution, fold themselves beneath the lingers,-
sure sign of the neamess of the final struggle."

"' "

By a contraction of the tlexor, and non-develop-
ment of the extensor muscles, the human infant hides
its thumbs in the palms of its hands .until its wzll shall
have developed itself and put itself into exercise ; and a

test of complex wx!! organisation is to be found in an

early and com lete development of extensor action."

PraL Vxktor Iiorsley.
" Mr. W. R. Gowers, in his exhaustive and minute

work ' 'Epzkjsyandother Chromk Com/ulxzir/eDz2rea.res :

Ilan? Causes, Symphnm. and 7>'eatment" (London:
1881), makes frequent references to cases in which the

precursory and early symptoms of an epileptic lit have

appeared in the hands. Out of forty cases, in which the
attacks made their iirst appearance in the u per limb,
about thirty commenced in the hand (p. 465. In one

case the premonitory sym tom was a twitching of the
thumb and forelin er (p. 45, in another the whole hand
closed up  45. Dunng the fits, says he, " the
lin ers are exed at the metacarpo-phalangeal joints,and extended at the others, the thumb bemg adducted
:hte 1/zepalm, or pressed against the first Enger (p. 74).

"' The author is not quite right in his data here: it

is tnie that when rxlgvr mortals' sets in, the thumb

IO
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Man alone, by reason of his having a thumb,-1`.e.,
reasoning faculties,-knows, Le., is familiar with, the

idea of death.
`

At the root of the thumb is situated the indication

of the reasoning will, a power of whose intensity one

forms an idea by the observation of the length and

thickness of this root. It displays also, say the

Cheiromants [for which reason they have called this

locality the Mount of Venus], the greater or less

intensity of the capacity to love.'°' And in point of

fact, love is but will [desire].
_

ln the first [or lower] phalanx reside the indica-

tions ofthe logic, i.¢., of the perceptions of the judg-
ment, and of the reasoning faculties; and in the

second [or upper] phalanx, reside the indications of

the invention, of the decision and strength of will,
and of the initiative power.

The Romans, in their gladiatorial displays, raised

their thumbs, and the combatant stricken down

received his life. If they lowered them, he died."'

naturally drops towards the centre of the palm, the

power of the liexor muscles being always [even at birth,
miie note ""] superior to that of the extensors; but this
ensues some time after death, and not before it, unless
the final struggle has been accompanied by convulsions of

any kind, in which case this symptom may be observed.
"' Vzde "A Jldanualq/'C/zez}'osop/ly," pp. 224-225.
W* " As the gladiators in the gladiatorial displays had

all previously swom to fight till death _ _ _ the fight was

bloody and obstinate, and when one signified his sub-
mission by surrendering his anns, the victor was not

permitted to

grant
him his life without the leave and

approbation o the multitude. This was done by clench-

ing the fingers of both hands between each other, and

holding the thumbs upright close together, or by
bending back their thumbs. The first of these was

called pollztem _z5remcre, and signified the wish of the

people to save the life of the conquered. The other

sign, called pollzkem vertere, signified thcir'disappro-
bation, and ordered the victor to put his antagonist to

death."-Lemjirzkire.
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Strange instinctive appreciation of the initiative

reposing in the development of this digit!"
ll' your thumb is narrow, lean, thin, and short in

this phalanx, you are troubled with a complete absence

of decision ; you are prone to accept generally-received
opinions and the ideas of other people, and you are

subject to doubt and endless incertitude, culminating
in moral indifference.

Of this continually uncertain state of your mind,
of this inability to form and adhere to' an opinion of

your own, you will always be able to give a logical
and comprehensible explanation, if your first phalanx
[that of logic] is developed. If, on the contrary, your
second phalanx is long and well-formed, whilst the

first [the lower one] is thin and short, you will have

decided opinions, strong and lasting convictions, a

quick mind, and a decisive and initiative spirit; at

the same time you will probably be a poor arguer,
or a man more gifted with passionate conviction than

with judgment.
Generally speaking, a thumb which is small, mean,

and poorly formed, announces an irresolute mind,
and a wavering disposition in those things which are

usually the result of reasoning power, and not of

"' There are many expressions of this description in
use amonithe French, even to-day, many of which are

given by ittré in his dictionary. Of these the most

interesting are :-" METTRE LES POUCES, or COUCHER

LES POUCES," i.e., to give oneself up, to yield, after a

longer or shorter resistance,-a saying which seems to

have arisen from the fact that the thumb falls into the
lm of the hand when the resistance is exhausted

vide note '*', p. 14i],
" Et faisant unebelle révérence

se retira luy estant tombé le poulce dans la main," Carl

I., 29, Mercure. SERRER LES POUCES, z'.e., to torture ;
ss uoanxs Las PoUc'Es, i.e., to repent [zfzkif note,

1I 16]; Donna UN coup nn POUCE, Le., to strangle;
and HALADE DU POUCE, xle., stingy, derived from the

expression JOUER DU POUCE, :'.e., to pay out money at

a game.

[119°]
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sentiment or of instinctive knowledge. Such thumbs

are the inheritance of the descendants of the Foolish

Virgins, a class of people who ,are impressionable,
sensual, and dominated by their innate tendencies,
but who are at the same time impartial, tolerant,
naturally amiable, and able to accommodate themselves

to all characters with whom they are thrown together.
People with small thumbs are governed by their

hearts [source of all tolerant feelings], and are more

at ease in an atmosphere of sentiments than in one of

ideas; they appreciate things more at a rapid survey
of them than on reflection.

People with large thumbs are govemed by their

heads [source of all feelings of exclusiveness], and

are more at ease in an atmosphere of ideas, than in

one of sentiments. They judge things better by
reflection than on the spur of the moment.

Albert Durer, who was so powerful in his art

simply by reason of the exquisite naiz/ele' of his ideas,
and so weak beneath the detestable tyranny of his

wife;"'4 Homer and Shakespeare, those impartial

'" Albert Diirer's dearest friend, Wilibald Pirkheimer,
has left us a sad account of Diirer's wife, who would
seem to have been to him very much what Xantippe was

to Socrates) excepting that poor Albert Diirer, not being
a philosopher, and not having married his wife on

account of her ill-temper, died [as we are told by
Pirkheimer] beneath the infliction. Pirkheimer in a

letter [in fac~simile] to Tzerte, the emperor's architect
at Vienna, published in "kelzyuzbn 1/on Albrecht
Dzirer" (Niirnberg: 1828) sa s:-"That he should
have died of such a hard death gas God willed it] I can

attribute to none other but his wife, who awed into
his heart, and tonnented him to such a §:g'ree as te

hasten his death : for he was wasted to a skeleton, lost
all his courage, and could no longer go among his
friends. Also this wicked woman, though she had never

known want, was continually at him day and night to

* Vide /ELIAN, IIOIKIAH 'I2'1'0PIA, Bam., vii., xe¢. lo,
B¢B). x., x¢¢. 7, elpaxnhc.
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reflectors of the human heart; Montaigne, whose

device was "What do I know?" 1" and who pre-
ferred supporting an opinion to stating it; La Fon-

taine, who hesitated between royalism and social-

apply himself rigidly to work, in order that he should
earn money and leave it to her. I have often chidden
her myself for her wickedness, and wamed her, and also

predicted what the end of it would be."* Vzkle also
" The Arz'¢lrt'.r Marrzed Lgfe," translated from the
German of Leopold Schafer by Mrs. Stodart (New

1¥i¢g¢l;':_ 1862), supposed to have been written by
eimer.

"' Blaise Pascal tells us that Montaigne, " not wishingto say 'I know not,' said ' What do I know ? ' of whic

saying he made himself a device," etc.1' Vzkie also

Bigone de Leschamps, "MzkheZ Montazgne, .fa Vzb,
etc." (Paris: 1860, p. 2). » On p. 493 [Appendix] of this
volume, de Leschamps, speaking of the inscriptions
which Montaigne had carved everywhere upon the lintels
of his library, called attention to the fact that " he had

particularly caused to be there inscribed the maxim
P604 a'm|rr6v, which antique wisdom had inscribed

upon the porch of the temple at Delphi
"

(miie note ",
p. 87).

' "

R¢%u:?n z/on Albrec/r!Df2rer." (Niirnberg, 1828), Doktor
Friedrich ampe. "Eigene Handschrift "l/l7lZdld}"l.7'kh(iIIl¢f.'."

Auszug eines Briefes an 'l`zerte, Kaiserl. Baumeister zu Wien . . .

"daszer (A. D.)soe.ines hartseligen Todes verstorben ist, welchen
ich, nach dem Verhingniss Gottes, niemanden denn seiner Haus-
fnueu zusagen kann, due ihm sein Herz eingenagen und dermassen

`nigt lmt, dasz er sich des schneller von hinnen gemacht hat,semi er war ausgedorrt wie eine Scbraub, durft nirgend keinen
ten Muth mehr suchen oder zu den Lenten ehen, also hatte

gs bose Weib seine Serge, das ihr doch wagich nicht Noth

ithan hat, zu dem hat sie ibn Tag und Nacht angelesen, zu der
beit bitt' lich gedrungen, allein datum, dasz er Gel verdiente

und ihr . . . Ich babe sie selbst oft fiir ihr argwohnisch
stritlich Ween gebeten, und sie gewarnt, auch ihr vorgesagt
was das Ende hiervon seyn wiirde," etc. etc.

1 Ne voulant pas dire "ja ne mir," il dit "

Qu: .r¢u3°j¢?"
De quoi il fait sa devise en la mettant sous des balances, qui,

gesant
les contradictions, se trouvent en parfait équilibre ....

ur ce principe roulent tous ses Discours et tous ses Essais, et

c'est la seule chose qu'il rétende bienétablir." " (Em/re: Cayu-
jllln J: Blair: Panel

" FPM-is: |858), vol. i., p. 426. Entretun

cu: M dc Sai mr Epirtélz :I Momaxgnc.

lil 1961
~ Montaigne

La Fontaine
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ism ;'" and Louis XVI., who owed all his troubles to

his indecision of mind,'~"7 must certainly have had

small thumbs.

Witha large and well-formed thumb, however, you

are your own master, and such being the ease, your

master is often a fool, as Henri IV. used to say."
Your principles are your laws, but you are inclined to

despotism. You are truthful, but you are not innocent

'°' Martin [" Hzlrtor}'e de France" (Paris: 1879), vol.

xiv.; p. 252] tells us of La Fontaine :-" Il n'ava1t des

opinions serieusement négatives que sur quelques points
de Théologie et de politique oil il repoussait, soit par
raison, soit par sentiment, les doctrines oflicielles. On
se rapelle ses disputes avec Racine sur la monarchie
absolue." He showed his loyalt by writing several

"éloges" upon Louis XIV.,° and his indiierence by

remaining friends with the Prince de Conti, who was

disgrace in consequence of the discovery of some

of his letters refiectin on the govemment.'|' There is
a letter written by Iga Fontaine to Conti during the
latter's exile, in the " Q`u1/fe; Complétes de La Fon-

tahzg" (Paris: 1837, epitre xx., _ 552). The league
above referred to is of course tlgat of Augsbourg, of
which La Fontaine speaks in an epitre, according
to Walcknaer [" Vzkde La E," op. cd., vol. ii., bk. v.,

p. 1oz]. "Non la ligue d'Augsbourg, que je sais moins

encore," etc.
"' Martin [¥. cd., vol. xvi., liv. ciii., p. 313] tells

us :-" Louis VI. is everything which is contrary to
what he would himself wish to be, xle., the ve embodi-
ment of indecision. Later the vacillations of l£ebleness
will be looked upon in his case as treacherous combina-
tions which will land him upon the sca(fold;" and

Carlyle, in his "History qf the French Rez/olufzbn"

(London: 1837), makes continual allusion to this
monarch's fatal indecision of mind. Vide, e.g., vol. i.,

p. 28, vol. ii., pp. 127 and |52 :-" Louis . . . if thy
cart ever formed, since it began beating under the

name of lpeart, ap!
resolution at all, be it now, then, or

never in t is wor ," etc.
"' " Henri Quatre rencontra un jour dans les apparte-
' Fab/cs de Ln Fontaine, liv. vii. and xi., e itre xviii. an

'

.

T Wir hereqn. C- WALCKN/mu. "1=hknnJ:¢ de la V12 332:
Fnm'a1nr"(Pans : 1858), vol. ii., chap. v., P, |88_
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in the intellectual acceptation of the term. Your

power does not lie in your capacity to charm, for

grace can only exist in that which is pliant.
Souvarofi) renowned for the intensity of his will ;'°9

Danton, the magnanimous soul who underwent the

opprobrium of a crime in the hope of saving his

oountry;'°° Galileo, Descartes, Newton, Leibnitz,
Saint-Simon the reformer, Charles Fourier, Robert

mens du Louvre un homme qui lui étoit inconnu, et dont
l'extérieur n'annoncoit rien de fort distingué. Il lui

demanda, ' A qu'il appartenait ?' le croyant de la suite
de quelque seigneur.

'

_I 'appartiens a moi méme,' lui
dit ce personnage d'un ton fier et peu respectueux.
' Mon ami,' reprit le roi, en lui toumant le dos, 'vous
avez un sot maitre.' "--"L 'E.rprz? de Henri IPC"

(Paris:1c]75), p. 271.
"' L. . P. Tranchant de Laverme, in his " Hzlrfohe

de Srmvarq/"' (Paris: 1809), lays great stress upon
Souvarotfs indomitable will. " He had a decision of

will, that no obstacle could cause to swerve
"

(p. 455).
Compare also the passages dealing with the same

characteristic upon pp. 438-4?|9, an 453 (chap. vii.).
Mr. E. N. Macready also, in is work "A Skelch Q/
Suwarow

"

(London: 1851, p. 28), says :-" With him
. . . the simplc tcrm 'duty' was equivalent to, and
exacted, the utmost devotion of which a man was

capable."
"' This is a somewhat uncommon view of the character

of Danton; I conclude M. lc Capitaine d'Arpentigny
has been led away by the grand rhetoric of a speech of

Dantdn's, made on March ioth, 1793, recorded in
MM. E. Buchez and P. Roux`s '° Hzlvtohe Parlemen-
lake de la Refi/olulzbn Franfazlre. yournal de:
Assemblées Natrbnales depuzlr 1789 _/'u.rqu'en 1815

"

(Paris: 1836, 40 vols.), in which he cries out :-" What
to me is my reputation? so long as France is free, let

my name be wounded. What do I care about being
called ' drinker ofblood ' l Good ! let us drink the blood
ofthe enemies of the human race," etc.°

' " Eh ! que m'importe ma réputation ! Que la France soil

libre, et que mon nom soil flétri ! Que m'importe <l`étre appelé
buveur de sang! Eh bien! huvons le sang dee enemxs de

Vhumnnité s`il le faut ; oombattons, conquerons la liberté," etc.

[1 191]
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Owen, all of them profound reasoners and bold in-

ventors, had infallibly very large thumbs.

Voltaire, who of all men who ever lived sub-

ordinated the promptings of his heart to those of his

head, had, as his statue in the Theatre Francais bears

witness, enormous thumbs. Certainly, the sculptor
Houdon, an artist of the keenest and most delicate

taste, cannot have given such thumbs to this marble

statue, had not the well-known hands of his model

imposed upon him the obligation to do so.'°'

The shaven-headed lama, clad in the robe of yellow
wool, which enhances the brilliancy of his scarlet stole

and violet dalmatic, benignly salutes his superiors
after the manner of the Thibetans, Le., by putting out

his tongue, and scratching his ear. Beneath those

eyebrows, arched like the leaf of the peach-tree, his

little beady eyes sparkle with pure contentment, by
reason of the fact that he has successfully cjaculated
before the assembled multitudes that sacred phrase,
deeply fraught with mystic profundity, " Oh, Buddha,
jewel of the lotusl Oh, Buddha, jewel of the lotus l"

His science also is on a par with his devotion, and

if he knows that he is forbidden to lay hold of a cow's

tail to help him to ford a river which is deep and

rapid, none the less is he aware of the healing and

preservative powers of the flesh of the griflin and

the hom of the winged unicom ; besides this,
Buddha has appeared to him in a dream, and he

knows that after his death he will not be thrown

to the sturgeons of the Yellow River, neither will

his body be exposed upon a mountain, nor burnt, nor

eaten by Thibetan worms; 'but that he will be cut

into pieces and given to dogs to eat-an apotheosis only
"' There exists of this statue a well-known print, which

I have before me.
_

In it the hands are certainly
thoroughly philosophic, and the thumbs, as M. d'Ar-
pentngny says, are very large.

1
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vouchsafed to those people whose high moral qualities
are evidenced by a red bead on the top of the hat, or

a peacock feather swaying in the breeze! Hugging
himself in the certainty of so glorious a fate, his heart

expands, his pride increases, he compares himself

with the kings of the earth, and to give himself a

correct and striking and withal a dignified serise of

his own merits, he raises proudly on high his right-
hand thumb and exclaims, "Thus am l.""'

The Corsicans, a stubborn race, obstinate by respect
for tradition, and not, as with our Breton folk, 'by
reason of an obstinate instinct, all have very large
thumbs."

'" M. d'Arpentigny has evidently taken his informa-
tion concemin Thibetan customs from works like those
of M. Huc [" §ou1/erzzkr d'un Voyage dans la Tartarze,
le Tlnbet, ei la C/une" (Paris: l850),] and the " Carre'-

.rpondancede Viktor Yacguemont avec .ra Famzlle, efc.,
fendant .ron Voyage dan: L'Inde "

(Paris: 1846,
4th edn., 1869, z vols.),-works, which though interest-

ing and valuable in themselves, rather come under the

category of the books of travel described by Colonel

Tcheng-ki-Tong in his recent work " The Chhlexe,

_gphzfed by Themselves "

(hLondon : translated by james
illin on, 1886), in whic he says :-" Nothing is more

imperiitrt than a note-book of travels : the first fool one

meets gives a physiognomy to the whole nation whose
customs are to be described. The recorded conversa-

tion with an outcast may perhaps be considered a.

valuable document by a traveller.... The fact is,
the book is often written before the travels are under-

taken, for the sim le reason that the aim of the joumey
is the book to be published," etc. The sketch of
Buddhism and of the Thibetan worship, which is more

properly Lamaism, which is given above is highly
coloured by our author from an already highly-coloured
original account. Those who are interested in the

sulgect should read the works of Stanislas Julien and
of arthélémy St. Hilaire, and Rhys David's "Hz%bert

Lggfgarex" 1881, or his Manual " Buddhism "

(London :

1 z .

"' The Corsicans and the Bretons have always had
the reputation of obstinacy. As regards the ormer,

11 =-=-1
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In La Vendée a large thumb is looked upon as a sure

sign of a remarkable aptitude for the occult sciences.

According to the peasants of the Bocage, no sorcerer

can fail to be gifted with a rolling eye and large

thumbs; the rolling eye by reason of the malicious

mobility ofhis spirit, and large thumbs because it is on

his thumbs that the full weight of the upper half of

his body is supported when, after having transformed

himself into a were-wolf, he goes at dead of night to

howl and to gambol at the cross roads!

thumb and smooth lingers, whalever

of lhe exterior plzalanges [nola benel]
within oneself, not necessarily the

poetry or art, but most certainly the

With a small

may be the form
one will have

actual talents ot'

germs of these faculties. Only, naturally attracted as

they are towards the ideal, conic phalanges will

this is said of them by the author of "A Ge/feral
Account and [)('_°£7'@fl2/ll rj Corszra "

(London : i73i),who describes them as having
"

always had t e

character of a clownish, rough, stubborn people;
" and

Strabo gives a vivid account of their obstinacy and

stupidity in his I'EOI'PA4>lKON (book v., chap. 2.)°
As to the Bretons, A. de Courson, in his " Hzlrtoz}'e dex

_/bcup/vs Br1>fom1r's" (Paris: 1846), speaks of "the

obstinacy which distinguishes them _ . _ whence come

the extraordinary contrasts of the national character,"
in describing the contradictions to be found in their

religious observances and superstitions. The poet
Briseux also speaks of the Bretons as:-

" La mee, sur le dos portant de longs eheveux,
Que rien ne peut dompter quand elle dit 'je veux.'

"

The same characteristics are called attention to by
M. Daru, in his " mi¥f0l}'(! deBrclagne" (Paris : 1826),
P- 356-
' "

Quo lit ut montana colentes, qui latrociniis vitnm sustenant,
ipsis si ut inhumaniorcs bestias. Itzique, quum Romani duces
in insulnm hanc incursionem faciunt, ac munitiones adorti,
magnum m:inci|iorum numcrum ceperunt, videre Roma: cum

arlmirationc licct, quantum in cis fcritntis :ic imlolis plane sit
bellissimm ac stupirlilate dominos olitcndunt. ut impensere
poenitet etiam si quis minimo emerit." Strabo, lor. ffl., Didofs
lramlalzbn.
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incline to a mode of expression, or, if you prefer the

term, a manifestation of the talent, which is more

spiritualistic than spiritual. As for instance Rafaélle,
Coneggio, Perugino, and so on; and among writers

Tasso, Georges Sand, and others. And as to the others,
l mean those whose lingers terminate in a spatule or

in a square, seeing that they are attracted by what is

true and real, Le., towards commonplace in the world

of things, and towards custom in the world of ideas,

they will incline to a mode of expression which is

more spiritual than spiritualistic, such as, for instance,
Teniers or Callot, Scarron, Regnard, Lesage, Béranger,
and so on, whose arts lie more in the expression of

real life than in the interpretation of what is really
beautiful. They interest the mind and sometimes the

heart, but never the soul. One appreciates them and

likes them, but one does not really admire them.

Hands which are conic or pointed, with a large
thumb, proceed in art by method, by logic, and -by
deduction, almost alter the manner of persons with

square hands and a small thumb. Such were David

[the painter], Voltaire, Fontenelle, and others, all

people distinguished by little or no naivelé

[T =°4l

Illustrations

1 sou.
Methodiml an.

li, therefore, you remember what I said about the 1 sign of

indications found in the joints and upon the outer

phalanges, you will remember that he who has conic

phalanges, smooth fingers, and a small thumb, is

trebly predestined to a poetic existence, whilst trebly
predestined to scientific pursuits is he who, to square

or slightly spatulated linger-tips, joins knotty fingers
and a large thumb.

lt is more easy for large-thumbcd subjects [by
reason of the strength of will with which they are

gifted] to overcome the tendencies of their natures

than for people with small thumbs!" Again, many

"' Marlt S. T. Coleridge`s words [" Ihb/e Talk," Sept.

tendencies.

1 suv.
Modiication of

tendencies.
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philosophers and learned professors have formulated

their systems in verse of a higher or lower quality of

inspiration. But there has never lived an eminent

poet who has excelled in abstract sciences.

28th, x8_}o] on this subject :-" Why need we talk of a

fiery hel P If the will, which is the law of our nature,
were withdrawn from our

memorf, fancy, understanding,
and reason, no other hell cou d equal for a spiritual
being what we should then feel from the anarchy of
our powers. It would be conscious madness!"



SUB-SECTION V.

HARD AND sorr HANDS.

You have before you two hands of the same thickness,
the same size, the same development of parts, and

terminating similarly [for instance] in spatulate
exterior phalanges; only there is this difference

between them: one is supple even to flabbiness,
whilst the other is so firm as to be absolutely hard.

You must observe that the dilference lies in the

temperament and manner of life, and that, though
the intellectual tendencies of these two subjects
may be the same [by reason of their similarly
spatulated finger-tips], their aptitudes and their moral

natures will nevertheless be different ; for, as

Fontenelle has said, from a basis of resemblance may

rise infinite dif'ferences.'" In the love of action, of

hens :ur la Pluraldé' de: Mander" [" Euwes Com-

flétes de M. de Fontenelle" (Paris: 1766), vol. ii.,
p. 1462,

" Ne faut-il pas pourtant que les mondes, malgfé
cette ialité, different en mille choses? Car un fond de
ressem lances ne laisse pas de porter des diferences
infinies." These "Enlretzkn.r '

were published at

Amsterdam in
301.

and an English translation was

subselguently ma e by William Gardiner, entitled, " A
FW: .r Lbnversatzbn on the Pluraldy qf World: "

(London: 3rd ed., 1737).

This remark of Fontenelle's occurs in his " Entre-

CQNSISTBNCIIS.
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movement, which is common to them, the soft-handed

subject will seek the fulfilment of its desire in

moderate and subdued action, whilst the hard-handed

subject will develop a love of energetic movement and

violent locomotion. The latter will rise with the lark,
whilst the former will appreciate the charms of a

comfortable bed until the risen sun suggests the

necessity of exertion; as in their pleasures, the in-

fluence of their organisation will make itself felt in

the choice of their studies and of their professions.
The ideas of hard-handed artists are based upon

sound facts, and their works have more virile strength
than those of artists whose hands are soft. These

latter, strongly acted upon by outward influences, are

governed by ideas which are essentially those of the

surface, but their works are characterised by more

shades of sentiment, more diversity and more subtlety,
than those of artists whose hands are hard. The

little fleshy lumps which are found on the faces of

the finger-tips are generally more pronounced and

more delicately formed upon their hands than on

those of the generality of people. Well, it is in this

little fleshy protuberance that the sense of touch is

the most highly developed W-the sense of touch,
which is the sense of discemment, and, consequently,
the outward symbol of moral tact.

Paris obtains from the province of Picardy, hand-

some men-servants, fair haired, and ruddy of tint,
young apprentices, with low foreheads, who, at the

same time credulous and defiant, headstrong and

shallow-minded, perform their duties in accordance

with the promptings of their instincts, either inertly
or obstinately. Vulgarity, which is the leading feature

of the physiognomy of the province, is written

on every feature of their faces. Born beneath the

"' Vzde hereon 1E 153 and note "', p. 126.
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thatched roofs of muddy and dilapidated hamlets,
wherein ghostly visitors hold nightly revels in all the

panoply of shrouds and chains, they are principally
noted for want of manual dexterity, for a highly
developed vanity of mind which is at once shamefaced

and sullen, and by that hare-brained freedom peculiar
to this class of people which is at the same time the

result of maliciousness and lblly. Their hands are

large, red, and very hard.

In the immense forests which clothe the banks of

the Dnieper, here and there are found little villages,
built of wood, of the most squalid appearance, in-

habited by low-class _lews and rough cowherds.

Their staple industry is the rearing of huge packs
of gigantic dogs, which they let loose by night for

protection against wolves.

With the exception of those of the jews [who are a

race peculiarly endowed with the talents of commerce],
all the hands one meets with in these localities are

extremely hard.

In the reign cf Hé-Sou, Emperor ol' China, men

lived at peace with one another, not bothering them-

selves about what they did or where they went.

They wandered about in a satisfied sort of way, pat-

ting their chests as if they had been drums; and

more or less always eating, they were supremely con-

tented : they were ignorant ofeven the most elementary
principles of good and evil. Hands of the soft type.""

"' I am not acquainted with the monarch recorded by
the author, and he is not Qas far as I can see] mentioned

by Giles,' or by any o the standard authors upon
ancient Chinese history. He may be one of the fifteen

sages who formed the privy council of the Emperor Fou-

Hi, who was one of the rulers of the Celestial Empire in
" fabulous " times. M. ]. A. M. de Moyriac de Mailla,
in his "Hit/w}'e Générale de la C/u}ze," traduite du

° H. A. GILES,
" Gem: a/ C/lirme Li/efatur¢" (London

md simghm 1834).
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ThL'15~ The expiring races whom, with their red-challred

loelesiuties

1 IIC.
The Gnachan.

and soot-streaked faces, Levaillant lauds and reveres

for their stagnating indolence ;'°* the fattened monks,
corpulent caryatids of the holy kitchens of the Roman

Church, whose love of the plethoric delights of an

ever-somnolent laziness has obtained for them such

celebrity at the hands of Erasmus and Rabelais ;'° the

flabby-visaged gate-keepers who, ensconced behind a

glazed window sash, go through their innocent lives

like oysters, perpetually opening and shutting a door,
-all these have naturally soft hands.

The chase of wild cattle amid the jungles of the

savannahs of La Plata is the sole occupation, the

Tong Kien Kang Mon (Paris: IZ77, I3 vols.), tells us,
after giving a list of emperors w o reigned B.c.

Q53-2689, the rst of whom were Fon-I-Ii and Ching- oug,
that the historian Ouai-Ki places between them the
names of fifteen rulers, who reigned for 17,798 years (!);
but he infonns us that these fifteen were councillors and
officers of Fou-Hi [who was a most exemplary monarch],
and ig the list which he gives of them appears the name

of H -Sou.'
"' It is fortunate for Le Valliant that they had some

redeeming points in his eyes, for he says of these

savages: "Constantly seeing the Hottentots has never

been able to accustom me to their habit of paintin
their faces with a thousand different designs, whichg
iind hideous and repulsive." Le Valliant, "

Wtyagedans flntérzkur de l'A_/"rsync" (Paris: 1790), vo . ii.,
p. ,

'24It is not surprising that Rabelais was acrid on the

subject of monks, seeing that he began life himself
as a Cordelier, from which order he was expelled for

personating the image of St. Francis in his niche on a

saint's dafy, and playing various uncanonical tricks to

the stupe action of the assembled worshi pers. Bya
bull of Pope Clement VII. he afterward; became a

Benedictine, but soon abandoned a profession for which
he was pre-eminently unsuited. Erasmus fulminated

:"_Alors Fou-hi connposa son conseil de quinze d'entr'eux

gui 
les plus Sages et les mieux instruits," ere.-vol. i.,
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unique industry, of the Gauchos, who, leathem lasso in

hand, and with their heels armed with huge spurs,
devote themselves entirely to this form of exercise,
mounted on superb wild horses. They are a race by
nature nervous, agile, initable, and prompt in expe-
dients where prompt action is necessary, beneath an

exterior which is phlegmatic ; a race which is con-

sumed by a thirst for strife and for action, and a love

of boundless horizons and unchecked liberty. A

horse- or buffalo-skin forms their bed, and analogously
the desicmted heads of horses or buffaloes form their

chairs and tables ; in fact, their domestic furniture is

constructed almost exclusively of buffalo and horse

bones."° Their hands are very hard.
'

You have probably remarked ere now that a taste

for agriculture and horticulture gains upon us as we

grow old. This taste, feebly developed as it is at

first,-potently warred against to the last by the

smiles which shine upon us from gentle lips, and by
the soil hands which by their touch inspire us with

patriotic, poetic, and scientific enthusiasm,-grows
gradually stronger and stronger, and develops its

against monks more seriously and to better purpose than
Rabelais. Among the Elzevirs on my bookshelves I
find a little work, entitled " Devi. Ee-arms' Rolefdamz'

Colloguzh" (Amsterdam: Elzez/xr, wg), on p. 238 of

which, during a colloquy between some ranciscans and
one PANDOCHBUS, an inn~keeper, the latter refusing to

take them in, exclairns, "

Quia ad edendum et biben-
dum plus quam viri estis, ad laborandum nec manus

habetis nec pedes," etc. Any one who is sudiciently
interested to care to know the exact opinions of Erasmus
on the holy Fathers of the Church, had better read from

Z x56-73 of his " MDPIAE EPKQMION: Siultztzkz
u.r. Ra . declamatxkz" (Basle: 1676).

"'

Caztain Head has recorded this in his " fifourneys
to Soul Amerx?:a" (London : 1829, p. lu), where

describing the family meal of buffalo-flesh, he says:-
"The family and guests sit round it on the skeletons of

horses' heads, handle their long knives, and cut away."
II

L1 .iq
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intensity in proportion as the faculties of our imagi-
nations grow weaker; and it is when our hands,
stiffened and bony and bereft of their delicate tactile

organisation, offer a faithful reflex of our impoverished
imaginations, that this inclination to garden, to labour

with our hands, acquires more and more dominion

over us?"

In like manner we become more steady, less credu-

lous, and more logical in proportion as the joints of

our fingers emphasise themselves by their develop-
ment, and become more prominently visible."

Though not dead to love, hands which are very
hard are seldom capable of much tenderness; and

by contrast, soft hands are generally more capable
of tenderness than of love.

Callosity in a hand seems always to cast a shadow

upon the mind.

For my part let me see hands which are firm with-

out being hard, and elastic without being flabby.
They indicate an intelligence which is pre-eminently
wide and active in its scope, having at the same time

the faculties of theory and of action, and in addition

to this, whatever may be the material occupations
with which they may be employed, they only harden

very gradually; whilst, on the contrary, hands which

are naturally very firm rapidly become extremely
hard.

"' Vzlie "A Manual Q( C}1ez}'o_rop}zy," 1 210.
"' "M. d'Arpentigny olds a theory," says Adriez

Desbarrolles [" Myrtéres de la Mazh "

(Paris: 15tl
edn., n.a'.), p. z41], "that the joints develop upon
hands, or may tend to diminish, and he gives as ai

example the hand of Madame Sand, whose fingers
once very smooth, have developed the lower joint
since she has taken to philosophy and serious literature

Very well then. If the hands which contain the destin
can modify themselves by the direction of the will

Destzhy can also modify itself, and :lr not l}'f¢'U0¢`dbf
fixed." Compare

" A Manual, eta," (Hi 89-91.
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The same remarks apply to the skins and coats of

highly-bred horses, which although much liner than

those of commonly-bred horses, are always less subject
to variations of texture, or to disease.

How admirable is the foresight of Nature, which, in

proportion as the aims of created beings are higher
and purer, supplies them with instruments and

weapons of a keener edge and finer temper."'
- According, therefore, to the development of their

intelligences, the individuals of a particular type
divide themselves into classes, and adopt for them-

selves the sciences and labours which are most adapted
to capacities of their particular class.

Thus, for instance, though all are equally well

constituted for the race, the linely-moulded horses of

the high table-lands of Central Arabia [El Nejed] are

not all equally well-gifted with swiftness of foot ;"4
thus, although very widely differing in physical power,
the common house-cat and the royal tiger are none

the less members of the same family ; in like manner

it is from the same learned hands of scientific appre-
ciation that Lavoisier,'7° and jean Maria Farina, of

'" Vxde 1 86.
"'

"Nejedean horses are to Arab horses in general
what Arab horses are to those of other countries."-
W. G. PALGRAVE, "A yburney through Central and
Eastern Arabsh "

(London: 1865). chap. ix., p. 432.
"' Antoine Laurent Lavoisier, the eminent chemist, was

born in Paris in 174 . At the age of twenty-three he re-

ceived the gold medgil of the Academie for a new system
of town illumination, and at twenty-five was admitted
a member of that aug-ust body. A most interesting
biogra hy of Lavoisier was wntten by A. F. Fourcroy,
after his death, entitled, "Not1ke .fur la V12 et le:
Travauz de L01J01;f!?f" (Paris: 1796); in which his
bio pher tells us that " all branches of mathematical

anofiplmysical science had their places in the studies of
his waking hours." He was made a Fermier-Général

by the Government, a post which he accepted, as it gave
him leisure in which to pursue his studies. Having been

1 ass.
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Cologne, have received the laurel-wreath, highest
mark of academic distinction; in fact, it comes to

this, that, as Sganarelle remarks, "there are faggots
and faggots.""°

You must not, however, conclude that because you
have a large thumb and jointed fingers terminating
in spatule, you are necessarily gifted with the

capacity of excelling in all practical sciences and

occupations; nor that because you have a small

thumb and smooth fingers you are necessarily gifted
with pre-eminent talent in every branch of the line

arts; on the contrary, the pursuit of a single science,
or of a limited number of sciences [to an extent

limited by the scope of the faculties of each in-

dividual] absorbs, as a rule, the whole of the stock

of genius with which God has endowed the generality

arrested with the rest of the Fermiers-Généraux in 1794,
the most strenuous efforts were made to save his life, to

all of which the judge replied, " The country has no

lon er anyneed of _rar/ants." þÿ�[�V�1�d ¬�E�D�.�F�L�E�U�R�Y�,"Dujhx
de £11 Arne" (Laon: 1852), pp. 22-3.] He was guillotmed
onthe 5th May, 1794, having laboured night and day in

prison at the comp etion of is discoveries in chemistry,
until summoned by the executioner. His most celebrated
works are

" Ménwzresdela C1u'mzb(Paris: 1805), and a
" Trazfé' Elémenfazie de la Chhmk "

(Paris: 1789); of
which an English translation appeared at Edinburgh in

1790. M. dAx;pentigny's classification of his eminent

countryman wi Johann Maria Farina, who received
the same distinction as Lavoisier from the Academy
for his Eau de Cologne, is truly an exquisite piece of
sarcasm!

'" " Il y a fagots et fagots; vous en pourrez trouver

autre part A moins, mais pour ceux que je faisl"
Valére.-" Eh! monsieur, laissons la ce discours."-
MOLIl§RE. "Le Médeabx Malgré Lani" act i., sc. 6.

' " Comme Lavoisier, c'est des doctes mains de la science quejean Marie Farina, de Cologne 3 'd' 1 |,
(wif rn Prv:pxhu)."-D'A|zPzN°i'loN;fqu

son n 'cue "ner
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of men. One has, indeed, known of individuals like

Caesar, Napoleon, Michael Angelo, Humboldt, Vol-

taire, Cuvier, Leibnitz, and others, whose colossal

intellects have embraced within their comprehension
nearly all the talents specially adapted to their types
of character, but these examples are rare-very
rare.

The large, fat, soft, spatulate hand among the middle

classes in France, untroubled by the moral excitements

of high-class education, finds pleasure after its own

heart in the hum ol conversation which hovers over

the crowded cafes, and the subdued gesticulations of

the lower class of clubs. Driving in a nail here,

strengthening the treacherous leg of a dilapidated
table there, or again, drumming listlessly on the

window-panes,-it is in such phlegmatic employ-
ments that they are content to pass their irre-

sponsible days, and pursue the even tenor of their

ways. The dull and stupid contentment of insig-
nilimnt towns is less irksome to them than it is to

people whose hands are hard. Such subjects find

a pleasure in the noise and turmoil of fairs and

markets; you may see them any day, marching
along, erect of gait and stick in hand, keeping
military step with the evening fanfaronade of the

garrison trumpeters. You may see them calmly en-

joying themselves, engrossed in the dissipations of

draughts, of backgammon, and of bagatelle, relinquish-
ing to their harder-handed neighbours all wearying
exercises and laborious pleasures. They do not do

much themselves, but they like to see others working
hard; they like [remaining quiescent themselves] to

watch the spectacle of action; they do not travel

themselves, but they like to read of voyages, tra-

versing the habitable globe, riding, as one might say,

on the shoulders of the energetic and actual traveller.

Like D'Anville, who went everywhere without once

[1 "Sl
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leaving his study,"" such subjects (ind the energy to

travel in the activity of their brains!"

Among subjects whose intelligences are wholly
inferior, the types of nature, as a rule, hardly exhibit

their positive characteristics at all; it is not so, how-

ever, with their n¢gm'r°v¢ peculiarities. The eagle and

the ostrich have alike wings and legs, but in escaping
from the hunter, or in attacking their prey, the eagle
knows instinctively that he can only rely upon his

wings, and the ostrich that he must trust only to his

legs. Every animal is automatically conscious of the

portions ol' their organisation whose powers are the

most highly developed, whereas many human beings
are absolutely ignorant [from the moral point of view]
of the particular direction in which lies their strength.

It is, therefore, the otiice of education to enlighten
them hereon.

" In this world," says Tseu-sse, a commentator of

Confucius," "
man alone ol' all created beings is

"' At the time when the above was written, jean
Baptiste Bourguignon d'Anville was perhaps the most

celebrated geographer whom France had ever seen;

he was, besides, an eminent antiquary. He is chieliy
known to-day by his "Anlzyudé' Gézgegjhzyw de
l'Imz'e etdefluswurs autres Contréesde au!eA.r1?"

(Paris: Z57); "L'Euphrafe et le Iilgre
" Paris:

1779);
"

éscryhbn de la Gaule" (Pans: 260 ; and
his "

Géiyrap nb Anczb'nne" (Paris: I7 8). Wife
" Natzke es Uuvragar de M DA nwlle précédée par
.ran Elage," by MM. J. D. Barbié and B. _]. Dacier

(Paris: 1802).
_ _ _ _

"' " The poet has his Rome, his Florence, his whole
glowin Italy within the four walls of his library. He
has in his books the ruins of an antique world, and the

lories of a modem ORC."-LONGFELLOV, " Ifyperzkm
"

þÿ ¬�B�o�s�t�o�n�:1881, p. 82), bk. i., ch. viii.
"' The passage here quoted, which is a grand exemplar

of the subtle casuistry and logic of the Chinese philo-
sophers, comes from the I Q (" Ta Hzb"), of which

perhaps the_ best translation that exists is G. Pauthier's
" Le a Hzo, ou la Grande Etude. Ouvragede Kung.
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possessed ofa sovereign intelligence which is capable
of fully comprehending his own peculiar nature, the

laws by which his life is governed, and the duties he

owes to society.
"Gifted with this knowledge of his own nature,

and of the reciprocal duties which he is bound to

perform, he can, by this very fact, thoroughly com-

prehend his fellow-men, and the laws by which they
in turn are regulated, and can thus instruct them in

the duties which it is necessary for them to perform
in order to carry out the mandates of the Most

High.
"Again, being gifted with this same knowledge of

his fellow-men, and being able therefore in these

matters and in this manner to instruct them, he can

by analogy arrive at an understanding of all other

living things, whether animal or vegetable, and can

help them to carry out the mandates of the laws under

fu-Izu (CONYUCIUS) et de son dzlrczle Tlueng-lzu,"
avec un commentaire par Tchou i (Paris: 1837).
The passage quoted abové is from chap. iv., "Sur le
Devolr de connoltre et de distinguer les Causes et les
Eifets." " To know the roof or the cause, that is the

e er e o . wþÿ�2�'�»�§�"�§�'�f�?�l�.�°�L�'�h�;�'�,�§�t�"�"�?�,�¥�"�' ¬�l�f�'�g�§�'�}�1�.�m�§�$�.�' ¬�$�,�§�s"ll 2'§i',§£;'ZZ'"?\§f
?¢'Ifg2f"§'y",'§§§Zi§2§§¥§éiii-a§§§,i§§ §?§§¢£`§§?5 "'i1"'i;
now lost. o perfect one's mor knowledge consists in

þÿ ¬�\�$�°�°�"�"�§�i�"�§�e�§�'�$�f�e"'f,'§§ll"§£2da"$§°£?$.`i§°in'f¢sE';f§'Z§,i;e mu o v

of actions, and examine to their foundations their

principles or causes..... Only, these principlees,these causes these raxlvons d'étre have not yet en

submitted to sumciently profound inveftigatgans ; 111622why the sciences of men are not comp ete, a so ute 1/
`

note "', p. 1]; it is for that reason also that the " 7h
Hub" comgnences by teaching men that those among
them who study moral philosophy must submit all the

objects of nature and human actions to along and pro-
found examinatnon, to the cnd_that, starting from what

they know already of the principles of actions, they can

[1 "9
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which they live, in accordance with the requirements
of their particular natures.

"Yet again, being able thus by knowledge to direct

the existences of all things, animal and vegetable, as

aforesaid, he is able by this very knowledge, and by
means of his superior intelligence, to assist Providence

itself in its direction of the evolution and bringing
together of beings, to the end that they may reach

their fullest and highest developments.
" And finally, being able to assist heaven and earth

in the evolution of the lawsvof natural causation, he is

able by this power alone to stand up in the character

of a third force or potentiality, ranking equally with

heaven and earth."

lt is not necessary for me to call attention to the

circumstance that _Tseu-sse did not live under the rule

increase their knowledge, and penetrate into their inmost
natures. " In applying oneself thus to exercise for a long
time all one's energy, all one's intellectual faculties, one

arrives at last at the possession of a knowledge, of an

intimate comprehension of the true principles o actions.
Then the intrinsic and extrinsic natures of all human

actions, their most subtle essentials, as well as their
most gross particles, are penetrated: and for our

intelligences thus exercised and applied by a sustained
effort, all the principles of actions become clear and
manifest." Another commentator, Ho Kiang, says on

this passage of the "Ta Hzb "
:-" It is not said that it

is necessary to seek to know, to scrutinise profoundly
principles and causes ; but it :lv said that it is necessary
to seek to understand perfectly human actions. In

sayin that one must seek to know, to scrutinise pro-foundiy, principles and causes, one may easily draw the
mind into a chaos of inextricable inoertitudes. But in

saying that one must seek to understand perfectly
human actions, one leads the mind to a search after
truth." I have amplified this note with comparatively
full translations of the Commentaries of Tchou Hi and
of Ho Kiang, as they aEord an extremely characteristic
and interesting example of the systems of Chinese

philosophy.
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of He Sou of whom we spoke a short while since.

In my opinion neither Condorcet nor Saint-Simon, nor

Hegel nor Chas. Fourier, have ever excelled him in

the enunciation of this definition of the illimitable

perfectibility of humanity and of all nature.

[1 134]

Illustrations.
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SUB-SECTION VI.

A FEW WORDS UPON THE SCIENCE OF CHEIROMANCY.

Cunnoluuwcv, looked down upon as it is by the

present generation, was in former days studied by
philosophers and scholiasts of eminent celebrity and

worth. Among them we may mention the names of

such men as Plato," Aristotle," Galen," Albertus

" I do not know of any direct mention of the hand in

any of the dialo es of Plato. Our author may have
considered that ti; remarks which Socrates makes to

Alcibiades in the "F:?'.rt A1cxZzhde.r," or the dialogue
"

£32011
ilu Nature qfAlan," upon the use of the hands,

an the custom of wearing rings. are suliicient basis

upon which to claim Plato as a c eirosophist.
"' Aristotle certainly seems to 'have taken a consider-

able amount of notice of the science. Vide, for

instance, the passages in which he calls attention to the
fact that length of life is indicated by the lines of
the hands, which occur notably in the "Hz3~tory qf
Anx?nal.r,"' and in his "Problem.r."1' I have paid much
attention to his science of the hand in "A Manual qf
Clzez?'o.fophy," in the iirst index to which complete re-

ferences may be found .rub ARISTOTLE.
"' ln the same way Galen has remarked at much

° HEPI TA ZOA 'I2'1'0PION, NBR. A.', xe¢. cl.

1 "Ad 'rl ko; 1~l|r dal xapbs ropdpv lxovas 5| Jkm, purpo-

Bllkflfbl; 'H Mon fd. drap0pa. #pa.x\7#¢a :ral d¢6e'»i`;."-ITPO-
BAHHATGN AN., l.

C nulnounncr.
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Magnusfs' Ptolemy,"' Avicenna,13° Averroés,""' Anti-

ochus 'I`ibertus,"7 'I`ricasso,""' Taisnierf" Bélot,'9°

length upon the hand, but more, Ithink, upon its im-

portance as a member than upon the indications afforded

by it. Vzde notes "', '°', and ", pp. 92 and 140, and "A
Manual W' C/zeh'o.\°op}1y," index 1, .rub GALEN.

"' Albertus Magnus does not seem to have paid more

attention to the hand than would ordinarily be required
of a mediaeval sorcerer or alchemist. Godwin does not

tell us anything about it in his "Lubes qf the Necro-
mancers" (London: 1834, p. z6o); nor does Naudé
in his "Apo/ogxk pour tous les Grandi' Personnages
guiont été faussement soupgonnés de Magvk

"

(Pans :

1625, chap. 18), though both of them give accounts of
Albertus Magnus. If anywhere it would be in the
"Pair/a 1Vaturalz2z,"-" De Motibus Animalium,"
lib. ii., tract. i., c. v., and " De Unitate Intellectus,"
cap. v. Vzkie also " Alberta: Magnus, Ge/zehner

Chhomanl, etc." (Leipzig: 1807).
'"

Many of the Ptolemies were celebrated for their

literary tastes and studies of esoteric philosophy. The

Ptolemy alluded to above would probably be tolemaeus

Lagus, the founder of the Alexandrine library.
"' Husain ibn Ab'd'allah \.u. .de of U,.J\ Jsxl)

commonly called Ibn Sina, or Avicenna, one of the best
known of the Arabian writers of medicine, physics, and

metaphysics, lays great stress upon the importance of
the hand in his numerous commentaries and treatises

upon the works of Galen, of Aristotle, and of Hippo-
crates. Oriental scholars who feel interested in this

subject may find the animadversions to which I allude in

his  \-=-  .J-sjl fe-f-ii ¢__§°J!3 wel* 12% wfw' °-el*-5°

(" T/ze Medzkal Canons (,9)i\il\  qf Awkenna, wdh

treatzlres on Lagzt. Physzks, andMeta_z$hys1ks "), which
were published at Rome in 1593.

"" Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Rushd (_1.2., vp _1..\ __,1

jf) commonly called Ibn Rushd, or Averroés, like

Avicenna a commentator of Aristotle, was an Arabian
philosopher, who lived at Corduba in the twelfth century.
His chief W0\'k dw. .1 s' .»,1)h xi, published in Rome in

1562, contains very little on the passa es of Aristotle to
which I have called attention in " A 500116/, etc."

"" Antiochus Tibertus was the pseudonym of one of
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Frcetichius, De Peruchiof" x.-nk., all of whom' have

handed down to us reflections, and, in some cases,

long treatises on the art of divination by the obser-

vation of the' lines traced upon the palms of the

hands,-treatises which amply prove the high esteem

with which they regarded the science. We are told

that Aristotle, having found upon an altar dedicated

to Hermes a treatise on this subject, engraved in

letters of gold, made a great point-of transmitting
it to Alexander, as a study worthy the attention of

the earliest of the cheiromants who have left behind
them works on the subject. The principal of these are

"Ad Illustrem Przhczyem Octavzhnum I/'baldmum
Jllerehatelh' Cormlem A. 7jfbertz'E_¢11rtola" (Bononiae:
1494), and "Ant¢bc}u` Ijrberti de Cheziomantzki
Lzbri III, denuo recagndzl Ejus :dem Argumenti
Cl1¢:}'o{nantz2e,et¢'." (Moguntiaz: ?41)._ _

"' Tncasso, commonly known as atntio Tncasso da
Cerasari, was one of the most celebrated cheiromants
that the world has known. His principal works were
" Chyfomantzh de Trxkasso de Cera.rarz` .... nuova-

mente T87/llffdn (Venice: 1534), and " Enarrafzb
Pulc/zerrbna Pfl)l¢éff2bfum hyromentzb, efc."

(Noribergaz : l560). or a fuller catalogue of his works
mde in "

Bzblzbgraglnd C/zevosoft/zzl'd," p. 421.
" The most cele rated work o Taisnier now extant

is his " Opus Mathematzkum. Ocio 115705 ....

guorum .rex przbres lzbrz`absolutzlr.r1)ne Chehomantzd
theonkarn . . .

). iorggnegt, eg., eg.; (Coloriiae'inaz:162, 1/' pn'x: izbazh

A2`§EE'g.rophz2.°a3,- a work whichehas been freef; eiito-
mised and translated from by authors of the seven-

teenth centu .

" VID! 'aes (Eu:/re: de M jean Bélot, Cure
de Jldmonts, Pr%.r.reur aux Sczencer Dlillhtf et

Célestex, cwztenant la C/zhomence, etc." &I:yon:1654 , pp.  (Rouen: 1669), pp. 480; _and ( iége:
1 , _

_

_

724 Lsgieur de Peruchio was the author of one of the
most leading works on cheiromaniy proper that has
reached us to~da ; it is called "

a Chzhmence, la
P/1 szbnomxk, eil); Géomence, etc." (Paris: 1656, 1657,
1663). I have quoted some of his aphorisms in "A

Manual qf Ch£If0J0p/lj," p. 116.

L1 'ssl
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[1 us]
some highly-cultivated and developed intelligence.
This treatise, written originally in Arabic, has been

translated into Latin by Hispanus."*
_

'J 88. Starting, however, from a few readily admissible

ia:Tx principia,-principia admitted in fact by physicians of

Ni# note to be incontestable, the Cheiromants have de-

duced arguments so utterly absurd, that they have

ended by causing themselves to be discredited even

by the most ignorant and the most credulous. At the

same time, however, one finds here and there among
their mummeries decisive indications resulting from

"° I do not know where this statement originated;
probably among the vaticinations and literary irrespon-
sibilities of some of the older cheiromants; certainly
for

manty; years every writer on the subject has repro-
duced e statement which I have m self recorded in
"A Manual Q/` Ch¢z?o.rop}zy," 1[ 58. 'lyhe " C¢}'0"l4#£1h
Anlrtotelzlr" there referred to, as also the MS. [Brit.
Mus. Eg., 547], is recognised as a rupgorxhhbw

work

only, having probably been compiled y some student
or commentator from Aristotle's multiplied references to

the hand [1/:de note "', p. rlZ9].
I presume that the

account arose in this way : here is no doubt that when
Aristotle-subsidised by Alexander-made his expedi-
tion into Asia for the purpose of compiling his " Hir-

torjy qf Ambnals," he was in the habit of sending the
results of his investigations to Alexander, as they were

completed, and in the course of this journey visiting

Edgypt,
he there picked up a quantity ofthe occult know-

le ge of the Egyptian magi-cheiromancaamong them.
I have called attention in another place[ anua , 1[ 58]
to the fact that Aristotle's works, IIEPI ZQON MOPIDN

and HEPI TA ZOA IETOFION, teem with references to

the hand and to the art of cheiromancy. Now, as to

the connection of Hermes, two hypotheses present them-
selves to my mind. First, the worship of Hermes

[under the name Teti, Thoth, or Taut] occurs earlier in

/Egyptian records than in any others; he occurs as

ear y as the eleventh dynasty, and being regarded as

the inventor of hieroglyphics, all lzlerary C07)I?0Sl?lbf|.l'
were dequ:-ated to Hermetic philosophy is said to

have_onginated mth him, and Clement of Alexandria
mentions 42 Iambhchus mentions 2o,ooo, and Manetho
m°"t'°"° 3 ,525 books devoted to this particular cult.
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repeated observation which it is convenient to adn1it.'"

Such as, for example, the following :-

Persons whose fingers are supple, and have a ten-

dency to tum back, are gifted with sagacity, curiosity,
and address. [ManuaL 1' r51.]

Persons whose fingers seem clumsily set upon their

hands, and whose fingers all differ as to their ter-

minal phalanges, are wanting in strength of mind.

The cheiromants condemn them to misery and to in-

tellectual ineptitude. [Manual, 11' r49.]
If your hand held before a candle shows no chinks

or crannies, i.e., your tleshy fingers adhere to one

another parallel throughout their length, it is a sign
of avaricé. [Manua1, 1|' 15z.]

Very short and very thick fingers are a sign of

cruelty. [Manual, 1' I33.]m4

Astrology and medicine were particularly in his line,
and un oubtedly any papyrus or tablet dealing with

cheiromancy would ave been dedicated to him. It is
more than probable that the altar was merely a votive
tablet or a papyrus hanging in one of the temples of
Ibis [}Ier1nes], and that this is what has given rise to

the statement which is under discussion. The second

hypothesis yields, I think, to this one in the matter

o probability,-viz., Aristotle was a great friend of

I-Iennias, the tyrant of Atamea, and spent some time
with him on this same joumeytg'/:de Diogenes Laertius].
lt is possible that it was here at he leamt what he did
of cheiromancy, but I think the hypothesis given above
is the more robably correct one. I/:de on this point
E. A. W. Erafenham, " Aralrtoleles .Pueta ; :we
Arxlrtaielzlr Scolzkm hz Ifermzkzm" (Mulhusae: 1831),
a

gtxost fascinatingly interesting and scholarly little
wo _

"' It must be remembered that at the time when the
above was written the only works on the science of

Cheiromancy were those of such authors as are cited
in the immediately precedinganotes. M d'A entigny
had not seen the works of esbarrolles [wilth whose
labours he was then unacquainted], which were not pub~
lished until some years afterwards.

'°' Such a hand as this was the hand of Marchandon,
I2

[1 =s6]

qi wr.
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Long and thin fingers are usually those of diplo-
matists, of deceivers, of card-sharpers, and of pick~
pockets. [Manual,1l 135-141.]

A tendency to theft is indicated by a flattened con-

dition of the outer or nailed phalanges.'95
Curiosity and indiscretion are the leading charac-

teristics of persons whose fingers are smooth and

transparent. [Manual, 11 I53.]
Smooth and conic fingers are an indication of

loquacity and levity of mind.

Strong and large-jointed fingers are a sign of pru-

dence and of ability. [Manual, 1 163.1
To move the arms about violently with the fists

clenched whilst walking is a mark of promptitude and

of impetuosity. The habit of' keeping the thumb

hidden beneath the other fingers indicates a sordid

and avaricious mind. [ManuaI, 1|` 248.] 19°

the murderer, whose atrocious crime struck Europe with
horror in _Iuly 1885. A cast of the hand is preserved
in the museum of anthropology in Paris, and a descrip-
tion of it, with some cheirosophic notes, ap eared in

La Répubhyue Franfazlve for 15th August, 18§5.
"' Ido not know where M. d'Arpentign can have

found this interpretation of a spatulate (?i' Snger-tip.
Compare

" Manual, e!c.," 1 169.
"' The mobility of the hand is not its least expressiveproperty. It is, of all the parts of the body, t e most

movable and thc most rich in articulations ; over twent

joints concur in the production of this multiplicity which
fumishes its phyisiognomical character. It cannot help
denoting the c aracter of the body to which it is so

nearly attached, of the femperament, and consequently
of the heart and of the maui." GASPARD LAVATER,
°' L'Art deconnaftre les Hommex, elc.

"

(Paris : 1806),
vol. iii., p. 1.
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|um.l~:CnoNs,' EXPLANATIONS, AND mam-:ssloNs.

'

A PARTICULAR system of education, applied exclu-

sively to a particular class of mind, often results in

the perversion and abnegation of that intellect by its

possessor himself How fortunate, therefore, are

those whose intellectual aptitudes, having been ap-

preciated and understood early in life, have served as

a basis upon which their early training has been

founded and built up. They become at once a happy
fusion of the man who has leamt [i.c., the man of

education], and the man of inborn faculties [i.¢., the

man of innate talent] ; thus they have two impulses to

direct their lives which are practically one ; they come

upon the stage of life armed with ideas which they
have acquired, and supported by an intelligence, by
instincts which harmonise with those ideas; and,
whilst those whose talents have been stunted by an

illogical form of education are constantly retarded

and embarrassed by doubt, the former subjects attain

practically without effort the front rank in any pro-
fession they may take up.

But how few young people thcre are who are suffi-

ciently fortunate to have been underslood when they
were young enough to be guided in the path most

advantageous for them, and hov few teachers ofyouth
there are who are ready to'abandon all stereotyped

Mlsczu./ulu.

1 su.
Mistaken

training for

after-life.

1 39.
Appreciation of

lalenus in youth.
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rules and methods, and to adopt a separate system for

each individual genius: It would not be too much to

expect this from a parent, but it is obvious that such

an eH`ort, generous as it must necessarily be, must

always be beyond the venal solicitude of a stranger.
If this volume has any value, it must lie, as I have

before remarked, in the fact of its furnishing the

means of recognising the physical signs [signs which

I think 1 have described with sullicient cleamess] of

the special bent of every man's individual intelligence.
At eight years old, or even at six years old, a child's

hand is sufficiently developed to render practicable
the interpretation of its particular aptitudes and

faculties ; whether he will be a man of contemplation
or a man of action, whether he will aifect the study
of ideas, or the practice of actual things. I tmst that

my observations have placed me in the path of truth,
and that the primary cause of unnatural and improper
educations will now disappear.

By the formation of a dog's foot you can tell for

what particular kind of chase he is most fitted ; by
the shape of a horse's hoof you can tell what is his

breed, and what qualities particularly distinguish him.

In the same way, by examining our hands with care,

we cannot help recognising the fact that they sum up,
as it were, the whole of our minds, and that the

tracing, the diagram, as it were, they afford us of our

intelligence, cannot fail to be an interpretation which

is at the same time prolbund and true!" It is in

this sense, and not in the sense which is given to

"' "Every hand, in its natural state-zle., without

taking into consideration unforeseen accidents,-is in

perfect analogy with the body of which it is a member;
. . . the same blood circulates in the heart, in the brain,
and in the hand!" GASPARD LAVATER, "L'Arf de
conmziire le: Hammer par la Phyrzbnomzle

"

(Paris:
1806), vol. iii., p. r.
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it by the Cheiromants, that we must interpret the

celebrated passage from the Book of job xxxvii. 7 :-

"In manu omnium Deus signa posuit ut noverint

singuli opera sua." '99

Nature, in endowing the whole monkey-tribe with 1 251-

identical instincts, has equally endowed them with

identical hands; and whilst mentioning these animal

imitators, I may add that jugglers, conjurers, mimics,
and actors have nearly all of them, like the monkey,
spatulate fingers.

lmitative hands

There is a saying to the effect that a man has1'1 262-262
" hidden his thumbs," which signifies that he has  
abdicated all strength of will to act for himselll

A young girl, in "

giving her hand," yields up her _1 258.

liberty ; the man in the marriage ceremony does not Gi""' 'h' h°""

"' I have considered and discussed this passage at

much len%h on pp. 55-58 of "A Manual Q/ Chezio-

soplzy." he quotation which I have left in Latin, as

quoted in the text by M. d'Arpentigny, translates:-
" In the hands of all men God has placed .rz;g*n.r, that
each man may know Hzlr (God's?l works," and is a

most unfortunate misquotation of t e text as it appears
in the Vulgate,

" In manu omnium hominum szlgnat,
ut noverint singuli o era sua," which translates:-
" who signs [or .realsfthe hand of every man," etc.

In our uthorised Version the verse is rendered 1-
" He sealeth up the hand of

ever;
man ; that all men

may know His work," or, as the evised Version hath

it, " That all men whom He hath made may know [z?]."
Anyone who will read the preceding and following
verses (6 and 8) will see that no idea of cheirosophyor divination of an kind was in the writer's mind.
have cited the leaén commentators on the verse in
"A Manual, etc." it has always surprised me that
so exact and leamed a writer as d'Arpentigny should
have fallen even half-way-as it seems he has-into this

hackneyed error. It is, of course, one of those cases in

which, as Sir Walter Scott says [" Leiter: on Demon-
olo _y and I?/We/zcraft," vi.], people claim the support
of 'gcripture for their own theories without regarding in

any way the niccties of translation which should be
examined in such matters.
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give his hand ; thus he does not swear obedience, but

undertakes to protect.
Almost any verbal slander can be overlooked, but

once a man has raised his hand against another the

insult is past forgiveness. It is true that neither

Diogenes nor Christ preached a doctrine such as this,
but man is govemed by rules which are other than

those established by cynic or Divine utterances."

The ancient Persians, as a sign of absolute submis-

sion, kept their hands constantly hidden in the folds of

their robes when in the presence of the king." '°'

U' " And unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek,
offer also the other."-Luke vi. 29.

" For ye bear with
a man, if he smiteth you on the face."-2 Cor. xi. zo.

The passa e of Diogenes to which I conclude our author

refers, is gre account of his celebrated remark to Anti-

sthenes, which is thus rendered by M. C. Zevort in his
' ' VnbsetDoctrmes des Phz7o.ro_¢/les, þÿ�D�l�b�g�?�1�l�8�d�¢�L�d�é�f�t ¬

' '

(Paris: 1847, vol. ii., p. 11, hook iv., c. 2).
" One day

Antisthenes threatening him with his stick, he
§DiogenesLaértius) stretched out his head, saying, ' trike on!

you will not find a stick hard enough to drive me away
from ou when you are speaking."

" But Diogenes did
not always show the same mee ness to his assailants:
on . 5 of M. Zevort's book we (ind, "A man having`ostl'ed3 him with a beam and cried 'Take care!
`l)io enes struck him with his stick, cfhying in tum

'Taie care!
' " So that one of the au or's illustra-

tions is at least doubtful.
"' We iind a. passage which tells us of this custom

in the "Cyfoped|2x," where we are told that Cyrus in
the procession [alone] kept his hands outside his

robes,1 and the custom o concealing the hands in
the resence of superiors obtains even to this day.
Sir jiohn Malcom, in is "fizlvtory q/`P¢r.r1b

"

(London :

° AIOPENOTZ AAEPTIOT BIDN KAI PNDMIIN TON
EN §IA02O¢IA, etc., Bofk. l"., H., Aaayuln.-Da2{a!': Edthbs,

. i .P 1*3}glNOP}-ION, KTPUT IIAIAEIAZ Babk. H'., n¢. 7.-"Kai
ol hrnis 60 -rdrrn replicas xafahepnxéfer dnl 'nilv 'is-nn, :al
Jmpmrdfer fd.: Xeipas 8d -réiw 108601, but Kai P67 ffl Baelpovdu,
Ura.: nip# Baaaluih . _ . 'EH 62 rod-ron, ,511 4616: éxvdrv rukéiv
rpou ¢a|'ve-ro 6 K6pos . . . -rd: 8% xrfoar (fu fd# xnpldanv elxc."
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As a mark of abnegation, to express the knowledge
which we instinctively possess of our weakness and

of our insignificance, we clasp our hands in praying to

God." For, after all, what is a man if he be without

hands ? 2"

Very little, according at any rate to the opinion of

Lysander, who put to death the Athenian prisoners
captured at Egos-Potami, because they had decreed

that they would cut off the thumbs of all prisoners of

war who should fall into their hands in the victory
which they regarded as a certainty. *O*

1829, vol. ii., ch. xxiii., p. 399), says, "Looks, words,
the motions of the body, are all regulated by the
strictest forms. When the king is seated in public,
his sons, ministers, and courtiers stand erect _with
their hands crossed." The custom is not mentioned

by Brechillet jourdain ["La Pena" (Paris: l814)],
but there are man of m readers who must have
observed it

amogig tié: members of the IUIYC' during the
visit of the Sha to urope in 18 3-4.
" Among the Arabs the postdre of the profoundest

submission and respect is standing with the hands
behind the back, the nfrht asping the left. Sir R. F.

Buxrox, " Arablim zQg'5':r," vo . iii., 218.
"' It has often occurred to me that the Moslem

attitude, zle., standing with the palms of the hands
tumed upwards, is the more appropriate and symbolical.
Vhen recitin the Fatihah [the oppning chapter of the

Qur'an], the iands are held in t is position as if to

receive a blessing fallin from heaven; after which
both palms are passed dawn the face to distribute it

ov? tl;e eyes agd othe; organ; ]of
sense [BUR'r0N,

"
ra zizn i t:,' vo.v., . o. .

"

Compare £11 Manual yPChe¢?o.voph_y, "

1 5.
"' M. d Arpentigny quotes Thucydides as his authority

for this
passage ; as a matter of fact, Thugdides never

mentioned eit er Lysander or the battle of gos-Potami
in his "History qf the Peloponneszkm War." It is

Xenophon who gives us the account of Lysander having
made this slaughter of Athenian prisoners, because

they had decreed that, should they win, all the prisoners
they took should have their right hands cut oE,
Adlmantos only being spared, because he had opposed

1 253.

Clasping the

hands ln prayer

1 257.
Cutting ofl' the

hand.
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It is the fight, and not the left hand, which is raised

in taking the oath in the law-court, because the right
hand, being the one of which we make the most use,

it affords for this reason a more perfect representation
of our physical, intellectual, and moral worth, than the

left."

In like manner the foreman of the works, who over-

looks the whole of the process of construction, is

a better personification and representative of the absent

master-builder than the labourer, who is employed
only upon some secondary but exclusive task.

The hand of justice, which figures among the

insignia of our [French] royal families, is always a

right hand."

this horrible decree in the Assembly.- Vziie "A Manual

qf Cher?o.rophy," 1 22.'
_

W This formality will have doubtless been observed
b many of my readers who have frequented the courts

oi' the " Palais de justice." Until comparatively
recently the custom obtained in this country, and in
Scotland it is the practice to this day, to raise the right
hand in taking the oath in court. " In taking a greal
oath . _ .the gods used to lift up their hands, as

Apn/la in the poet bids Lac/zexzlr Xe? s amnivaa.
Little thought he how the Scripture mates the like
action of the true God in several places. Men, when

they swore a great oath, laid downe their handes

upon the altar as we do upon the New Testament,
whereas in a lesse, or in a private oath, made to such
or such man, according to the Roman fashion, they
laid their hand upon the hand of the party to whom

they swore. This ceremony, I remember, Menclaus in

Eumpzklex demanded of He/en besides the words of her
oath "

[He/en, v., 834]. F. ROUS, "Arclz. A!t.," p. 278.
'°' This emblazonment of the House of Orleans was

unknown to me. I have, however, received a document
on the subject from M. A. Daubrée, Ex-President of

' X1-:Noi>HoN, 'EAAHNIKON, Btpx. B'., mp. d (31):-"'Er-
ra.69a IH; xarvfyoplau d7i'yl'0ITO rokkal rév 'Ahvalur 8 fe My
fapavevopnixeaav :cal A éi/¢~r;¢io';4svo¢ iam: -rocriv. sl xparpjaemy -ri
rauuaxlg, rhr éeflan Xelpa. droxbfruv rin fw7p1]0érfwr rdn'ur."
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When one feels a presentiment of the wrath ofGod,
and of the approach of the chastisement by which it

will be manifested, one says, He is going to stretch

forth His right hand, ale., He is going to strike with

intelligence and discemmcnt.'°"

We kiss the hand of a prince in token of our sub-

mission," that of a father or of a protector in token of

respect and gratitude, those of holy men in token of

veneration, those of fair women in token of adora-

tion ;-and all this because royalty, patemity, sanctity,
and beauty are real powers, and all real power has

the attribute of enchaining and- of subjecting indi-

viduals.

L'Institut de France, of which the following is a tran-

script and translation: " From the moment when the
Duc d'Orleans ascended the throne in August 1830, he
retained for a few days the arms of his famlly, that is to

say, three fleurs de ys. He soon considered that he

ought to adopt others,-the tables of the law upon an

escutcheon, on either side of which are banners, and
on one side the royal sceptre, and on the other fhe
Hand qf _9'u.rtx2'e. It is this latter which is a right
hand uprazired. lt cannot be said that it fonns part of
the arms of France; it is an accessory of the escutcheon,
according to the Marquis de Flert."-A. DAUBRHE.
This information was obtained from the Marquis de
Flert, at present the head of the House of Orleans.

"' " The saving stren?h of His riglht hand."-Psalm
xx. 6. "

Why drawest hou back T y right hand?"-
Psalrn lxxiv. rx.

" The ri ht hand of the Lord doeth

valiantly."-Psalm cxviii. lg. " When Thou stretchest
forth Thy hand to heal."-Acts iv. 30.

" Behold therefore
I have stretched forth M hand over thee dnd have
dr3nz'm1rhed thy food"-lgzek. xvi. 27. "Therefore
is the anger of the Lord kindled against His people, and
He hath slrefchedforth Hzlr hand agaxhst them, and
hath smitten them."-Isa. v. 25, x.r.A. A vast collection
of hrases in which the word " MANUS "

égures sym-bogcally may be found in Ducange's
" lossarmm

Medxke

þÿ�e�t�8�§�n�_�§�i�r�n�¢ ¬
Latx>u1atzlr" (Niort and London, re-

mt: 1 , vo . v.pr' One of the oldest tributes of
respect

and submis-
sion. Vide several instances recorde by Xenophon in

if $81.
The Hand of

God.

1' 282.
Kising hands.
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From which data I deduce this maxim: that the

hand is the symbol of all power. The study of the

hand has at some time or another engrossed the

attention of every race of living men.

"Creatures which are passive," says Manou, "
are

Th' °h°i'°°°°h" the natural prey of those who are active; creaturesnf Manoa.

without teeth are the natural prey of those which have

those weapons; creatures who have no hands are the

natural prey of those who have those members;"'°9
and he continues to the effect that the part of the

hand situated at the root of the thumb [which, asl

have said, is the seat of reasoning will],"° is con-

secrated to the Vedas; that the part consecrated to

the Creator is at the root of the little finger [which
being the linger of the heart is always pointed,
because the heart is always more 'or less poetic, and

consequently credulous]; and that the part devoted

to the lesser gods [probably looked upon as the

symbols of action, as manifested in the arts, sciences,
and liberal professions], is to be found at the tips of

the seventh book of the Cyropzzdia.
' F. Rous also, in his

"Armen/og:t¢zAtf1k¢e
'

( ndon: 1685, p. 278), says,
" It was either this kisse, or a kisse of their owne hande
which they anciently termed /abratum. I have read
of a kisse of the hande when theg' did the reverence to

the gods, with putting the fore nger over the thumb

[perhaps upon the middle joyntq, and tl1en `ving a tum

on the right hande, as it is in P autus [In Furculzj :-
"Quo me vortam nescio, si deos salutas vorsam oenseo."

Compare with this note " A Manual, etc.," 1[1[ 18 and

19, and notes thereto.
" This passage, which is implied by the order of

creation and superiority laid down in t e 'first lecture
of Manu, may be found in the edition of "The 0rd1`~

nanceiazlfManu " cited in note ", p. zoz.
"" V' e1I 188.
' Kap. l :-"KaH)'ywly 88 dvu6|7paro,xal 6eEapév1;, -rip xeipa rapd.

-roll Képou ¢l¢¢7\1$¢¢-rc, :mi tdkav dn olér 'r"bu fpodojppwe ;
"

and a

little further on we are told of Gadatas and Gobryas,
" (11674 5%

Képov xa'r¢¢lXovv nal xeipar kai 16601, rokki 8ax§o6ov're¢," eta,
etc., and so on, panim,
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the fingers!" l did not know this explanation [in
which l find the germs of my system] when l

established the bases upon which l started to write

this book.

Abd-el-Kader bears on his banner a red hand

blazoned upon a blue field?"

In Tripoli they hang a little metal hand upon all

objects, such as temples, houses, or palaces, which

they wish to preserve against the elfects and influence

of the evil eye.
"3

'" The best translation of this passa e to cite as a

commenta to the above is to be foundgin "Manawa-
Dharma-ghasfra, or, the Instzlutes qf Manu," by
Sir Wm. _[ones (Madras: 4th edition, 1880), lecture ii.,
vers. 58 and 59.

" Let a Brahman at all times perform
the ablution with thevpure part of his hand denominated
from the Veda, or th the part sacred to the lord of

creatures, or with that dedicated to the gods; but never

with the part named from the Pitris. The pure part

gif the hand] under the root of the thumb is called

rahrna, that at the root of the little finger Kaya, that
at the tips of the! fingers Dari/a, and the part between
the thum and in ex zlrya. _

"' A red hand is a very favourite emblem of conquest
in the East. A legend connected with this is a great
favourite in Constantinople, and is thus referred to

b Théophile Gautier in his "

Consfanthzople q/` To-
£ "

(London: translated by R. H. Gould: 1851):-" lysou ht in vain in St. Sophia for the imprint o the

bloody iand, which Mahomet II., dashing on horseback
into the sanctuary, imprinted upon the wall, in sign of

taking possession as conqueror, while the women and
maidens were crowded round the altar as a last refuge
from the besieging army, and expecting rescue _by a

miracle, which dx not occur. This bloody imprint of
the

conquerpr's[ hansd-is it an historical fact or only an

idle le nd "
. 2 1.

"' Agguperstitiim which is not by any means confined
to Tripoli. It is generally supposed to have had its

origin in Naples, where, as a preservative against the

jktfatura, a little coral or metal hand is in great
request and favour, being either cast in the position
known as the devil's horns, or in the position rescribed
for the invocation of the episcopal blessing ¥2ltU¢ QI I3

[1 264]
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 The Turks, a nation essentially contemplative and

,y,,,,,,|,,,,, inert, have only been able to find in the hand a kind

of rosary, of which the fourteen joints constitute the

beads; God is represented by the entirety of the

hand, and each finger represents one of' the cardinal

maxims:-ag.: Belief in Allah and his Prophet,
Prayer, Alms, Observation of' the Ramadan, and the

Hadj pilgrimage."
_1 US- Hands which are large, dry, wrinkled, very knotty,

Wm" hm
and pointed-fingered, irresistibly suggest ideas of

uncanniness and isolation, which are to the last

degree unattractive. /Vhen hailstones, like an in-

surgent mob, or like a tribe of gipsies striking camp,

roll and dance about on the pavement in the

streets, and on the sounding tiles of the roof, it is

hands of this type which the benumbed sorceress

strives vainly to warm, muttering beneath her cloak

of owl feathers.

_'l' 90- For the hand has its physiognomy like the face,

c; Td with this difl`erence, that as it reflects only the immut-

compared. able bases of the intelligence, it has all the permanence

ante and " A Manual, eta," 1[1[ 23 and a4]. The hand-
charm most in use along the north coast of Africa has
all its fin ers extended; a description thereof maybe
found in Cias. Holme's recent °' ODD VOLUME MISCEL-

LANY," No. l5(London: I886k'"' Compare Al Qur'an of uhammad, chap. ii., in
which these directions are all specified for the guidance
of tnxe believers. George Sale, in the Preliminary
Discourse which pgecedes his translation of the Qur'an
(London: with a emoir of the Translator: 186S)» says
in the 4th section :-" The Muhammadans divide their

religion, which they call Islam, into two distinct parts:
Iman, 11e.,faz¥h, or theory ; and Din, nie., rchlgwon, or

practice; and teach that it is built upon Gve funda-
mental points, one belonging to faith, and the other
four to gractice. The first is the confession of faith,
that 'T ere is no God but the true God; and that

Muhammad is His propahet' _ . . The four points relating
to practice are: x. rayer; 2. Aims; 3. Fasting; 4.
the Pilgrimage to Mecca."
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of a material symbol!" Mirror as it is of the soul, of

the heart, of the mind, and of the spirit, the physio-
gnomy ol' the face is endued with all the charms of

variety, but as it is, to a certain extent, subject to the

dictates of our will, the accuracy of its indications

cannot be guaranteed; whereas the physiognomy of

the hand always bears the stamp, whatever it may be,
of our genius." 2"

There are hands which naturally attract us, and

there are hands which excite in us repulsion. I have

seen hands which seemed covered with eyes, so

sagacious and so penetrating was their appearance.

Some, like those of the sphinx, suggest an idea of

mystery; some betray folly and strength combined

with activity of body; others again indicate laziness,
joined to feebleness and cunning."

There are people who fancy they are serious,
because they are ot' a lugubrious and miserable state

of mind ; there are others who, like the Abbé Galiani,
resembling clocks which keep good time, but whose

'" Vide "A Manual, etc.," 11 78.
_

"' " Particular hands can onbr belong to particular
bodies. This is easy enough to verify; choose a hand
for an example, compare

it with a thousand others, and
amid this number t ere will not be a single one that
could be substituted for the first.... It is-just as

much as the other parts of the body-an object for the
attention of plgsiognomy; an object so much the more

sig-nificant an stnking from the facts that the hand
cannot dissemble, and that its mobility betra s it at

every moment. I say that it cannot dissemble, because
the most accomplished hypocrite, the most experienced
deceiver, could not alter the forms of his hand, nor its
outlines, proportions, or muscles, nor even of a part of
it ; he could not protect it from the aze of the observer,
save by hiding it altogether." EASPARD LAVATER,
"

.ffjlrtde cannaltre le: Hoinmer, etc. "

(Paris: 1806),
vo . ni., p. 1.

"'
Compare also Desbarrolles "Les Mystéres de la

Aliam," 15th edn., pp. QIQ-421.
'" " Whether in motion or in a state of repose the

[1 269]
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striking apparatus is out of order, contradict the

wisdom of their behaviour by the folly of their con-

versation." joseph de Maistre fancies he is an ardent

admirer of truth, whilst in reality it ispower of

which he is so assiduous a votary. His mind is

like the tower at Pisa, grandly proportioned, solid,
and crooked?" Again, there are people who are

expression of the hand cannot be misunderstood. Its
most tranquil condition indicates our natural propen-
sities ; its Hexions, our actions and passions. In all its
movements it follows the impulse given to it by the rest

of the body. It attests, therefore, the nobility and the

superiority of the man ; it is at the same time the inter-

pgeterian
the instrument of our faculties."-LAVATER,

c. cz _

'J' lu this respect the celebrated Abbé Galiani was a

most extraordinary contradiction. Eugene Asse, in his
"Leflres de l'Abbe' Galzkzm' ar/ec une Abtzte .Bib-

grap/zzyue" (Paris: 1881, vol. ii., p. xxxviii.),
" If

Galiani was often a regular Neapolitan clown, he was

also, and most often, a tn1e .rar'ant, a profound thinker,"
etc.; and in another place he

sais (p. xxv.):
" L'Abbé

Galiani entra, et avec le gentila bé, la gaieté, la folie,
la plaisanterie, et tout ce qui fait oublier les peines de
la vie." His greatest friend, Grimm, said ofhim :

" It
is Plato with the whims and the gestures of Harlequin

"

Corréspondence Lzftérazie "

(Nov'"° 15, 1764), tome vi.,
p. 116.

"'

goseph de Maistre was the Piedmontese ambassador
to t e Court of St. Petersburg. Finding_ that the

philosophers of his day were attacking the Catholic

religion, he entered the lists with enthusiasm as the
defender and apologist of the See of St. Peter, and wrote

in its defence his two books, " Du Pape "&Lyon : 1836),
and "De !'Egh1re Gallztane dans .ron upper! avec

le SDIIUKYGIW Ponfyf" (Lyon : 1837). Immediately
he was violently attacked on all sides by the progres-
sive writers of the French philosophical schools, and as

many works were written 1n his defence as were written

against him. M. du Lac, in his preface to R. de Sezeval's
"

_')'o.rep/1 de Mazktre, .rex Détracteurs et .ron Gémh"

(Paris: 1865), commences with the words: " Pendant
de long'ues années les écrivains du liberalisme se sont

plu a répandre sur le nom de M. de Maistre la haine,
le ridicule, et le mépris, .... sous quelques ineptes
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moral, not for the good of their souls, but for the

pleasure of talking about it; others there are who

make the foibles ol' great men their particular study,"'
all that they know of Vincent de Paul being that he

cheated at cards."' These, like Balzac, because they
are ofa subtle mind, fancy themselves spiritualists ;"'
those affect concealment that they may preserve an in-

sarcasmes n'ont-ils pas tente d'étouffer sa parole et

sa gioire P " M. d'Arpentigny, whose whole work teems

with liberalism of the most pronounced description,
would naturally follow in the wake of these detractors
of a writer who wrote in defence of the most bigoted
conservatism which it is possible to imagine.

*' " Note, Sancho," said Don Quixote, " that wher-
ever virtue may be in a high degree, there it is hunted
down. Few or none of the past but were calumniated
of malice ; for examples: Julius Caesar, most cou-

rageous, most prudent," etc., etc.-"Don Quzkote,"
pt. ii., ch. ii.

"" I cannot conceive what our author is hinting at

here ; St. Vincent de Paul has been cited by numberless
authors as a model of all that is pure and good. Louis

Abelli, Bishop of Rodez, cites many instances of his

having been calumniated, and of his imperiousness under
the circumstances, but does not mention this particular
slander) and it is ditiicult to imagine a

thing of the sort

of a man, one of whose most celebrate dicta was,
"

Gentlemen, let us payas much attention to the interests
of our fellow-men, as to our own ; let us act loyally and

equitably, let us be straightforward
"

(Abelli, book iii.,
c. 17, p. 263). M. Cape gue, also, in his work "SL
Vxhcent de au!" (Paris: 1865, . 9), says :-"Vhat
motive caused his sea voyage to Mlarseilles ? Some say
that he had taken iiight before an abominable calumny
(the most holy men have always been calumnied, etc.) ;

'

-this may e the matter referred to in the text.
" There is no doubt that Balzac was endowed with

one of the most subtle mental organisations that France
has ever produced; but throughout his life he fostered
the idea that it was in spiritual, intuitive writing that
he excelled, and thought his " Comédzk Humazhe '

and
his " Causm Pans" vastl superior to such wonderful
works as his " llluszbns lyerduer" which give us per-

' " We du V/némb/¢ Sen/|?¢ur de Dieu, Vinccnt dc f'd|ll,§l'Louis Abdli, Evesque de Rode: (Paris: 1664), liv. iii., p. I

[1 ml

Honore de

Balzac.
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[1 In]

cognito, and disguise themselves that their faces may

not become familiar. The hand will not reveal such

shades of character as these,

Gmlgz. Of all the antique statues which are to be found

fmuhutg in European museums, two only have reached us

mrs- with their hands remaining, or rather with one hand

remaining, on each. Without these precious relics

we should be absolutely ignorant of tl1e Greek

standard of beauty as applied to the hand. As it is,
we know that they required that it should be large,
with strong smooth fingers, a large thumb, a medium

palm, and square finger~tips. Such, at all events, is

the single hand of the exquisite~statue of the son of

Niobe, which one sees at Florence."'

1 218. The Greeks, surrounded as they were by barbarous

(-fi';n°k°,;*,f'y':;,"' nations, and continually in danger of seeing their

unngm. fragile and lightly-constructed republic overwhelmed

by war, held physical strength in high esteem; and

with good reason. ln the course of their education

wrestling, racing, boxing, fencing, and swimming were

held to be of equal, if not of more, importance than

the training of the mind!" This being the case, their

haps the best possible illustration of the subtleyiof his

imagination. I/:He also Théophile Gautier's " onoré
de alzac" (Paris: 1859).

"' It must be bome in mind that the above was

written before 184% and that since then excavations
have brought to lig tmany beautiful specimens of Greek

statuary with their hands in their original conditions.
At the moment, indeed, thatl write, the labours of Count
Charles Lanckoroiski are drawing to a close; and the
illustrations to his work, describing his discoveries of
Greek statuary in Asia Minor, at Idalia, and in Rhodes,
will show us many representations of Greek hands. For
the rest, man_y such maybe seen in the British Museum ;
the statue cited above by M. d'Arpentig~ny certainly
presents an exquisitely-modelled hand, but I do not

thi_nk it is necessary to go to the Uffizii Palace for an

unique illustration.
*'

Perhaps the most complete and curious, and at the
same time pedantic and difuse epitome of the educa~
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idea of beauty was naturally diB`erent to what ours

is, seeing that we are not threatened by the same

dangers as -they were, that we make use almost

exclusively of projectile weapons, which are easy of

manipulation, and that, brought up in the focus as it

were of spiritual Christianity, we are surrounded by
Christian and 'civilised nations like ourselves.

Forgetfulness of sell, and calmness in danger, are

to-day more necessary to our soldiers even than

physical strength and bravery.
Large hands, particularly if they be hard, are a

sign of physical strength, and as the Greeks could not

tion of Greek ouths is Francis Rous' "Arc}zeol0_g'1hz
Attzke Lzbrz' Sthptem" (Oxford: 1658). The training
of children was, of course, very different in different states

of Greece : thus, for instance, in Sparta babies were

not wrapped in swaddling clothes, the prime object
being to harden the body of the youn warrior

againstthe influences of pain and exertion. imong the oric
tribes it was, therefore, customary to expose weakly chil-
dren in some open place, when, if they were strong
enough to bear the test, they were brought up either by
their parents, or by anyone who would rescue them from
the exposure. This subject is treated of at much length
by Rous [cap.viii., lib. v.,

" De Expositione Infantum 'A];
and it is to this custom, of course, that Creusa refers in

the lon of Euripides:-" The son she bore, she also
didcast forth;" and again,

" She came where she expos'd
and found him not."* Among the Ionian tribes, on the
other hand, the graceful and harmonious development
of the body and mind, ease of bearing and demeanour,
were particularly aimed at. This was especially the
case atAthens, where children were always accompanied
by an older companion who taught them good behaviour,
and respect to their elders.

'

heir education consisted

principally of letters, music, and gymnastics. Lucian,
in his apolog? of gymnastics [Lucxani

" De Saltatzbne

Dx2zlag'u."'], ays great stress upon the value ofgymnas-
tics in the training of youth, as a preventive against
laziness and its accompanying vices. Vzkie hereon E.
Guhl and W. K5ner's work, "_7`/ze Lgfe Q/' the Greek:
and Romans," translated by F. Hueffer (London: 1873).

° Wodhull's "

Euripides,"
" TM Greek Tragir 7Z¢alr¢"

(London : l8o9), vol. v., p. IO9.

13
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conceive beauty without strength, a large hand was

to them a great beauty, following the same analogy
which with us accounts for the fact, that to us a

small hand is the most beautiful by reason of the

greater delicacy of mind which it reveals. It is, of

course, a matter of common knowledge that the

Greeks, whatever their station in life, never rode

when they might walk, did their own cooking, and

otherwise performed a great deal of manual labour

which would to-day be looked upon with aversion

and contempt. They performed these labours not

only without repugnance, but even with pleasure, by
reason of the inherent love of detail which, as I have

said, is the special attribute of large hands?" From

all of which facts I gather that in Greece, not only at

the time when princes tended the flocks, and princesses
washed their own linen, and when the clergy excelled

in the professions of butcher and baker, but even in

the time of Pericles, large hands were abundant.

Large hands whose palms are of a medium develop-
ment prefer that which is finished and exquisite, to

that which is grand and large. The Greeks only
founded small states, and erected no monuments of

remarkable size?"

" The principal occupations of the men being, as I
have indicated in the last note, of the more active and
virile description, it is in the manners of the women that
we notice principally the simplicity of which our author

speaks.
" The chief occupations of women, beyond the

prelplanng
of meals, consisted in spinning and weaving.

n omer we see the wives

this way; and the custom

necessary articles of dress
when the luxu of later

degeneracy of :he women

establishment of workshops
for this purpose necessary.

of the nobles occupied in

of the women making the
continued to prevail, even

times, together with the

themselves, had made the
and places of manufacture

Antique art has frequently
treated of these domestic occupations."-E. GUI-IL and
V. KGNER, og czl., p. 186.

'W It is di cult to say whether in this passage
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In Paris, notwithstanding their enormous hands,
the Flemish joumeymen-tailors are immensely sought
after, on account of the fineness of their work.

Redouté, our celebrated flower painter [a school

of painting naturally minute] had great big hands

like a bricklayer. He used to laugh at the innocence

of provincial poets and journalists, who, arguing by the

delicacy of his work, used to compare his fingers to

those of Aurora, "scattering roses as he went."'"

Now, little hands, on the contrary, affect not only
the large, but the colossal ; in fact, one is inclined

to come to the conclusion that everything must be

ordered in obedience to the laws of contrast. It is

towards the dwarf that the giant is irresistibly
attracted, and in like manner it is by the giant that

the dwarf is invariably fascinated. The Pyramids,
the temples of Upper Egypt, and of India, have all

been built up by people whose staple comestibles

have been rice, gourds, and onions, that is to say, by
the people who are the most delicate, and whose

hands are the most delicate in the world. These

hands were small and narrow, spatulated and smooth,
as is evidenced by the representations of them~which

we find in the contemporary bas-reliefs with which

these structures are ornamented.
'

d'Arpentign refers to the fact that the Greek nation
consisted ofymany small states, each with its separate
government, and so on, but united by community of

race and religion ; or that the Greek colonies consisted
onl of towns round the shores of the Mediterranean,
with but small territorial possessions attached to them.

Again, the author must have overlooked the Parthenon
and the other majestic buildings of the Acropolis.

"

joseph Redoute, bom in 1759, was a celebrated
flower painter attached to the court of Louis XVI. He

was known as "le Ra hael des Fleurs," and died at

Paris in 1840. Wife (gh. Dezobry and Th. Bachclet's

"Dztfz2mnaz)*e de Brbgraphxk et d'Hz1rloh'¢
"

(Paris:
18 ), and "Annals: de la .§bcx?:'fe"' (tome xin.).
" léinice surj. Redouté."

1 rn.
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The sculptor Préault, having a small thumb and

smooth fingers which are delicately spatulated, pro-

ceeds entirely by enthusiasm and inspiration; and

as his hands are very small [for a sculptor], ample
proportion, power, and energetic treatment are more

important to him than exact measurements and

grace;"9 his sculptured horse on the bridge known

as the "Pont de jéna" seems from his springing
position to carry away with him the whole block

from which he was carved; it is not so much a

Fancing horse as a rock.

Balzac, with his large conic hands, liked to count

the fruit on the espalier, the leaves on the hedge, the

separate hairs in his beard; he took a delight in

physiological details, and might have invented the

microscope had it not been invented before he was

born."°

Madame Sand, whose hands are very small, excels

especially in psychological developments; her very

"' Auguste Préault, the sculpltor [b. 8th October, 1809;
d. nth anuary, 18 ], of w om a most minute and

interestiiig account irilay be found in Emest Chesnau's
"Pehztres et Statuazies Romanti ues" (Paris: 1880,
p. 1 19," Auguste Préault"), has been ciescribed as the Doré
of sculpture. Veird, morbid, fantasticfand enormous, his
work seems to have been the reflection of his intellectual

organisation, which his biographer describes as "ner-

vous as a woman, sensitive, and impressionable." On

p. 1 IQ he says,
" There exists aprecious cast of the right

hand of Préault. It is remarkable for its smallness and
the elegance of its proportions. 'By the absence of

developed joints, and the iineness of the phalanges,
Desbarrolles, the cheiromant, would recognise rapid
intuition ; the short, thick, spatulate thumb is that of a.

man of action and of stubbom will ; in the confused and

multiplied lines of the palm we recognise the fatal im-

print of a destiny doomed to the agitation of a continual

struggle ["Ma1z//ul," 1l42l]; the line of art deeply

Fail;
, an? tl;[eqTMount

of Jugiger high]in
the hand"

"
auua ," 429, etc., an 1 , etc. .

"' Honoré de Balzac was very 4proud of his hands.
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details are immense; in like manner she might have

invented the telescope.
There are laws which seem to be equitable, but

which are not so in reality; the law of conscription
is one of these. The duties, the necessities imposed
by it, light and easy for spatulate and large-palmed
hands, are overwhelming for conic and pointed hands,
more especially so if they are also soft. What does

it matter to hands which have a large hard palm,
that the barrack rooms are hideously bleak and bare;
that the life of the camp is brutalizing in its monoton-

ous slothfulness ; what to them is the coarseness and

the insipidity of the food, the passive obedience and

the automatic life? What do they matter to hands

that are spatulate, with a large thumb, these etemal

exercises, the monotonous activity of the work ol

mines, tunnels, and trenches, and the everlasting
agitation of the 'tween-decks? But this same noise,
these scenes, these labours are inexhaustible sources

of moral and physical anguish for souls whose out-

ward and visible signs are hands which are narrow

and pointed.
And what shall we say of the Indian laws which

compel a son to take up and follow the same handicraft

as his father? ls it not obvious that the legislature
would do better to order that men whose hands-that

is to say, whose implements of labour-are identical,
should adopt identical pursuits ? 2"

Théophile Gautier, in his " Honoréde Balzac "

(Paris :

1859), tells us [p. 1 1] :
" \Ve remarked his hands, which

were of a rare beauty, regularly clerzkal hands, white,
with medium and dimple fingers, with brilliant rosy
nails. I-Ie was proud of them, and smiled with pleasure
when any one noticed them. He invested them w1th a

symbolism of aristocracy. _ . . He had even a kind
of prejudice against those whose hands and feet were

wanting' in delicacy." Compare note "', p. 187.
"' Vxde note *", p. 185.

[1 #Sal
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But, tyrannous and unnatural as is such a lawas

this, it is not more so than the one that in our own

country makes property the sole qualification for

electoral franchise. It is a matter of common know-

ledge that fortune is more quickly and surely acquired
by the exercise of manual skill, and of physical forces

and activity, than by the pursuit of science, and the

practice of moral forces and activity ; and the result is,
that this franchise is nothing more than the oft-told

story of the predominance of interest over principles,
of industry over art, science, and philosophy ; the

superiority of working over thinking hands.

For many years past the university of Caen, an

institution notable for its eminent professors, has har-

boured among all the persons it employs one single
elector,-the gate-keeper!

It is not right that it should be thus; nor would it

be right if the contrary were the case ; for universal

life is not to be governed simply by exalted and

philosophic ideas; it has to be directed also by the

common and vulgar ideas ofwhich big spatulate hands

have a far clearer perception [even though their

intelligence is limited to this alone] than those more

finely cut types among which all kinds of high-flown
ideas and colossal schemes abound. We must.hear

what each has to say ; so-called " representative
governments," in which every primordial instinct

requires-for its development and for the defence of

the interests of which it is the fundamental principle-
to satisfy conditions which are unnatural to it, are

" representative
"

in name only. Man is a creature of

mixed composition ; he has a soul and he has a body,
and both the agencies which support his body and

those which support his soul must be equally attended

to. There can be no valid reason for debarring
either of them from taking part in the mental debates

which have for their object the physical and moral*
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advantages and improvement of the man. Certain

things there are which can only be well done by
hands, and with instruments, which are homely and

common ; and again, there are certain others that can

only be perfected with the most finished and delicate

tools. One can cut paper better with a wooden

paper knife than with a blade of gold ; one can only
engrave tine stones with highly tempered implements
of steel."

In the United States, where they appreciate the

value of wooden paper-knives [z'.¢., of ordinary minds],
and of steel instruments [i.¢., of subtle intelligences],
both are equally called upon to direct the conduct of

public aB`airs; and what has been the result of this

cooperation within the space of a half century even ?

The well-being of the individual and the prosperity of

the community, moral greatness, and material power,
-invincible proofs that as regards govemment, and

the due appreciation of human faculties, the people of

the United States are on the right road.

There are truths which apply equally to all the

types of humanity, there are others again which

appeal only to particular classes and communities.

The first unite mankind upon a common ground,
the second divide. them into separate classes; from

which we deduce the necessity of toleration, and the

duty ot' not looking askant upon the good fortune of

others. We must endeavour to appreciate the good
points even of those whom we endeavour in vain to

understand; even if merely from motives of curiosity,
for appreciation will often lead to an understanding.

I have as yet made but little progress with my

subject, and I have already repeated myself many

times; but I have done so intentionally. One has to

"' A commentary to the French and Italian proverbs :

" A gens de village trompette de bois," and " A villano
dzl dono da villano."

[1 288]
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impress a new idea in much the same manner as one

teaches a foreign language; the words, the idioms,
and the principles of grammar must be frequently
remembered and repeated, so that the ear may become

accustomed to them, and the mind may become

familiar with them."

l pass now to the description of the various types.

"' " Iteratzbns are commonly loss of time. But there
is no such Gaine of Time, as to #crate o&en the State of
the qizeshbn

: For it chaseth awa many a frivolous

Speec as it is coming forth."-F. éACON, "

Of Dzlr-

giatrh," 628.
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SUB-SECTION Vlll.

ELEMENTARY HANDS. [Plate lV.]

Fuecras big and wanting in suppleness, the thumb

short and turned back [as a rule], the palm extremely
big, thick, and hard [this last is their most prominent
and characteristic peculiarity].

ln Europe they undertake manual labour, the care

of stables and the long programme of coarse worlt,
which may be carried out by the dim flickerings of

the light of instinct,--to them belongs war, when

there is no personal prowess called into requisition ;

to them belongs colonisation, when it is merely a

matter of mechanically watering the soil of a foreign
land with the sweat of the labouring brow. Shut in

on all sides by material instincts, they attach no

importance to political unity, save from the physical
point of view. Their convictions are formed in a

groove, which is inaccessible to reason, and their

virtues are generally those of a negative description.
Govemed as they are by routine, they proceed more

by custom than in answer to their passions.
In those of our provinces in which these hands

abound, as for instance in Brittany and in La

Vendée, instinct and custom, which are the bases and

mainsprings of genius in the country, preponderate
over reason and the spirit ofprogress, which latter are

ELMIINTA nv
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the bases and mainsprings of genius in towns. In

the provinces manual labour is more honourable than

professional skill.

Beware of seeking such climes as these, O you
who love the omamental sides of life, silken shoon,
and the tinkle of the guitar at night beneath the

flower~laden balcony; the races with sallow com-

plexions and flowing locks, with melancholy faces

which peer from beneath huge drooping hats, who

have left the print of their footsteps in this gloomy
country, upon commons decked with the soft green
tufts of the broom, and have left behind them nothing
more valuable than the Homeric luxury of the cabin

of Eumxus.'"'

Strangers to anything like enthusiasm, elementary
hands indicate feelings which are heavy and sluggish
in rousing themselves, a dull imagination, an inert

soul, (nd a profound indifference. They were much

more common among the people of Gaul when the

"* " But Ulysses found Eum aus sitting in the portico
of his lofty dwellin'g, which was built in a beautiful and

spacious position or the accommodation of his swine,
out of stones which he had carried thither, and he
had crowned it with sloe bushes. And outside he drove
in stakes at frequent intervals, and inside he made
twelve styes for the swine close to one another....
And having brought him (Ubfsses) in, "he made him

recst upon a. great thick couch of rushes and wild goat's
s in."*

T61 J' dp' bl rpo66;up c6p' itunes, hh. ol WM
'Tgbvylvh 6é8p.1rro, fepwxétfq hd xdrpcp
Ka.M re, ueydkq -re, -npl5po;ws° 'Hr pa cl/H46-rqs
Aévbs Selpad' lkervu, dfocxoplrow dvarror

Nécdnv Bwfolnys, xal Aaéprao ytpovfos,
'Pufaiau Mecca, etc., etc.

q l O O

.ll

'Or elfdnv dnipouve' fl 0a 8'dpa. ol rupbs hm):
Ealvip, gf 8' olévv 'rc nal al'y6nv Uéppar' !Ba)Jcr
'Ev0' 'Otwveuh za-ré)err" ffl 8% xAaTra» Hiker abrqi
Uvxvhr :ral prydkqv, 4) ol rapeklvxef' flwupds,

"E»ua0a.4., Hn 'ru xcqzclav gKI'|»'1A0f Upoaro."
Houma. "

Odyssey," bk. xiv., ll. 5-lo, 5:8-522.
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reindeer and the beaver found in it an atmosphere
congenial to their organisations, than they are in the

present day.
Among the Laps they are in an immense majority,

for they escape the inherent evils of the polar
latitudes by their absolute inertnos.

Crgans which are practimlly inscnsible mn only
convey imperfect ideas to the brain. The outer, is

merely the reflection of the inner man. As is the

body, so is the mind, and vice versci.

In the East Indian Empire, the country of gold and

of silk, a blessed clime in which the earth, bathed in

the rays of the tropical sun, bursts every year into

plentiful harvests, the legislature, in the interests of a

community composed of dreamers, of poets, and of

enthusiasts, has been obliged to counteract the com-

plete absence of the elementary type,-of the type by
which in the north the trades of street porter, butcher,
skinner, tanner, roofcleaner, and scavenger are without

the least repugnance generally followed. The Pariah

who with us is a natural institution, is in Bengal
a legal one, i.e., is the artificial product of a political
arrangement. There is no doubt that without the

moral degradation, systematically encouraged by the

law in a considerable class of the population, the

tndes which I have just enumerated, abject but useful

as they are, would in India find no hands to take

them upon themselves?"
" Grellmann is of opinion that from the Pariah race

in India sprang the gypsies which overrun the three

continents# and Philgpus Baldxus, in his " Wahr~

;1{qftxgeAzs/'xihrlzthe e.rchre¢buné,fderO.rt-Indzkzschenrislen; alabar, etc." (Amster am: 1672, p. 410),
speaks of them as

"
a. wicked crew, who in winter steal

much cattle." They belong to what is called a
" right-

hand caste," having a rather higher osition than the
lowest " left-hand castes." M. A. gherring, in his

' H. M. Guu.x.¢.NN, " Dirm-tatabn an the Gypiin," unm-

lated by Th. Raper (London: t737)» chap. vi., p. 168.

-1 295.
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"The name Soudra
"

(or Pariah), say the laws of

Manou, " signifies by the first of the two words of which

it is composed ab/ec! servilrly, and by the second

dependence."""
" Pork by the smell which it exhales, the dog by

his look, and the Soudra by his touch annuls the merit

ofthe most holy act. [Lect. iii., vers. 178-9.]
" Though a Soudra may be freed by his owner, he

is not delivered from a state of servitude, because

servitude being his natural condition, who can exempt
him from it ? [Lect. viii., ver. 414]

"

By the law a Soudra cannot hold possession of any

property in his own right ; everything which is his be-

longs by right to his owner. [Lect. x., ver. 124, et seq.]
" If any one attempts to instruct a Soudra in Holy

Writ he is without doubt everlastingly damned. The

pulpit, the sword, the palette, commerce, and agricul-
ture are all alike forbidden ground to the Soudra.

[Lect. iv., vers. 80-I.]
"When a king permits a Soudra to pronounce a

judgment before his face, his kingdom is thrown into

as dire a state of distress as a cow in a morass. [Lect.
viii., v. z1.]

_recent volume, " Ilhzdu Tribe: and Ca.rle.r" (Calcutta :

1881, vol. iii., chap. iv., p. 13o), says: "They are

regarded by the Brahmins as defiling their presence,
and are not allowed to dwell in villages inhabited by
Hindus, but live in their outskirts.... They are a

dark-skinned race . . . intensely ignorant and de-
based. _ _ _ The Madras Presidency contains nearly
five millions." Under British rule in India the lower
castes are for the most part free to act as they choose,
so the Pariahs perform many of the sordid occupations,
which no high caste Hindu could undertake.

'" Lect. ii., vers. 31-32. M. d'Arpentigny has quoted,
l find, from the "Manatfa-Dharma-.S}zsfra,° Lorlr de

Manoa, traduzles flu San.r,{>r1?e" par A. Loiseleur

Deslongcha.mps'S1Paris: 1833); a much better translation
is, to my mind, at of Dr. A. C. Burnell, " T/ze Ordm-
ance: qfxllaizu

"

(London : 1884). I/Zde note "', p. 182.
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"lf a Soudra dare to place himself beside a

Brahmin he is branded upon the hips, and forthwith

banished, or at least the king must order his flesh to

be gashed upon the hips.
"The king must sentence a Soudra who has dared

to advise a Brahmin on a point of duty, to have

boiling oil poured into his mouth and ears.

"With whatever member a Soudra strikes a

superior, that member must be mutilated. Thus he

will have his tongue cut out for slander, etc.""°

And so on ad injinitum.
Excepting in polar latitudes, real elementary hands

are no longer to be found, save among nations of

Tartar or Sclavonic origin. Among the latter races,

however, they exist in huge quantities, and in some

localities they are to be found without any admixture

of the more nobly endowed types. I have lived in

the reeking huts of these peoples, devoted, like the

solid-ungulous animals, to an eternal serfdom,"" and I

have found them to be as dead alike to all condition

of happiness or of misery as the lower animals,
with which they share their squalid habitations. In

war they are signalised by a brutal and ferocious

intrepidity.
'* Conceming the condition of the Soudra [or Qudra]

Madame de Staél has written :-" I read continually a

few pages of a book, entitled 'La C`haumz2re Indzbnnef
I know of no more profound study in practical morality
than the picture of the condition of the Paria,-of this
man of an accursed race, abandoned by the whole

universe, cryinfg by night among the tombs; causinghorror to his ellow-men without having by any faut
deserved this fate, the refuse of this world into which
he has been cast by the gift of life. There we have
an instance of a man literally thrown upon his own

resources, no living creature interests himself in his

existence; there is nothing lef`t for him but the con-

temglation of nature; an she satisfies him."-" De
l'In uence des Passions." "$`uz/fer Compléte: de
Lladame de Stail" (Paris: 1836), vol. i., p. 167.

°' Vide note "', p. ras.
°
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Such must have been the I-luns, those barbarians

whom nothing could rouse from their brutal apathy,
save the spectacle of great cities in flames, or that of

their droves of horses galloping in hideous confusion

with the bodies of their victims hanging from their

necks, tied by the hands to their manes."°

Such were the hands which in Gaul substituted the

ordeals by fire, and by water, for the formulas of

the accepted jurisprudence,-methods of investigation
well adapted to their intelligence and to their physical
sensibilities?"

"As uncivilised as they were unclean, the Lithu-

anians, in the time of Tacitus, had neither arms nor

horses, nor even huts. For sustenance they relied

on the herbs of the earth; for clothing, on the skins

of animals; and for resting-places the earth itselli

Their sole means of existence were their arrows,

which, in default of iron, were barbed with sharpened
bones ; men and women alike followed the chase, and

shared its spoils. To protect their children from wild

beasts and from the inclemency of the weather, they
put them to sleep among the interwoven branches of

"' " The numbers, the strength, the rapid motions,
and the implacable cruelty of the Huns were felt and
dreaded and magnihed b the astonished Goths, who
beheld their fields and villages consumed with flames,
and deluged with indiscriminate slau hter." Gibbon's
" Dechhe and Fall qf the Roman Lgmp1?e," chap. 26

(iii.). The whole of this section of Gibbon is full of
instances illustrative of the coarseness and barbarous

cruelty of the Huns.
" "A far more remarkable and permanent super-

stition was the appeal to heaven in judicial controversies,
whether through the means of combat or of ordeal....
It does discredit to the memory of Charlemagne that
he was one of its warmest advocates "

S/Qaluzii
" Capri#-

lamb," p. 444).-H. HALLAM, "A few Q/ the State

of Europe durhzg the Middle Age:
"

(London : 185gl).vol. iii., p. 2?4, chap. ix., pt. i. The recourse to t e

tnal by_ordea was prohibited, we are told by Bouquet
[tomb XL. P- 43f], by Louis lc Débonuaire, but traces of
the institution lingered as late as the eleventh century.
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the trees. This was their iirst resting-place in youth,
and their last retreat in old age."'"'

One can imagine to oneself the sort of hands which

in such a climate as theirs such habits of life would

lead one to suppose they possessed.
Still, the influence of such hands was a lasting one, a

fact which may be inferred from some ofthe laws which

were still in force in the fourteenth century. Such,
for instance, as that one which ordained that slanderers

should be condemned to remain on all fours and bark

like a dog for the space of an hour, or that other which

decreed that the man who was convicted of having
feasted on a fast day should have his teeth broken.

In our country it is to quasi-elementary hands that

one owes the existence of those gardens beloved by
vegetables
where the

where the

everything

bees ; gardens filled with thyme, and with

straggling among wallflowers and violets,
watercresses lie in the running stream;
blacltbird warbles in the hedge; where

flourishes and rejoices beneath the smiling sky.
To them do we owe the villages that we see,

perfumed with straw, and with the aroma of the

cattle-stall, where all day long one may see huge
oxen wandering about the roads, where at every
cross-road in front of a spangled niche, the votive

lamp of some golden-shoed and scarlet-cheeked saint

raises its feeble glimmer; rustic communities whose

'" This is a passage taken from the concluding words
of the forty-sixth chapter of Tacitus' book, "De Morzbus

Germamé," which reads in the original: "Fennis
mira feritas, fmda paupertas: non arma, non equi, non

penates ; victui herba, vestitui pelles, cubile humus;
sola in sagittis spes, quas, inopia ferri, ossibus aspe-
rant. Idemque venatus viros pariter ac foeminas alit.
Passim enim comitantur, partemque prazdx petunt.
Nec aliud infantibus ferarum imbriumque suifugium,
guam ut aliquo ramorum nexu contegantur : huc redeunt

juvenes, hoc senum receptaculum."

14
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distinguishing features are the tavem, the row of lime

trees, and the dove-cot(

The original manners and customs of the Turks,
a nation of mid-Asiatic origin, have hardly received

any modifications from time, and we shall presently
see the reason of this. Given over entirely to fatalism,

_and, therefore, to absolutism, they prefer [by reason

of a hankering after the liberty of the pristine savage]
an arbitrary and absolute form of govemment, whose

action may be termed intermittent, to a government
which is regular, and whose action is consequently
continuous." They are ruled to-day, as they have

been in past ages, exclusively by instinct, looking
upon instinct as a gift of God, as if reason was not

also a gift of God. They look upon instinct, in fact,
as the only infallible guide of human conduct. They
fancy, with their vacuous solemnity and gravity, that

it is a fitting substitute for everything,-study, reflec-

tion, experience, and science." The prime favourite

"' " The Turks, govemed by the principle of fatalism,
have much of the passive immobility of the animals
themselves."-T11EoP1»nL1t GAUTIER, " Comtantzhople
qffo-day," translated by R. H. Gould (London: 1854).

"' " One cannot long reside in Turkey without being
made aware of the fact that the entire fabric of Mussul-
man society is founded upon the Qur'an, which claims to

be of Divine origin, and, therefore, unalterable....
lt may well be called abody politic, constructed after
the pattem of the Middle Ages, stmggling for continued
existence amid the blazing light of the civilisation and
knowled e of the nineteenth century." -- Mu1'ray's
" Handgook for Travellers 13| þÿ�C�`�0�1�l�.�S�`�f�d�I�l�f�l�}�1�0�f�] ¬�"(Lon-
don : 1871, Introduction, p. 30). Of all writers who have
discussed and criticised the Turkish character, none

have given to European readers a better account than
the author of " Stamboul and the Sea rj Gem; "

(London : 1852) ; and Edmond de Amicis, in his volume
" (br/_rtanthzo le" [translated by Caroline Tilton

(London : 1878 , p. l27], gives a aphic account of the

incomparable xndolence of the Eirk. "They look,"
says he [p. 134],

" like philosophers all bent on the same

thesis, or somnambulists walking about unconscious of
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of the civilising Sultan Mahmoud," Achmet Fevzi

Pacha, had been in turn cobbler, cofiee-housekeeper,
water-carrier, boatman, and probably the intimate

friend of every stray dog in the Imperial city,'" when

Mahmoud, struck by his prepossessing appearance,
took it into his head to make him his pipe-bearer;

the place they a.re in, or the objects about them. They
havea look in their eyes as if they were contemplating
a distant horizon, and a vague sadness hovers round
the mouth like people accustomed to live much alone
and shut up within themselves. All have the same

gravity, the same composed manner, the same reserve

of lannguage,
the same ook and gesture."

"' ahmoud II., who is alwa s known as the " Re-
former of Turke ," was the fiither of the two la.te

Sultans, Abdul ll/Iedjid and Abdul Aziz. To him are due
all the refonns which have taken place during the

present century, and to him belongs the fame of the
world-known extermination of the lanissaries in the
Et-meidan Meat-market in 1826. Ve find on p. 434
of ]acob's et varzbrum "Hi¥lory qf I/ze Ottoman

E'fl|El}'¢" ( ndon: 18 4) afull catalogue of his reforms.
"T e reign of Sultan Mahmoud H.," say the authors,
"

was the most eventful in every way that has occurred
in the history of the Ottoman Empire since the com-

mencement of the present century, and that he and the
more enlightened of his ministers" [notabgv Ilussem

Pulte; "communicated that impulse to the Turkish
mind o which the vital proofs are being so conspicuously
aiorded at this hour," etc. Achmet Fevzi was not the

only plebeian who was raised to high dignity by
Mahmoud II. Riza Pacha, who was the favourite alike
of Mahmoud, of the Sultana Walidé, and of Abdul

Medjid, was originally arfrocefs boy in the spice-
bazaar. In theory every oslem is equal. Compare
also B. Poujoulat, "

Vo_yagedCon.vtantmople
"

(Paris :

wie), vol. i., p. 219.
"Constantinople is an immense dog kennel; the

dogs constitute a second population of the city, less

numerous, but not less strange than the first. Every-
body knows how the Turks love them and protect them.
I do not know if it is because the sentiment of charity
towards all creatures is recommended in the Koran, or

because, like certain birds, the dogs are believed to be

bringers of good fortune, or because the prophet loved

them, or because the sacred books speak of them, or

[1 311]
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froni this he became overseer of the harem, after

which he was gazetted a colonel of the guard, and sent

as ambassador to St. Petersburg. To-day sees him

admiral-pacha of the fleet." What a skilled mariner

he must make [1838]."°
because, as some pretend, Muhammad the Victorious

brought in his train a numerous staE of dogs, who
entered triumphantly with him through the breach in
the San Romano gate. The fact is, that they are hi hly
esteemed, and that many Turks leave sums for gielr
support in their wills.' '-E. de Amicis,"Con.rtanz'zhopl¢"
(London: 18722, p. 108. Compare the passa e in the
sixth chapter o the Qur'an :

" There is no king of beast
on earth, nor fowl which Hieth with wings, but the same

is a people like unto you ; we have not omitted apythingin the book of our decrees: unto their Lord sh lthey
retum."-Sale's translation. Compare also Savar_y'.r,
and note the passage in chap. viii.2L"'l`he Cafés"] of
Th. Gautier, "

Consfanlzhogle qf o-day" (London:
1854) upon the kindness of urks to animals.

'" l3aptistin Poujoulat, in his "

Voyage d Constan-

thmple, etc.
"

(Paris : 1840, 2 voIs.), gives us an account
of Achmet Fevzi [vol. i., p. 229], w ich shows us that
M. d'Arpentigny has been a little hard upon him: " Il

y a. quinze ans," says he, "qu' Achmet Fevzi était

cafetier dans le vallon des Eaux Douces d`Europe, il
avait amassé assez de piastres pour faire l'acquxsition
d'un caique.... Un favori du sultan, se promenant un

jour dans le Bosphore, fut frappé de Ia jolie figure
d'Achmet Fevzi, le prit avec lui, et lui donna la place de

Chiboukji an serai . Il devint ensuite inspectenr du

linge au Harém, puis bachki de Mahmoud. Puis il
entra dans le mabezh ou personnel du and seigneur.
Dans la mémorable joum e de la chute gl-Ojak, Achmet
Fevzi donna des preuves d'une grande bravoure et quand
on forma les troupes reguliéres, le grade de capitaine de
cavalerie de la garde compensa son courage. Achmet
ne resta pas longtemps dans ce ade, il avanca succes-

sivement en dignité dans Farmie, et parvint jusqu'au
ade de mouschkz? ou général-en-chef de la garde.þÿ ¬�l�E�x�-�c�a�f�e�t�i�e�rfut envotyé en ambassade extraor inaire

auprés de l'Empereur e Russie .... A son retour de
Saint Petersbourg, Achmet fut nommé grand amiral.
La mamére dont l'an¢`x2n batelzkr du Bosplzore afax!
.ron 1:/zemzh, est l'}1zL°tox?*e de la plupartde: hautr jer-
.ronnages de l'Emp1}'e Oftoman."

"' A grim commentary on the concluding sentences
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In 1821 the Tchobanbachi, or chief shepherd, was

elevated to this dignity ; an old man whose hair had

grovm gray in the enviable quietude of a pumpkin
in a frame, who had never done more than count

heads of sheep, and who 'fell into the water the

first time he went on board the admiral's flag-
ship."

1 sis.
The Tchoban-
blchi ofrB2|.

M. Fontanier gives the following account of
_
his 'am

entry into Sapanja, one of the principal towns of F9w=i=f'=={|lrv
Anatolia [the ancient Bithynia] :-

" At last we entered the town, and I took up my
abode in a tavern, the sole hostelry to be found in

these parts. Once installed, after having arranged
my carpet, and having sat myself down cross-legged,
holding my pipe in one hand and the inevitable coffee

in the other, I entered into conversation with mine

host, who lost no time in giving me the customary

welcome," and plying me with a string of questions,
to which I had by this time become thoroughly

of the above paragraph is atforded by the following
sentence from Samuel ]acob's "Hz1rtar_y qft/le Ottoman

Efnpz?e" 'S1London: 1854, p. 433): "A few weeks
afterwards elleet, under Achmet Capitan Pacha, was

carried to Alexandria by that traitor, and delivered up
to the Pacha of Egypt."

"' From V. Fontanier's "

Voyage:
en Orzknt entre-

pnlr jar Ordre du Gouvernemen Franfaals' de l'ann¢'e
|821 d fannée 1819" (Paris: 1829), p. 16, " It is needless
to

say
that to become captain-pacha of the Beet, no

know edge of the sea is in any way necessary. To give
an instance of this, in |821 the Tchoban-bachi," etc.

'* The Turkish salutatiou is as follows: The visitor
bends low, extending the right hand, with which he
touches his breast, ips, an forehead, saying, as he
does so,

" Selam aleikum ;
" the master of the house

simultaneously imitates this motion, repeating, "Ve
aleikum selam." This is on{y among urks. To a

Christian, or Ghiaour, the ordinary nod of the head and

the Turkish "Good-day"  ,9,.J,l),5}¢n».,¢, or

un)-J;| Civ] is considered suflicient.

into Sapuns.

The Osman
welcome.
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_

acclimatiaed, and to all of which I had the necessary

answers on the tip of my tongue, thus, VVhat is going
on ? What is no? going on ? Whence do you come ?

Whither do you go? Have you much money?
Have you a passport ? Are you a spy 'P

"Four or five Turkish travellers, separated from

me by a wooden railing which divided the raised

lloor of the caravanserai into various compartments,
listened with indilference, and smoked with imper-
turbable gravity. Then each one in tum, without

making any further draft on his imagination, gravely
put to me the same questions of which they had just
received the answers. On my side it was merely
a question of memory, and above all of patience, for

had they been twenty I should have had to repeat
the same answers twenty times.""°

And throughout every class among the Turks we find

this same mental lethargy ; only read their romances,

only listen to the recital of their dreams, eternally
filled with accounts of diamonds by the bushel, and

of voluptuous houris by the troop, of hidden

treasures suddenly discovered by the aid of some

sorcerer whose good graces have been won by some

spontaneous act of common hospitality, and you will

amply realise that nothing is more repugnant to them

than mental eifort of any kind, which they avoid

making by throwing the blame of all things upon

fatality; and manual labour, against which they
protest by their 'fondness for, and their belief in,
talismans and charms.'°°

This manner of looking at things they owe to their

physical constitutions, which owe their equability to

their civil and religious institutions. They feel them-

"' V. Fouramna, "

Voyage: en Orxknt, eta,"
"

Beggzrigoxozaie fé13'Anatolie" (Paris: 1834).
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selves that any attempt to regenerate them as a

nation would be futile, and that the tide of civilisa-

tion [as we understand the word] would be as fatal

to them as the waters of the ocean would be to river

fishes?"

In 1817 some one remarked to Fasle-Bey, Colonel

of the Imperial Guard, that the reforms of Mahmoud

seemed to be achieving considerable progress. "The

Osmanlis," replied he, " remain buried in their pre-

judices; they are like madmen to whom the right
road has been pointed out, but who persist in

travelling in a different direction." " But still, one

sees many Mussulmans adopting the European
costume, and surely that proves that they seek after

civilisation." "Those Mussulmans," replied Fasle-

Bey, "
are like men dressed as musicians, but who

have no idea of music. Turkey is at the present
moment in a wretched condition ; she is like a cistem

from which water is constantly being drawn, but

into which none is ever put back." "Your opinion
of the country is a very despondent one." He

replied by this verse of the Qur'an, "Unto every
nation is a fixed term decreed; when their tenn,

therefore, is expired they shall not have respite
for an hour, neither shall their punishment be an-

ticipated."""

"' This work bears internal evidence of having been
written between the

years |835 and 1838, when the
reforms of Mahmoud I. [1/:de note '°, p. 206] had not

yet had time to make themselves felt with all their force
as they are now.
' his occurs in the tenth chapter of the Qur'an. I

do not know whence M. d'Arpentigny obtained his
version, which reads :

" Aucun peuple ne peut avancer

ni reculer sa cbute; chaque nation a son terme fixé;
elle ne saurait ni le hater ni le retarder d'un instant;
Dieu seul est éternel." The above conversation is con-

densed from B. Poujoulat`s
"

I/Vgyage d Co/z.'tant:`nop/e
"

(Paris: 1840), vol. ., pp. z_;4~5.

[1 sv]

1 aaa
Faslé-Bey on

the comervatism
of the Turks.
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V _1[  If a man is a Christian he hopes [positive force] ; if he

u"'°';';:,'f
and

is a Muhammadan he resigns lu'ms¢{/ [negative force].
1324-_ It is part of the nature of every type to revel in

Each type is

Pmd om, on its idiosyncrasies, and to despise and mistrust any-
Ch=»'°¢*=fi='i°=- thing which is foreign to it. [I shall have occasion

to recur to this observation.] Where we find the

combination of reason and science, intuitive in-

stinct is frightened at itself. Among nations in

which the elementary type predominates, they pride
themselves on not being able to read or write; and

they are taught concerning a god who is the friend

of ignorance and poverty of soul.

1326. Thus, for instance, in Barbary, the possession of

a book is looked upon as a crime," and in Turkey
idiotcy is looked upon with reverence, as being some~

thing holy.'°'
Among the Kalmuks each family has in its tent

a machine called the Tchukor, consisting of a cylinder

I Ilustmtions.

"° Wicked from the point of view of its being a

strange and uncann possession. The Rev. M. Russell,
in his "

Hzlvtory 0 flu' Barbary Stafes "

(Edinburgh:

l835g, says of the inhabitants with every show of reason:
-" ince the sun of knowledge rose again in Europe,
the shades of intellectual night appear to have fallen
with increased obscurity upon all the kingdoms of North
Africa "

[chap. iv., p. r45]. The same remark applies
all over the Ottoman Empire. Dr. Shaw, in his " Travel;

relalzhgto Barbary
"

[vol. xv. of "Pz}zkerton'.r Ibyagts
and Travels" (London: 1814), p. 637], remarks :-" As
for the Turks, they have no taste at all for leaming,
being wonderfully astonished at how the Christians can

take delight, or spend so much time and money, in such

empty amusements as study and speculation.... If
we except the Koran, and some enthusiastic comments

upon it, few books are read or inquired after by those

persons of riper years, who have either time or leisure
for study and contemplation."

'°' Edmond de Amicis, in his chapter
" Galata "

[op cd., note "", p. 2o7], gives an account of the
constemation produced by the continual appearance of
idiots in the streets of Constantinople without any let
or hindrance.
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covered with manuscript prayers and hymns, which

isputintomotionbyrneansofamechanial arrange-

ment, which is wound up likea roasting-jack. 'Ibis

apparatus, by turning, blesses and prays to God for

the whole family,--an extremely convenient manner

of attaining everlaséng happines without making too

great an effort over the process."
"' "

Perhaps the most marvellous invention which the
Thibetan has devised for drawing down blessings from
the hggothetical beings with which his childish fancy
has ed the heavens, are the we1l»known  wheels,-those curious machines which, lilled

`

prayers,
or charms, or

passagefrom holy hooks, stand
rn etovrnsineveryogenp ,areplacedbesidetbe
footpaths and the roa , revolve in every stream, and

evenegby the help of sails like those of windmills] are

tum by every breeze which blow over the thrice sacred

valleys of Thibet."-T. V. RH, DAVIDS, "Buddlu1rm,
behzg a Sketch Zgze LQand Teaching: qfGautama,
flze Buddha "

( don: 1882), ch. iii., p. 210. Every
Kalmulr or Thibetan Buddhist has also a_private prayer-
wheel of his own, which, being filled wrth a tight mll
of parchment, on which is inscribed many thousands of
times the fonnula, " 0 Buddha, _'feud a the Lotu.r."'
he constantly revolves from night tb le t. A friend of
mine tried very hard to purchase one of these apparatus,
but in vain, for the owners believe that, should anyone
turn them from left tb rig/ri, all their prayers will pro-
portionately be cancelled! Vide also concerning this
curious superstition Huc and Gabet's "

Voyager
"

(Paris: 1850, vol. i., p. 3124); General Alexander Cun-

ningham's "Ladak" ( ndon: 1854), p. 374; Davis
in the Transactions qf the Royal Arxhtxt Socreéy,
vol. ii., p. 494; Klaproth`s

" Rerlre hr den Kaukarus "

(Halle: l8l2-14), vol. i., p. 181 ; and Jas. Ferguson's
" Tree and Serpent Worshfp

"

(London: 1868). " So
also," sa s T. V. Rh. Davids [op. cd., p. zroil, "these

simple foil are fond of putting up what they ca l ' Trees
of Law,' that is, lofty ilagstaffs with silk flags u rr

them, hlazoned with that mystic charm of wonggr-
workin power, the sacred words, ' Om Mana' padme
hum' iAh! the jewel is in the Lotus Whenever
the flags are blown open by the wind, an

' the holy six

syllables
'

are turned towards heaven, it counts as if a

prayer were uttered, not`only upon
the pious devotee at

whose expense it was put up, ut also upon the whole

country aide."
_

11.
liyju-

wi
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Some nations there are, who have Ielt behind them

a glorious reputation for superlative horsemanship,
such, for instance, as the Parthians,'°° the Persians,'°"
the Thessalians,'5° etc., or for having lelt behind them

the most stupendous and indestructible monuments,
like the Cyclops, Egyptians," etc., or for having
lived free, and valiantly maintained the democratic

form of govemment, e.g., the Athenians. Again, we

know concerning the Sybarites that they dressed

horses to perfection; that theirs was a republican
form of government; that they were adepts at the

precise hewing and elegantly magnificent super-

imposition of huge stones. Nevertheless the word

"Sybarite," classed in the present day among de~

rogatory epithets, is no longer applied to a man

excepting as an insult. Whence comes this state

of things? Is it because they slept upon beds of

roses? A moment's reflection will show us that,
besides the fact that such beds could not bein very

general use, a bed of roses could not be more com-

fortable than one of straw, and would be more a

"' The superlative horsemanship ofthe Parthians, and
their custom of firing their arrows whilst pretending to

Hy [whence our term "
a Parthian shot"], have been

a theme to almost
every poet and prose writer of anti-

guity. Thus we have t e passages in Horace, book i.,
de 19, v, 11, and book ii., Ode 13, v. 17; Herodian,

" Hirlorzhrum Romanarum," book iii.; Lucan, pa:-
sim; Virgil,

"

Georgzh," iii., l. 31; "1Enex21," vii.,
l. 606.

"'

Referring no doubt to the "hnmorial guard
" of

10,000 horsemen who were attached to the person of the

king of Persia.
The Thessalian cavalry was, after the Parthian, the

finest in the ancient world.
"" " The most solid walls and impregnable fortresses

were said, among the ancients, to be the work of the

Cyclops, to render them more respectable
"

(Lemprzérc).
The builders of the Pyramids of Thebes, of Camac,
and ot: Luxor, hardly require a note to illustrate their
n1ason1c capacities.
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matter of experiment or of pageantry than of eifemi-

nacy or sensuality. No, the Sybarites, a rich and

a civilised nation, having been overwhelmed and

destroyed by barbarians, were slandered by their

conquerorsf" who execrated in them all the instincts

of civilisation in the same way that the Cimbrians
and the 'l`eutons,* who were overwhelmed by civil-

ised eonquerors, have been calumniated by their

extemxinators, who loathed in them their barbaric

instincts!"

Like that of the other types, the Elementary Type,
whilst it remains irresistibly attached to the tendencies

"' The luxury and fastidiousness of the Sybarites have
been chanted by many a writer; by none more than by
Elian,who,in his accounts ofSmindarides [" Var. Hzlrt.,

'

ix. 24, and xii. z4], aims at the whole nation. Of their

valour, however, and ot' their power as a nation, there
is no question. S baris was Enally reduced, 5o8 B.C.,
by the disciples of kythagoras, after a. long and vigorous
resistance against the town of Crotona.

"' The brazen bull to whom the Cimbri and Teutons
were in the habit of making their sacrifices of human
blood is thus mentioned by Plutarch in his "

Lg/'e qf
Chnl: Marzh: "

:-
" The barbarians now assaulted and

took the fortress on the other side of the Athesis, but

admiring the bravery of the garrison, who had behaved
in a manner suitable to the glory of Rome, they dismissed
them upon certain conditions, havin? first made them
swear to them

upon
a brazen bull. n the battle which

followed this bul was taken among the spoils, and is
said to have been carried to Catulus' house, as the 'first-
fmits of the victory

"

§¢Langlzorne'.r .Tram'latxbn].
Strabo þÿ�[�"�G�e�a�6�Y�a ¬�l�z�y�,

' boo vii., cap. ii. (3)] describes the
rite of the im rians sacrificing their prisoners, and

catching their blood to draw au§uries from, but does
not mention the brazen bull. T e best quasi-classic
account which we have of the Cimbri and Teutons is

Christophorus Cellarius' " Dzlrsertatzb Hzktorxta de
Cimbru' el Teutamlr " (Magdeburg: 1701).

'

They used to sprinkle with human blood the altar of A

brazen bull, their principal idol, but barring this they were just,
content, brave, and devoted to their leaders and to their friends.
-Av'rao|.'s Nun.

[1 337
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of its nature, modifies and transforms itself according
to the times and places in which it lives.

Greece, still in a condition of barbarism and

govemed by instinct [as is natural to every society
which exists in a state of syncretism], saw the em-

bodiment of its idiosyncrasies in the formidable

features of Polyphemus ; later on she saw it adorned

with the natural grace and repose of rustic moralities.

Caliban in rough and foggy England, Melibaaa beneath

the scented pines of the Sabine hills, Sancho amid

the joyous turmoil of the Castilian hostelries, areatter

all merely diB`erent re-incamations of this same idea.

The General Rapp seems to me to have been the

best expression of the conico-elementary type, as it

has manifested itself among the upper classes of our

society under the Empire. He was a man in appear-
ance round, broad, highly-coloured, and of striking
individuality, with manners at the same time

sumptuous and rustic, theatrical and soldierly, who

required either a luxurious bed and a delicate arrange-
ment of furniture, or a truss of hay and a wooden

spoon. In Dantzig, in 181 z," where we used to call

him the Pasha on account of his pomp and peculiar
order of merit [that of the sword], he liked to drive

about in an open vehicle, magnificently dressed,
lounging rather than sitting with his mistress, an

alfected German with prominent cheek bones, to

whom his inferior otiicers used to pay court as if she

had been a queen. His magnificent feasts, at which

there figured daily a hypocritical and despised dish

of boiled horse-flesh, were an insult to the miseries

stated in the comman of Dantzi in December 1812

by Napoleon. Here he sustaine one of the most

memorable sieges of the century [january 1813--gann-ary IBIQ.--LAROUSSE "DzZ'txbnnaz)'e du XIX' Sz cle,"

"' General jean Rapp [b. 1772, d. 18211, was re-in-

Art. "
a p.") See also Ma.rtin's "H|3'to:?'¢de France "

(Paris: 1579), vol. iv., p. 67.
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of the soldiers, to whom he would habitually and

willingly give money with his own hands, but whom

he abandoned in his carelessness to the rapacity of

writers, and of commissariat agents. At the theatre,
where the subaltem epaulette could only gain admis-

sion to the pit, eight or ten boxes were omamented

with the colours of his startling and vividly-insolent
livery. In the same way that his own henchmen,
beneath the nistling plumes of their aigrettes of cock

feathers, had his name always on their lips, the name

of the Emperor, his master, was always on his; he

owed his promotion, firstly, to his exalted fetish-

worship of the Hero of November ;"° secondly, to his

grand audacity; and, lastly, to a kind of rough flattery,
seasoned with a kind of capricious good-fellowship,
which he used to great advantage. Without any
cultivated talents, but not without tact and subtlety,
he had recourse in all circumstances of diliiculty to a

faculty for dissembling which he summoned to the

aid of his incapacity and of his ignorance. Such,
however, was his opinion of himself that he con-

sidered us well paid for our hardships, and considered

himself quit of any obligation to us for our troubles,
when he had said to us on parade " that he was

" Napoleon was known as
" L'I-Iéros de Brumaire,"

because it was on the 9th November, 1789,
that he

brought about the soup d'¢'tat from which e emerged
First Consul, and which was the first step towards the
establishment of the empire. Vzde H. Martin's "I1zZrt.
Francs" vol. iii., pp. 80-88. Rap , in his own Memoirs

["1llénzoz?°erdu Géniral Reap
' þÿ ¬�L�o�n�d�r�e�s�:1823), chap.

i., p. 4], says conceming t e friendship which existed
between him and Napoleon :-" Zeal, frankness, and a

certain aptitude in arms, gained for me his conidence.
He has often said to those around him, that it would be
difficult to have more natural good sense and discern-
ment than Rapp. Thqarepeated these praises to me,
andl confess thatl was ttered by them. . . . I would
have died for him to prove my gratitude; and he knew
it." On pp. 217-90 he describes the siege of Dantzig.

[1 3s°]
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satisfied with us." Beyond these peculiarities he was

a good man, hating set speeches, serviceable, always
ready with similes and parallels, and generous often

to a fault.

Elementary hands are, for the most part, more

accessible to the charms of poetry than to those of

science. lt was to the lyric measures of Orpheus,
of the flute of Apollo, that in

the first communities of men

first towns were built."

forest, or on the deserted sea-

the boundless ocean moans with

and to the harmonies

the old Greek world

were formed, and the

In the depth of the

shore, by night, when

the murmur of the tempest, hands which' are elemen-

tary are the more troubled by phantoms, spectres,
and pallid apparitions, in proportion as their linger-
tips are more or less conical. But whatever be the

form of the terminal phalanx, the type is always
much influenced by superstition. Finland, Iceland,""
and Lapland abound with wizards and sorcerers.

Elementary-handed subjects, whom neither inertia

nor insensibility have been able to protect from pain
and sorrow, succumb the more readily to their attacks,
from the fact that they are generally entirely wanting
in resources and in moral strength.

"' In allusion, I presume, to the legends that Orpheus
was one of the Argonauts, from whom the Lemnian and
other races are said to have sprung; and that Apollo, the

god of music, is said to have assisted Neptune in raising
the walls of Troy.

"' Icelandic legends are full of tales of sorcerers

and elves. Several occur in Mr. C. Vllamford Lock's
volume, " The Home Q/ the Eddax" (London: 1879),
which may be taken as specimens of the kind of legend
which is most popular. The curious in such matters

should consult also Dr. Wagner's
" Manual qf Norse

Jllyt/zology. Asgard and llze Gods, the Tales* and
Iradx?z2m_r of our Northern Ance.r!ar.r," adapted by
M. W. Macdonall, and edited by W. S. W. Anson

(London : 1884), which is a complete epitome of Norse,
Finnish, and Icelandic superstitious.
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SUB-SECTION IX.

SPATULATE HANDS. [Plate V.]

In this chapter I propose to deal only with spatulate
hands whose thumbs are large-that is to say, with

those in which the instinct which is peculiar to these

hands, supported by the promptings of the brain,
makes itself the most clearly manifest. The intel-

ligent reader, after what I have said anent small

thumbs, will be able easily to appreciate the intricacies

of the mixed types which form themselves upon the

groundwork of a spatulate hand.

Byaspatulate hand I mean one, the outer phalanges
of whose fingers present the appearance of a more

or less flattened-out spatula (to borrow a term from

the dispensing chemist). [Vide Plate V.]
The spatulate hand has undoubtedly its origin in

the latitudes where the inclemency of the climate,
and the comparatively sterile nature of the soil, render

locomotion, action, movement, and the practice of the

arts whereby the physical weakness of man is pro-

IS
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tected, more obligatory upon man than they are under

more southem skies.

Resolute, rather than resigned, the spatulate hand

has resources for the resistance and conquest of

physical difliculties, of which the conic hand is

absolutely ignorant. The latter, more contemplative
than active, prefer [especially among meridional

nations] the ills to which the flesh is heir, to the

exertions requisite to overcome them. The self-

conlidence of lpatulate subjects is_extreme ; they aim

at abundance and not [like the elementary subjects]
merely at aujicxknqy. They possess in the highest
degree the instincts of nal life; and by their natural

intelligence they rule matters mundane, and material

interests. Devoted to manual labour and to action,
and consequently endowed with feelings which are

more energetic than delicate, constancy in love is

more easy to them than it is to minds which are

poetic, and which are more attracted by the charms

of youth and beauty than by a sense of duty and by
ethics All the great workers, the great navigators,
the great hunters, from Nimrod to Hippolytus and

Bas-de-Cuir, have all been renowned for their sobriety
and continence."

Of the goddess of the dazzling forehead, Diana,
the white-footed, the finely-formed, whose immortal

life devoted to the chase is spent in the liberty and

activity of the woods, the Greeks made a personifica-
tion of chastityf"

'°' I do not know upon what episodes Nimrod, " the

mighty hunter before the Lord "

[Gen. x. 9], and Bas-
de-Cuir base their claims to sobriety and continence.
The Hippolytus mentioned is, I presume, the son of
Theseus an Hippolyte, the ]'oseph of profane literature.

Coménare the passages in the 3rd book of Ovid`s "Fasti"
[L z 8], and_|n the  'fl`nezd'f [L gl, etc.].

'°' According to irgil [loc. cu'.], :ana restored to
life Hi polytus, named in th d' f
reward ¥or his exemplary þÿ�c�h�a�s�t�i ¬�y�.�P�r�e�C�emg no e' as a
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With smooth fingers, spatulate subjects like comfort

as well as elegance, but their elegance is of a fashion-

able rather than an artistic kind.

Our colonists of the Antilles, people for the most

part luxurious and sparkling, who find delight in

movement, in dissipation, in dancing, and in billiard

and fencing saloons, who love to struggle for the

mastery with vicious horses, whose sole amusements

are hunting, fishing, and conquests in love,-these
colonists,I say, necessarily the descendants of ad-

venturers distinguished by a love of haiard and of

action, have, probably almost all of them, hands like

those of our circus riders and of the satellites of our

iockey-club stables, that is to say, smooth-flngered
and spatulate.

Large spatulate hands are much more numerous in

Scotland than they are in England, in England than

they are in France, and in France than they are in

Spain, and in mountainous than in flat countries.

The painter Ribera, whose natural bent always led

him to paint more or less ugly people, always gave

the people he painted [as also did Murillo and

Zurbaran] fingers which were more or less pointed ;

which would certainly not have been the case had it

not been that the generality of the hands that he saw

around him, being thus pointed, gave him as it were

a law in the matter. Big, square, and spatulate hands

abound, on the contrary, in the pictures of the Dutch

and German schools.

ln Spain it is in Galicia and Asturia that one sees

the most spatulate hands, and it is from this rocky
and mountainous district that all the muleteers, and

all the labouring people that one finds in the penin-
sula originally come.

The Kabyles inhabit, as we know, the slopes and

valleys of the Atlas range ; they are the most spatu-

late-handed, and also the most hardworking people to
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be found in Algeria. The Bedouins of the desert,
an indolent and ferocious race, are hardly more than

shepherds, and their# hands are enormous. Super-
stition is the sole sendment by which they are in

any way aifected.

The Swiss are actuated alike by the love ol' labour,

patience, and obstinacy. They are a race of people
only very slightly poetic, upon whom God, who has

placed them upon a soil which is subject to landslips
and avalanches, has bestowed by way of compensation
a love of mechanics and dynamics."

Among the Russians the elementary hand is the

most common, and among the Cossacks [who are a

Mongolian race`], the spatulate. The Russians lead

sedentary lives, and travel in carriages; the Cossacks

lead an active life, and travel on horseback. The

Russians are mercers, innkeepers, shopkeepers, and

bankers; the Cossacks are artizans, and construct for

themselves the implements and utensils of which

they make use. The Russians owe their military
glory to their discipline, it is a characteristic which

distinguishes them as a race; among the Cossacks,
who aim at renown as the result of personal prowess,

glory is a thing which attaches only to buliuiduals.

For the following reasons the most stable colonies

are formed by spatulate-handed people rather than

" At this point we find in the original a paragraph
which reads as follows :-" 'The wants of man," says
Lady Morgan, 'are his most powerful masters, and the
means adopted for the satisfaction of his wants are

infallible indices of the real position of a nation upon

titre laddpr og civilisation ; forthe highest possible point
o socia re nement is no more than a more perfect
development of certain plhysical resources; and the
most lofty aspiration of uman knowledge is simply
a more_judicious application of the faculties which have
been given us for the support of our existence! " I do
not know the works of the "Lad Mor an

" f rred
_

y g re e

to, so I have no means of identifying the passage.
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by others :-(a.) Almost insensible to art or to poetry,

they are endowed with a very small share of the

instincts which lead to moral instability. (B) They
attach themselves to a country merely for the material

benefits which accrue to them therefrom. (y) Manual

labour is agreeable to them rather than antipathetic ;

and it is the same with all kinds of active exercise.

(8) They suffer from the absence of abundance, but

not from absence of the superfluous, for. they are

only slightly sensual. They are more greedy than

epicurean, and you will find among them more

faithful husbands than gallant "sigisbés,"'°9 more
Freres jean than Panurges."'° (e) Their love of loco-

motion renders them comparatively insensible to the

annoyances, I will not say of exile, but of expatria-
tion. (Z) Accustomed as they are by the multiplicity
of the wants which assail man in our northern lati-

tudes [their indigenous habitations] to rely principally
on their own exertions, they have no innate objection
to solitude. (-4) Finally, they are apt at sciences which

are merely those of physical necessity, and which in

ordinary life affect only those things which are con-

stant and immovable?"

France, after having populated with hands of this

description, Canada, and certain districts of Louisiana,

" This word [the Italian cz211'beo], derived from the
old French c/nt/ze and beau, meaning the cavalzbre
.ren/ante of the Middle Ages, is rapidly becoming
[socially and philologically] extinct. A most interest-

ing
article upon the word is to be found in Larousse's

" ztlzbnnazie du XIX' Szecle "

(Paris : 1866-77).
"' M. d'Arpentigny has, I think, adopted extreme

illustrations in citing Frére _lean and Panurges as

examples of the glutton and of the gallant. Vide 11' 215,
and note "', p. 157.

"'

Compare with these aragraphs Bacon's Essay
"

Of Plantahbn.r" [l625£ and the very interesting
remarks on colonists, which are recorded in S. T. Cole-

ridge's
" Table Talk," under date 14th August, x83|.

[1 348]
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felt [her feelings have often saved her by checking
her ideas] that she could go no further in that

direction without injuring herself; and Spain, having
consigned nearly all her hands of this description to

America, and having thus deprived herself, not only
of soldiers and agriculturists, but also of that moral

counterpoise which the ideas which these hands

represent, aH`ord to ideas which are mystic, sensual,
artistic, and poetic, has only just stopped short of

absolute extinction from physical and moral ex-

haustion.

Whence comes the severely practical common-

sense of the North Americans, if it is not from these
" working hands," scattered over a space which they
can comprehend without enervating themselves, and

from resting their faith upon institutions which har-

monise with their instincts ?

Had it not been for the intervention of northem

genius by the hands of the Flemish and Walloons in

the affairs ol' Southern Europe in the sixteenth cen-

tury, the glory of Charles V., deservedly great as it

was, might perhaps'have been nothing more than that

of an ordinarily victorious prince?" Certainly Spain
owes much of her solidity to the qualities which she

found among her Flemish, and which were absolutely
wanting among her Spanish subjects. To this day
these two nations are distinguished by the most

startling contrasts: the Spaniards are prompt and

"' Charles V. of Germany, being the grandson of
Ferdlnand and Isabella of Spain, took possession of the

Spanbh throne as Charles I. of Spain on the death of
his grandfather ln 1516, his grandmother being mentally
deranged. He ascended the throne of Germany in 1519,
and was one of the most victorious and chivalrous

princes that the world had seen since Alexander the
Great. It was in his reign that the celebrated diet at

Vormswas held IEISZIJ, at which Luther rnade the great
declaration of is principles. He relinquished the
crown of Spain in 1556 to his son Philip Il.
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violent, but constitutionally indolent ; the Dutch, on

the other hand, are slow and cold-blooded, but con-

stitutionally laborious ; the Spanish are only stubbom

under the influence of passion, the Dutch are so only
under the influence of self-interests. Beneath an

appearance of inertia which is almost stupid, the

Dutch hide an extremely keen intelligence of positive
facts; the Spaniards beneath an air of phlegmatic
gravity, conceal an imagination constantly running
upon excitements and adventures. The Dutch can

only thoroughly comprehend what appertains to real

life, and they talte a special pride in wanting for

nothing; the Spanish can only appreciate phases of

life which are romantic and contemplative, and pride
themselves on being able to do with very little.

Before the gifts of hard work, such as science and

wealth, which are so dear to the Flemish, the

Spaniards esteem those of chance, such as beauty,
valour, genius, and good birth.

lt was with his large, square-handed Dutchmen

that Charles V. established, turned to good account,
and organised the countries which he had conquered
with his thin and pointed-handed Spaniards?"

ln proportion as the love of arbitrary facts forms

the basis of the instincts of every man who is fond of

material power [just as action requires liberty for its

exencise, and spatulate-handed people are always
active, or at any rate restless], so is liberty, wher-

ever they are in majority as they are in England
and the United States, a political institution; a

fact which does not prevent, but rather proves,

that of all people in the world the English and the

Americans are the most prone to exclusiveness and

individuality.
M. Dupin the elder, whose motto is, " Every man

2" Vzkle the preceding note.
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for himself and by himself," has large, ugly hands,
which are knotty and spatulate.'7' -

It is from the restless crowd of spatulate subjects
that we get these eternal gaugers and everlasting
measurers, whose admiration for works of architec-

ture measures itself by the greater or less extent of

the surface of those monuments; their instinct of

grandeur is not in the form, it is in the number; they
are governed by arithmetic. That which does not

astonish them [and they are not easily surprised]
does not please them, but you will always find them

going into ecstasies over those colossal monoliths,
whether ornamented or not, whose unearthing, whose

transport, or whose erection awakens in their minds

ideas of muscular effort and mechanical industry,
which are pleasant to them.

_

In the north, where spatulate and square hands

are in a majority, the artist is swallowed up by the

artizan; in Italy, in Spain, and even in France the

artizan is eifaced by the artist. In the north there is

more opulence than luxury, in the south there is

more luxury than wealth.

You are a man of cultivation, but still you do not

particularly care for the beauties of architecture and

Y" A. M. jean gacques Dupin, known as Dupin Ainé,
to distinguish im from his brothers Charles and

Philippe, was bom in February 1783, and died in
November 1865. He was one of the most eminent

lawyers that France has ever known, thou h his reputa-
tion has mainly survived as a politician 0? the " Vicar
of Bray

"

school, by reason of an elastic political con-

science, which gained for him the appellation of "le
chamélion political." He was elected a. dejufc' in 1827,
and became a member of the council of Louis Philippe
in july 1830. In 1832 we find him President of the
Chamber of Deputies, and in

1858 President of the

Legislative Assembly. After the oup d'E!at of 1851,
he disappeared for a while, re-appearing, successful and

energetic as ever in a new cause, on t e restoration of
the house of Orleans in 1857.
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of antique monumental sculpture. A town is line in

your eyes, if it _is divided by long straight streets,

cutting each other at right angles; if it has sym-
metrical squares filled with uniformly-built houses,
and public gardens planted with regularly-trimmed
trees. As for statues, you do not find them neces-

sary, and you can do without marble basins, columns,
and caryatids; but you like green shutters, neat

pavements, and white walls, whose painted doors

are ornamented with shining brass knockers. You

require that the town, regular and prosperous, shall

Suggest to the observer respectability, felicity, and

order. It has been built and decorated by people
notable for good sense rather than for imagination.
Nothing that is either useful or even comfortable is

missing, but the "

family fool" will seek there in

vain for his ,Divine pastures-poetry. Well, these

predilections announce in you a hand which is

spatulate or square; it is in England, in Belgium,
or in the north of France, countries where your type

predominates, and where consequently its concomitant

genius is alone appreciated, that you must tix your

abode.

Start thither at onccl and may this inexorable

symmetry rest lightly upon your soul ! l

[1 357]
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WHEN society is dominated by a single idea, the men

who embody and personify that idea naturally
achieve power and wealth, and with power and

wealth they win women of their own kind. Thus

the idea becomes supported by a number of ad-

herents who are bound to it by ties of organisation
and relationship, and becomes far more powerfully
supported than it would have been if the idea had

not already become powerful. It is a well-known

axiom in stud-farms that the horse generally [though
not always] hands down with his physical form his

mental intelligence to his progeny. To a certain

extent the same remark applies to men.

Left alone, men remain at a standstill, like the

peoples who prevent the infusion of foreign blood into

their veins by the enforced seclusion of their woman-

kind, and by the separation of their race into ¢'asf¢s."'°

On the one hand, nations among whom these

usages do not exist have made progress by their

wars [which have, by a great poet, been described

as the motive-power of the human race] and by
invasion ; whilst, on the other, those who have been

"' As, for instance, the Turks [wde note W, p. 206]
and thc Indians.
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deprived of the salutary influences of the infusion of

foreign blood have degenerated, instead of trans-

forming themselves, as a natural result of the constant

reiteration of the same causes. Distinguished only
by a downward tendency, the people of the Indies

are to-day practically what they were in the time of

Alexander."

And we may remark by the way, that if the force

of the genius of a man may be measured by the

greater or less permanence of his work, what ad-

miration we must feel for the high and penetrating
intelligence which constructed the yoke beneath

which, for five thousand years, succeeding genera-
tions ot' Hindoos have consented to bow!"

"' If proof were wanted of this statement, it might be
found in the Laws of Manu, ofwhich a scholarly English
translation 'and edition has been made by Dr. A. C.
Burnell :-" The Ofdbzances /gf Manu ; translated

from the San_rkfit" (London : 1884). These laws, by
which the entire native populations of the East Indies
are govemed, are of incomparable antiquity, though it
is probable that the first regular codifaction and tabu-
lation of them took place somewhere between Anno
Domini and A.I>. 700. The question with all the evidence
is discussed at length in Dr. Bumell's translation above
cited; in India they refer their origin to 1250, B.C. and
this date was accepted as correct by Sir Vi1liam Jones.
Professor Monier Villiams, in his " [nrlzhn Wz1rdom,"
(London : 1875, p. 215), put the date at 5oo nc.; johaent-
gen [" Uebef das Gesctzbuc/z des Manu" (Berlin : 1863),
p. 950% dates them at 350 ILC.; and Schlegel at 1ooo

n.C. ollowing, however, the line of argument adopted
in his Iniroductzbn by Dr. Burnell, his date is, I
should think, ap roximatel correct for the tabulation,
but I understand) from a §rahmin of very advanced
Oxiental and Eurogean education that their origin is

probably correctly ated by Sir William Jones.
"' Vide the preceding note. The origin of Buddhism

is lost in the shadows of the remotest antiquity; as

much as can be known on the subject may be gathered
from Rhys I)avid's "Budd/u1rm" (London: 1882), or

from Spence Hardy`s
" ManualqfBudd/ulrm "

(London:
1853 and 1880).
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In the United States, whither new people continually
betake themselves from all parts of the world, the laws

undergo, every year, modifications suggested by the

changes which have taken place in the temperament
of the nation,'7° whereas in China and japan, empires
hermetically sealed against any influences of foreign
extraction, the laws [however important or un-

important they may be] remain stationary, like the

national wants from which they take their origin,-a
state of things brought about by the unchanging
nature of the national organisation."

These things prove the correctness of Montesquieu's
definition of law: " Law," says he, "is a necessary

relation among men, resulting from the existent

nature of things.""°

*" It will probably occur to the reader that this might
be said of any nation among whom the constitutional
form of govemment exists.

""' The present centralised form of govemment was

substituted for the previous feudal form about z,ooo years
a 0; Thomas Meadows, in his work " The Chhnese and
t/ge# Rebellzbn

"

(London : 1856, ch. ii., p. 22), says :-
" All Chinese law is carefully codified and divided into

chapters, sections, and sub-sections. Some parts of
this law are as old as the Chinese administrative system
itself [f/. .rup.]. One of the oldest, and by the people
most venerated, of the codes is that which most nearly
concems themselves-the penal. This, commenced

2,ooo years ago,
has grown with the nation," etc. Sir

Rutherford A cock, in " Nze Capzhl of llze Ylvroon"
(London: 1863, ch. ii., p. 62), gives us the same infonna-
tion conceming the antiquity of these laws [p. 223], and

makes on the subject of Japanese legislation the following
remark [p. 41o]:-"A land so strangel govemed by
unwritten laws and irresponsible rulers-ilsay unwritten,
for though the ministers tell me a written code exists,
I have been unable to obtain a copy. A country without
statute law or lawyers does seem an anomaly with a

civilisation so advanced."
2' This aphorism occurs in Montesquieu's book " De

l'E.rprx2' de la Loi" (Paris: 1816, liv. i., ch. i.), where he

says :-" Laws, in the widest acceptation of the term,
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The harsh and inflexible laws of Sparta were well

adapted to the spatulate descendants of the Hera-

clides, just as the elastic laws of the Athenians were

well framed for the brilliant and mobile genius of

that nation,-that nation "enslaved by the extra-

ordinary and loathing the commonplace; who in

their fondness of fine oratory, trusted their ears even

more than their eyes, and who, not reasoning with

ordinary perspicacity upon any of the things which

concerned them nearly, always led awayyby brilliant

speech, and thus, as one might say, drawn about by
the pleasures of their ears, seemed in their assemblies

to be spectators ranged in a theatre to hear a sophis-
tical discussion, rather than citizens deliberating upon
matters which concerned the state."m

M. Souvestre tells us that in the district of Léon, in

Brittany, there are some villages whose inhabitants live

a life which is a continual round of activity, excite-

are -the relations rendered necessary by the nature of

things; and in this sense all living things are subject
to laws." M. d'Arpentigny has not transcribed as

correctly as he might have done.
"' The above paragraph is the substance of the 38th

chapter of the 3rd book of the " Pelopomzeszhn War "

of hucydides, in which Cleon tells the Athenians that
their orators, who wish to stir up the question of the

Mytilcneans again, must either maintain a paradox to

display their talents, or must be bribed to make the

worse appear the better cause. He tells them that it is
their own folly that gives them encouragement; their

passion for novelty; t eir admiration of talent; tempt-
ing the orators to labour to gratify their craving for intel-

lectual excitement rather than to propose sound sense to

them in simple language.1'
' " Les lois, dans la s' itication la plus étendue, sont les

rapport; néccssaires qui dtiiivent de la nature des choses; et

dans ce sens toms les étres ont leurs lois."

1' Zfrroiinéx 're d7)o rr cbs ehreiv 1) lv ol: (Viviun. ¢poro17r1¢t 6%

o68é 'npi rein' rapbrfuv lxvés' &.r)&`vr 're dxovjs hbovp ipvcdmoot
:ai ao¢ca'r.2v Ozarait éourbres xa.01mhon pikkov # fcpi rbkews

BovMv;|bo¢s."-6OTKTAIAO'I' E'I'I'I'PA<l>H2 B¢D. I" (38).
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ment, and holiday-making, whilst there are others

which are entirely populated by people who are

chronically melancholy, discontented-looking, and

morose; and he attributes this state of things very

reasonably to the religiously-followed custom of the

exclusive inter-marriage of people of the same

village!"
Communism, as understood and defined by certain

theoreticians of the present day, might be practicable
in a small nation whose racial idiosyncrasies are kept
pure from the influences of foreign blood. Indeed,
what was the government of Sparta at the bottom,
but a kind of wisely-organised communism-well,
the Spartans alone, of all the Greek tribes, never

admitted a strange: to the freedom of their city!"

*" Emile Souvestre, "Les Dermer: Breton: "

(Pans z

1854, vol. i., p. zo), speaking of the inhabitant of

Léon, says :-" His joy is serious, and only breaks out

in flashes, as if in spite of himself. Grave and concen-

trated, he shows but little interest in his dealings with
the extemal world." And later on [p. 45], speaking of
the inhabitant of Comonaille, he says :-" As in the rest

of Brittany, the religious taint is perceptible, it is

mingled everywhere with a light-hearted gaiety. I have

already said that it is in the festive solemnities of life,
rather than in lugubrious ceremonies, that you must

seek his character. Poetic and brightin pleasure, he is
awkward and trivial in sorrow; it would seem as if the
' Léon-ard

' and he had shared life between them, - to

the one joys, and to the other sadness. Thus, if you
go into the neighbourhood of Léon, ask to assist at a

dcathbed scene or a funeral ; but if you are amon the
mountains of Artres. go in for betrothals and wedding-
breakfasts." lt is evidently from these

passages
that

M. d'Arpentigny has taken this paragrap .

"' This is what we find in Plutarch's "

LM: qf
Lycur s." He says :-" He would not permit all that
desirednit to go abroad and see other countries, lest

they should contract foreign manners, acquire traces of a

life of little discipline, and of a different form of govem-
ment. He forbade strangers, too, to resort to Sparta
who could not assign a good reason for their coming,
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The strange epoch which extended from the ninth

to the twelfth century, was essentially that of hard,
spatulate hands. On the death of Charlemagne, who

had endeavoured to reconstruct the principles of

Roman civism, the hard, spatulate subjects relapsed
into the individualslsm which characterises them.

The state of society which they brought about, a

society divided into innumerable little groups, each

independent of the others, could only realise the

meaning of an idea by the examination of its outward

and visible form." Each group had its peculiar
leader, catchword, device, and standard; every pro-
fession had clothes peculiar to itselll Without these

external signs all would have been chaos, for, when all

are enveloped in an equally dense haze of ignorance,
order and civilisation [when they exist] are apparent
in matters material rather than in matters ideal.

Besides, all these hands, clothed as it were in

gauntlets of brass, aspire to command; they desire,
they search after war,-war, or else its simulacra,
tournaments and the chase. To them are these long

not [as Thucydides says] out of fear that they should
imitate the constitution of that city, and make improve-
ments in their own virtue, but lest they should teach his
own people some evil. For along with foreigners come

new subjects of discourse ; new discourse produces new

opinions; and from these things necessarily spring new

passions and desires which, like discords in music,
would disturb the established govemment. He, there-

fore, thought it more expedient for the city to keep out

of it cornipt customs and manners, even than to prevent
the introduction of a pestilence." - Lang/zorne'.r
Trafulafabn. Compare also what Bacon sa s on this

peculiarity of the Spartans in his Essay "0f&'eatn¢.'.re
Q/ Kzhgdomex and Estates," contrasting their exclu-
siveness with the liberalism of the Romans.
" This state of things which ensued, as our author

says, was entirely owing to the rise of the feudalism
which

Charlemagnebgr/. sup] had always endeavoured
to repress. Henri artin in his "Hxlrtoz?¢" [vol. ii.,

1 see.
French society
IX.-Xll _

centuries.
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cavalry rides and warlike

especially dear. Glory and

shame and misfortune to the

commotions of steel,
honour to the strong,
weak. What is overt

licence but the offspring of power? and the less it is

restrained by law or philosophy, the more fascinating
it is. Thus they attain to the enjoyment of the mere

pleasures of the senses--the only pleasures capable of

being appreciated at a time when intellectual enjoy-
ments are utterly ignored, except in the retirement of

the cloister.

Spatulate hands are valiant, industrious, and

active; they have the power and the genius of the

hands of Cyclops; they forge impregnable armour,

and cover the earth with battlemented castles which

rear themselves upon the crests of rocky promon-

tories, protected by deep waters and impenetrable
forests. They build huge dungeons, theatres of orgies
and terrible tragedies, haunts everlastingly ringing
with shouts, haunts which they attack, defend, and

contend for, with a ferocity which is terrific. At rare

intervals, pointed-handed subjects devoted to prayer

liv. xiii., p. 364] says:-
" Le Génie de l'Empire

Frankain, en remontant au ciel, laissait les peuples
occidentaux a l'entrée d'une des plus longues et plus
douloureuses crises qu'ait eue A traverser l'humanité, de
la crise qui enfanta la société féodale." Eyre Evans
Crowe ["Hzlvtory of France" (London: 1858), vol. i.,
p. 38], speaking of the commencement of the ninth

century, says :-" The development of wealth and the
accumulation of

monely
came to give society a new and

different impulse. hat of the first ages of the
modem world was limited to the destruction of the
classification of society which existed in the ancient
world. In it men were slaves, citizens, functionaries,
or emperor ; the modem world came forth without these.
It presented a territorial aristocracy, replacing the

functionary, and exercising his authority, nullifying the

emperor, ignoring the citizen ; and with an agricultural
class of many rades, but never descending to the

abjectness of a slave."
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and to celibacy, opening the gateways of the monas-

teries, implore the benefits of the peace of God. The

real peace of God, it has been properly observed,
belongs to the twelfth century.

If these powerful hands had not conquered all

women with whom they were thrown into contact,
their reign would have been of shorter duration.

They raised themselves, and in a manner multiplied,
by means of the axe and the sword, and it was the

a.xe and the sword which, precipitating them in turn,
one after another, from the heights of their rugged
deserts, put an end at last to their brutal and savage

domination.
In Russia the nobles have acquired such rights

[whether by custom or by law] over the women on

their estates, that the population hardly resents at all

the periodical enforced sale of all the young people
in their villages?" Well, these nobles, a proud and

rampant class of men, ostentatious and avaricious,
full of vices and of cunning, say that they are of a

"" " It is especially in the remoter provinces that the

power of the rich nobles is unrestrained, and the

oppressed would accuse his oppressor in vain. The
master can, if the caprice so takes him, sell his serfs or

change them like
an;

other merchandise," etc.-M.

Caorm, "Run-zk"( aris: l838¥; vol. i., pp. 25 and

31. The Marquis de Custine, in is work " La Russzb
011839

"

(Pans: I843,V0l. i., P.33I?, says :-" The serf
is the chattel of his master; enro led from his birth
until his death in the service of the same master, his
life represents to this proprietor of his labour merely
a part of tlie sum necessary for his annual capricious
expenditure." Sir A. Alison, on the other hand,
approved rather than otherwise of the institution of
serfdom, on the ground that serfs were attached to the

soil, and, though they could be sold will: it, they could

_not be sold wzkhout it,-"a privilege of incalculable

'alue, for it prevents the se aration of husband and

wife, parent and child."-" Hgrtory gf Europe
"

(Lon-
don: 1854). Serfdom was abolishe by Alexander-_II.
in 1861. Alfred Rambaud [°'Hirtory qf Ru.r_na,"

'

16
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race superior to that of the people ; in this way they
are bringing about the ruin of their influence, by
multiplying among the masses the number of in-

dividuals, already not a few, to whom they have

transmitted their spirits with their blood. The in-

continence of the great is the hotbed in which are

developed the germs of the liberty of the humble."

You can tell those people who pride themselves

upon a descent in the direct line from the hardy
braggarts of the ninth century, and who at the same

time pride themselves upon the possession of a hand

which is fine and pointed, that the two pretensions
are incompatible. Every gentleman descended from

the old lighting nobility, has necessarily a spatulate
hand. If his hand be pointed and line, he must

search his pedigree for some infusion of gentle or

ecclesiastical blood, or else he must resign himself to

the presence of a bar sinister in his escutcheon,
whether it be properly quartered or not?"

Encumbered with untidy servants and yelping
hounds, the habitations of the small landowners of

Brittany exhale, just as they did in the time of

Duguesclin, a continual odour of animals and litter.

As ignorant of new ideas as are Chinese artists of

translated by Leonora Lang (London: 1879), vol. ii.,
p. 392] tells us that " the new imperial commission . . .

admitted the principle that the emancipation should
not take place gradually, but that the law should ensure

the hnmedzhte abolition of serfdom; that the most

effectual measures should be taken to prevent the re-

establishment of the seignorial authority under other
forms.... From these deliberations resulted the
new law" [February 19th-March 3rd,1861].
" The above was, of course, written before the

abolition of serfdom in 1861. Since he wrote, the
events foretold as above by M. d'Arpentigny have taken

place, as he points out in this ragraph.
°" Compare on this point E I0 and 154, and "A

Manual qf C`h¢x?'o.rojh_y," 11 78 and 108.
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the [for them incomprehensible] rules of perspective,
these families, which I believe to be extremely
ancient, which drink to excess, which blow horns,
which understand their broad-shouldered horses, and

are connoisseurs of their short-legged terriers, and

whose connoisseurship stops short at these things,
have always spatulate hands.

The Tcherkesses consider the chase, pillage, and

military exercises to be the most honourable occupa-
tions possible for young men. Laws and obedience

are unknown to them, and they can be governed
only by eloquence and by the inspiration of respect
and admiration. A handsome woman, a fine horse,
an illustrious ancestry, a hardy constitution and

sparkling accoutrements, all of which inspire one

with courage only to look upon them, are in the eyes
of the whole nation the most precious benefits that

can be conceived. There the serf waits upon the

free man, who waits upon the noble, who, in his

turn, waits upon the prince. The despotism which

is exercised makes what they have to suffer tolerable.

Spatulate hands! 295

Each type looks for assistance in all its decisions

of any importance to the resources with which it is

most richly endowed. We have seen that elementary
hands obtain from their physical inertia [as regards
obedience to law] 'the wages of innocence; whilst,
appealing to address and to bodily strength, hands

which are spatulate and hard think that they are

appealing to the judgment of God. And note this,
"' M. le Capitaine has taken his views on the Tcher-

kesses from H. _]. von Kla roth's " Rezlre in den
Caucasus" (Halle : 1812-IQ), olpwhich a French epitome,
entitled "Tableau Hzlrtorzque. Géograpluyue, Ethno-

iraplnyue, et Polzfzyue du Caucase et des Prowhces

zhnfrophe: entre la Ruxslb el la Parse
"

(Paris and

Leipsic: 1827), on p. Lo
of which a minute account of

the Tcherkesses and t eir peculiar views may be found.
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that, however much the salient characteristics of each

type may be, in the present day, elfaced by the com-

bined eiTects of the crossing of races, of civilisation,
and of education, if, of two persons with whom you

converse, one is remarkable for a profound apathy
about anything which does not immediately concern

him, and the other is remarkable for a spontaneous

sympathy with prowess, whether well-directed or

not, and with physical strength, a highly-developed
palm will infallibly be the possession of the first,
and a spatulate, or at all events a square hand will

characterise the second.

In the same manner that if foxes and lions were

members of society [as in the days of La I-`ontaine],
the power would be in the hands of the most cunning
among the former and the strongest among the latter :

so each type when it is dominant, when it govems,
never fails to select as its agents of all kinds, in-

dividuals in whom its genius is the most perfectly
reproduced. This is whatl have just now [but in

different words] expounded; but this eccentric tendency
of each type of mankind, being the natural explana-
tion of the dilferentiated civilisations which have

governed upon earth, I have thought it necessary to

emphasise my point to obtain for it the attention

which it deserves. In the tenth century, which was

the epoch of a civilisation directed by hard, spatulate
hands, the all~powerful cohort of the ecclesiastics

recruited itself from among the ranks of soldiers and

mechanicians. Gerbert, who afterwards became pope

[under the name of Sylvester Il.], was raised from

the rank of a simple monk to that of archbishop,
because he had invented a clock with a balance

movement.*'°9

"" This is Ithink too arbitraril statedby ourauthor

probably for the sake of forcible illiixstration. There is nd
doubt that, as C. F. Hock justly remarks :-"Gerbert
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The twelfth and thirteenth centuries were under

the rule of psychological ideas, thc reins of the world

were held by priests and theologians, such as Suger,
St. Bemard, Abélard, and so fortl1.f90

Francis I. and Leo X. are reputed "great," because

their tastes, chiming in with those ofthe age in which

they lived [which was one in which civilisation was

was far in advance of his age in the extent of his know-

ledge and the aptitude with which he applied it ....
this scientific activity bore its fruits." [" //l;S`f/Iliff? du

Pafe Sylveslre IL,
'

traduit de Vallemand par J. M.

Axlnger (Paris: n. d. , p. 385] Gerbert was a monk
in the monastery of eury, in Burgundy, who made a

journey to Cordova, in Spain, forthe purpose oflcarning'
some of their foreign arts. He is said to have been the
Erst to have introduced Arabic numerals into north»
western Europe, as also the clock with the balance
action! P. F. Lausser, in his "

Ger/Perf, Etude

 Jur le X?"'f SIP(/1"' (Aurillac : 1866.
p. 180), tells us that he put up a clock in the cathe-
dral of Rheims. William of Malmesbury [lib. ii., C. IO]
ascribes to him various magical powers. "The
Erst step that he made into public life consisted
in his being named receptor, first to Robert, King of

France, the son of I-fiigh Caper, and next to Otho III.,

Emperor of Germany. Hugh Capet appointed him
arc bishop of Rheims, but that dignity being disputed
with him, he retired into Germany, and becoming
eminently a favourite with Otlio, he was by the influence
of that prince raised, first to be archbishop of Rztvenna,
and afterwards to the papacy by the name of Sylvester
II.-Wu. GODWIN, "Lit/L'J` of lhe 1'f'U'o»1u11r¢'/'_` "

(London: 1834), p. 231.
" This statement is amply carried out bysubscquent

Writers. A. Huguenin, in his "

.S`11_.;fz'f, el /fl il/f//111/'C/212'

Franfatlrt au XII' SQ(/¢"` (Paris: 1857), lays the

greatest possible Stress upon the enormous intiuenee of

uger over Louis VI. and the country in general. Of
his connection with St. Bernard he says fchnp. xxxvi.,
p. 210] :-" St. Bemard and Suger, these two lights of
the Church in the twelfth century, . _ _ were destined to

' "On lui mttribue aussi la construction de la premiere

borolose lnuepardes poids."~ Larousse, "l)lk!1`auna1`n'¢/u XIX!
Sllldt.
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governed by artistic hands], led them to elevate above

everything else beauty of external construction."'

With square hands at the head of affairs, the genius
of material order and administrative science triumphed
in the seventeenth century. No longer are artists

sent forth as ambassadors, and no longer do they rise

to the cardinalate. Colbert and Louvois hold the

reins of government, and on all sides we find etiquette,
arithmetic, regularity, and tact: bow down to them,

hannonise the two great interests of which they were

then the representatives.... Suger was the most

clever and e uitable mediator in the interests of Europe.
. . .  374i Inventor of the science of politics in an

age w ich new but very little of its real secrets, he

applied himself to the renaissance of public justice.
By the help which he gave to St. Bernard he helped
ecclesiastical reforms at the same time that he put

golitical interests in harmony with those of religion, . . .

ut a glory which is due to him alone is that of having
established the first foundations of public administra-
tion and finance." Abélard was more of a philosopher
than either Suger or St. Bemard, and it was as such
that he infiuenced the destinies of the empire in the
twelfth century. Charles du Rémusat ["Abé'lard"
(Paris: |8t5), vol. i., p. 270] says of him: "Voltaire
alone, per aps, and his position in the eighteenth
century, would give us some idea of what the twelfth

century thought about Abélard. . . . Scholarship, the

philosophy o Eve centuries, cites no greater name than
is"

I I' Conceming Francis I. s love of art and his infiuence
on letters in general, M. Capeiigue`s work, "

Franyoxlr
L el la Renaz1r.ram.°e" (Paris: 1845), gives us volu~
minous particulars. Martin, in his history [vol.
viii., bk. xlviii., p. 125, op. cz2'._], tells us that a taste for
an elegant, accomplished, picturesque, and versatile
civilisation was the sole affection to which Francis

always remained faithful ; he deserved the title of " Pere
des ettres" far more than that of "Roi Chevalier,"
and points out that, with all his faults, Francis never

ceased to promote the interests of art. In the same

way Leo X. [1/:de 11 xo, p. 36] was a eat patron of
the arts. " The claims of Leo X.," sa s §5liam Roscoe,
in his "Life and Pontqicaie q/fgeo X." (London:
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0 ye people! for they hold the sceptre of adminis-

tration!"

To-day we elect our senators, our ministers, and

our statesmen, from the ranks of lawyers, financiers,
and public caterers. A very small proportion of prin-
ciple is sufficient for the wants of human society;
the south has discovered and proclaimed them

to the world. It was its mission to do so. Now

we have an'ived at an age of practical actualities; it

is the task of the north, sovereignly endowed with

the intelligence of things real, to practise and incul-

mte these principles. Well, public caterers, mer-

chants, engineers, and industrial labourers belong
almost exclusively to the types which govern in the

north.

In France, under the Empire, the advent of hard,
spatulate hands at the head of society was a mis-

fortune, for there is only one class of ideas which

stands lower in the scale of intelligence than those

of which such hands are the born instruments. Listen

to the veterans of the Empire, and you will under-

1846, vol. ii., p. _;'94),
" to the applause and gratitude of

after-times are c ieily to be sought for in the muniiicent

encouragement afforded by him to every department of

polite literature and elegant art. lt is this great charac-
teristic which, amidst z5o successive pontiffs, . . . has

distinguished him above all the rest, and has given`him
a reputation which, notwithstanding the diversity of

political, religious, and even literary opinions, has been

acknowleglged in all countries." Compare also Erasmus'

opinion o this ntiif Lib. i., Ep. 30 .

"'
Anyone wht; reaiis Voltaire's !'Sz2cle de Louis"

Xl I/1" will ap reciate the fact that the symmetry and

regularity of the court of that monarch were to a very
great extent due to the characters of these two states-

men. Note, for example, the passages conceming
Colbert and Louvois in chap. xxix. of that work. There
is no doubt, however, that the Comptroleur-général
Colbert greatly encouragled the patronage of art by his
master, in whose reign t e Louvre, Saint-Germain, and
Versailles were main y built.
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stand with what a small amount of brains one can

arrive at fame and reputation, under the sovereignty
of the sword, and in the full blast of the apotheosis of

physical force. And yet, O you magnanimous sub-

jects of the philosophic hand, joubert, Hoche, Marceau,
Lafayette, Desaix, Kléberlm you who founded in

our midst both liberty and equality; you men of

warm hearts and grand physiognomies, at the same

time progressive and conservative, minds which were

grand and simple, austere disciples and followers of

those Dorians who prayed the gods to vouchsafe to

them their worldly advantages in a beautiful form,-
your glory, before which we prostrate ourselves, now

that the sunbeams of liberty have opened our eyes,

paled for an instant before that of these bureaucrats,
so profound was the blind and stupid intoxication

into which they had plunged us by sheer force of false

splendour, of continuous action, and chronic uproar!

" Of the philosophic type no better examples than
these six heroes of the French Revolution could have
been given by the author. A characteristic story is told

conceming Marceau and Kléber. The former having
been appointed commander-in-chief of the anny in La.
Vendée, and having made it a condition that Kléber
should undertake the command with him, "Hold thy
peace, my friend," said Kléber, "

we will fight together
and we will be guillotined together."-THIERS, "Hir-
!oh'e de la Révoluifbn Frangazlref

'

chap. xvii., Décembre

|793-
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Calholzts and Protestants, Lyriasm, Myslicism.

Lovins of art, of poetry, of romance, and of mystery,

pointed hands require a Deity such as they imagine
him to be. Lovers of science and of reality, spatulate
hands require a Deity fulfilling the requirements of

their reason.

For the first, with its festivals and its contemplation,
we have Catholicism ; for the others, with its rigorous
deductions and its activity, we have Protestantism.

Protestantism has increased rapidly in the north,
where spatulate hands abound, and has hardly pene-
trated at all in the south, save in mountainous

districts, where the same hands, for the same reasons

are equally abundant.

Regard being had to the softness of the climate

and the relative fertility of the latitudes where they
" Vxkie Voltaire's "

Sz2cle_deLouzlx' XIK," ch. xxxvi.,
in which, speaking of the expulsion of the Vaudois, the

Albigenses, and the other Protestant cults, he says,
" The

English, endowed by nature with the spirit of independ-
ence, adopted them, modified them, and composed of
them a religiongieculiar to themselves. Presbyterianism
established in cotland, in the unhappier times, a kind
of republic, whose pcdantry and harshness were much
more intolerable than the rigour of the climate."

I
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flourish, Catholic nations being as susceptible to love

as the Protestant, I say that it can only be by reason

of a chaste repugnance of the spirit, and to satisfy a

craving for moral purity, which is more imperious
with them than the mere pleasures of the senses,

that they impose upon themselves the inconveniences

and privations attendant upon the doctrines of the

indissolubility of marriage, and the enforced celibacy
of the clergy. There is no doubt that the nations

among whom these two institutions do not exist,
however ethereal in other respects may be the atmo-

sphere in which their poets and their painters have

their being, are gifted with less spirituality than those

where they do exist.

It has been said that it was for the purpose of

regaining, by the sheer influence of wealth, their

vanished political power, that the Protestants in

France, after their persecutions in the time of Riche-

lieu, applied themselves with such enthusiasm to

the industrial arts and to trade. I do not hold this

opinion myselll The same moral impulsion which

had made them embrace Protestantism, and which

made them cling to it, could not fail to urge them to

the study of exact sciences, and to the practice of the

mechanical arts." People of poetic temperament

only require proofs in rare cases; scientific minds, on

g

"' On this point 1/158 Ch. Veiss' " Hirto1?e des Reyn-
g'1e'.r Prote.rtant.rdeFrance "

(Paris, 1853, ch. ii., . 30),
of which an English translation exists, entitled " 
Q/` the French Protestant Refugees" (London: 1854,
p. 24) :-" The Edict of Nantes was for the Protestants
the mauguration of a new era; _ . . obliged to apply
themselves to agriculture, commerce, and industry, they
took every advantage of this compulsion ; . _ . the Pro-
testant middle classes in the towns devoted themselves
to industries and commerce with an activity and intel-

ligence, and at the same time with an integrity, which
have never been surpassed in any country." The edict
was signed in April 1598, but the parliament, fearful of
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the other»hand, balance everything, check everything,
and cannot believe anything without proof positive.
All over the world the Protestants, not by reason of

their training, but on account of their organisation,
surpass the Catholics in mechanical, and are surpassed
by them in the liberal, arts. Being the more active

workers, they are the less capable of resignation.
It is not merely two different ideas which are

at issue in religious warfare, it is two diversified

organisations, two chosen races of men, acting in

obedience to instincts which are diametrically opposed.
It is that which renders these wars so bloody and

so cruel.

I must not forget to point out the fact that our

inferiority to the English in industrial arts and

scientific mechanics dates only from the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes." Denis Papin, the inventor

of the high-pressure steam engine worked with a

its consequences, delayed for a long time its registration,to the great annoyance of Henri IV. Vide oltaire's
" þÿ�H�1�;�`�M�|�}�' ¬du Parlemmt de Par1l°," chap. xl.
" " The result of this despotic act was that rather than

confonn to the established religion, 400,000 Protestants

-among the most industrious, intelligent, and reli 'ous
of the_nation-quitted France, and took refuge in Eieat
Britain, Holland, Prussia, Switzerland, and America.
The loss to France was immense, the gain to other
countries no less. Composed largely 0 merchants,
manufacturers, and skilled artisans, they carried with
them their knowledge, taste, and iarptitude for business."
-"C/zambers' Encgclo£¢edzh."

ide Voltaire's "Skate
de Louzlr XII/Y," c . 3 , which is perhaps the best ac-

count of the effects of this step. The revocation of the
edict followed close upon the massacres and persecutions
known as Dragvnnades, of which no better account

exists than a little work, entitled " A Ndffdfll/8 qf the

Suferxhg: of a French Protestant Famzly at the
Pemba' Q' the Rez/ocatzbn Q/ the 1:21121 Q' Nanter,"
written by Migault, the Father }London: 1824).Vide also" llfhdf Burnet? Hflrtoryq Hair own Ybnr,

'

book iv., 1685.
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piston, was obliged (being a Protestant) to take refuge
in England at that epoch.""

ltaly and Greece, countries equally mapped out in

plains and high mountains, have in all ages, to an

extent which has led to their comparatively utter sub-

jection, been the theatres of intestinal quarrel and

civil war; but alike in the pursuits of thought and of

action, the grandest genii who have glorified humanity
have sprung from their midst.

" Denis Papin, the illustrious descendant of a Protes-
tant family at Bggs, was  

on

thei sing! o:'hAug';1(sit,1 7. avmg en ongma inten e or e m 1~

ggi Plll`0fBSSi0l':; he battlractedy the ealttengon of Zanuyg ens, an was y im summon to ans ml 71,
where in 1674 he became demonstrator to the Académie.
It was whilst_thus employed that he invented his high-
pressure engine, of which, however, Colbert, who was

thegagomptroleur-général, gholught but little. It
wasro y in conse uence o t e scanty. recognition o

isis tlalents tlhat he(ieft foghlingland in 167%
"

lgfanyhofis iogra ers," sa s e aron A. A. mou , in is
"Demi: Igzpxh, .ra  et .ron G'u1/re" (Paris: 1874),
" have thought that this expatriation was one, and not

the least regrettable, of the consequences ofthe religious
intolerance of the Government, whose watch upon
'ceux de la reli 'on' was then takin the form of a

Eersecution." Ta fact also that Huygqiens, his patron,
ad retumed to Holland

probably contributed to his
decision to leave Paris.* n Lon on he suffered many

hardshipspuntil he was protected by Boyle, as he hadbeen in aris by Huy hens, and became curator o

the museum of the Ro 5 Society. Here he invented his

cggebratid D¥ester {l68I& and here he livededuntil1 7, w en e went to arpurg, and marri one

of the French Protestant colony settled there. We

gud continuallrtiotices
of his work in the Ygzgnal

de:
avants unti e revocation of the Edict o antes in

1585, after which it is diplomatically silent concerning so

' "

Huéghens et Roémer mgxittérent la France lors de la révou-
tion del' dit de Nantes. n pro dit on, i Huyghens de
rester 5 mais il refusa, dédaignant :ie profiter d'1ne tolerance qui
n'au_ra1t été que pour lui. La liberté de nser est un droit, et
ll n en youlait pas i titre de grace."-base by Louis Barrétu
¢h"P; XXI- °f Bry's edition of Voltaire's " S|2tl¢ dc Louulr X114 '

(Pans: 1856), p. 337,
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Among the ancients, the inhabimnts of the moun-

tains had gods of their own, diiferent from those of

the inhabitants of the plains, and these gods only
became amalgamated in proportion as the two races

mixed their blood by inter-marriage. To-day Europe
acknowledges but One God, who is adored_ in cere-

monies which are frigid, severe, splendid, solemn,
magnificent, or passionate, according as the worship
takes place in Switzerland, Scotland, France, Ger-

many, Italy, or Spain.
The Old Testament, whose every page (like those

of the Sagas," the Eddas,"° the Havamal, and the

notorious a Protestant. At Cassel, whither he repaired in

1695, he completed all his noted inventions, but ended

badly in consequence' of the failure of his steam-cannon,
and the consternation caused by the appearance of his

steamboat, which was destroyed by the infuriated
watermen of the Weser. After this he returned to Eng~
land [17o8], but encountered the hatred of Newton

[who was then president of the Royal Society] on

account of his fnendship for Leibnitz; he returned to

Germany, havingibeen reduced to the greatest verty
in 1712, after w ich all trace of him is lost. gepro-
bably died about 1714.
" " Saga

" is an old Norse or Icelandic word, denot-

ing any
historical tradition which in old times was handed

down y word of mouth. The sagas are partly historical
and partly legendary, and deal principally with the old
heroic exploits of the Volsungs and the Niblungs. The

sagas have been collected and criticised in a most

interesti? volume by Bishop P. E. Muller, entitled
"

Saga xblzbtlxek" £Copenhagen: 1817-zo). Dr. Wag-ner°s introduction to is work "

Asgard and the Godr '

(London: 1884, p. Q tells a charming story in which

"Saga" is describe as a goddess, " sunk in dreamy
thought, while 0din's ravens iiuttered around her and

whispered to her of the past and future." She points to

the scrolls which lie scattered round her, and says to her

visitors, " Are ye come at last to seek intelligence of the
wisdom and deeds of your ancestors? I have written
on these scrolls all that the people of that distant land

thought and believed, and that which they held to be
etemal truth." [Compare also pp. xo, 48, and 9 op. cal]

" " The primary signiiication of the word Edda," says
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Niebelungenlied)'°° is ablaze with war, movement,

energy, and action, is much more highly appreciated
by the people of the North, and particularly by Pro-

testant nations, than is the New Testament, which,
written by a nation in a state of slavery, and, there-

fore, interested in the depreciation of the virtues of

actual strength in favour of those of weakness and

resignation, exalts above all qualities selfmbnegation,
servitude, repose, and peace.

Bereft as they are by their organisations of the

sentiment of the plastic arts, the Protestants, discard-

Warnford Lock, in " The Home Q/'the Eddas "

(London:
1879, p. 1), "is a greal-grandmother, . . . but the noun

is no longer used in that sense. It survives only as

the proper name of two literary works, the finest and

greatest classics of the Gothic, or, if you will, Teutonic
races of men. The elder Edda, the Edda par excel-

lence, is occupied chiefly with skald-ship figures, and
forms the Ars Poetzta of the old Norse tongue. The

younger Edda contains the heathen mythology of Scandi-
navia, which equals in beauty and interest, and in some

respects excels, that of ancient Greece and Rome."
These books are continually referred to by Dr. Vi/agner
[" A Manual qf Norse Mythology" (London: 1884),
pa1'.r¢}n], and are known as the Edda Sazmundar
hah; Freda and Snorri Sturle.x'an'.r Edda. Smmund
lived between 1054 and 1153 A.D., and Sturleson was

born in 1178, and was assassinated in 1274. The best
editions for the student are those of Brynjolf Svendson
A. A. Afzelius Stockholm : 1818)] and of Munch
Christiania: 1847 . Vzkle also on this word  B.

epping's introduction to Th. Liquet's "flxlrtozre de
Normandie

"

(Rouen: 1835).
"° The "Nzbelungenlzed" dates in its present form

[from the earliest known MS.] from about 1210 A.D. It is

mainly a. collection of barbarous and rude recitals of
the warlike exploits of the old German heroes Gunther,
Siegfried, Haco [or Hunding], and of Brynhilde, Krim-

hilde, and Sieglinde. Its author is unknown; the best
modem editions are those of Simrock (Berlin: 182 )and
Lachmann's. " Zu den Mielungen, und zur Kgage "

(Berlin: 1836). It is perhaps in the form of Richard

Wagner's opera, Der Rzhg de: Mbelungm, that this

epic is best known in this country.
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ing images, have obeyed at once the laws of physical
antipathy and the suggestions of a reasonable piety.
As for the poetry of which all cultivation has need,
and which they could not find in artistic imagery,
they found it in the Holy Writings translated as they
are, by their eH`orts. The Catholics, on the other

hand, have not caused their books to be translated, so

that they continue to pray in a tongue of which they
are ignorant; but their art speaks a language which

they understand ; and the art works with which they
till their churches, suffice, in the absence of poetic
elocution, to keep their minds in a continual state of

enthusiasm and fervour. They appreciate to a higher
degree than the Protestants, the sentiment of religion,
but the idea of religion is more highly developed
among the Protestants. Protestantism gives birth to

more bac/urs, whilst Catholicism produces more

saints. The former dispenses jhslice, whilst the latter

bestows chanbv; the former must be understood by
the mind, it speaks to thinkers and to men of action

and of intelligence; the latter must be understood by
the heart, it speaks to dreamers and to men of

simplicity, and of resignation. Heaven is the domain

of the latter ; of the former, the earth."

"' I am inclined to look upon theforegoing as the
most interesting and the most talented chapter in
M. d'Arpentigny's work. It appears to me to exhibit
marvellous powers of analysis and of thought, and as a

comparison of] the Catholic and Protestant religions it
is perhaps unnvalled.

[1 39°]
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Ir is noteworthy that a grand and profound silence

reigns over the kingdoms of Scandinavia and the

Cimbrian Chersonese, from the moment that the most

robust and most restless portion of the populations of

these hardy countries had at last gained a permanent
footing in England [and in some of the other quasi-
southern The present inhabitants of Norway,
of Sweden, and of Denmark are the descendants of

men who were comparatively weak and of peace-
able dispositions, and whom their brethren, the pirates
emigrating in search of adventures and conquests, left

behind them. These freebooters, who without doubt

were all of the hard, spatulate-handed type, mixing
their blood with that of the old Breton folk, communi-

cated to these last, their ardour for locomotion and

action. Of all the nations of the earth the English
are the people who love most to take active walking
and riding exercise, to cross the seas and to travel

about, and it is among them that the spatulate type is

the most freely multiplied.
It is not without some show of reason that the

Irish, loving as they do festivals and quarrels, votaries
of the dance and of the bottle, excited or depressed by
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the merest trilles, a race gifted with an imagination
which is at the same time active and highly coloured,
and a mind which is not deep, but prompt, keen, and

subtle, pride themselves upon a southern origin. I

conclude that the conic type is extremely common

among them. '°'

The astonishment which the English display at our

love of ornament, and of that which appeals to the

imagination and to the taste, is not greater than that

which we experience at their everlasting search after

the comfortable and the useful. They combine art

with nothing,-art,I say, which is a means of en-

hancing one's appreciation of nature; fashion is to

them all-satisfying; that is to say, the necessarily
evanescent authority of a material formality, reigning,
as one might say, by itself] bereft of all reasoning
acquiescence. Their houses, their furniture, their

jewels, their accessories of the table, of the toilet and

" It is certainly true that the Irish scout the idea of
their havin spmng from a common oxi 'n with the

English, ang, from what we know of ancient§lrish history,
it seems practically established that the old Irish stock
is of distinctly southern or Oriental origin. Still, as

justin H. McCarthy says in his " Outlhze qf lrzlrh

Hzlrioryfrom i/ze Earlzert Iirnes to the Present Da "

(London: 1884), "As we peer doubtfully into the dim
past of Irish history, we seem to stand like Odysseus
at the yawning mouth of Hades. The thin shades troop
about us, and Hit hither and thither iitfully in shadowy
confusion.... Groping in the forgotten yesterday of
Irish legend is like groping in an gyiptian tomb-we
are in a great sepulchral chamber; and he bringsbefore us in picturestiue review the Nemedhians, e

Fomorians, the Firbo gs, and the Milesians, with all
their weird legends and warlike traditions. " Modern
historians, however, prefer to leave the Tuatha de
Danaan and the Milesxans undisturbed in their shadowy
kingdom, and content themselves with suggesting that
Ireland was at first inhabited by a Turanian race, and
that there were Celtic and Teutonic immigrations"
[o). cd., p. zx].

17
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of the chase, their mathematical, musical, and astro-

nomical instruments, display in their arid perfection
such a pre-occupation concerning the possibly hostile

influences of physical nature, such a poverty of

artistic invention, and an imagination so prosaic
and so dull, that we cannot choose but look upon

them as a people distinct in themselves, specially
devoted to the enterprises and to the struggles com-

manded by the taciturn requirements of material

existence.

The English are commended for their love of a

country life, as if it were with them a taste acquired
by education: it is nothing of the sort. They like

the country, because in the country, more easily
than in town, they can satisfy their craving for the

fatiguing exercises which are necessary to their

natures. The Spaniards, to whom corporeal action

and agitation are highly antipathetic, prefer, to a

greater extent even than we [inclined as we are

by our climate and our organisation to a moderate

form of locomotion], the life of the city to that of

the country.

Speech alone, is not, for nations of an artistic tem-

perament, an all-sullicient medium for the expression
of their thoughts; they accompany every word as it

were, with a gesture intended to pourtray clearly and

rapidly shades of thought which mere words are

powerless to convey ; the more artistic the people the

more do they gesticulate in speech. Thus the

English, who in conversation adorn nothing, and

among whom enthusiastically to express a sentiment

is looked upon as an affectation, move their entire

bodies all in one piece as it were, and hardly ever

gesticulate in speaking. They have so little sense of

the fitness of things as regards the outward form and

inward signification of the embodiment of an idea, that

.they see nothing ridiculous or false in the spectacle of
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a clergyman dancing,-a thing which is very common

in England."
ln the matter of costume, and again as regards

deportment [setting aside what is sumptuous and
" correct "-qualities of which their natures afford

them an infallibly sure instinct], they never fail to

confuse singularity with distinction, Qstentation with

grandeur, coldness and insolence with dignity. They
pride themselves upon their love of strange feats and

grotesque wagers ; upon their taste for strong meats,
strong wines, and foreigners of eccentric behaviour;
upon that calm ferocity with which they can find

pleasure in the sight of two men lighting for a few

shillings. Europe, which is kept awake by the con-

tinual hubbub of their clubs, their receptions, and

their workshops, gazes from its windows to see them

drinking huge bumpers, and becoming purple in the

face, feasting to excess, and exhausting themselves and

their horses in the everlasting fox hunt and the never-

ending race for money ; and they mistake the gloomy
and silent astonishment which they provoke for ad-

miration l

"The English," says Bulwer, " make business an

enjoyment, and enjoyment a business ; they are born

without a smile; they rove about in public places like

so many easterly winds--cold, sharp, and cutting; or

like a group of fogs on a frosty day, sent out of his

hall by Boreas for the express purpose of looking black

alone anol/ma When they ask you, 'How do you

do?' you would think they were measuring the

length of your coffin. They are ever, it is true,

labouring to be agreeable ; but they are like Sisyphus.
The stone they roll up the hill with so much toil runs

"' One is reminded in reading' the above passage of

Dr. I|ohnson's remark, when he saw certain reverend

gent cmen enjoying themselves,
" This merriment

of parsons is extremely offensive
"

[!].
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down again and hits you a thump on the legs. They
are sometimes polite, but invariably uncivil; their

warmth is always artificial, their cold never; they
are stiff without dignity, and cringing without

manners. They offer you an affront, and call it "
a

plain truth ;
"

they wound your feelings, and tell you
it is manly "to speak their minds;" at the same

time when they have neglected all the graces and

charities of artifice they have adopted all its falsehood

and deceit. While they profess to abhor servility,
they adulate the peerage ; while they tell you they
care not a rush for the minister, they move heaven

and earth for an invitation from the minister's wife.

There is not another court in Europe where such

systematised meanness is carried on, where they will

even believe you when you assert that it exists.

Abroad, you can smile at the vanity of one class and

the llattery of another; the first is too well bred

to affront, the latter too graceful to disgust; but here

the pride of a noblesse [by the way, the most mush-

room in Europe] knocks you down with a hailstorm,
and the fawning of the bourgeois makes you sick

with hot water."9°'

The conical artistic type is so rare in England that

the higher development of its instincts and of its

reason, shocks the feelings of the masses. Byron, who

belonged to this type, was obliged to seek among the

poetic races of the East the justice, the esteem, and

even the peace, that his compatriots, urged by the

'°' This passage-the concluding paragraph of chapter
lxvi. of Bulwer Lytton's "Pelham ' -is reproduced above
as Bulwer Lytton wrote it, not as M. d'Arpentigny trans-

lated it. It is, I think, one of the most offensive

speeches which the arch~puppy Pelham delivers during
the course of that instructive work, and its use against
us by a foreign author "

points a moral," if it does not
" adom his tale."
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hard and prosaic spirit of their latitude, obstinately
refused to accord to him.3°° '

Our nation owes to the artistic type, which is ex-

tremely widely diffused among us, the caprice and the

brilliancy which characterises it; but as regards
the disdain which this type evinces for all that is

merely useful, we owe to the artistic type the spirit
of frivolity for which we are reproached.

The English, continually pre-occupied concerning
their malarial advantage, continually alter and improve
their machines and their industries; to us, who are

blest with a less inclement atmosphere, material

innovations are as repugnant as moral innovations

are to our neighbours. The reason of this is, that

material improvements require a continual physical
labour,whilst the moral ones require a constant in-

tellectual labour. We are progressive in ideas, they
in things. Our ability exhibits itself in the logic _of
theories ; theirs, in utilitarianism and the opportunity
for applying their faculties. We sacrifice interests to

principles, lhqy sacrifice principles to interests.

The expansion of the English mind proceeds like

that of water, outwards rather than upwards ; whereas

our intellectual progress proceeds like that of fire,
upwards rather than outwards. The English aim

at well-being by the increase of the domination of the

"' Our author seems to disregard, or to be unaware

of, the fact that Byron lirst went to Greece in 1807,
in the midst of the storm of praise and adulation which
assailed him on the appearance of his answer to Lord

Brougham's attack in the Edhzburgh Rewkzv, upon his
first volume of verse,

" Hour: qf Idlene.r.r." It was

alter his return in 1812, after the/publication of " C/zzlde
Harold," " T/ze Gakzour,"

" Te Brzlie qf Ab_ya'o.r,"
and " The Cor.raz}°," and after his marriage with Miss
Milbanke and his subsequent separation under the most

disgraceful circumstances, that he left England and

lived in [tab till l823, when he sailed to Greece, to find

death at Missolonghi in April 1824.
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man ovcr physical forces. They gave birth to Bacon,
and they carry on the plan ol' the Romans; they
people and they cultivate the world, we civilise it.3°°

We gave birth to Descartes, and carry on the plan of

the Greeks; we aim at good fortune by the multiplica-
tion and the progress of things which interest the

mind.'°7 Where our neighbours send traders, we

send missionaries; where they carry utensils, we

carry books and art-treasures.

Let the artistic type multiply itself in England,
and we shall see the last [up to a certain point]
of its eccentricity, and, as a natural consequence, of

a great portion of its power. The governing principle
being left without universal acquiescence, she would

"' " The IG>z,fi¥ome of Ileawen is compared, not to any
great Kemel or ut, but to a Graxhe of Mustard .veede ;

which is one of the least Graines, but hath in it a Proper-
tie and Spirit hastily to get up and spread. So there are

States great in Territo , and yet not apt to Enlarge or

Command; And some lllliat have but a small Dimmension
of Stemme, and yet apt to be the Foundations of Great
Monarchies." F. BACON, "

Of Greafnesseq/` Khg-
domes and Estates "

(London : 1625).
"' Réne Descartes [or Renatus Cartesius], bom in

1596, has been justly called one of the reformers of philo~
sophy. At an early age he became dissatisfied with all
the accepted teaching of the schools, and all the
methods and dogmata of existing philosophy, and set

himself resolutely to discard the teaching of the _vgavants
of his day, with a view to developing a new method of

study and ana%sis. His processes and their results

appear in his " zlrcours sur la Méthode "

(Amsterdam :

1637) and the bases of his philosophical slyftem may be
found in his "Médz¥a!zones de Prhnzi Iulosophsh"
Amsterdam : 1641 and his "

Prmczpzh Plzzlosoplué
"

Amsterdam : 1644 . From 1621 to 1649 he lived in

olland, in which latter year, having repaired to the

court of Sweden at the invitation of Queen Christina,
he died in 1650. ln " An Oratzbn hz Defence #the
New PhzY0_vo]5}zy," spoken in the Sheldonian Theatre
at Oxford, in July 1693, by ]oseph Addison Ifprinted, in

English, at the end of the third edition o Gardner's
translation of Fontenelle's work " On lhe Pluraldy qf
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then have, like us, more nationalism than patriotism,
that is to sag more inert force, than power of action.

In countries where activity and handiness clearly
characterise the spirit of the masses, and shine at the

head of all their attributes, people are ashamed of

poverty, because it indicates, up to a certain point, the

absence of these qualities. This is what one sees

in England, where the avowal of misery is painful,
and equivalent to the confession of a crime; every
man thinks that he raises himself in the estimation

of others in saying that he is rich. In Spain, where

neither activity nor handiness are inbom characteris-

tics of the people, poverty is for no one a brand of

disgrace. ln France, where knowledge is more

esteemed than handiness ; meditation than action ; and

where intellectual capacity need only demonstrate,

itself to gather riches, poverty is acknowledged with-

out much scruple.
Goodwill [i.¢., liberty of action] and liberty, says

Bcehme, are the same thing, but goodwill and sociability
are two very different things" One is more free but

less sociable where liberty of action is strongly de-

World9" (London: 173), p. 198] we End the follow-

ing :-" At length rose rtesius, a happier genius, who
has bravely asserted the truth against the united force
of all opposers, and has broug t on the stage a new

method of philosophising.... A great man indeed he

was, and the only one we envy FRANCE. He solved the
ditliculties of the universe almost as well _as if he had
been its architect," etc., etc., etc. [A most interesting
oration on the reformation of science which occurred in
the seventeenth century.]
" I do not know exactly whence M. d'Arpentigny

takes this guotation from t e lucubrations of Bmhme.
The 1764 e ition of his works-the only one I have by
me-consists of zoo folio a es of " dissertation "

upon
Vill and Liberty, of which gnc following is not only an

excellent sample, but seems near the point which our

author desires to illustrate. "And in the breaking of

the Darkness, the reconceived Vill is free, and dwells

[1 4°=]
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veloped, as in England, where originality is highly
esteemed; one is more sociable but less free where

liberty of action is restricted, as in France, where

conformity is appreciated. The English drama is

passionate and farcical, whereas ours is restrained

and humorous; they exhibit more poetry and con-

trast, whilst we exhibit more art and harmony.
You can apply these principles of cheirognomical

philosophy to the study of other nationalities; as for

instance Germany, a blonde and cold country, which

extols the triple intoxication of contemplation, music,
and tobacco. There people live seriously, and dream

enormously; there they drink out of huge goblets and

read out of huge books. The enormous folios of the

Encyclopaedia open uniform with equally minute

dissertations upon the words God, universe, and

dandelion. It is the country of inflated poetry, of

rigid military minds, of enthusiastic metaphysicians,
and of phlegmatic postillions. The ideas which are

honourable there, are too positive for us, or are not

sufficiently so, ibr we experience as much repugnanoe
for people who are absorbed in the esoteric essences

of things and whose minds attach themselves only to

the incomprehensible, as for people whose thoughts
cannot soar above the levels of absolute mailer. Ger~

many would not offer the afllicting spectacle of a

noble and learned nation governed by absolutism, if

the reasoning portion of its population was more

without the Darkness in itself; and the Flash which
there is the Separation and the Sharpness and the Noise

(or Sound) is the Dwelling of the Vill free from the
Darkness. And the Flash elevates the Will, and the
Will triumphs in the Sharpness of the Flash, and the Vill
discovers itself in the Sharpness of the Sound in the Flash
of the Light, without the Darkness, in the Breaking, in
the Infinity," etc., etc., etc.

" The If/Erbs Q" ffacob
Baehmen "

[or Behmen],
" The Three Principles of

the Divine Essence "

(London: 1764), vol. i., p. 136.
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capable of action, and if the active portion of its

population was more capable of reason. She is full

of worthy folk who, gifted with more soul than

intelligence, are more fit for good fortune than plea-
sure. Self-contained in their joy, and lyric in their

moments of intemperance, they surpass all other

nations in freedom, in innocence, and in good nature.

With them comedy is a matter of sentimenl;

pathetic and expansive, it pourtrays man directed

by his heart and by his instinct. With us it is a

matter of judgment; discreet and restrained, it ex-

hibits man as he is formed by education and by
society. Romantic and synthetic on that side of the

Rhine, historic and analytic on this. ln France it

aims at the true, and proposes to redress evils by
mockery and laughter; witty rather than tender, it

amuses, and, appealing to the mind, it instructs. In

Gennany it aims at the beaulfful, and aims at the

redress of evils by tears ; tender rather than witty, it

xhkrrsls, and, appealing to the heart, it improves.
From which data I conclude that comedy is the

domain of conic hands in Germany, and of square
hands in France. See only, in the vestibule of the

Theatre Francais, the busts of Moliere, of Regnard,
of Dancourt, of Lesage, of Marivaux. They have all

of them the aquiline nose, which almost invariably
accompanies a square formation of the fingers.

if 405]
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The Hands of the North Americans.

To a higher degree even than the English, from whom

they originally sprung, the inhabitants of North

America pay the greatest attention to that instruction

which teaches them how to act upon matter so

as to ulilise it. Listen to the description of them

by Michael Chevalierin his " Dixiéme Lettre sur les

Etats Unis 1 "-

"The Yankee is reserved, concentrated, defiant.
His humour is pensive and sombre, but unchangeable.
His attitude is without grace, but modest and without

baseness. His manner of addressing one is cold,
often but little prepossessing ; his ideas are narrow

but practical ; and he appreciates what accords with

the fitness of things, but not what is grand. He is

absolutely devoid of chivalrous feeling, but yet he is

adventurous. He delights in a wandering life, and

has an imagination which gives birth to original
ideas,-ideas which are not poetic, but eccentric. The

Yankee is the prototype of' the hard-working ant; he

is industrious and sober, economical, cunning, subtle,
cautious, always calculating, and vain of the tricks

with which he takes in the inattentivc or confiding pur-
chaser. He is rarely hospitable; he isa ready speaker,
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but at the same time lu: is not a brilliant orator, but

a calm logician. He laoksthat largeness of mind

and of heart, which, enablihg him to understand and

appreciate the natures
/

of his fellow-men, would

make him a statesmfn ; but he is a clever adminis-

trator and a man of huge enterprise. If he is but

slightly capable of managing men, he has not his

equal in the administration of things, in the arts of

classifying them, and of weighing them one against
the other.~

Though he is the most consummate trader, it is

pre-eminently as a colonist that the Yankee excites

our admiration ; impervious to fatigue, he engages in

a hand-to-hand struggle with Nature, at the end of

which his tenacity always renders him victorious.

He is the first mariner of the world, the ocean is

his slave. The most tender passions are slain in him

by his religious austerity, and the preoccupations of

his worldly profession. To the spirit of trade, by the

aid of which he derives advantage from what he gets
out of the earth, he joins the genius of labour which

makes it fruitful, and of mechanics which give form

to the fruits of his labour."°°9 ln a nation such as this

there cannot exist any but hands which are spatulate,
and fingers which are square.

The good which has been done to the poor by
spatulate hands in Russia, in England, and in America

has been very_small. In Sclavonic Russia, where

they have reigned uncontrolled since the invasion by

U

"' The above
passaie

is considerably condensed from

pp. |68-72 of Mic ael Cheva.lier's " Letlre: sur

l'A1nén2[u¢ du Nord" (Paris: 1836, 2 vols.), of which
there exists a translation, 'entitled "Manners and

Polxlzks hz the Umkd States, bemg a Series qfLetter:
on Norlh Am¢r1?:a," translated from the 3rd Paris
edition (Boston: |839), on

(pp. 116-17 of which thc

passage quoted may be foun .
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the Scandinavian Rurik," and where the elementary

hand, which is that of the masses, is in a state of

slavery, the soldier, harshly subjected to the punc-
tilious exigencies of an iron-handed discipline, har-

assed in tum by the evil genius of barbarism and

by the evil genius of civilisation, dares not to allow

his glances to wander beyond the limit proscribed by
the ever-visible shadow of the knout. In England,
where the great majority of the people have no other

pole-star than the commxlssariat, the insatiable voracity
of the great, leaves but very inadequate relief for

that of the humble. In puritanical America the

workman's life is a free one, but repose and pleasure
are interdicted to him. The lite of a Catholic con-

vent is not more gloomy or rigid than that of the

manufactories of Lowel for ihstance. At Pittsburg,
work ceases only at necessary intervals for food;
and the longest meal during the day does not last

more than ten minutes. Man there is reputed only
to possess a stomach and two arms. The rest of him

does not count.

In the same way that the Laplander could not form

any idea of a paradise without snow, the Yankee

could not understand happiness without labour.

Pursuing the same logical method as ours, when we

relegate political power to lhinkers, i.¢., to the people
of physical leisure, who are always few in number,

"' It was at the call of the Slavs in 861 that Rurik,
Sineons, and Trouvor [whose names signify the Peacqful,
the Vzttonbus, and the 1'2u¥}zful] crossed the Baltic
from Scandinavia, and established in Russia a rule
which lasted down to the reign of the son of Ivan the
Terrible in the sixteenth century. Vide Alfred
Rambaud's "lzhlvlor qf Russia," translated by L.

Lang (London : 18795 vol. ix., p. 56, and com are
" La

Chromyue de Nestor "

[_a Russian moniz of the
eleventh

centuryjl, traduite en francais par L. Paris
(Paris: 1834), vo . 1., p. 20.
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[because in our opinion pre-eminence belongs to

thought], the Yankee has granted the same power to

workers, who always constitute the larger half of the

community, because, in his opinion, pre-eminence
belongs to labour.

In his love of labpur he has branded as immoral

everything that could hinder his work, even to the

pastimes which we regard as the most innocent

and the most allowable.

As yet the Americans are simply a nation of super-

cargoes, of pioneers,_ of farmers, of mercers ; their

laughable pretensions to high tone and elegance of

manner are a sufficient proof of this. Cooper has

written whole pages where this punctilious self-

sufiiciency is spread out in long and heavily-worded
periods, in a manner which, symmetrical and pedantic,
is strenuously opposed to the freedom and toleration

of good society.
'Vhilst the French, a nation relatively lazy, deprive

themselves of a quantity of material comforts so as

to bequeath to their children the means of living an

idle life, the English, on the other hand, spend and

consume their substance with a commensurate lack

of scruple; having no fear of penury themselves,
they do not consider it a misfortune for their children

to be made heirs of necessity.
From which facts I conclude that our good qualities

as well as our vices [if such we have], oppose them-

selves with equal force to the increase of the pro-

ductive instinct among us. We consume-and, by
consequence, produce by manual labour-less than

the English, but more than the Spanish, who, in their

tum, do less work than us, but more than the Arabs.

lt has always been thus; and in the same way we

must seek in the instincts peculiar to our nation, and

no! in the continually recommended imitation of the

materialistic procedure of the English, the counter-
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poise of the remarkable increase of power and pros-

perity which they have derived from the more

complete development of the genius which is peculiar
to them.

The same thing may be said of the types as of

plants--i.¢., that they do not shine forth in all their

brilliancy, and do not bring Rmrth all their fruits,
excepting beneath certain latitudes. Where moral

requirements are more regarded than physical neces-

sities [and this is what happens in the rich and fertile

countries of the South] nature has given pre-eminence
to the types of men characterised as

" southern."

Where, on the other hand, physical necessities require
to be more attended to than moral [and this is what

occurs in sterile countries and in the North], nature

has given the pre-eminence to "northem" types of

character.



SUB-SECTION XIV.

sPA'ruLA'n: HANDS [continued].

Tlu Vcneralion of All People for Pointed Hngefs.

ALL nations, however different [physically 'and

morally] they may be from one another, whatever

may be the form of their government, the spirit of

their culture, or the nature of their ideas upon beauty,
worth, truth, and usefulness, agree unanimously in

giving pointed or conical fingers to pictorial or

sculptured representations of angels or good genii,
with which each race, according to its education, con-

siders the heavens to be peopled. Even down to the

Chinese and japanese, unprogressive nations which

measure beauty, goodness, and good fortune by the

extent of the corporeal development," and for whom

the fine arts and liberty, as we understand them, do

not exist, all peoples are agreed in this common

admiration. The entire human race sees nothing but

beauty and elegance in a pointed-fingered hand.

'" " The people of China are divided into four classes
or categories of citizens, according to the merits and
honours that custom and the law of the land attribute to

each. These classes are the literary. the a 'cultural,
the manufacturin , and the commercial. guiilch is the
order of the socia§hierarchy in China.... In point of

fact, the two classes esteemed and honoured are the two

CoN1'|NuA1'|oN
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The fact is that our one great loss [sanctioned by
the necessity of labour] is above all things exhibited

to us Qy this cruel and humiliating necessity; and it

is hence that arises our instinctive respect for leisure,
and the sentiment which impels us to presuppose, as

the attributes of the beings which are the objects of

our love and adoration, hands which to our minds

convey the impressions of the ideality, and quasi-
divine instincts of contemplation and repose.

Among barbarous tribes, as among civilised nations,
in the eyes of the masses, the man who does lcasi

for himself excites a respect which is secondary only
to that paid to the man who does nolluing. Is this a

circumstance without significance ?

iirst; the constitute the aristocracy of mind and of
labour. gut nobility could only inscribe upon their
blazon a pen-z'.e., a tpaint brush-or a plough: in one,
Heaven for field ; in e other, Earth.... he Chinese

hierarchy is not founded upon seniority, but upon merit.
The degree fixes the position, and the higher the posi-
tion, the higher must be the merit of its occupant."TCHENG-K1-TONG, " The Chthese Pamted by hem-
selve: " (London : 1885, pp. 61 and 69). The national
characteristic of the Chinese hand is its extreme pointed-
ness,-a formation [vide 1Hl 136-7] entirely in accordance
with the contemplative psychological mind of the
Chinaman.



SUB-SECTION XV.

srnruurri-: HANDS [conl1'nue¢I]. Courmu/rriou

Roman Iiands.

Suci-I hands as I described in the last chapter were 1481.
not, such could never be, the hands of the Sovereign  
People. Devoted to war, and to continual move- Roman

ment by the peculiar organisation transmitted to
h'"d'

them by the heroes and the warriors who came

together at the call of the child of the Brazen Wolf,
the Romans have received as their portion, the talent

of the arts necessary to men of action ; they excelled

in bodily action and in the handling of arms, in the

construction of aqueducts, of bridges, of high roads,
of camps, of engines of war, and of fortresses. For

poetry they had but a reflex and passing fancy, for the

fine arts merely a taste born of vanity, despising
speculative notions, and respecting nothing but war,

political eloquence, history, jurisprudence, and sensual

pleasures.
As soon as the powerful hands which they had 1423,

kept for so long gripped upon the enslaved world, :{'::}i2g:"'m°;
turned at last from their specialty by Christian  hip;
spiritualism, began to be raised towards heaven, the

world escaped from their dominion. And it is mere

repetition of an opinion which has frequently been

expressed, to say that Platonism was not more fatal

18
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to the Greeks as a nation devoted to the cultivation

of the beautiful, and governed by ideas proper to

artistic hands," than was_Christianity to the Romans

as a people governing the universe by the power of

ideas proper to square and spatulate hands. Speaking
poh'txZ'al{y, the murders of Socrates and of Christ were

necessary acts of justice. Regard being had to the

good which their systems of morality have since

produced, the human race takes no thought of their

socialistincendiarism ; but Athens and Rome, mortally
wounded in the ideas upon which they existed by the

ultramontane spiritualism of the principles of these

two reformers,-principles which aimed at nothing
less than the substitution of individual intelligence
for that of the masses, aristocracy for democracy,-
were bound to condemn them to death. Among the

"' This is not a place in which to discuss the eiects
of Platonism, or even of Neo~Platonism, upon the Greek
character and constitution. " The ethics of Plato," as

Mr. G. H. Lewes says in his " Hirtory qfP}n2o.rop/tg"$)London: 1880, vol. i., p. 271), "might suit the in a-

itants of another world; they are useless to the in-
habitants of this." It was, however, Neo-Platonism
which led to the downfall of the Greek Empire, rather
than Platonism: for the latter, following as it did, and

becoming to a certain extent mingled with, the tenets

of the Stoic philosophers, produced a system of philo-

soghy than which little could have been more perfect.
" toicism,"

sags Lecky ["Hz3'tor_y qf European
Morals" by X illiam Lecky (London: IQZ7, vol. i.,
p. _;z5)], "placed beyond cavil the great istinctions
between right and wrong. _ . . The early Platonists
corrected the exaggerations of Stoicism, gave free scope
to the amiable qualities, and supplied a theory of right
and wrong, suited not merely for heroic characters and
extreme emergencies, but also for the characters and
circumstances of common life." It was when the

Neo-Platonists, such as Apuleius, Ammonius Saccas,
Plotinus, Porphyrius, and the rest of them, began to

preach their doctrines, that the evil influence of the new

school began to make itself felt,-doctrines which as

Lecky says [p. 3z8], "made men credulous, because they
suppressed that critical spirit which is the sole barrier
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thirty tyrants which Anytus, the enemy of Socrates,"
assisted Thrasibuius to overthrow, there were Ihre:

disciples of that philosopher; well, is it not well

known that these thirty spilled in eight months more

innocent blood than the people had shed during many

centuries ?

Xenophon has written upon the Athenian republic
some reflections which, to my mind, utterly refute the

opinion which he has expressed upon theinjustice of

the condemnation of his illustrious master :-" There

are men," says he,
" who are astonished to see that,

as a rule, they favour [in Athens] artizans, the poor,
and the common people more than the honest citizens.

It is, however, the surest way to preserve the popular
condition of things ; in fact, if the poor, the plebeian,
and lower classes are happy, they increase in numbers,
and there you have the strengrh of a democracy. It,
on the contrary, it is the rich and the well-bom who

are the most considered, democracy raises against
herself an inimical power. They say that we ought

to the ever-encroaching imagination; . . . because it
found a nervous, diseased, expectant temperament, ever

prone to hallucinations, ever agitated by vague and un-

certain feelings that were readily attributed to inspiration.
As a moral system, indeed, it carried the purification
of the feelings and imagination to a higher perfection
than any preceding school, but 1? had t e dead{yfaul!

gaseparahhg .rentbnent from actxbn.... The early
tonists, though they dwelt very strongly on mental

disci line, were equally practical
'

Sie.,
as practical as

the §toics], so surely it was Neo-P lomlrm which was

to blame.
"' It was Anytus, who with Melitus and Lycon,-en-

couraged by the delight with which the Athenians had
received Aristophanes' comedy,

" The Clouds" [which
had been written at their instigation in ridicule of the

teaching of Socrates],-lirst stood forth and accused
Socrates of making innovations in the accepted religion
of Greece before the tribunal of the five hundred,-the
accusation which brought forth the glorious "A pology
ry' Socrates."

[1 422]
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not to allow all men indiscriminately to harangue
and to be members of the council, but only those

who are distinguished by the most talent and the

most virtue. There is, however, nothing more

wise than to allow even the lowest plebeian to

speak in public. If the first citizens only had the

exclusive right to harangue and to sit in council,
it would be a benefit for their class, but not

for the populace; instead of which the humblest

artizan, being allo.wed to rise and harangue the

assembly, brings before it ideas and suggestions which

conduce to the welfare of himself and of his class.
" But," people reply,

" what will a man of this sort

say which can be useful either for himself or for the

people of his class ? In the opinion of the mases,
this man, be he whom he may, with his ignorance,
but with his zeal for the democracy, is worth more

than a well-to-do citizen with grandiose views and keen

penetration, but pertidious intentions.

"Perhaps this plan is not the best possible; at

least it tends to the perpetuation of the democracy.
The people requires, not a learned administration

which would enslave it, but liberty and sovereignty
in itself Given this, the constitution may be vicious,
but that is the least of its troubles. What seems to

you to be defective in the political system, is precisely
what makes the people powerful and free.""'

"' The above parag-ra hs are condensed from the
" Afhenzhnsmm Respublgca " of Xenophon, and con-

sist of the passages cited below."

' "'El'ara Jé, 84 (not Gaupdfoww 611 rarfaxoi rkéov rlpoun,
0 roi: Xpmrroif, év movq? ¢a|voDvra4 'ffl 61]H.0KPdTlIJ dtacdafoner.
Ol pév 'ydp vrév-me :mi ol 5~qp.(rrat xal ol xclpous, :U fpdrrovfn, :ai
1'0\0i al T0¢07T0£ 7vyv6;mvo¢, riyv 6qp.oxpa-rlar adfoumr

"
etc.. etc.

" El ldv 'ydp ai xpqrrol (Aryan xai éboukeéovro voir époloas a¢la'w
an?-roi; hv d7a0d, roi: 8% 61;p.o-nxois oéx' d7a0d," etc., etc., urquc ad
" 8 'ydp all vopifets mix e0vop.¢i.`o'0a.4, all-rot dfb 'ro'rrou lapis: 6 dipos,
nal e')uG0ep6s Guru."-ABHNAION IIOAITEIA, xe¢. d,
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A nation ought tostrive to discover what are its special
aptitudes, and this having been done, to act upon this

knowledge, and not to embark upon lines which are

foreign to its spedal powers. The North Americans

are especially fitted for the industrial arts which assist

the lesser sciences; the French excel in the industrial

arts which lead to the liberal ones; the English are fitted

for industrial arts which assist the higher sciences,-
is there not enough in these specialties to satisfy the

activity of these three nations? The moral graft
taking etfect as it does upon certain individuals whom

it causes to produce fruits of their labour foreign to

their natures, could not obtain a hold upon the masses

of a nation. The spirit of a nation may be modified,
but it cannot be completely transformed. Then let

England, rich in spatulate hands, cover continents with

her colonies, and seas with her ships; let France,
rich as she is in artistic and philosophic hands,
scatter broadcast her ideas as the former nation does

her men! But the practice of the ine arts by the

survivors and perpetuators of the Carthaginian spirit,
and the practice of industry by the perpetuators of

the Greek genius, will be, for both of these nations,
for a long time at all events, nothing more than an

indigent source of negative glory, of equivocal success,
and of doubtful protit.

There are faculties and qualities which are held

in high esteem, which we do not all of us possess, but

which we should all like to appear to possess. There

are others which we practically do already possess,
but of which we dare not to be proud, as if everything
was not worthy of consideration when kept in its

proper place. This is the sunken rock on which those

who, after studying these cheirognomical theories,
may undertake to put them into practice are iikely to

strike. They will often have to rely upon the assur-

ance of third persons to the effect that they have
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properly pronounced upon the genius which is

attached to any particular hand. Often this denial

of one's true character is made in good faith, for

how many men are, and always will be, ignorant
of themselves ; but often it will result from wounded

seliiesteem. No one, for instance, in the polite world

expects to be told that he has the talent of manual

labour and not of the fine arts, and that the temple
of the muses is closed to him. There must intervene

Prometheus, who, having stolen fire from heaven,
taught the use of it to man;"° Daedalus, who in-

vented the saw, the axe, the sails and masts of ships,
and by these means added wings to the shoulders of

human genius;"° and Papinw and Fulton,'"' those

modern Promethei; and Caesar, who in his Com-

mentaries dwells more lovingly over his labours of

engineering skill than over his strategic powers as

a general and his prowess as a soldier;"' and

"' Vide Apollodorus, i. and ii.
"' M. d'Arpentigny's remark in this place coincides

with the opinion which has been expressed b many
leamed commentators ; z'.e., that the flight of lgaadalus
and Icarus from Crete with wings may be accounted
for by the fact that, being the first to use sails, it is not

at all improbable that the ancients, seeing them for the
iirst time or from a distance, took these contrivances for

wings.

I' Vzkie note", p. z4§. _ _'
An American engineer, bom of Irish parents in

Little Britain, Pennsylvania. He may well be compared,
on account of the versatility of his genius, to Prome-
theus, having been in tum a landscape painter, a watch-

maker, and a mechanician, and having been equally
successful in each vocation. He came to London at

the age of
twenty-two.

He was the inventor of many
great mechanica works, and was the first projector of
the "Nautilus," or submarine boat, and also of the
torpedo system of warfare. In 1807 he started the first
steamer on the Hudson. He died in 1815.

"' This can hardly be said without reservation; but

certainly the minuteness with which Cesar continually
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Charlemagne, who used a doctrine as if it had been Charlemagne.

an axe ;*'° and Peter the Great, who used the axe as Peter the Grw

if it had been a doctrine;"' and Macchiavelli, who Ml¢=='il'¢||i-

teaches us to make use of men as if they were so

much working material, and in whose eyes any-

thing is justified by final success;"' and Diderot Dino"
enters into particulars of the construction of various

appliances of his campaigns is one of the great charms
o is work. Vzde, for instance, the descnption of the
Venetic ships ["De Be/lo Ga//ko," iii., 13], of his

bridie over the Rhine [gp nl., iv., t7], his plans
for t e special ships to e used against

the Pirustze

[?. cd., v., 1% the description of rebonius' engines
o war ["De e/lo Crt/171'," ii., 8], and a number of

minor descri tions.
" Ve ftndaa good instance of the proselytising opera-

tions of Charlemagne in his secretary's account of his
life [" Vda et Gexla Karol1` Magnz` per lzginlzartum
qu: Secrctarmm darcrzpta

"

(Lipsix: 616), p. 11], in
thc account of how he bound over the Saxons, after he
had conquered them, to abjure their worshis of dzemons
and the superstitions of their ancestors, an to embrace
the Christian religion!
"

As, for instance, in the punishment of the inhabi-
tants of Strelitz, who had revoltcd against him. " Le

cruel, du haut de son trone, assiste dun mil sec a ces

exécutions; il fait plus, il méle aux joies des festins
l'horreur des su plices. lvré de vin et de sang, le verre

d'une main et Ya hache dc l'autre, en une seule heure

vingt libations successives marquent la chutc de vingt
tétes de Strelitz, qu'il abat A ses pieds, en s'enorgueillis-
sant de son horrible addrcsse. Quatre-vingts Strelitz . . .

sont trainés a Moscou; et leurs tétes, qu'un boyard
tient successivcment par les cheveux, tombent encore

sous la hache du Czar."- M. DE SEGUR,
" I/zlrlorre ds

Ru.r.nb et de Prkrre le Grand" (Paris: t8z9), liv. viii.,
ch. ii.. p. 318.

"' No one ever lived who more than Nicolo Macchia~
velli governed his life on the Horatian text

" Rem, facias
rem-recte si possis; si non, quocunquo modo rem."
It is probable that his unenviable reputation for absolute

' "Haque conditione :A rege pruposita. et ah illis suscepta,
trnctum per tot :mum helium constnt use tinitum. ut ahjectn
dzmonum cultu. el relictis patriis cerimoniis, Christiana: tidci

ntque sacraments pcn:ipimt."
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and F. Arago, who resolutely deny, the one, every-

thing that his subtle logic cannot explainf" the other,
everything that his winged figures cannot reducegm
and Mongem and Wast, x.-r.)., all those giants of the

ranhl hand among spatulate subjects; these glorious

unscrupulousness and unrestrained cunning is due
almost entirel to the seventh and eighth chapters of " Il

Prz}u'¢e" (liomez 1532), in which he lays down the
axioms categorically that any means may without

scruple be adopted for the attainment of power and the

govemment of states,' that good govemors are often
established on their thrones by evil means,T and that

honesty and good faith are merely
"

spectres, raised to

frighten fools."I
Denis Diderot, the illustrious author of the "En-

cyclopédzé" [1749-67], bom in l7I3, died in 1784, was

perhaps one of the sincerest and most pronounced
atheists that ever lived. One of his most celebrated

sayings suiiiciently illustrates the above citation of his

name, viz. :-"T e first step towards philosophy is

incredulity."
"' I presume our author means D. [Dominique] Arago,

the celebrated astronomer and natural philosopher
[born 1186, died 1853], who, with Gay Lussac, confinned
the un ulatory theory of li ht which had been stated
and expounded by Young angFresnel [ V12ie "A Manual

qf Cheziorophy,
'

1[ 63].
""

Gaspard Monge, Comte de Peluse, an eminent

' "

Dipoi, gli Stati che vengono subito, come tutte le altre
cose della natum che nascono e crescon presto, non possono aver

le mdice e corrispondenze loro, in che il primo tempo avverso

non le spenga; se gin quelli tali, come é detto, che si in un

subito son dwentati principi, non sono di tantn. virtu, che quello
che la fortuna ha messo loro in grembo sappino subito prepamrsi
a conservare ; e quelli fondamenti che gli altri hanno fatti avanti
che diventino principi, gli facciano poi. lo voglio al' uno e l'altro
di questi modi, circa il diventar pnncipe per virtix o per fortuna,
adurre duoi esempii stati ne' di della memoria nostra ; questi sono

Francesco Sforza e Cesare Borgia."-" II Privmye c Alfrc 5rrz?l|`
Ppldici di Nikola /Ilan/riaz/elli

"

(Firenze: IS62), ch. vii., " De

principati nuovi, che con forze d'altri e per fortuna s'acquistano,"
. I.P 1?0p. vii., p. 54,, cap. viii. "Di quelli che per scellem~

teue sono pcrvenuti al principato."
1 Op. ¢-i:., p. 112, cap. xviii. "In che modo i principi

debbiano asservare la fede."
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names, I repeat, must be cited to many subjects before

they will recognise in themselves the talents which

are indicated by these spatulate fingers.
It is the same with nations and with individuals;

here you find the same ignorance, and there the same

sensitiveness. The Italians of the present day, do

they know what they want, what is best suited to

them ? The Belgians, a nation of shopkeepers, dull,
restless fetich-worshippers, perpetually on their knees

before the golden cali] do they not look upon them-

selves as a model nation? And the Russians, because

they understand the use of paste jewels and pinch-
beck, and because they cheat at cards and disdain

women, look upon themselves as civilised l

This must be understood to refer to masses, for

everywhere, and among all types, there exist indi-

vidual exceptions-Pindar, Hesiod, Plutarch, and

Epaminondas were Ba:otians."' The great Corneille

was born in Rouen," the town of mean and material-

istic interests ; there are people of a generous, brisk,

French mathematician and physicist, founder of the
Ecale Pobrteclznzgue, which gives him a claim to the
above citation. _

om in 1646, died in IQIS; for an

account of his life and la ours wde Dupin s Essaz'

Hzlrlorzyue .fur le: Serv/:tes et le: Trat/aux Sczkntqique:
de Monge" (Paris: 1819).

"' Pindar was bom at Thebae, Plutarch at Coronea,
Hesiod at Ascra, and Epaminondas at Thebes. Not-

withstanding the fact that these men were bom, and

Helicon, the mountain par excellence of the Muses, was

situated, in Baaotia, the inhabitants of that province
were always looked upon as particularly boorish and

illiterate, an anomaly which has been recorded by
Horace ["Ep1§r!olarum

"

ii., r., l. 244] in the lines
" Quodsi

judicium subtile vivendis artibus illud
Ad libros et ad haze Musarum dona vocares

Ad Bceotum in crasso jurares aére natum."

*" On 6th june, 1606. The only qualification which
this town has for the contempt with which our author
alludes to it is the fact that it is perhaps the greatest
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and subtle disposition to be found in Belgium. Some of

us have heard an Englishman sing in tune l Lesagem
was born in dreamy and romantic Brittany-the pro-

vince which the wits of the seventeenth century nick-

named, on account of its want of practical intelligence,
the French Ba-:otia.3'°

Glory be to spatulate hands l Without them solid

and powerful society could not exist. Without the art

of glass manufacture, to go no farther than that;"°
without the invention of chimneys as we have them

to-day [an invention which goes no farther back

than the fourteenth century],331 both of them the

productions of spatulate hands, we should still

be hardly more than semi-barbarians. Keeping it,
as it were, in a forcing-frame, these two inventions

have placed civilisation, the spontaneously generated
flower of warm climates, beyond the reach of the

external influences which in our inclement _latitudes

manufacturing town in France. Vzkie Guizot's
" Cornezlle et _von Temps" (Paris: 1851); English
translation (London : 1852), and E. Desjardin's

" Le
Grand Corner?/e "

(Paris: 1861).
"' Alain Réné Lesage, the author of " G17 Blasde

Sant17!an¢»" (Paris: 1715), and "Le Dzkzble Boz7eux,"
bom at Sarzeau 1668, died 1747.

"' Vzdc note "'.
"" M. le Capitainc d`Arpcntigny takes us, in this para-

graph, far enough up the vista of past time, seeing that

glass manufacture is represented pictorially on E ptian
mummy cases of the twelfth dynasty [B.C. 1803, and
is mentioned in papyri of the jift/z and .Wirth dynasties.

"' It has always been a matter of dis ute whether any
artificial means of drawing off smoke fiom their houses
was known to the ancient Romans. Our author is wrong
in attributing the invention of chimneys to the fourteenth

century; in Rochester Castle there are elementary but
true chimneys dating from [czrca] Il3O, and after this
date there are many perfect specimens of the chimney
proper. The beautiful stacks of clustered chimneys,
such as are seen to such perfection on some of the old
Kentish houses, date probably from the fifteenth century.
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would have been fatal -to its culture and its develop-
lllcnt.

In a word, it is Heracles whom spatulate-handed
men must set up as a model for themselves. They
will then have nerves in harmony. with their tem-

perament, which is sanguine, and with their bones,
which will be big and strong. Let us take a

couple of illustrations. Chopin, the pianist, with his

spatulate hands and small thumbs did not fulfil

these conditions. His nerves, of an extreme line-

ness, were not in proportion to his powerful frame-

work; he was like a violoncello strung up with

violin strings. Thus he failed to produce the

tones which expert physiologists felt that he ought
to have produced. They expected vigour, energy,
and precision, and instead he wrapped himself up,
like velvet-fingered artists, in small and checked

harmonies. A prey to two tendencies, which were

constantly dragging him in opposite directions, he

knew not to which to pay attention. What his blood

urged him, his nerves would not allow him to do;
he aimed at activity, and enervated himself in repose;
he cried after chargers, and rode upon clouds; he

longed to howl like the tempest, but an inward

monitor, the sheet lightning of beautiful faces, and I

know not what yeaming alter the crested panels of

the heraldic tabard, compelled him to chaunt in a

soda von. Courteous and smiling, with a strange
shadow in his eyes, he was one of those creatures

whom the slightest thing startles. He had, with

regard to the world, to the bosom of solitude and to

the loneliness of the centre of the earth, aspirations
replete with restless hopes, with dreamy sadness,
and tender prostrations, which reproduced themselves

with chaste and poetic grace in his compositions;
with a liner organisation he would have been

happier, but he would have had less talent. Its

[1 43°]
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charm proceeded from his sulferings; and, as the

principle of vitality is in the nerves, Chopin died

young!"
The Abbé de Lammenais was another anomaly of

the spatulate and large-thumbed type; but he was

wanting in physical construction and not in nerve

power. His nerves were as strong and solid as his

body was thin, mean, and def`ormed."3 He had in

his brain, the activity and combativeness which the

well-formed and highly-endowed spatulate subject
has in his blood. He loved perpetual intellectual

strifes and contentions ; he fenced with his pen, since

he could not do so with his sword. His eyes sparkled
at the recital of a battle-scene, and his spatulate hands

would keep beating a tattoo during the narration.

Mathematician, and highly-versed in all the higher
sciences,-litterateur, theologian, and philosopher, he

had [like M. de Cobenzlm]
" horses rmdy-saddled for

"' Frédéric Francois Chopin, the celebrated Polish

pianist and composer, was born near Varsaw on the
8th February, 1810. His biographer, in Fetis' "Drk-
tzbnnazkz de: Muszbzkns," speaks of " the delicacy and

grace of his execution, the result at the same time of
his physical constitution and of his sentimental orfanisa-tion." It was in 18:37 that his fatal malady ma e itself
for the first time senously felt, and from this time until
his death it continually increased in virulence. In 1848,
after the outbreak of the French revolution, he visited
En land, and retuming to Paris in a dying condition,emid his days there on the 17th October, 1849.

" There
was in the genius of Chopin," says his biogratpher,

" here
and there an energy, but it always seeme to exhaust
itself, and his delicate constitution continually recalled
his talent within the small compass intended for it."

"' Larousse [" Dzkt. du XIX' SzZ'cle"] describes him
as "né avec un vice de conformation," but neither
Castille ["Portraz2'_v Hz1vtorzyues" (Paris: l85'f)2 nor

A. Blaise 1£"E.v.raz` Bzbgraphzyue .fur M de am-

menarlv" ( aris: 1858)] record that he was actually
deformed.

"' It is not clear to my mind which member of the
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every kind of exercise." But,-like "woman and the

art of lying," 33°-knowledge and doubt were born on

the same day; and the end of it was that, turned away
from his faith in his old standard, by science, the good
Abbé one moming found that he no longer knew

from whom,-from the individual man or the commu-

nity of men, from the pope or the people,-to derive

the principle of authority, having found as many dis-

tinct asseverations of the human and conventional

infallibility of the pope, as ofthe Divine and real infalli-

bility of the people. I should add that at the same

time he was as obstinate as a mule and as sober as a

camel, and that by his ligure and style of eloquence
he recalled those haggard and vehement prophets that

in old times judaea, always greedy of burning phrases,
harboured among her rocky wastes and dusty fig

Cobenzl family is here referred to. Haalfer, in Didot's

"B|b_g'ra}}z1le Gtnérale" (Paris: 1853-66), mentions
three of the family to whom, on account of their rare

versatility, M. d'Arpentigny might refer with the simile
that "

they had horses ready-saddled for every kind
of exercise." Charles de obenzl (hom gm,

died

1770) was the founder of the "Académie des ciences "

of Brussels and of the free Art School; his son, Louis
de Cobenzl (born 1753, died wo? is, however, most

probably the one who is here referre to ; he was minister

successive? to the courts of Copenha en E774], Berlin

£17771 an St. Petersburg þÿ�[�1�7�7�9�-�1�7�9�7�] ¬"
e insinuated

imself," says
his bioirapher, "into the good graces of

Catherinel . as muc by his digomatic ability as by
his amiability; . _ . he composed amas for the imperial
theatre, and even acted in them himself." The author
of the "Ménw1}'¢s de Sigur" (Paris: 1827, vol. ii.,

pp. 265 and 280), makes him out to be a kind of
acchiavelli in politics, whilst paying a high tribute to

his social qualities.
"' Vik also 11 662, and note "', p. 202.

" No

rewous ceremony for women should be accompanied
by antras-with these words the rule of right in iixed;
for women being weak creatures, and having no share in
the mantras, are falsehood itself."-" The Ordxhances

Q/ Manu "

[vide note °', p. 2021, lect. ix., ver. 18.

[1 432]
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[1 ml
trees. He died old; when he was young the chase

and fencing had been his cl1iel`delights.33'*
T 433- Anomalies of this description exist in all the types,

1
'

bl _ r _ .Mvm- 'ng °

and it even sometimes occurs, rarely no doubt, butanomalies m the

*YP°'- often enough to make this warning necessary, that

the principles laid down in this volume are abso-

lutely contradicted and denied by startling exceptions,
so far is physiology from being even a compara-
livebl exact science."" Thus : conical were the hands

Napoleon. of " l'Homme de Brumaire,""9 the enemy of liberty,
whose instincts were shocked by psychological ideas;
who took the public instruction out of the hands of

the great Fourcroy, to confide it to those of the inept
Fontanes, who substituted discipline and money, the

means of Caesar's successes, for enthusiasm and

glory, the mainsprings of the republican power, and

who, in a word, left France as poor, as ignorant,
and less important than he found her. For the rest,
this man's sadly overrated hands were neither fine

nor delicately cut ; they were, on the contrary, strong,

"' " Pale, mean-looking, and sickly," say? Eugene de
Mirecourt ["Le.r Contem,poraz)zs," pt. v.( aris: 1856),
p. 36],

" M. de Lammenans was bom to be the Bossuet
of our century. God had crowned his brows with the
aureole of genius. All the splendours of intellect illu-
mined his soul

"

[p. 94% He was bom 19th june, 1782,
and died in February 1 54.

"' I have onl on three occasions found the science of

cheirosophy to be absoluteéy at fault in every particular,
in reading a hand. In each of these instances the

"subject' was a prominent member of the dramatic

profession,-in two instances gentlemen, in the third
a lady. It is not without interest and significance that
I have only found the science powerless to interpret
characters in the cases of members of a profession whose
sole razlvan a"étre is the concealment of their own per-
sonalities and the assumption of characteristics not

their own. It is more significant and interesting when
we bear in mind that "habit is second nature."

"' Vxde note "F, p. 217.
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thick, and very short. He was also a man of detail,
and one who, if his objects were grand, aimed at

obtaining them by petty means."

" Compare John Gibson Lockhart's "

Hzlrtory qf
Najakon Buonaparfe

"

(London : 1811), passzrn, and

Thiers' " H£r!ory¢y" the French Revolutzbn "

(London:
1377), PP- 537 "d /i"- '

[1 422]
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SUB»SEC'I`ION XVI.

Anrisrlc Harms. [Plate VI.]

Tms hand, according as we lind slight modifications in

its formation, betrays three very different tendencies :

-supple, with a small thumb and a palm fairly, but

not excessively developed, it has as the object of its

endeavours beauty of form; large, thick, and short,
with a large thumb, it seeks alter wealth, greatness,
and good fortune [Napoleon's hand was like this:

VH: 1 433]; large and very firm, it has a strong
tendency to fatalism. All three act by inspiration,
and are relatively untitted for mechanical arts. The

irst proceeds by enthusiasm, the second by cunning,
and the third by the suggestions of pleasure.

The large, short, thick hand is very common in

Normandy, the country of legal quibbles, where the

judgment is cold and the imagination warm [for
imagination is after all the special characteristic of

every artistic hand, whatever may be its developments].
I refer to the chapter conceming mixed hands the

Tu Comc
Tvrl.

14a
Its 

1485.
First variation.

Nilllllldy.

1
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consideration ofthe Norman hand, and will only deal

in this place with the racial artistic hand, which is the

most gifted with the true instincts of the type,-of
the hand which has as its object beauty of' form.

Its fingers, thick and large at the first phalanx,
become gradually thinner up to the third, which

presents the appearance ofa more or less drawn out

cone. Its thumb is small, as I have just said, and its

palm is fairly highly developed.
Whoever has a hand thus formed will attach

himself instinctively and without reflection to the

picturesque aspects of ideas and of things; with him

the prin¢v]vlc will be swallowed up by the form of a

thing. He will prefer, as Montaigne used to say,
" that which pleases to that which pays." So long as

a thing is beautiful, it does not matter if it be true or

not; greedy of' leisure, of novelty, and of liberty, at

the same time ardent and timid, humble and vain, he

will have more energy and enthusiasm, than force

and power. He will pass suddenly from the loftiest

exaltation of mind to the profoundest despair. In-

capable of command, and still more incapable of

obedience, attraction will be his guide through life,
rather than dub/. Inclined to enthusiasm, he will

live in constant need of excitement, and the activity
of his mind will render regular domestic life heavy
and uninteresting to him. In a word, he will be a

man of sentiments rather than of ideas, appreciating
the colours of a thing rather than its features; he will

be light in character, he will have ingenuousness and

eagerness, an imagination of fire, and, too of`ten, a

heart of ice.

A largish palm, smooth fingers, a weak thumb, still

more conical finger-tips, i.e., large appetites for sensual

pleasures, witl1out sufiicient moral control, and a mind

lacking the strength to subject the senses to its

dominion, the whole built upon a foundadon of' only
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slightly spiritual ideas,-such is, unless I am deceived,
the character of artists as a general rule. Beauty is

the only thing they can prefer to pleasure ; thus the

nymphs only withdrew the muddy reed curtains of

their native swamps so as togaze upon the sun. Subjects
of the artistic type do not share the ideas of the other

types either upon right or wrong, upon what is good or

what is useful ; they have faith, because it saves them

the trouble of reasoning, without robbing their senses

of any pleasurable feelings, but they will not brook

politiml despotism, because its essential principles
are the levelling of ranks, uniformity, and quietude,5-
conditions, all of them, strongly opposed to their

natures; theirs therefore is generally nlaliw liberty,
such as that which is found under aristocratic govem-

ments, rather than under others; for such powers
have always used as one of the levers of command

luxury, pleasure, magnificence, display, art, natural

capacities, talents, and high birth.

The artistic instinct is essentially and singularly
exclusive and autocratic. Among some nations, as

among certain individuals, it manifests itself before

any other instinct. Travellers have found sculpture
in high esteem in countries where the most elemen-

tary principles of agriculture are ignored, notably
among the aboriginal negroes of Australia, and among

some of the still savage tribes of North America.

'lhc artistic instinct is particularly rife among the

South Sea IsIanders.3'"

" "Ve cannot pass over without a word the taste

and inclination for sculpture which is shown in the

ornamentation of their piroguas, their drums, and even

amon certain tribes of their habitations, not only by
the Igsmanians, the Tahitians, the Hawaians, the
natives of the Pelew Islands, the Carolines, and the other
islands of Polynesia, but even by some of the aboriginalnegroea of Australia, Earticular y the inhabitants o the

Archipelago of New ngland and of Solomon's, whose

[1 425]
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lt is among people of artistic organisation that one

finds the most subjects possessing only the d¢¢'ls of

their type; which defects are, sensuality, idleness,
egotism, singularity, cynicism, dissipation, intellectual

ineptitude, cunning, and a tendency to exaggeration
and falsehood.

Our armies are full of artistic hands of all kinds;
they owe to these hands their venturesome, un-

questioning, and picturesque activity, and the energetic
and prompt enthusiasm which distinguishes them.

They are governed by eloquence :-" Pleraque Gallia,"
says the elder Cato, "duas res industriosissime per-

sequitur, rem militarem et argute loqui." W

Inert and gluttonous, the German army is full of

elementary hands, and its apathy can only successfully
be coped with by brandy and corporal punishment.

One day in a blazing sun, when Holland, delighted
at the warmth, had thrown open its windows, l had

the good fortune to catch "in the act" a major of the

pure local type undergoing the process of digestion
after his midday meal. Even at Rotterdam the

formidable development of his corporation was a

theme for admiration; half asleep he smoked, filling
with clouds of tobacco the room where continually
seated he passed his life with the crushing immobility

sculptures are sometimes masterpieces of elegance, -a

singularity which we have had occasion to remark in

speaking of the savage tribes which live on the west

coast o North America." The above passage, from
Adrien Balbi's "Elemens de Géograjhzk Généfale"

(Paris : 1843, "Océanie," p. 497), is evidentl the source

of the above paragraph. The leamed author goes on

to speak in the hig est terms of the decorative effect of
the tattooing of the natives of Tasmania and Polynesia.
Compare Levaillant's remarks, note "', p. 156.

"' M. Porcii Catonis "Fragmenla," ex libro ii.,
fragm. 34. "Charts," ii., p. zoz, k. M. Cato, "Onyx:
num," ii. Vtlie H. Peter's "Hirtorztorurn Ramanoraun

i>'agmenta
"

(Leipsic: 1883), p. 49.
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of' an Egyptian monolith. This vegeto-military
phenomenon was said to absorb six thousand pints
of beer per annum, and was said only to become

oonscious of the existence of his soul when he had

drunk largely; at other times this same soul lay
curled away somewhere, inert and dead, in the

abysses of this huge ganglion, like a ship in the basin

ofa dock when the sea is at low water.

Governed by the instincts of material advantage
and heraldic fetichism, the English army is full of

hands which present scarcely anything but the defects

of the spatulate type, which are, coarseness, intemper-
ance, moral inertia, temper, and so on. For them

war is but a trade, pay is its sole object, and the

appetite its motive force; it is by the merit of'

hecatombs of the slain that it expects to be victorious,
certain of defeat if the roaring of' the bull Apis be not

heard amid the blare of its trumpets. Subjected on

account of its brutality to a degrading discipline and

corporeal services, it would stand in danger of destruc-

tion in the atmosphere of liberty and gentleness which

surrounds our amiamentsf"

Beneath our flag the soul sustains the body,
beneath the English and German flags the body
supports the soul; we obey the spirit and act with

intelligence, the Germans obey the [eller and act

automatically. We are the first marchers of the

world; is it not a recognised axiom [of Maurice de

"' The whole of the above paragraph is absurd, and

its presence is especially to be regretted as, taken as a

whole, M. d'Arpentig'ny s chapter on
" English Hands "

[xii.] is a clever and interesting piece of analytical
writm _ What he means by his allusion to the bull

Apis ¥am completely at a loss to comprehend. The

assage runs in the original :~" C'est par le mérite des

Eécatombes qu'ellc prétend a la victoire ; certainc d'étre

vaincue si les mugissements d'Apis ne se mélent au

bruit de ses clairons." (!?!)

[1 ml
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Saxe] that battles are won not with the hands but

with the feet?°*' As a nation we are warlike rather

than military;'" the Germans are military rather

than a nation of warriors.

Generals who have the elementary hand pique
themselves upon little points of discipline and

management; they know how many blades of grass

go to a truss of hay; they attach importance to the

manner of carrying the arms, and the perfect con-

dition of the uniform; they admire a harsh voice

and clownish manners; like the spider in the shady
corner of a dusty barn, they are only happy where

there is no splendour. They _tend to Caesarism and

their doglike loyalty recognises, as Tacitus says, only
the hand which feeds, which fattens them."

"' I do not find this axiom recorded as coming directly
from the Maréchal Saxe in any of the accepted
biographies of this great soldier, such, for instance, as

those of Scilhac, Néel, Espagnac, or Pérau. In his own

work "Mes Réverzk>.r," par Maurice, Comte de Saxe

(Amsterdam: 1757, vol. i., book 1., cap. vii., p. 144),
we find the following :-" M. de Turenne has always
gained a superiority with armies infinitely inferior to

those of the enemy, because /ze could move about wdll

greaz'erfacz71Z_y."
"' Ivan Tourguéneff has placed practically the same

sentiment into the mouth of M. Francois in his " (Euvres

Derm?re_r,"
" M. Francois; Souvenir de 1848

"

(Paris :

1885, p. 103), when he says :-"Ve are not a military
nation. That astonishes you. We are a brave nation,
very brave, but not military. Thank God, we are worth

something more than that." It is interesting to note the

parallel which exists between these passages of d'Ar-

pentigny and Tourguéneff and the dissertation of Bacon

upon the same subject in his Essay
"

Of Greatnesse of
K77zga'omes and E.rtaie.r," to which the reader is par-
ticularly referred W. Aldis Wright's ed. (Macmzllan),
1883, pp. 125-127 .

"' M. d'Arpentig'ny refers, I presume, to the remarks
which Tacitus makes concerning mercenaries, and

upon the methods of buying the favour of the common

soldiers. Wife "Hzkiofzkzrz¢m" lib. iii., c. 61, and
lib. iv., c. 57.
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Tactics, manaeuvres, encampments, sieges, estimates, 1 443~

military and naval architecture, the strategy of tem-
,W e

porisation and delay, are the especial qualities of military hind#-

hands which are spatulate and square. They have

theory, method, and science, and they care more for

success than for glory.
Generals of the conical artistic hand proceed by _1441-_

inspiration, and move by sallies; they are gifted with C°'"°§|m§':l"""'
prowess, promptitude, passionate instincts, boastful-

ness, and the talent of acting impromptu;-they
attach equal importance to success and to glory.

Murat, at the battle of Smolensk, commanded a 1443-

regiment of heavy cavalry, mounted on a grand black

stallion, full of strength and grace, calm, caparisoned
in gold and covered with the long shining locks of his

mane. The king wore a helmet whose golden crest

was ornamented with a white plume; immobile, he

watched the battle from afar, letting his jewelled sabre

trail in the roadway with an air of haughty indiffer-

ence. Suddenly he becomes excited, his eyes flash,
he raises himself in his stirrups, and cries in a loud

voice, "Left turnl Quick marchl" Then the earth

trembled, and a noise as of thunder was heard, and

those black squadrons, flashing as if with lightning,
rushed forward like a torrent, as if they had been

dragged forward by this slender white plume. The

victory of that day was in great part due to this

movement."

Square and

tulat

Illustration.
Murat.

"' Joachim Murat, Maréchal de France and King of

Naples, bom 25th March, n 771, and shot at Pizzo 13th
October, 1815, was renowned throughout Europe for
the magnificent manner in which he handled his cavalgf." ll contribua," says Laroussc, " a forcer l'Autriche e

demander la paix par l'audacieuse manoeuvre qu`il fit
executer sa cavalerie le I3 Mars, |797." He distin-

guished himself similarly at the taking of Alexandria,
and at the battles of the Pyramids and of Ostrowno,
Smolensk, and Moskow in the Russian campaign.
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Murat, the most lyrical of the warriors of the

imperial epoch, had, like _]unot,3" the other hero of

audacity, hard conical hands.

ln their calm audacity the Greeks of the brightest
days of antiquity, before attacking the enemy, made

solemn sacrifice to the Muses,-i.¢., to the gentle
deities who open to men the holy gates of persuasion
of concord, and of harmony.

The Etruscans chastised their slaves to the sound

ofthe hautboy, so as to soften their anger, and pre~

vent them inflicting a severcr punishment than justice
required."

Alexander Dumas, one of our greatest word-painters
in the matter of descriptions of battle-scenes, has also

(as I have said elsewhere) an artistic hand, only, being
a poet of infinite variety, his hands are very supple.

r

348

'" Andoche Junot [b. 1771, d. 1813] was a native of
the Cote-d'Or, who, raising himself in the French army
--which he entered as a volunteer in

1792-by his and

audacity, became successively Marsha of France [§r8o7]
and Duke of Abrantes. It was in the Holy Land in

1728 that he particularly distinguished himself, routing
a orce of 10,000 Turks with a body of 300 cavalry, after
a confiict of fourteen hours' duration. He was defeated
in the Peninsular war [at Vimeira] by the Duke of

Velling'ton. Havin been disgraced in the army, he
went mad and killedlhimself in _Iuly 1813. He Was the
husband of Laure Perron, Duchesse d'Abrantes.

"" This custom of the Greeks, especially observed by
the Spartans, is recorded by Pausanias in his EAAAA02

IIEPIHFHEIX'
"' I/ide the "Fragments ofAr13'tot1e," ii., 606. julius

Pollux also tells us that the Etruscans not only fought,
but inflicted punishments under the same influences.
Vide _lulii Pollucis " Onomastxkum "

(Amsterdam :

1706). 1*

' AAKDNIKA, I. Z'.--"'Ev dpurrepqf 6% T1-'li xaknoixou Moumiw

l6p6o'avp.o lepbv, 611 ol Aaxz5azp.dno¢ 'rdr éfbeiovr #fi rel.: mixer 06

peru uakflyyuv éfocoiivro, dhhd 1rp6r 're a|JM`W p.¢')v) Kai |916 Xupas
Kai x10dpa.s xpoéd/.ma'u¢."

+ Twlfvpvoi Jé 145 'Apw-rofékous hdmp. off ruxveéawu nh' aéhqi
p.6vov, dhhé. xai p.arn°yo'nn, etc.-Segm. 56, lib. iv., cap. vii.
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ln 1823, before Pampeluna, the Spanish army passed
their nights playing the guitar, smoking cigaritos,
chanting litanies, and telling their beads; by day lying
in the dusty grass they chatted, chewing the young
shoots which grew around, or slept in the sun. At

the screech of the mitrailleuse you might haveseen

them like a flock of frightened geese flying in all

directions, crying out and reproaching their saints.

ln vain did their oliicers try to rally them ; old thread-

bare red capes, old three-cornered hats of blood-

stained leather, white shakos with red tufts, leaders

shirtless and perspiring beneath the weight of their

ornaments,olive-hued and sun-dried almoners, haggard
vwandérzs, stunted scribes and soldiers in tatters,-
all disappeared in an instant, swallowed up by the

clouds of dust. The Comte d'Espagne, who com-

manded them, avowed that this rabble, at the

same time eager and feeble, ferocious and cowardly,
could only be terrible to the enemy on account of

their robberies, and their piratical and bohemian

instincts.

The Comte d'Espagne was himself a little stunted

man, broadshouldered, and wiry, dressed more or

less like a butcher-boy, very active, very cruel, very

courteous, who saluted with an air every time he

heard the cannon of the town, and whom we saw

everywhere half bully and half captain, always dis-

coursing, lecturing, and violently agitating his little

tuft of feathers. Artistic hands.

The reign of hard spatulate hands was a reign of

materialism and of hatred; that of the artistic, directed

by the psychic, hands was an epoch of relative spiri-
tualism and of love. inaugurated by Abeilard and

St. Bernard, it commenced with the twelf`th century,
and lasted down to the close of the thirteenth."'°

"' Vxdc note "', p. 241.
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Psychic hands spread throughout the nation, and

scattered everywhere the torrents of enthusiastic

mysticism which they had amassed in the contem-

plative leisure hours of the cloister, under the reign
of the turbulent and spatulate hands. Everything is

taken up and worshipped with ardour,-God, woman,

and war; but war for a great and pious idea, and

not for a material interest. An enthusiastic poetic
spirit coursed through the veins of the nation, and

as she had the temperament of heroism and of art,
art and heroism became part of their manners and

customs. It was the era of splendid costumes, of the

courts of love, of the crusaders, and of chivalrous

epics; like real life, history became tinged with the

colours of romance. Dante, Petrarch, and Gerson

were pre-conceived," the ideal woman, veiled until

then, revealed herself, and the worship of the Holy
Virgin was established." By the establishment of the

orders of begging friars, the Church is opened to the

lower orders, whose instincts, better understood than

"' Dante Alighieri was bom in Florence in 1265;
Petrarch and Gerson, however, were neither of them
bom until the fourteenth century, the formerin 1304, and
the latter not until 1363.

'" M. d'Arpenti ny `ves way to a regrettable loose~
ness of diction, wien ie says that the worship of the
Blessed Vir in Mary was established in the twelfth

century. Vlgiat he means, of course, is, that it was in
this century that the worship of the Virgin, already
long established, received an enormous impetus from
the establishment of the orders of Mendicant Friars,
of whom especially, the Cistercians at the beiginniugof the century, introduced their custom of de icating
ei/ery church to the Blessed Virgin Mary, and this
introduction of the worship of the Virgin was enor-

mously assisted and supported at the end of the same

century by the introduction and propagation of the

rosary by the Dominicans. For the rest, the worship
of the Virgin Mary, which had been seriously weakened

by the invasions of the Goths and Vandals, flourished

again when the Franks got once more the upper hand
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formerly, were powerfully rehabilitated." Artistic

hands, happy and triumphant, although constrained

within the region of psychological ideas, excite them-

selves in all directions; the statues of angels and

virgins with which the imaginations of the people
were gorged, spread their wings of stone, and, palm
in hand, flew in clouds to the churches built to receive

them; all men realised the grace and the beauty of

the variegated garments, the dazzling stained glass,
the triangles of light which at the feet of the sun-

beams passed across the shades of the cathedral,
symbols of a worship of pastoral origin. Ecclesiasti-

cal architecture, which flourishes only when a whole

nation feels, thinks, and believes as one man,

suddenly obtained a sublime development; the

grandeur and the spirituality of the sentiment of

the times found its reflection in the grandeur and

spirituality of the magnificent cathedrals of the

period.

[A.D. 4zo]. Clovis built the first church to the Virgin
at the eastern extremity of Paris, as also the Church
of Our Lady of Argenteuil. Exceptin§ Chilperic,
all the Merovingian kings encouraged er worship,
especially Clothaire, whose wife Waltrude and daughter
Engeltrude founded the Church of Notre Dame de

l'Escrignol in the year 6oo. Full particulars of these

pfriods of Catholic History mg
be found in Dr. F. C.

usenbeth's "Hzlrtoryq/' the Iessed Vz?gm Mary
"

(London: n.d.).
' M. l'Abbé C. Fleu gives the following account of

the institution of Mengicant Friars in his "Dz1vcour.r
:ur PHzZrbz?'e Ecclcszhstzgue

"

(Paris: 1763, Discours

viii., ch. 8). They arose principally after the Coun-
cil of the Lateran of 12| 5, and were the outcome of, in
the form of a

*protest against, the luxury of many of the
monasteries o the time. " They thoug t that they must

seek the remedy in the opposite extreme, and renounce

the possession of all temporal advantages, not only by
following the rule laid down by St. Benedict, so severe

on this point, but altogether, so that the monastery
should have no fixed income whatever." The monks

[1 454]
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1455, It has been said it was by means of the violence

T*';f'3'°"':°|'i°" exercised by kings upon the people, that the gigantic
monument monuments of Memphis, of Thebes, and of Ethiopia,

of Babylon, and of India, were raised; but in the first

place they took centuries to build, and violence, as

I understand it, is not compatible with the idea of

long duration. I would explain these marvels as

they have explained the existence of the mediaeval

cathedrals, viz., by the general consent of all to an

unique idea. These peoples pursued architecture,
because it was the talent of their day, just as to-day
industry is the talent of ours. Strange people that

we arel we can conceive a nation of haberdashers,
~ but not a nation of masons.

Th
1 

md
I have said that the artistic mind is essentially

ph5°s°,;,f;,'£°,ype, exclusive, and when it is common to an entire nation,
wfvvvwd- and nothing stands in the way of its full exercise,

it develops such extraordinary manners, and such

eccentric customs, that they become incomprehen-
sible to the other types. Voltaire, who alone in

himself represents exclusively in its highest develop-
ment the philosophic type, as presented to us by the

eighteenth century, denies Babylon and her customs

as they have been described to us by Herodotus ; he

denies the existence of the ancient Egyptians, as we

National

characteristics.

had, therefore, two altematives, viz., to work or to beg.
" The minor brethren, and the other new religious orders
of the thirteenth century, chose to beg: they were not

monks, but were doomed to wander about the earth,
working at the conversion of sinners from whom they
might expect to receive alms; and besides, their wander-

ing life, and the necessity of preparing what they pro-
posed to say to the peop e, did not seem to them to be

compatible with manual labour, . . . The Venerable
Guigues, in the constitutional code of the monks of

Chartreux, and in the Council of Paris in 1212, desires
men to give errant friars the means of existence, so that

they need not go begging, to the disgrace of their order."
We have seen [note '°, p. 156] what was Erasmus'
opinion of mendicant friars.
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know of it circumscribed within a winged circle by
the hands of her priests, hovering on unprogressive
pinions within a circle of bull-headed gods ; he denies

the Indian nations, who without doubt would in their

tum have denied him by reason of their not being
able to understand him."

To every century its own generation of men, to

every generation of men its own physical organisation,
to every organisation its own peculiar talents. Each

"' Speakin from a fairly intimate knowledge of the
works of Vogtaire, I think that M. d'Arpent1g'ny has

entirely misconceived the opinion of Voltaire upon the
architectural phenomena o which he speaks, as any
one who will take the trouble to glance through the

1837 edition of the " alll/ft! Compléie: de I/bltaxh"
will readily agree. lt is tnie that he ridicules the
accounts which are given us by Herodotus, especially in
"Le Pyfrhomlrme de l'HLrtoz?e" (ed. 1837, vol. v.,

p. 73), where' he says of that author, "

Nearly all he has
told us on the authority of others is fabulous ; . . . when
Herodotus retails the stories which he has heard, his
book becomes nothing but a romance resembling the
Milesian fables." Again, in the "

Fragmenis .mr

I'Hz3to1?e" he says, "Amateurs of the marvellous

say, 'These facts must necessarily be true, because so

many monuments support them." 1 say,
'

They must

necessarily be false, because the vulgar have believed in
them! A fable is told a few times 1n one generation, it
establishes itself in the second, it becomes respected in
the third; the fourth raises monuments to it. There was

not, in the whole of profane antiouity, a single temple
that was not founded on a folly;

' and again he cites
the history of Herodotus as an example. oltaire had
the greatest respect

for the monuments mentioned by
d'Arpentigny. n the "Dxttzbuna¢?'e P/uloraplnyue

'

[ed. 1837, vol. vii.,  681_], he says,
" To know with

a certain amount o certitude something of ancient

history, there is only one method, zle., to see whether
there remain any incontestable monuments;

" and he
then quotes as authentic instances Babylon and the
monuments of ancient Egypt, and in his " E.r.rai.rur le:
Mears" [ed. 1837, vol. iii., pg. 13, 15, 22, and a]],
he discourses interestingly an at length concemmg
Babylon, Egypt, and the monuments of ancient India.

[1 450]
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age, therefore, as it extinguishes itself] carries neces-

sarily away with it the secrets of a notable portion
of the ideas which animated it.

Herculaneum and Pompeii, rediscovered after

seventeen centuries with their obscene signs and

audacious frescoes, beneath the ashes under which

they both found a living tomb upon the same day,
have furnished us with more details conceming the

inner and familiar life of the ancients, their tastes,
their current ideas, than all the books which they
have left to us.°"

The most important details of the habits and

customs of an epoch are the points which are the

least remarked by the people whom they signalise;
they do not record them, and posterity mn only obtain

information conceming them, as it were by accident.

From an artistic point of view, what could be

finer than the organisations of Sardanapalus, of Nero,
of Heliogabalus, of the Borgias [father and son], and

of Catherine II. ? As they remained to the last day of

their lives faithful to the logic of their type, I do not

think they can ever have known remorse.

Carpocras of Alexandria, and Basilides, the founders

of the sect of the Christian gnostics" [a species of

"' Those of my readers who have visited Herculaneum
and Pompeii, and who arefamdzizr with the museum at

Nagles, will recognise the exactitude of all that our

au or says in this(paragraph."' I should har ly have cited either Carpocras [or
Carpocrates] or Basilides as founders of the enormously

diverient creeds known as Gnosticism. Gnosticism
was t e immediate outcome of the universal and highly-
organised systems of dissent from the old narrow

judaism, which obtained in the first and second cen-

turies after Christ. The old pagan creeds and the old

philosophies made--to use the words of the writer of the
article in

" Chambers' Encyclopedzh "-" a last stand,
and produced in their and the ancient world's dying
hour gnostztzkm. The wildly-opposite ideas of poly-
theism, pantheism, monotheism, the most recondite
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illuvninaIi], so far from proscribing sensual pleasures,
looked upon them as a direct means of communication

with God, and ranked them among the acts recom-

mended as wholesome and meritorious."

Some of these ideas exist to this day in Abyssinia,3°3

pihilosophical systems of Aristotle, Plato, Pythagoras,
eraclitus, Empedocles, etc., together with the

awe-striking mysticism and demonology which after the

Babylonian captivity had created in t e very heart of

Judaism that stupendous and eminently anti-jewish
science of Kabbala-all, it would appear, had waited
to add somethirg of their own to the new faith which
could not hold its own under all these

stran¥e
influences."

Simon Magus was probably the ear iest recorded
osttc, an after him Menander, Cerinthus, Nicolaus

the founder of the Nicolaitans], Satuminus of Antioch,
rdensanes of Edessa,Tatian and Valentinus of Rome,

and a many others founded more or less celebrated
schools of gnosticism. Basilides of Alexandria [125-
|4o A.D.] founded a school which inculcated princ1 les

strangely in accordance with those of the modem culxtus
of Theosophy, as laid down in A. P. Sinnett's remark-
able work " Esoierxk Buda'/ulrm "lg_;ondon, 5th edition,
1885), and founded mainly on the bbala. Carpocras
was the chief of a non-localised school of gnosticism,
so I presume that the a$x " of Alexandria" in the
aboveJiaragraph is given him accidentally instead of to
Basili es. Vxkie Lewald's "De Doctrzhd Gn0.ttzZ'd"

(Heidelber : 1818); M6hler's "

Ursprung des Gnostrl

c|érm§::;
" idalter' s "Hz3io:?'edu Gnostztzsme "

(Paris:
1 3 .

if M. d'Arpentigny has illustrated his work in this

place with an account of some of the more immoral
rites and beliefs of certain of the schools of gnosticism,
of which the most immoral was perhaps that of the
Nicolaitans. The

gassaie,
which have omitted as un-

necessary, comes om 'Abbé Fleury's "Hz3'toz?'e de

l'Eg1z1te." " Maur: de: Chrétzbn.r," chap. xiii.,
" Calomnies contre les Chrétiens "

(Paris 1739).'
"

VxHe)ames Bruce's " Travel: lo dzlrcm/er t/ze Saurce

qft/he M' e" (Edinburgh: 1790, vol. iii., p. 292), or, for

° " Ces sg: ns étaient appuyés par les abominations que les

srztiques, leslg tiens et d'autres hérétiques commettnient
leurs mmbm que l'on a peine 5 croire méme sur le

récit des peres."
ao

1 4°']
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and they have been re-discovered among the nations

who inhabit the South Sea Islands.

Platonic affections, filial, patemal, and parental, are

much less accentuated among artistic hands than

among the square and spatulate types.

a minute if somewhat unpresentable compendium of all
that has been said upon the manners and customs of

Abyssinia in this connection, vide a rather rare work,
entitled "Les Abyssmrbnnes, et les Femme: du Soudan

Orzbntal, d'apré.r le: Relahbn: de Bruce, etc., etc."

(Turin: I876).
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The Ar!ish2° Hands of Ihe Sixfffnlh Century.

Wmes one says that an aera is essentially religious, it

is synonymous with a statement that it is only
slightly sensual, and consequently more poetic from

the esoteric than from the exoteric point of view.

Thus the cathedrals of the thirteenth century are more

remarkable in the ideas revealed by their plans, than

in their execution. Like many ofthe barbaric lyrics,
whilst they strike the soul with wonder, they oflend

the taste; grand as a whole, they err in points of

detail, and are more pleasing to synthetical than to

analytical minds; for the hands of the masses make

themselves apparent in their construction, rather than

the hands of the individual. They glorify the whole

body of their constructors, and not individual work-

men ; at the same time it is the psychological hands

which have made themselves apparent rather than

the other types ; as for the artistic hands, they have

evidently only worked under the direction of the

others.

But at the period known as the Renaissance these

last hands took their revenge. The art which had

been attracted by Greek sensualism, suddenly seized

1 an
Monumental

architecture of

the thirteenth

Century.

C#
ilu. limi..
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with an intense desire of liberty, made a rapid
transition from the symbolical immobility in which

it was kept enchained by mysticism, into the world

of palpable realities and of purely human fantasies.
Like the turbulent barons of the time, art professed
an absolute independence; it was no longer beauty
which touched the soul, and the glory which comes

from God, that the sculptor and the warrior sought
for in the solid stone and on the field of battle ; it

was beauty from its picturesque aspect, and glory such

as the world can give and as it is comprehended by
sensualism. Directed by psychological hands, an

produced nothing but temples; under the free artistic

hands it produced only, or excelled in producing only,
palaces. Without folding its wings, it moderated its

flight, and forsook the gods to pay tribute to men ; it

became less grand, but more eloquent, more graceful,
more brilliant, and more exquisite than in the middle

ages. It passed from public to private decorations,
from the service of the masses to that of individuals.

Finally, if, as in the times which preceded this

epoch, art did not glorify any particular individual, it

was because, as formerly, it entered more or less into

the organisation of all. A considerable number of

excellent specimens of the sculpture of this period
remain among us to this day, of whose sculptors the

names are unknown; if by the incontestable superi-
ority of their talents they had astonished their con-

temporaries, it is to be presumed that their names,
consecrated by gratitude and by admiration, would

have been transmitted to us by historians or by
tradition.

Art, therefore, in the sixteenth century, was the

gift of the majority; but it was not practised for the

benefit of a single idea. It had the enthusiasm, the

movement, and the individuality of this epoch ol

duels and of civil wars, of wild love»adventures and
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of glittering mvalcades, of carousals and of deeds of

daring, performed by little bands of adventurers.

Formerly, art had had more solid basis than visible

exterior, now the conditions were reversed; the

people of whom it was almost the unique industry,
loved it for its own sake, and also for that of the

material good of which it was the source. Women,
whom it adulated, gave it their love in return; and

it afforded the main delights of those kings clad in

velvets and satin so spruce and so sensual, by whom

the France of that period was so well represented.
Art, by reason of its variety, and of its immensity,

not being a thing that one can teach, that one can

inculcate into the masses like a common industry, it

is necessary, in order that a whole generation should

highly appreciate art and practise it with success,
that it should be born arhslic; and I say that, having
minds organised for the development of a single end,
viz., art, its hands will also be constituted for the

same end.

The hand of Francis I. was artistic in this sense,

that its palm was large, the thumb small, and the

fingers smooth [vide the statue of this prince at

St. Denis], but the fingers were quite appreciably
spatulated. Such is the hand of men who are active

and fond of horses," who are governed by their own

fantasies, and whose changeable humours have no

other motors than the suggestions of their tempera-
ments. These inconstant minds submit more than

others to the influences of their surroundings. Well,
the sixteenth century being essentially the agc of art

and literature [by reason of' the immense number of

artistic hands that existed then in the south of

Europe] Francis l. encouraged the individuals who

practised these callings, not on account of the

"° Vz2ie1[ 164.
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possibly resultant intellectual progress,-that was the

least in his thoughts,-but on account of the pleasure
which he expected from them, and which in eH`ect

they gave him.3'°

The sixteenth century was the epoch of splendid
oligarchies, of baronies and of grand seigneurs, of

aristocratic republics and monarchies, of holy wars,-

i.e., of strife concerning forms of worship,-of political
tricks and ambuscades, of bold voyages and dis-

coveries, of sorcerers and of astrologers, of enormous

vices and `debaucheries, and of knights without fear

rather than without reproach ;-in a word, of horrible

slaughters, where the manner of killing was of greater

importance than the mere death itself; an epoch full

of contradictions, at the same time serious and

bantering, clad in embroideries and in rags, running
after finely-executed missals and chalices, reading
Rabelais and Gerson, surrounded by outlaws and

artists, ivory crucifixes and mythological nudities,
whilst miserable and deformed dwarfs, and beautiful

girls played about upon gorgeous carpets with tame

tiger-cubs.
Passionate love of order, prudence, and usefulness

is the gift neither of nations nor of individuals who

are govemed by the artistic instinct.
i

In its capricious grace and its florid opulence a

palace of the Renaissance is a sort of temple raised

to the glory of some deity, incarnate indeed, but in-

accessible to the wants of human nature, the in-

fluences of cold and of heat, of shadows, and of

dampness. It suggests grandeur, power, and riches

rather than contains them, windows, staircases,
galleries, colonnades, terraces, and porticoes,-all
are arranged for display and nothing for comfort,
as we understand it to-day, when the humblest

'"° Vzde notes °', p. 242, and '*, p. 311.
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peasant, more refined than the nobles of the time

of Charles VIII., eats with. a fork rather than with

his fingers. So the independent classes have long
since abandoned to the lower orders those abodes so

richly sculptured, carved, starred, and emblazoned,
in which, among delicate statuettes and beneath

aerial turrets, the aristocracy of brilliant appanage,
but still of the rude and coarse hands, of the six-

teenth century used to struggle and light as was

their wont.

Under the last of the Valois it was the same of

costume as of architecture; it was more important
to be elegantly than to be thoroughly dressed. They
paid more attention to their ornaments than to their

clothes, and they preferred the bodily discomfort of

an awkward fashion of garments to the offence which

would be caused to their taste by an inelegant vesture.

Still, costumes are not invented, they are bom

spontaneously, and, like legal institutions, are the

necessary results of the nature of things!" Francis I.

and Voltaire-typical representatives of their re~

spective centuries-were in turn so completely ex-

pressed by their costumes that one could not imagine
Francis in the costume of Arouét, or Arouet in the

costume of Francis."'

"' Compare the explanation given to Colonel Cheng
Ki Tong by the lady to whom he complained of the

plainness and uniformity of modem dress, to the effect
that "a plain coat is much more convenient to turn.
She observed that formerly the costume designated a

political party, and if the fashion remained to-

Zy,
men

would ruin themselves with dress!"-" The luhere

_tainted by T/zernrelr/er," pp. |61-2.
"' There are but few works on costume that do not

cite Fran ois 1. and Francois Marie Arouét [better
known as iloltaire] as exponents of the costumiers' art

in their respective centuries; but both overdid the
matter, and dressed with an extravagance, in advance
even of the extravagance which reigned supreme around
them.

HI 4711
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Constant to type among peoples who are un-

changeable and in institutions which pride them-

selves upon non-progress, like the Romish Church,
costume is continually changing among changeable
peoples-not by reason of a concerted will, but by
the necessary elfect of a contemporary moral state;
for man alone is capable of thought, man alone

is gifted with the sense of decency, and man alone

dresses himselfl

There is this to be said in favour of the fashions:

they encourage uniformity.
The nakedness of niggers, regard being had to

their colour, which clothes them as it were in a

shadow, and serves them as it were as a garment, is

less immodest than that of white people. The negro

does not come into the world wholly clad like the

animals, but quasi-clad,-a circumstance which

places him between the ape and the man in the scale

of creationfi" The Hindoos, almost as dark in colour

as the negroes, are similarly nearly as stationary as

the latter. lmmobility is the supreme attribute of

the animal worldfs*

Uniformity, so dear to the Russians, is disdained

by free nations, because it classifies and restrains.

Our costume, because it represents the most en-

.

"' Dr. Benjamin Moseley [" A Treatzlve on T
rspzkalDzlrea_re_r" (London: 18o%), p. 492] has observe that

"

Negroes are void of
"

[ odxly]
"

sensibility to a sur-

prising degree. They sleep soundly in every disease,
nor does any mental disturbance ever keep them awake.

They bear chirurgical ogerations much better than white

people; and what woul be the cause of insupportable
pain to a white man, a Negro would almost disregard,"-
a curious illustration of the, theory that high develop-
ment of one sense is generally accompanied by absence
or deterioration of another.

"' The colour of the negro is not without its constitu-
tional advantages. Attention has been drawn by Dr.
William Ogle to the fact that pigment occurs also in the
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lightened social state in the universe (ll), is precisely
the one which is the least suited 'to the blacks, and

to people who have remained primitive.
Spatulate-handed subjects viewing things as they

are, and conic-handed subjects viewing things as they
imagine them to be, the former dress themselves in

the manner which actually becomes them best, the

latter in the manner which they think suited to their

imaginary attributes ; whence we get the extravagant
costumes of the llowing-haired artist, the provincial
poet, and-the restaurant harnl all three of a race

which is eccentric and conic-handed.

People of real action and of clear good sense have,
as we have said, as a rule, spatulate hands.

Under the later Valois, .costume suggesting always
the nude, the art and literature of the time recalled

those of the Greeks, who lived semi-nude [as a

matter of taste, not on account of coarseness of mind],
and were always ignorant of the prudery and false

modesty inherent to the peoples of our colder climes.

Flaunting, alert, sensual, and scantily clothed, the

French Muse of that century, richer in words and

idioms, more highly coloured, less bashful and less

pedantic than she of the seventeenth century, teems

with the strong and, lusty youth of a nation predes-
tined to every class of success.

In those days the ideas of the South being in a

majority, France naturally sought her models of art

in Spain and Italy. Now, Northern ideas being in

olfactory regions, and he traces to this fact an increase
in the acuteness of smell. Dr. Ogle attributes the
acuteness of the smell of the negroes to their greater
abundance of pi5;ient [1/:de

"

Anosmia," by Dr.
William Ogle in "

edxto-C/zzrurgxkal Transactions,"
vol. 53]. Albinos and white animals neither see nor

smell so delicately as creatures that are dark-coloured.
-ALEXANDER BAIN, "xllhzdand Body, the Th80fI2I of
illn? Relahbn "

(London: 7th edn., 1883).

[1 411]
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the majority, we seek them in England and in Ger-

many; French genius is like the janus of the

ancients, it has a dual intelligence and two faces.

The Paris of to-day, regard being had to the in-

telligence proper to the nations of the North, is well

oiT as she is. This intelligence gives to the nation

the kind of moral strength which suits the manners

ol' the present day. In the sixteenth century she

would have been better off had her situation been

more southerly.
In 1793 the. Revolution, turned by the brilliant

oratory of the Girondins from the object prescribed
to it by the needs of the epoch, would infallibly have

perished, had it not been for the Mountain, whose

members, born nearly all_ot` them in the North, saved

the situation by dissipating the clouds of romance in

which it was becoming enveloped, and by restoring
in its midst the sentiment of reality."

Art, among highly~civilised nations, emanates from

the individual or from universal reason. Among
nations governed by instinct it emanates from God or

'" The "Mountain "

(Els: Montziigvzardsj
were the

" ultra" party in the onvention uring the French
Revolution. " The partisans occupied the ri ht side of
the assembly, the national guard, and the club of the

Feuillans; the Girondins possessed the majority in the

assembly, but not in the c ubs, where plebeian violence
carried the day; and, inally, the most extrava ant

demagogues of this new epoch, seated on the higiest
benches of the assembly, and thence named "The

Mountain," were all powerful in the clubs and with the
mob. "The moderate party

"
were called the Plain in

opposition to the left side, which was styled the Maun-
tahz, where all the jacobins were heaped up, as one

may say, one above the other. On the graduated
benches of this mountain were to be seen all the deputies
of Paris, and those of the departments who owed their
nomination to the iniiuence of the clubs, and of those
whom the Jacobins had gained over since their arrival,
by persuading them of the necessity of giving' no quarter
to the enemies ofthe revolution. In this party were also
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by inspiration. lmmature in the eighteenth, which

was the most humanly»intelleetuul <`CllLlll`)', it was

highly developed in the sixteenth, which was thc

most divinely-intellectual century. Art flourishes par-

ticularly at the periods when the nations on the

march of progress have one foot upon the territory of

barbarism, and the other on that of civilisation, when

they believe as much in miracles and in occult

sciences as in daily occurrences and exact Sciences.

Art is then suliiciently human and sufhciently Divine,
and develops itself by reliance equally upon science

and upon inspiration.
Barbarous nations affect festivals and S})lCll(l<»lll',

civilised nations substitute luxury and good taste.

Such was the court of Francis I. at a time still rude,
but alrwdy civilised; and such were the avcoiillizlxiy-

ing appliances of civilisation, that it took tive days In

go from Paris to Fontainebleau.""

In the centre of an oval lawn, surrounded by trees

of graceful growth and massy foliage, there rises in

the gardens of the Tuileries a pedestal on which is

included some men of distinguished abilities. but uf

precise, rigorous, and positive clmracters, who dis-

approved of the philanthropic theories of the (}irondisls_
as mystical abstractions."-Thiers, "

I//li'/my ry' /he

French Revolutzbn "

(London: 1877).
" The Legisla-

ti}v;'e_Assembly," ah. i., and "The National Convention,"
c . 1.

"' Exam ligratxd, the meeting of Francis I. and

Henry VII _ of England, when, as Aflolpliiis says in his

"llzlrlory o France" (London: 1/.1/.)
" the mngnili-

cence whim: was dis layed by two princes ~<|1:lly
splendid, profuse, and) vain, made the spot on wliirh
the met retain' the name of the " Pit-ld of the L loili ul

GoK1"[vol. ii., p. 75].
" The ma iiirvricc wliivh :c<'<>ni-

Eanied him through life deserted-nhiin not nr his <li~;ilh ;

is funeral obsequies were performed with unusual pomp;
and the proclamation which announced hi~ di-:ith dis-

played hls character; 'a prince mild in pi~:u;i- :ind

ViCl0t'l0I.|S in War; the father and ri-stiircr uf lirnrning
and the liberal arts."

"

lil 485|

Ql 4se_
, -l ;rl»;ru_

>|-lmsmli mr
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an excellent replica in marble of the beautiful group
of the Dioscuri. These immortals are undraped,-the
elements had no power to injure the gods,-their
movements have the appearance of being slow and

graceful, time, and the causes which drive men to

hurry and to physical exertion, being non-existent for

them. They are equal in age, as in beauty, but one

of them, more self-contained than the other, wears a

more imposing air; it is the one who reverses his

torch at the moment of descent into the kingdom of

the dead. Farewell, for a time, to the fleet coursers

and the native stream, beloved of swans and of

rose-Iaurels. Exempt from our cares, freed from our

solicitudes, their life, very different to ours, prolongs
itself~in the absolute calm which is given by their

aethereal natures, and in the cultivation of the attri-

butes of unending youth; carried away by an unlimited

and mutual love, they enjoy it without reflection in an

indolence full of security, with a gentleness which is

as innocent as it is profound. They are naked, as I

have said, but their heads are covered with flowers,
as if in symbolism of eternal happiness, and the

eternal fruitfulness of the race of immortals. From

whatever position one contemplates this group, we

find nothing but harmonious lines accentuating their

calm, their eloquence, and their suppleness; but

strength makes itself startlingly apparent, underlying
this attitude of repose, and one realises that these

are indeed the tutelary deities of manly exercises

in whom the Greeks honoured the celestial pro-
tectors of her athletes, of her horsemen, and of her

mariners.3°"

I

"' This group, which will doubtless be remembered by
many of my readers, stood near the Terrasse du Bord de
l'Eau, close to the Orangeries ; it was destroyed by the
Communards in May 1871. Wde note '°°, on Castor
and Pollux, p. 130. Those who know the Eternal City
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The inspired, reflective, logical, enthusiastic, exact

artist to whom we owe this masterpiece had without

any doubt fingers with developed joints, a large
thumb, and conical finger-tips. Nor was it an ordinary
man, who, going back to the rustic cradle of the gods
of the heathen mythology, and inspiring himself' with

memories of antiquity, placed this group upon a spot
recalling the umbrageous arena: of' Olympus and the

holy' pastures of' " the verdant Elis, abounding in

horses."

In France the action of the Southern conical type
upon those of the North, is naturally less than that of

the Northem types upon the Southern. The result

follows that this artistic type, too much modified, has

not among us the value of specialism which dis-

tinguishes it in countries where, instead of being
merely tolerated, it is encouraged; as for instance

in Italy.
Nations among whom-as among us-all the types

are largely represented have more shades and

gradations of character than fixed and determinate

characteristics. Those' among whom two types alone

form an immense majority have more fixed peculiari-
ties, and more originality of procedure than shades

of character. We are more easy-going and tolerant

than these last, because it has been given to us to

identify ourselves without effort with all characters-

a thing impossible to the masses of a population, who

are carried away by the ascendency of a too exclusive

genius. The usg/'ulnass of what strikes one at first

sight as being merely beautiful entirely escapes the

observation of the spatulate nations of the North ; and

conversely, what is beaulyul in things which appear

will remember the original group, which, taken origi-

nally from the Villa of Pornpeg,
stands now at the top

of e

steps
of the Church of ta. Maria Aracczli, in the

Piazza de Campidoglio, on the Capitoline.
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at first to be merely usqul, escapes the comprehension
of the nations of the South."

If you hate interminable wars of words, those

loquacious and sterile battles, you will avoid throwing
together, not only people of different types, but even

people representing two distinct shades of an identical

type. Each of them being permeated with sentiments

of which the other knows not how to fohn an exact

idea, thc misunderstanding will be unresolvable.

Thus among persons of an identical type small hands

generalise too much, whilst large hands do not do so

sufliciently. In the eyes of Victor Jacquemont, the

naturalist and geologist,-for whom art and poetry are

as nothing, and who, surrounded by the luxury of the

nabob, regrets the little chamber of his father, where

he partook of the humble family dinner,-Asia, the

vaunted of poets and mystics, is the most miserable

and unfortunate continent of the globe. In like man-

ner oeconomists judge of the prosperity of a country

by the number of its machines, and of its artists by
the number of its monuments, and so on with the

rest of it.

There are more elements of contradiction, of dis-

cussion, and consequently of moral agitalion in France

than in England, where thc quasi-similitude of tenden-

cies is proven by the quasi-uniformity of types ; and

as a too great conformity of ideas is not a slight cause

of boredom, it follows that the English, who at home

are verbose only upon matters of interest, are, when

not surrounded by the turmoil of voyages and

of business, the most bored people in the world.

lf we were not the most civilised and the most

"" This reminds me of a celebrated axiom of one of
the most celebrated leaders of modem aesthetic taste,
to the effect that "

a mind cannot be said to be rcally
artistically appreciative. until it can see beauty in the

perfect construction of the common wheelbarrow."
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cultivated nation of Europe, i.¢., the most voluntarily
subjected to the rules agreed upon by reason, we

should be the most turbulent and the most divided.

And it is this high state of civilisation, this lofty
abnegation of our individual instincts in favour of

reasonable measures, which causes less advanced

nations than us to look upon us as over-refined almost

to the point of being factitious.

If it is true that we enter more readily than any
other people into the characteristics of other nations;
if it is true that there exists no nation that does not

prefer us to any nation other than itself, it is evidently
because beneath our medium sky there is no type
either of the North or of the South which is entirely
foreign to us. A point of moral conformity reveals

our relationship with all peoples-a relationship which
the Romans, having mingled with all races, have

transmitted to us with their blood. Why, such is

the case even to the savages, whose fantastic humour

we have understood, together with their bizarrc

this to such a point that our fortunate

the purpose of establishing and ex-

influence in the New World, have not

like the Anglo-Americans, to comc to

instincts, and

colonists, for

tending their

been obliged,
the terrible expedient of a war of extermination.

English approval is sufficient for an Englishman; as

for us, our consciences are uneasy if we do not obtain

universal approbation, whence our nation derives the

generous duty, which she imposes upon hersell] of

referring more to the inspirations of universal chivalry
than to those which are suggested by national indivi~

clualism ; and whilst, after having inoculated Italy
with the sacred fever of liberty, and having broken

the fetters of America and of Greece, we conquer

Algeria only to regenerate her, the English have

never interfered in the affairs of foreign nations save

to render them tributaries to their commerce and

[1 493]
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their industry. lt has been said that Germany is

the hear! of Europe; so be it, but we are the head.

Our sun illumines the march of the civilisation ot the

whole world, and this continent, of which we are at

once the hope, the light, and the joy, acknowledges
that it has made a new conquest, when art, science,
or liberty have advanced a step among us, for alone

of all nations we know how to impress upon our

conceptions the seal of universality (ll).
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SUB-SECTION XVIII.

ussrut. H/mns. [Plate VIl.]

Ir is of medium size, but large rather than small,
knotty lingers, the outer phalanx square, that is to

say, its four sides extend parallel to the tip [you
must not take any notice of the curve which nearly
always finishes oft' the points of the fingers], a large
thumb, with the ball thereof well developed, the palm
of medium dimension, hollow and rather firm. I do

not propose to consider these hands with a small

thumb, for the reason I have given at the head of

Sub-Section IX.

If I have made myself clearly understood, the

reader will have gathered that a type characterises

itself no less by its repugnances than by its inclina-

tions; by its defects than by its qualities. Well

then, perseverance, foresight, and the spirit of order

and conventionality, which I have pointed out as

being nearly absolute strangers to artistic hands-

Tnl Usxrui.
Tvrl.

1405.
lu appnnnee,

100.
Squan and
c011i¢ hand:
contrasted.
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hands which the beautiful and the pleasant occupy

far more than the serviceable and useful,-abound,
on the contrary, in the intelligences signalised by

square fingers.
To organise, to classify, to arrange, and to render

symmetrical are the mission, the duties of the useful

hand. It has no conception either of beauty or truth,

apart from theory and conventionality. They have

for similitude and homogeneity, the same love which

conic hands have for contrasts. They know wherein

things which differ are similar, and the points in

which things that seem similar in reality differ ; which

faculty, as Montesquieu says, constitutes the spirit
in which the various degrees of hierarchy range

themselves in clearly-defined lines, and in which,
according to them, lie the principles of political power
and wisdom. They intentionally confound discipline
with civilisation," i.e., prescribed with agreed order.

They feel things harshly, or at least severely, ranging
all things as duties, subjecting Ihoughls to thoughi,
mm to man, and only tolerating such impulses of the

mind, the soul, and the heart as reason [considered
from its narrowest aspect] accepts and pennits.

One law of all others is dear to them, that of con-

tinuity, and it is above all things according to that

rule, that is to say, by tradition and transmitted

law, that their extension takes place.
Such intelligences, otherwise vigorous, have no

wings; they can expand, but they cannot rise. They
are shod with seven-leagued boots, but the fiery chariot

of Elijah is foreign to their natures. The earl/1 is

'°' " If the people is kept in order by fear of punish-
ment, it will be circumspect in its conduct, without

feeling ashamed of its evil actions; but if it is kept in
order by principles of virtue and the laws of social

politeness, it will feel ashamed of a culpable action, and
will advance in the path of virtue."-(C`onfuc1?¢.').-
AUTHOR'S NOTE.
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pre-eminently their abode, they can see nothing
beyond the social life of man ; they know no more of

the world of ideas than what the naked eye can know

of heaven. Beyond this they are always ready to

deny all that they cannot feel or understand, and to

look upon the limits of their understanding as the

limits of nature."'°

ln France it was not until the seventeenth century,
the period devoted especially to method and etiquette,
which were at this time reduced to a science, that

the ideas of which square hands are the almost

exclusive active instruments began to manifest them-

selves in the usages of society!" Architecture under

their sway no longer represented themes of poetry
or of imagination, as it had in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries," but displayed a tendency to

symmetry and material usefulness; like the man of

the world who marries and settles down, architecture

cut her connection with fantasy, and settled down into

the cold lines of stem reality.
The monuments of Louis XIV., stripped of all

architectural idealism, half palaces, half convents, and

part barracks, grand in surface but not in character,"
suggested by their uniformity and by their aridity the

spirit of the inexorable and vain despot, whom the

care of his own person and of his false splendour kept
all his life far from the battlefield, far from the ways

of heroism and popularity," and to whom toleration

and clemency, those virtues of great souls and of

"' How often, whilst putting into practice the science
of cheirosophy, will the cheirosophxst recall this para-
graph !

'" I/Wie 111] nz and 502 and the notes to those para-
hs.gtg? Vzde 1] 471.

" Vzde note ", p. 243.'" M. d'Arpentig-ny is not quite accurate here, for
Louis XIV., as is we l known, led his army in person in

[1 499]
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great minds, were as unknown as they were to

Philippe Il.3"°

"The mind of Louis XIV.," says St. Simon,
"

was

below mediocrity, glory was for him throughout his

life more a foible than a taste. Born moderate,

secretive, and complete master of his tongue, his love

of order and regularity were immense, and he was

always on his guard against high merit and supe-

riority of mind, talent, or sentiment. He judged men

by their lovc and aptitude for detail, sunk as he was

himself in trifles, and losing his time, as he did, in the

examination of minutiae. Loving symmetry, he fancied

himself gifted with an appreciation of the beautiful.

He settled every morning the work of the day, and

gave his orders with precision, keeping punctually
to the hours which he had prescribed. Whatever

happened, he took physic once a month, heard mass

every day, and took the Sacrament live times in the

year. He liked walking and riding; he sat his horse

well, shot magnificently, danced well, and played
racquets and billiards to perfection. His smile, his

language, and even his looks were always under

control; his politeness, always full of gradations, was

unvarying ; to ladies he removed his hat entirely, but

Holland and in the reduction of the Franche Comté.

[Vide (Adolphus') "Hz1v!ory of France" (London:
n.d.), vol. ii., p. 443]. Still, his

biographer gap. cd.,

pgoz] says :-" Though he frequently too the eld, and
re uced in person Franche Comté, and several of the

strongest towns of the Netherlands, yet his personal
courage has not escaped imputation; and in repeated
campaigns he never exposed his life or reputation to the
hazard of a battle."

"' It is true that the discipline and inflexibility of

Philip Il. were such as to have become proverbial, but
at the same time France had not seen, until the time of
Louis XIV., a ruler whose statesmanship, or whose

patriotism and splendour, were greater than those of
this monarch.
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removed it more or less far according to their rank.

To the lower orders of nobility he held it in the air

or close to his head for a few moments, carefully
pre-considered. To knights or persons of lower rank

he contented himself with touching his hat with his

hand ; to princes of blood royal he uncovered as if

to a lady; at meals he halt' rose for each lady-in-
waiting who arrived. He rcquired that his mistresses

and the ladies of the court should eat heartily-for
no one was ever less romantic than he-when it

was his pleasure to see them feed. When he was

travelling he did not like them to feel either heat or

cold; they ingratiated themselves with him by an

ever-equable temperament, and he required that they
should be always gay, and ready to walk, dance, or

follow him wherever he pleased to go. He was

always dressed in more or less quiet colours, with

very little ornamentation ; he never wore rings or

jewels of any kind save upon the buckles of his shoes,
garters, and hats; he wore his orders undernealh his

coat, excepting on special or festive occasions, when

he wore them outside, jewelled to a value of from

eight to ten millions of francs." 37°

lf the large-thumbed square type of hand [which
is the only one to which these characteristics can

belong] had not been in an immense majority in

France during this reign, the name of Louis XIV.

would not have come down to us surrounded by such

a mass of eulogy. The men of this generation, similar

in organisation and in temperament, were also similar,
not only in mind, but also to a great extent physically;
if we read their works, and look at their portraits,

"' The above is extracted from a quantity of different

places [pp. 32, 35, 118, 1:19,
vol. i., etc., etc.] in the

" Mém0IftS de M. /e Duc 0 Sl. Simon, /'O/zrvrztateur

Vtfldlyut sur le Rég/ze de Louzd' XIV." (Londres: z°"'°

edition, 1789).

[1 s°=l
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sa[1 3]
they might all be members of a single family. They
have all the same large aquiline noses and stem

mouths, the same positive, methodical, reasonable,
`

and restrained minds.

Ph1_|04. Round faces, tip-tilted noses, free glances, lively

,,m,,"f":°,,::d, behaviour, both physically and morally, belong essen-

°=u=\rr- tially to the philosophic race of the eighteenth century.

D1::'-M And noses like eagle's beak, faces like the lion's

.;,.....¢ muzzle, round eyes like wild beasts, and glowering
°""'7° eyebrows, belong to the warlike and turbulent times

of the Empire.
_

1506. Even in literature what of ideality these useful

I'"°"tTe_°"'h° hands can comprehend stops short at a very nar-

row limit. They keep away from idealism just as

they do from boldness of thought or novelty of form.

Their timorous and conceited muse, whose knowledge
is far in ...ivance of her seeming innocence, never

adventures n_r=elf save upon well-vorn roads, pre-

ferring tt. proceed by memory, rather than by senti-

ment, being spirited rather than imaginative. Such

subjects prefer words which describe objects with

reference to their use, rather than those which merely
describe their form [thus, for instance, they will

use the generic terms " bark," or
" ship," rather

than junk, sloop, brig, etc.] ; whence comes, of course,
the want of local colouring that we Gnd in their

writzugs. ln the sgyle of what they call poetry,
they like above everything else clearness and cor-

rectness, rhythm, the balance which results from

careful arrangement and combination; in social

relations they require security and exactitude; in

life, moderation.

1508. Circumspect and far-seeing, they like what is
Mentalattributes ~

__

°f,h,,yPe_ clearly known, sm _suspect the unknown. Bom for

:he cuwivarion ot 1 iedium ideas, they pay less atten-

tion .J the .t~.w_ ll; real than to the apparently real;
'hav rar-r»mn~~-.4 -»-<Q,.1~e5 by their good sense'
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rather than by their genius; by their spirit and

cultivated talents, rather than by the faculties of

imagination. In their eyes-eminently fitted to give
an opinion on the point-the most sociable man is

not the one who appreciates most the good qualities
of his fellow-men, but the one who cares least about

their defects. They do not seek after beaugv, which'

is a requirement of the soul, but after good, which is

a requirement of the mind.

This kind of teasing despotism, which has its; 1507.
source in the love of order and regularity ; hypocrisy'
and conceit, which result from an exaggerated love

of reserve and appreciation of good behaviour; this

sort of pedantry, which is bom of respect of persons ;

coldness, which resembles moderation; ilattery and

adulation, vices peculiar to spirits endowed with the

hierarchical instinct; stiffness of manner and bearing;
harshness of punctuality; and abject submission in'

view of the objects of one's ambition-these are the

principal defects of persons belonging to the useful

fYP°-
Such subjects will accept none but the man who 150;

is cultivated, well taught, disciplined, moulded, and I-*"¥"'¢° °f"'°

trimmed upon a certain pattem. Where the man of

leaming shows himself in all his glory, they go to

seek their models and their examples. When the

nation, like an open-handed parvenu, desired at length
to speak a language worthy of her fortunes and the

height of her glory, it was not to the hidden sources

of the chivalrous epics of the middle ages, that the

square hands of the seventeenth century appealed; s¢v¢m...,¢|,

they turned their eyes towards Athens and Rome, °°""""'

towards the sanctified names of Euripides, of Virgil,
of Demosthenes, and of Cicero. From that time forth

power, reinforced by the talent of the universities,
had its own literature, just as it had its own

architecture, both of them characterised by imitation

Defects of the

¥YP°~

!yP¢.
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and reflection of other styles.3'" But in the country,
the natural stronghold of elementary liberty and

truth, men held fast to the ingenuous poetry of the

land, and despising the strange gods of the capital,
remained Gaulish, Christian, and romantic."

"Every country," says Philip de Commines, speaking
in one.of his works of the long sojoum of the English
in France, and of the Germans in Burgundy,

" what-

ever men may do, ends invariably by remaining the

property of the peasanlrgy, i.e., to the nationalists." '79

lt is the same of the schools of literature.

'" Voltaire says of this century :-" In elocgience,poetry, literature, and in books of morality, the rench

were the legislators of Europe.... Preachers quoted
Virgil and Ovid; barristers quoted St. Augustin and
St. Geromc. The mind that should give to the French

language the tum, the rhythm, and the cleamess of style
and grandeur had not yet appeared. A few verses of
Malhcrbes showed that it was capable of grandeur and
of force, but that was all. The same genii who had
written in excellent Latin, as for instance the President
de Thou and the Chancellor, were no longer the same

when they dealt with their own language;
"

and he goes on

to point out that it was in this century that the works of

Voiture, of Vaugelas, and of La Rochefoucauld, really
commenced the regeneration of the French language.
-" S12clede Louzlr XII/Y," chap. xxxii.

"' An interesting and curiously parallel passage to

this commences the opening chapter of Valter Pater' s

recent work, " Marzhr, t e lzlzfzkurean
"

(London:
1885, ch. i., p. 1), which reads as follows :-"As in the

triumph of Christianity the old religion lingered latest in
the country, and died out at last as but paganism-the
religion of the villagers-before the advance of the

Christian Church; so in an earlier century it was in
laces remote from town life that the older and purergerms of pa anism survived the longest. While in

Rome new rgigions had arisen_ with bewildering com-

plexity around the dying old one, the earlier and simpler

patriarchal religion, 't e religion of Numa,' as people
oved to fancy, ingered on with little change amid the

pastoral life, out of tl1e habits and sentiment of which
so much of it had grown."

""

Compare the last note. Philippe de Commines
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Townsmen rather than citizens, men of the square-
handed type, prefer certain privileges to absolute

liberbn Authority is the base of all their instincts,
the authority of rank, of birth, of law, and of custom ;

they like to feel, and to impose the yoke. "

Anything
which hinders a man," say they with joseph de

Maistre, " fortiiies him ; he cannot obey without im-

proving himself, and by the mere fact of his thus

conquering himself, he is the better man."

See, for instance, what a deplorable influence the

troubles of the Fronde exercised upon the square-
handed type of men under Louis XIV. In the fear

of seeing their troubles recommence, they hastened

in their fanatic love of order to invest the king
with autocratic powers; they intoxicated him with

splendour and voluptuousness ; they lost themselves

in the dim necessitudes of servilism; they raised the

throne to the level of the altar, and proudly pro-
claimed themselves to be the apostles of monarchical

f`etichism.'°° From the gentle and convenient God of

Montaigne and of Rabelais they passed to the iron-

handed, harsh-voiced, and intolerant God of Pascal '91

gem I44§, died 1509] entered the service of Charles,
uke of Burgundy, in 1464, and left him to enter that of

Louis Xl. in
I4Z`2.

The earliest known MS. of his
work entitled "

romkgue el Hzk!or?'e faxkte et com-

pose? far S/'eu Messzre Phzlzfpes de Commynes,
C/:eva kr, e1;gneurd'Ar{¢nton," dates from the com-

mencement of the sixteent century. The Erst printed
edition appeared at Paris in

xgzg,
and complete editions

appeare in X528 and 1546. T e best modem edition
is that entitled " Chozlt de Chromyuer et Mémoires
.fur l'Hirto1%'e de France" (Paris: grid), edited by
].A. C. Buchon. The remark quotedby . 'Arpentigny
occurs in book iv.

For an account of the "Guerre de la Fronde"
md# Voltaire's '°Hl;Tf0l}'¢ du Parlement de Parzlr,"
ch. lvi. At the end of thc disturbances the parliament
ceased practically to exist, and Louis XIV. held auto-

cratically the reins of govemment op. cd., ch. lvii.].
" Pascal, the philosopher and ansenist, the author

1510.
Socialism of the

type.

1 su.
The type under

Louis XIV.

Pruchzrs.
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and of Bossuetf" They lacked the gift of persuasion,
and their preachers, highly appreciated at court on

account of their magnilicent language, could only con-

vert souls in the Cevennes with the aid of the

arquebuse and halberd."' We find no impartiality,
liberality, or appreciation ofantique times in the works

of their historians; no lyricism among their poets;
beneath the learned tissue of their style, beneath the

parsimonious sprinkling of metaphors and omamental

Latin quotations which decorate it, one catches a

glimpse of souls trembling beneath the vigilant scru-

tiny of literary, religious, and political pedantism, to

which, by virtue of the organisation which govems

them, the sublime flights of enthusiasm and liberty
must remain for ever strangers.

Thus, on the one hand, plastic art no longer existed,
for plastic art is as nothing where the consent ofthe

masses is not regarded as important; and, on the

other, real poetry was not yet existent, for the grand
Angel, whose forehead is diademed with stars, and

who sits at the right hand of God,-the angel of lyric

of the celebrated "Pen.re'¢-.r sur la Réhlgzbn el .rar

uelguex autres sujkli
"

(Paris : x669) [complete edition

(Paris : x844)], was the author of the " Leltfe: Prom):-

cz2zle.'," preached under the pseudonym of Louis de

Montalt, in 1654, which Voltaire calls the first book of
real enius which the century had seen.

'i/I. d'Ai-pentigny is
wrongs

in attributing these
characteristics to t e dogma of ossuet, whose style of

preaching was always sublime and poetic to the point of
real pathos. Our author would have done better in

citing his successor Bourdaloue, of whom Voltaire tells
us:-" He was [1665] one of the first that introduced
reasonable eloquence into the pulpit.... In his style,
which was more nervous than Horid, without any
imagination in its expressions, he seemed to desire to

convince rather than to touch, and he never aimed at

pleasing his congregation."-" Szécle de Louflv XI/Z,"
ch. xxxii.

"' Vzde note "", p. 247.
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poetry and sublime thoughts, the angel whom Racine

would have invoked had his age permitted it, had not

yet hovered on his fiery wings over France, pre-

occupied as she was by the cares of govemment,
and the religious scruples of her king. The artistic

hand had departed, and the psychic had not yet
arrived; it was the sera of letters and of wits, of

shades, of sentiment, and of literary subtlety; of

great talents no doubt, but not of great lights. Coustou,
Coysevox, and Puget-the latter especially-still gave

life to the dull cold marble, but they did not give
to it beauty." Poets, too great not to be misunder-

stood, Le Poussin exiled himself in Italy, Lesueur

shut himself up in a cloister, and Claude Lorrain in

the contemplation of nature. No official of this

period possessed the true sentiment ol' the beauties

of nature; in the laying out of gardens, geometry
was substituted for design, and symmetry for grace.

At the theatre excessive restraint, conventionality,
and artiiiciality, proved fatal to the drama and chilled

it. The tragic muse-like the nation-seriously
shackled, refused to move forward, and seemed to

realise the fact that beneath the crushing load of

its innumerable rules, she must act without grace;

at the same time comedy, fable, and moral romance,

compositions of a medium nature, and left more

free, probably for this reason attained during this

epoch their highest limits of perfection. France,
which together with the spirit of the artistic hands

had lost her hatred of conventionality and regularity,

°' This is of course a matter of oginion; there are no

doubt those among my readers w o have looked with

genuine admiratiiorl; upon the §_;tue;h¢;t;'Co:gouS_
in the

ernbou an is ou
"

e e a aone

atlxthe f0;§i3i'I in Fic Aiuileries Svsriens; as aghsoCo vox's groups o
"

ercury a amz" on e

pills; of the
ite

which leads into the same gardens from

the Place de Concorde.
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her brilliant energy, her light refrains, and the caustic

wit so dear to the contemporaries of "le sire de

Brantome," N advanced only with heavy and measured

tread; she had disciplined even gallantry, and had

theoretically tumed the course of the stream of Le

Flnwe de Tendre,-3" she had assumed a grave and

magisterial air, and a voluminous peruke ; she was

busy, and must not be disturbed. Upon science,
whose bold and logical deductions are regarded askant

by the authorities; upon history, whose inquiries cause

them annoyance ; and upon warlike courage, the blind

ardour and adventurous enthusiasm of which have so

often compromised them,-square hands impose as an

untransgressible limit, as an inevitable starting-point,
and as a curb, official confidence, tradition, and tactics

If the instincts of recalcitrant and innovating minds

urge them towards the sublime horizon of the world

of ideas-so much the worse for them ; this terrible

square type count among their arguments spoliation,
exile, fetters, and the scaffold.

Such was Baville, who only saw one bad point in

the public tortures and slaughter of the Protestants

" Pierre de Bourdeilles, Abbe and Seigneur of Bran-
tome, chronicler and writer, bom in 1527, died in 1614.
He passed the greater part of his life in the professions
of soldier and courtier. Gentleman of the bedchamber
to Charles IX. and Henry III., he seemed destined, b
his character as much as by the adventures which befelyl
him, to become the chronicler of his epoch. He has
been called " Le Valet de chambre de l'Histoire," a

title well eamed by his works, of which perhaps the best
known and most notorious are,

" Le: I/'abs der Homme:
Illusfres et Grand: Capdazhex de son Temps

"

(Ley-
den : |6652 ;

" Menwzrr contenan: lc: Anecdotes de la
Cour de Bunce sou: Henri II., Francozlr IL, and
Henri [IL et IK" (Leyden: 1722); and "M¢nzoz}*s
contenans Ie: Wk: der Dames Galantex de .von Zémps

"

(Leyden: I?3)."' The "

aysde Ikndre" was an allegorical country,
a good deal referred to by Romancists of the seventeenth
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at Montpellier," and that was-the compassion with

Such was Dominic,which they inspired the mob.

whose fanaticism suggested the idea of the extermina-

tion of an entire people;"° such was the Duc d'Albe,
who vaunted himself as having caused 18,800 men

to perish upon the scaffold.3" Such was the calm

Robespierre, petrified by logic, legality, and incor-

century,-a country entirely devoted to the pleasures of

love, a kind of elysium of lovers and their lasses. This
is the stream referred to by `Boileau, in his tenth satire
" Des Femmes," in the lines:-

" Puis bientot en grande eau sur le/aw de Tendrc

Navigcr A souhait, tout dire et tout extendre," etc.

" Montpellier was one of the most redoubtable

strongholds of the Protestants, by whom it was fortified
in the seventeenth century. It was, however, besieged
by Louis XIII. in August 1622, and fell in the followm
October. The massacres of Protestants which followedg,
and the atrocities committed by the conquerors of

Montpellier, form one of the blackest pages of the

religious history of the times.
""' Dominic, the founder of the monastic order that

bears his name, having despatched 1,207 monks into

Languedoc to collect proofs of the heresy of the Albi-
uses, and havin found contradictions in the evidence,

gssought the autiorities to þÿ�8�I�f�8�f�f�I�l�l�}�1�d�f ¬them [EYRE
CROWE,

" Hirtory qfFrance "

(London : 1858), vol. v.,

p. 175]. Martin says of him ["H11rt. de 111' (Paris:
1878), vol. iv., p. 25],

" Un immense anathéme poise sur

la téte de ce moine, qui passe pour le génie de 'inquisi-
tion incamé; . _ . il s'imap'ine servir le genre humain en

poursuivant sans pitié es
'

suppots de l'enfer qui
perdaient tant de milliers d'Ames,' et crut obéir A la

voix de Dieu en étou§ant les murmures de saconscience
et le cri de ses entrailles."

"" This is what we find laid down in so many words
in iloannis

Meursi " Ferdahandu: Albanus, .Vit/8 de

Re ur gfu: th Belgvb per :exmnzbm gestzlx' Ldri IIC"

(Amsterdam: 163 ).'
_ 

' "Glorintus alibi dicitur; uno illo sexennio suo, lictoris

mann, xviii. ci: ac cis xnori jussisse, piater eos quos bella aut

praesidia hauxissent."-Lib. iv., p. 86.

[1 sis]
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ruptibility.°°° Such was Louis XIV., whose cramped
spirit could never rise to doubt."'

. . .

"
non men che saver, dubbiar mi aggmta." "

An excellent portrait of Cardinal Richelieu by
Philippe de Champagne, belonging to the Museum of

Caen, represents that prelate with pointed fingers.
It is a gratuitous piece of flattery, if' indeed it was so

meant, for the hand being represented in profile the

fingers could not appear otherwise than pointed!"
Cardinal Richelieu, who recommends in his will that

all men of a too delicate sense of honour should be

banished from the conduct of public affairs, had, as

we all know, a comprehension of social and politic
ethics as broad as his moral sense was narrow.'"

More attentive to the interests of heaven than to

" "

Robespierre, who distinguished himself in the
constituent assembly by the severity of his principles,
was excluded from the legislative by the decree of non-

election. He entrenche himself now among the _]aco-
bins, where he domineered with absolute sway, by the

dogmatism of his opinions, and a reputation for integritywhich gained for him the epithet of the xhcorru*ptz` le
"

[Thiers, "Hxlrfory qf the French Revolutzbn '

(Lon-
don: 1877),"The Legislative Assembly/'ch.  Perhaps
the minutest and most unbiassed account of t e life and
character of Maximilien Robespierre is to be found in
Lamartine's " Hzkfozre de: G1%'ondz}z:" (Paris: I847),
ofwhich an En lish translation was made b H. T. Ryde:
" Hzlrtory Q' tie Gzrondzkts, or Per.vona?1lIernoz}°.r qf
Me Patrzbts, etc." (London : 1849), from which to a great
extent Mr.

Levisis'
"

Lgfe qfzllaxhnzlzbn Robespierre
"

London: 1849 is taken.(

">Vz21e ch. xxxvi. of Voltaire's " Szécle de Louis'
XI ."

'" Dante, "Infefno," canto 21, _/Zn.
" Vzkle 11 .

" " Testagggnt Pohfjgue d'A rmand du P/exsrlr,
Cardmal Duc de Rzt elzieu "

(Amsterdam: 1788),
chap vi. [p. 211] :-" C'est ce qui fait qu'au lieu de lui

représenter les avantages que les princes réligieux ont

pardessus les autres je me contente de mettre en avant
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those of the earth, he only took up arms against
the Protestants to deprive them of their material

strength." Though he had the mania of verse, i.e.,
of rhythm and measure in speech, he had not the

sentiment of poetry developed to the slightest degree.
He was a deeply considered, and bold enemy of inde-

pendent and audacious instincts, and he was a leveller

in whose eyes two things alone were sacred-unity
and authority.

Certainly, like Aristotle, that paragon of the square

type; like Boileau, the prototype of rhythmical poets;
like Turenne and Vauban, generals of the scientific

school, Richelieu had square finger-tips, and not

pointed ones.

Versailles, where everything is arranged in straight
lines, and effaces itself in a tyrannical and wearisome

symmetry; where the houses like stately dowagers
stand in rows, cold and stiff, uniformly omamented

with massive facings of red brick in imitation of por-

phyry ;-Versailles, where one feels that one ought
only to walk in one's best clothes, and at the pace of

a procession ; where, to analyse the feelings to which

the splendid poverty of its bastard architecture gives
birth, the mind tums to arithmetic rather than to

poetry;-Versailles, I say, with its gardens and its

palace, will always be for largethumbed useful hands

que la devotion qui est necessaire aux Rois doit étre
exemte de scrupule: _Ie le dis, sire,tparce que la delica-
tesse de la conscience de V. M. lui ait souvent craindre
oienser Dieu en faisant certaines choses dont assure-

ment elle ne s auroit s'abstenir sans péché."-Chap.
viii., sect. iii. fp. 246.]:-"La probité d'un Ministre
Public ne suppose pas une conscience craintive et scru-

puleuse: au contraire il n'y a rien de plus dangereux
au Gouvernement de l'Etat," etc; and the same spirit
continually pervades the maxims contained in this

extraordinary little volume.
'

"' Vide 1 384.
zz
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the most perfect exemplification of monumental

beauty, as it is understood by them.-

The man who is a publican by nature, the bureau-

crat 'moulded to the true type of his race, has

necessarily square fingers. Satellite of the science

of arithmetic, he gravitates around its arid sphere
and draws from it its faint refulgence. His harsh

and sullen pen deals only with matter of law and

rule, for he is permeated by the fiscal instinct, which

with him takes the place of all natural feeling. Living
outside the pale of thought and of events, tar from

the clashing of opinions, of interests, and of swords,
all his sensibilities are concentrated upon himself, as

is also everything in the way of combinations that

his mind can grasp. He is so constituted that he

cannot feel a passion for anything; the crowd surges
and murmurs in the street,--it is the king who is

passing; immediately he wreathes his lips into a smile

of compulsory cheerfulness, which will disappear like

the flame of an extinguished candle when his master

has gone by. ln his eyes the best government is the

one under which he can live his careful life; he

knows beforehand at what age he will marry, and

how many children he will have. Having no hope
of achieving glory or distinction, innovation of any
kind being absolutely forbidden him, he never loses

an opportunity of decrying it when it is being vaunted

by popular enthusiasm. For all professions which

are not literary, he has the same contempt that the

peasant has for the trades which do not entail hard

work. In his estimation man has only been the

superior animal since the invention of paper, and he

considers asproblematical and hypothetical the renown

of the pretended great men who have never leamt to

read or write. He considers the ranks of the priest~
hood and the classifications of the social scale to be
far more worthy of consideration than the poet, the
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artist, or the philosopher, patricians by Divine right ;

he expects that imitation and assimilation will give
him a factitious aristocracy, a rank, an importance
that he can never expect to derive from the eminently
plebeian nature of his labours.

ln France the uniformed writer whose duty it is to

regulate the renovation of the soldiers' shoes, and to

count the survivors after the battle, has a right to the

same decorations, distinctions, and emoluments as the

general who has headed the soldiers into victory; in

this case ink has the same value as blood. We have

gaugers and caterers, who hold the rank of colonel,
who wear decorations, stars, and ribbons.

In China there is an insignium of honour conferred

upon men of letters, and upon the highest state

ofiicials, which France should adopt for the dis-

tinction of her bureaucrats-the peacock feather."

The soldier appreciated by the subject of the spatu-
late type is tall, with broad shoulders, a ruddy com-

plexion, an equable temperament; he is gay, frank,
martial, and deliberate in manner. In the country,
the chickens come of their own accord to forage for

themselves in his haversack; like the veterans of the

Empire, he will not believe in the traditional goose

with the golden eggs, or the cricket of good omen, but

he has implicit confidence in the powers of his sword

and his brandy flask. So long as he is strong and

valiant, one may forgive his intemperance.
The general whose large hands have square finger-

tips requires that he shall be exact and orderly,
always clean, carefully attired, and scrupulously neat.

He will not allow him the pleasure of an occasional

dissipation; he must not be hungry or thirsty ex-

cepting at the regimental and prescribed hours. No

doubt he will be brave and robust, but before all he

'" Vxkie 11 418, and notes to the paragraph.
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will be obedient and submissive to discipline; he

will have clear judgment, but his wit will be neither

brilliant nor refined.

According as a man belongs to these two types, as

they at present stand in France, an army ought only
to be an instrument whose perfection consists in being
strong and supple, that is to say, of soldiers more

vigorous than intelligent, and of inferior officers of

greater docility than capacity. A highly-developed
capacity in subalterns is to them more a drawback

than an advantage; it is pretended that it brings
them infallibly to a state of scorning the details of

things, to presumption and disregard of discipline;
and while in this connection one may cite Sallust,
who has written that the soldier who affects the fine

arts has necessarily a feeble understanding."7 A

high compliment, indeed, to the independence of

artistic natures.

In the barracks, towards the end of the reign of

Charles X., the guards with their elementary hands'

lived by themselves, calm, empty-headed, and

characterised by a vulgar and inoffensive appearance.

Corpulent and inert, they sat their horses boldly,
but without grace ; whilst some regiments made an

omament of their uniforms, for them it was but a

garment. They rose atvdaybreak, and went to bed

'" The passage referred to is the one in which Sallust,
describing the army of L. Sulla in Asia, states that they
were completely demoralised by luxuries, and by a taste
for the fine arts.'

* S/u.Lus'r, "Bzllum Catilinan'um," cap. xi :-"Hue ae-

cedebat quod L. Sulla exercitum quem in Asia ductaverat,
quo sibi iidum faceret, contra morem majorum, luxuriose nimis

pus
hberaliter habuerat loca amoena voluptaria, facile in otio

eroces militum animos molliverant. Ibi primum insuevit
exercitus populi romani amare potare; signn, tahulas pictns,
vnsa coelata mirari.... lgitur hi milites, postqunm victorian
adepti sunt, nihil aliqui victns feoere."
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early; their windows were garnished with flowers;
they used to go for long silent walks two and two,
from which they would bring back a bouquet of

violets, or a branch of May-flowers. When they
came in they passed a wet comb through their hair,
and set to work to brush their clothes. A wicker

cage shaded by a bunch of chickweed, their portraits
painted in oils by a house-painter, a net for quail-
catching, and a green china parrot, with a curtainless

bed, a deal table, and the chest of drawers, and

three chairs provided by govemment, completed their

modest furniture. They married women of their

kind, i.e., women with large feet, of masculine propor-

tions, of equable temperament, drinking everything
and knowing like them how to march in line, and

who shared with them their admiration for the great
porringer of the Invalides. -

These useful-handed guards went in for the free

educational courses open to them, in the murky
domains of the Latin tongue; they frequented labo-

ratories, amphitheatres, and libraries, and always
absorbed sciences with avidity; they numbered her-

bals and collections of insects among their possessions.
One might consult them as to the time, as if they had

been dials; as to the date, as if they had been

calendars; the day ofthe week, as if they had been

almanacks;-it flattered them. They prided them-

selves on being trussed at all points conformably to

the prescriptions of the regimental code. They could

stammer dead languages, and on great occasions they
would fire great names at you like bonbons out of

a pea-shooter.
Enthusiasm, turmoil, and the outdoor forms of life,

on the contrary, were the domains of the younger

guards with smooth spatulate fingers; lovers of the

bottle, hardy and elegant horsemen, they were pre-

eminent for the graces of their persons and appoint-
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ments; they dressed beautifully, and alone of all men

carried their whips
" with an air." One met them

everywhere: like wasps to the ripened fruit there

flocked to them the idlers of the cafés, the eternal

sippers of absinthe and of white wine; and the

English, grown tired of ale and red-haired beauties;
and the baronesses of the Holy Empire with their in-

satiable requirements; and portionless damsels in

search of a beau, wearing their hearts on their

sleeves; and the frisky and impudent members of

the ballet, and all the rest of them ! In their rooms,

rather less bare than those of which I have just
spoken, one might see a guitar, some flowers, an

assortment of pipes, a volume of Pigault-Lebrun,
and silhouettes of women framed in gilt paper.

Whenever a nation advances in a particular direc-

tion, every influence combines to forward it in that

direction, even those to the detriment of_which, the

movement is accomplished. That is what one sees

under the reign of Louis XIV., when the spirit of every
class tended towards material order above all things,
so as to merit the favour of the governing type, which

made use of them against themselves just as navi-

gators make use of a head-wind, and make it carry
them forward.

One is struck by two things in reading the " Lettres

Edifiantes ;" firstly, by the strength of will and the

spirit of self-abncgation and of patience, by the

courage, and the knowledge of the missionaries who

wrote them ; and secondly, by the childish faith which

they reposed in the efficacy of the last ceremony of

the Catholic religion. They seemed convinced that

whoever was not of their Church was not only not a

Christian, but was a positive Atheist." So narrow-

mindcd,vso impious an cxclusivcncss, and the disdain

"' Vide note '"', p. II7.
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which they always testified for human reason unil-

lumined by revelation, have rendered vain all their

efforts upon the infidels, among whom they have

driven more people to fanaticism and to martyrdom
than to civilisation. To listen to them one would

believe that it is the Church, and not God, who dis-

poses of human souls. One of them steals a baby
from its mother and baptizes it in secret; at the close

of the ceremony the baby dies, and the missionary
weeps for joy at having saved a soul from hell,-
as if by this formality God was prevented from a

possible misapprehension as to the baby's inno-

cence. It is during the seventeenth century that

the greater part of the " Lettres Edifiantes" were

written; they reflect admirably the hard and in-

tolerant, hierarchic, disciplined and obstinate spirit of

the useful hand. But these missionaries were nearly
all gifted with simple and charitable hearts; their

genuine modesty was in no respect
" the pride that

apes humility," nor their benevolence towards the

humble and meek, of the kind which has been defined

as
" the hatred of the great and powerful.""° These

qualities have modified the defects of their type ; but,
had their hearts been as exclusive as their minds,
their small successes would have been smaller still.

There is this difference between the love of con~

stituted authority as it is understood by spatulate
hands and by useful hands (free in either case from

the modifying influences of education), that the former

attach themselves to the person of the despot, and the

"' "Leftres Edgfianfes et Curfkuser concernant

l'A.r¢?, l'Afr1§1ue, ef l'A mériyue, e/c." (Paris: 1838),

publiées sous la direction de M. l'Aimé-Martin. These
etters, dated principally from the seventeenth century,
constitute a large col ection of records of missions
undertaken by French and other priests in all parts of
the known world.

[1 516]
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latter to the institution of despotism ; for the former

the tyrant must be powerful, for the latter he need

only be properly constituted.

Artistic hands observe material order onlyin so far

as it helps and contributes to beauty. Useful hands

love it for itself, admitting freely to their lives every-

thing resultant therefrom. Order as it is understood

by the English and Americans chills our artistic taste,
and is antipathetic to us. Excessive order reduces

all principles to the level of methods, a proceeding
which almost materialises them, and up to a certain

point strikes them with sterility. lt is thus, as

Madame de Stael said, that analysis kills the spirit of

a thing, that chemistry kills its life, and that reasoning
kills its sentiment.'°°

'°° " Guwes
Comflétes de Madame de S!aEl-Ho1-

:tem "

(Paris : 185 ), pa_r.r1?n.
" La récision méta-

physique, appliquée aux atfections moralirs de l'homme,
est tout 5. fait incompatible avec sa nature. Le Bonheur
est dans le vague, et vouloir y porter un examen dont il
n'est pas susceptible, c'est l'anéantir comme ces imapesbrilliantes fonnées par les vapeurs légéres qu'on ait

disparaitre en les traversant.' ~#" Essai sur les Fic-

tions," vip. cd., vol. i., p. 62. "L'imagination a peur
du revei de la raison comme d'un ennemi étran er qui
pourrait venir troubler le bon accord de ses chimires et

de ses faiblesses. . . . Le courage et la. sensibilité, deux

jouissances, deux sensations morales, dont vous détruirez

l'empire en les analysant par Pintérét ersonnel, *comme
vous flétririez le charme de la beautg en la décrivant
comme un anatomiste."- " De la Littérature," vol. cit.,
PP- 3l7'9-
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in China, and for this reason : the masses defer will- s""";h§xd' "'

ingly to the requirements of hierarchy and to the

sovereign authority of a single man.°°' They do not

weigh reason against logic, but against usage; they
esteem good sense more than genius, things ordinary
more than things extraordinary, the real more than

the ideal, and the middle course rather than the

extremes

They prefer social and practical to speculative 1630.
philosophy, history and the other moral and political

s"""°"

sciences to metaphysics and abstract sciences."

The man who governs his family well, who has 153l~
rum mmm

been a respectful and dutiful son, who has the proper

deference for his elders, is judged worthy and capable
of govcming a province, a kingdom, or an empire.'°'

0 Vid: note "', p. 267.
"' "We have a religion of the literary class which

corresponds to the degree of culture of the most en-

lightened body in the empire. This is the religion of

Confucius. or rather his philosophy; for his doctrine is
that of the founder of a school who has enunciated
moral maxims, but has not meddled with speculative
theories upon the dcstinics of man and the nature of the
Divinit .' -Tcheng~Ki-Ton , op. cd., p. 1 .

" "{`he family,
'

says Ccionel Tcheng-lgi-Tong. " is

f
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They have placed placid politeness, tact, and the

observance of conventionalities and of rites, at the

head of the social virtues. In China these things
regulate the various ways in which each man,

according to his age, rank, or profession, must walk

about, sit down, enter, leave, listen, look, salute, dress,
and move. _

lt was the same thing in France in the seventeenth

century, the epoch when passive obedience constituted

the first merit of a son or of a subject, and when a

knowledge of heraldry, of etiquette, of ceremonies, of

formula, and of the ways of the world sufliced to

endow a man with the epithet of an accomplished
gentleman. They could not write or spell properly
in the court of Louis XIV., but they saluted with more

grace than in any other place in the world.

the institution upon which is based the whole social and

political edifice of China.... From the most remote

period the influence of the family has predominated
every order of idea; and we say, quoting Confucius,
that to govern a country one must first have leamed to

govern a family. The family is essentially a govemment
in miniature; it is the school in which govemors are

formed, and the sovereign is himself a disciple of it"

[p. 7].
" The chief authority is vested in the most aged

member of the family, and in all the important con~

Junctions of life reference is made to his decision. He
has the attributes of the head of a government; all
documents are signed by him in the name of the

family
"

[p.9%
" 7710 Clzinese painted by Themselves "

(London: 18 5). It is thus that we find in Chinese
literature a continual recurrence of such passages as

the following, taken from "]7ze Shoo Iéhg, or the
Hzlriarzt C/a.v.'z2"' [translated by V. H. Medhurst

(Shanghai: 1846), p. 792], in the sixth book, called the
Book of Chow, sect. 2: "The King said, as it were,
' Oh, Kun Chin, you are possessed of excellent virtue,
being both filial and respectful. And as you are

dutiful and fraternal towards your elder and younger
brethren, you can display the same qualities in

govemment, I therefore command you to regulate
our northem border," etc., etc.
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The moral portrait of Confucius, as it has been

transmitted to us by his disciples, aR`ords the perfect
model of the superior man as he was understood by
the Chinese. Here are some of its salient features:

Kung Fu'I`su, when still resident in his native village,
was extremely sincere and upright, but he had so

much modesty that he seemed to be deprived of the

faculty of speech. VVhen, however, he found him-

self in the temple of his ancestors, and in the court

of his sovereign, he spoke clearly and distinctly, and

all that he said bore the evidence of reflection, and of

maturity. At court he spoke to the inferior oHicials

with firmness and rectitude, to the superior ofiicers

with a polished frankness; in the presence of the

prince his attitude was respectful and dignified.
When the prince ordered him to court and bade him

receive the guests [the more important vassals], his

attitude took a new aspect, and his gait was slow

and measured, as if he had shackles attached to his

feet.

ln saluting persons who stood nur him, either to

the right or to the left, his robes, both in front and

behind, always tell straight and in well-arranged folds.

Hls pace quickened when he introduced guests, and he

held his arms extended like the wings ofa bird. When

he entered the gates of the palace he bent his body
as if the gates had not been high enough to allow him

to pass through erect; he never paused as he entered,
and never stood about upon the threshold. In passing
before the throne his countenance changed suddenly :

his tread was slow and measured, as if he had been

fettered, and his speech seemed as shackled as his

feet. Holding his robe in his hands, he advanced

thus up the hall of the palace, with his body bent, and

holding his brcath_as if hc dared not breathe. In

going out, after having taken a few steps, he relaxed

his grave and respectful countenance, and assumed a

1| su.
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smiling expression, and when he reached the bottom

of the stairs, letting his robes fall, he extended once

more his arms in the wing-like attitude.

ln receiving the distinctive marks of homage [as
the envoy of his prince] he inclined his body pro-

foundly, as if he could not support it; then he raised

it up with both hands, as if to present himself to

some one, lowered it once more to the ground, as if

to replace it: wearing on his countenance and in his

attitudes the appearance of fear, and displaying in

his gait, now slow, now rapid, all the different

emotions of his soul.

His costulne for sleeping or repose was hall as

long again as his body. ln the house he wore thick

garments of fox skins. On the first of every month

he put on his court dress, and went to pay his respects
to the prince.

He never ate meat that was not cut straight and

neatly, nor of dishes which were not dressed with

the sauce that suited him, nor if the colour was

not right, or the smell did not please him, or il' the

meats were not of the right season. In drinking
alone he restricted himself by no rule, but he never

took enough to disturb his mind in the least degree :

he always took a moderate quantity of ginger with

his food, and whilst eating he never conversed. lf

the mat on which he was to sit was not carefully laid,
he would not sit upon it; when invited to a feast by
the inhabitants of his village, he would never leave

the table before the feeble and older men who were

present.
His stables having caught fire, he said, when he

returned home, " Has the fire killed any one ? l do

not mind about the horses."
'

If he was ill, and the prince came to see him, he

always had himself placed with his head to the east

and dressed in his court dress, and girded himself
1

gi-l
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with his richest belt. When the prince summoned

him to his presence, he went immediately on foot,
without waiting for his equipage, which followed

him.

If any of his friends died, having no one to super-
intend his funeral rites, he used to say,

" The cares of

the funeral will be mine."

When he went to sleep he never assumed the

position of a dead man, and at home he used to lay
aside his habitual gravity. lf any one called on

him whilst he was in mouming, even when it was

for an intimate friend, he never failed to change his

countenance and to assume a conventional expression.
If ever he met any one in robes of state, or who

was blind, though he himself wore nothing but his

ordinary garments, he never failed to treat him with

deference and respect. When he met any one

dressed in mouming, he saluted, alighting from his

caniage; and he acted in the same manner when he

met people carrying memorial tablets bearing the

names of citizens."

When a thunder-storm broke out upon the town, or

a storm wind rose suddenly, he always changed
countenance, and looked with an air of terror towards

heaven. When he rode in his chariot, he stood

upright, holding the reins in his own hands: he

never looked behind him, spoke only with a grave

accent, and never pointed with his tinger.'°'
°° Tablets upon which are inscribed all the titles

which the famil has possessed for several generations,
are always in ghina carried in procession whether of

marriages or of funerals. It is the custom for passers-
by to salute such processions when they meet them in
the streets.

'° The above account of Kun fu tzu is taken from

_]. P. G. Panthier`s accounts of ie f;hinese law-giver,"
contained in his works "

Confuczus et Maxim"
Paris: 1846), and " Le Ta 11%, ou la Grande Etude"
Paris: x83').
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Here lbllow some of the maxims of Confucius;
they prove that genius, that lofty reason and wisdom

are to be found in all countries and among all races; to

love one's fellow-creatures is a virtue, to know them is

a science,'°° and to despise them is the ruin of virtue.

Men who can make studied orations are not the

right ones to decide in matters of crime ; they require
only men who are gentle, sincere, and just ; who can

always preserve the happy medium. If a state is

not governed by reason, riches and honours are then

only subjects of shame. lf, on the other hand, it is

governed by reason, poverty and misery then become

subjects of shame!"

The man of superior`mind lives at peace with all

men, without any fixed rule of invariable conduct.

The man of inferior intellect, on the other hand, acts

always according to a given plan, without being able

to suit himself to his fellow-men. The former is

easily served, but is satisfied with difficulty; the

latter, on the contrary, is served with difficulty, but

is easily satisfied.

What heaven sees and hears is merely what the

people see and hear: what the people consider

worthy of recompense or of punishment is what

Heaven will reward and punish ; let those, therefore,
who govern peoples be attentive and reserved.

lf in the morning you have heard the voice of

Divine reason, in the evening you may be content to

die.'°° Study yourself, perfect yourself, be simple in

heart, and love your neighbour as yoursel£ lf you
do not know the value of men's words, you know

not the men themselves.

N Vide note '°, p. 90.
'°" Compare Giles' " Gems q/` Chhlese Lzlerature '

(London and Shanghai : 1884), p. 3.
"' Giles, loc. CIT.
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SUB-SECTION XX.

PHILOSOPHIC HANDS. [Plate VIIL]

Tun army of philosophers is, as we know, divided

into two principal camps,-that ofthe sensualists, and

that of the idealists. Among the former we derive

our ideas from extemal influences, whereas among
the latter we devolve them from our inner conscious-

ness.

Locke and Condillac have been the most eminent

exponents of the doctrines of the sensualist school,
and Descartes, Malebranche, and Leibnitz, the most

vigorous champions of the idealist school.

Kant, since then, adopting a medium course, has

admitted both innate ideas, i.¢., those pre-existent
and inherent in the soul, and transmitted ideas, z'.¢.,
those which form themselves in our minds by the

prompting of the senses."

°° Immanuel Kant, who has been justly described as
"

one of the greatest and most influential metaphysicians
of all time," was born at Kbnigsberg in April 1724, and
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350 THE SCIENCE OF THE HAND.

'ul But quite recently Fichte has raised once more the

nam? standard of the exclusive idealists. He is a subtle

and abstract metaphysician, very difficult to under-

stand, without warmth, passion, or love ; who,

isolating thought, or rather idea, from all kinds of

covering, demonstrates and expounds it in terms as

cold and severe as figures."
1553- The ideal philosophy reigns almost undisturbed in

ld;'G,,,,mV°'°,'h_' Germany, a country without large towns, without

social animation, flat, gloomy, silent, monotonous,
where science is held in more esteem than art, con-

templation than action, theory than practice; where

life manifests itself only by the intelligences of the

people, and where for these reasons imaginative men

are led and authorised to believe that the real has no

occupied the position of professor in the university of

Konigsberg, which city he never left for thirty years.
The opening sentences of his biography in " Chambers'

Enc_yclopa'dzh" are a sumcient commentary on the
above paragraph :-"The investigations by which he
achieved the reputation of a re ormer in philosophy
refer not so much to particular sections or problems of
that science, as to its principles and limits. The central

point of his system is found in the proposition, that
before anything can be determined concemin the

UQ/bCf.' of cognition, thefa¢'ul(y of cognition itseli and
the sources qf knowledge lying therein, must be sub-

jected to a critical examination. Locke's psychology
indeed, at an earlier period in European speculation,
had shown a similar tendency; but before Kant, no

thinker had delinitely gasped the conception of a

critical philosophy, and ant himself was led to it not
so much bi Loc e as by Hume's acute scepticism in

regard to t e objective validity of our ideas, es cially
of the

ver; important idea of causality. The ltgntian
criticism ad a twofold aim: first, to se arate the

necessary and universal in cognition from tie merely
empirical (z1e., from the knowledge we derive fhfwllgh
the senses); and, second, to dctcnninc the limits of
cognition." Kant died in February 1804.

"' 'Johann Gottlieb Fichte, born in 1762, was, as our
author says, one of the purest idealists that ever lived.
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existence save in the ideal, and that all our sensations

come to us from our souls.

But this is not the case in France, the land of inno- _1_55§~ _

vation, of outward movement of active and passionate s°°'a;i,T,,s;'f°' m

sociability, where the senses being more excited than

the soul [which never raises its voice save when the

senses are completely silent] seem to us to be the

true source of all our ideas, and it is for this reason

that I shall deal only with the hand which is the born

instnunent of intelligences tumed towards the sen-

sualist and rationalist philosophy.
The palm rather large and well developed; the

A
1555-

I

joints well marked in the lingers. The exterior mfmghgc
phalanx half square and half conic, a combination "*"d-

producing with the upper joint a kind of egg-shaped
spatule ; the thumb large and indicating the presence
of as much logic as will, i.e., composed oftwo phalanges
of equal, or practically equal, length.

'

We have seen that the inclination of the spatulate j 666.

finger-tips draws them irresistibly towards that 
which is materially useful; that the inclination of

the conic phalanx has as its aim, beauty of form,
i.¢., art ; and that that of the square finger-tips tends

towards social utility, medium and practicable ideas,

A pupil of Kant, he published under his influence his first
work with the startling title, "KrzYz7l> alla' Ofen-
barung" (Konigsbergz 1723). His whole life was de-
voted to the exposition of w at has been described as

"
a

system of transcendental idealism,"-a system which maybe gathered from his works " Dae Wzlrsenschaftrkhre
'

(Konigsbergz 1795),
"

Systemdgr S1?ienle}1fe"(]ena:
Z98), and particularly from his "

Anwemfng zum

þÿ�h ¬�e�e�nLeéen, oder dk' Reggfzbmlehre
"

(Berlin: 1806).
He came rector of the niversity of Berlin in 1810
and diedin 1814.

" He combines," says his biographer,"the penetration of a philosopher, with the re of a

prophet, and the thunder of an orator; and over all his
ife lies the beauty ol' a spotless urity."- Vzdeg. H.

Fichte`s " iithtés Leben und fzlerafzlrcher nef-
wcc/uel "

(Sulzberg : l830°3 1).

.1
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352 THE SCIENCE OF THE HAND.

and realisable combinations. As for the genius which

accompanies phalanges which are quasi-square and

quasi-conic,-it is characterised by the love of and

constant desire for absolute truth.

By their joints philosophic hands have calculation,
more or less rigorous deductions, and method; by
their quasi-conic tips they have the intuition of a rela-

tive form of poetry; and by the whole combination of

formations, including, of course, the thumb, they have

the instinct of metaphysics. They plunge into the

outer as well as into the inner world, but they seek

less after the form than after the essence of things,
less after beauty than truth; more than any of the

other types they show themselves greedy of the

severe enthusiasm, which is diffused by the inex-

haustible reservoir of the higher moral,» experimental,
and philosophical [sensually speaking], and xsthetic

sciences.

You have a philosophic hand ? Iconclude then that

the philosophic spirit centres in you with greater orless

intensity. You feel a desire to analyse and account

for your sensations ; the secret of your own existence

occupies your thoughts, as also does that of the origin
of all things. Your beliefs, your ideas, and your

opinions, are not adopted on the faith of other people,
but only after having examined them from every point
of view. Reason seems to you to be a more reliable

guide than instinct, than faith, even than love ; it is to

the reasoning faculty, and not to custom, or education,
or law, that according to you everything must be

consecrated; you think like Socrates, that that which

wounds reason wounds humanity in all that it holds

most holy and best. Above the priest, the interested

propagandist of the dreams of imagination, you place
the philosopher, the apostle of the morality which

draws men together, and dictates to them the law ol'

loving one another, when all religions separate them
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and make them hate one another. You know that

doubt is as inevitable to us as death, and neither

doubt nor the idea of death can alter your serenity.
You proceed by analysis, but you aim at synthesis
thereby; you occupy your thoughts at the same time

with details and with the mass, with the individual

and with mankind, with the atom and with the uni-

verse,-in a word, with the exception and with the

rule the order, which in the material world others

have seen in symmetry, you find in ajinilks; you

claim a religious liberty because you feel that God

has given you the intelligence of the just and of

the unjust. You ignore vain scruples and super-

stitious, terrors, and make use of all the pleasures
with moderation. If you do not recognise all these

characteristics as applying to yoursell, you will at

least own to possessing most of them.

Subjects ofthe square type reproach Louis XV. for

having allowed himself to be despoiled of the absolute

power with which they had armed him, as if the

spirit of the times had not always a greater influence

upon an isolated individual, than [whatever may be

the temper of his disposition] that which that indi-

vidual can exercise upon the times; as if princes,
were not like other men, subject to the irresistible

empire of the circumstances among which they live.

At the time of Louis XV.'s accession to the throne,
a type of hands, sprung from thc masses of the people
during the time ofthe regency,'" had just risen to the

surface ol' society, with all knowledge of its strength,
and the ardent egoism which drives every instinct to

"' Louis XV. was an infant at the date of the death of
Louis XIV., and Philippe, Duc d'Orleans, was elected

regent by the Parliament in 1715, a post which he held
until 1733, when upon his death the regency was

entrusted to le Duc dc Bourbon, and after him, in 1726,
to the Cardinal de Fleury.

[1 558]
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prefer itself openly and ostensibly to every other.

They were hands of the philosophic type.

Contrary to the useful hands, which for upwards of

fifty years had appealed to subordination, to authority,
to usage, to custom, to conventionality, to faith, and

to predestination, the philosophic hands appealed to

reason, to examination, to proof, to liberty, and to free

thought. At these words, France, which was being
crushed beneath the heavy pall of formalities, raised

her head and breathed again. One saw her, like a

becalmed vessel warned at last of a coming wind by
an unexpected breeze, spread her sails in haste,--her
sails which had so long lain idle,-hoisting her joyous
ensigns, and saluting with magnificent flourishes of

trumpets. the blessed hands who restored her to

wider spaces, to innovation, and to movement!"

Attacking first of all the despotism of religion,
the philosophers said :-" What distinguishes us

essentially from the animals is reason; it is, therefore,
from reason that the idea of God comes to us, because

the animals, who are without it, have no idea of the

sort. Ii, therefore, our reason is our sole guarantee
of the existence of God, it follows that it is reason

alone that should direct for us the studies which have

Him for their object. He would not blame us for

not holding a faith which is condemned by our reason

the faculty whereby He has been revealed to us, and

without which He would be unknown to us."

The intolerant Catholicism of this epoch, having
been threatened by these arguments, and caused to

totter at last upon its base, these philosophers then

D

'" A condition of things immediately resulting from
the weak and sensual character of Louis XV., a monarch
who practical] took no part whatever in the conduct of
the national a§airs, and who was in every way supremel
uni-itted to carry on the system of govemment whiclli
had for its basis, Louis XIV.'s celebrated phrase,
" L'Etat, c'est moi !

"
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tumed the efforts of their aggressive dialectics against
the despotism of politics.

" Kings were made for the people, and not people
for kings." This maxim, hitherto regarded as im-

pious, seemed just and sacred to a generation which,
having arrived at the point of reasoning out its

education, and making it conform to its intelligence,
considered that it had so much the more the right to

reason out its govemment. Liberty established her-

self victoriously in men's minds, but it was in the

sphere of ideas alone that for a long time she dared

to soar with complete freedom. It was not until

1789, the epoch when she took her place in the laws

of the land, that she made her way into the sphere
of action. Since then art has opened to her her

sanctuary; and to-day philosophers are trying to

find her a way into morals; they claim for all men

electoral rights, divorce, and the freedom of women»

and preach the doctrine of individual Protestantism.

Literature in the seventeenth century, by reason of

the imposed and inflexible ideas which govemed this

epoch, had, and indeed could only have, itself as an

object ; and all literature which is thus circumstanced

must necessarily occupy itself more with style than

with substance. For philosophic hands, devoted by
their instinct to the search after the absolutely true,
literature was but an instrument, with the aid of

which they explored the unlimited domains of

thought!" Their writings are brilliant from their

"' Madame de Staél, in her treatise " De la Ldiéra-
ture" (Paris : 1800), ch. xx., has said in this connection:
"In the time of Louis XIV., the perfection of literary
art itself was the principal object of men of letters, but

already in the eighteenth century literature assumes
a di6erent character-12' 115' no longer mereb' an art, rt

:Iran þÿ�!�}�l�5�f�f�1�l�7�7�l ¬�7�I�f�,it becomes a weapon of the human
mind which until then she had been content simply to

instruct and amuse."

[1 563]
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variety, utility, and extent, and from the profundity
of their ideas, whilst those of the useful type shine

by form and literary style.
The theatre, of which the eighteenth century [bolder

in its words and thoughts than the seventeenth, but

not freer in its actions] made a kind of rostrum for

popular harangues, did not lose less by this innova-

tion than literature had lost from the artistic point of

view, when it was reduced to the secondary condition

of an instrument merely.. But history and philosophy,
set free by the philosophic hands from the shackles

of faith, of tradition, and of revelation, infinitely
enlarged the radius of their investigations. ln the

impetus which they gave to the minds of men, new

sciences were discovered, and forgotten arts were

resuscitated. A monument more worthy of admira-

tion, more gigantic even than the cathedrals of the

thirteenth century, and which like them concentrates

in itself all the genius and science of an epoch-the
"

Encyclopaedia
"

was, amid the plaudits of the most

sagacious, the most sceptic, the most learned, and the

most witty that the world has yet seen, commenced

and finished in less than thirty years.
Until now they had relied upon individuals, now

they believed in communities; the State was no

longer ,contained within the royal mantle. A power,

until lately unknown, and high-handedly over-ridden,
-" public opinion "-inspires at last a wholesome

terror; like the chorus in a Greek tragedy, the

democracy intermeddles with the actions of kings:
in defiance of history and tradition, political innova-

tions are guided by pure reason; liberty, though not

yet legally constituted, enlarges the minds of men,

just as toleration enlarges their hearts ; man becomes

for his fellow-man the object of a grand love, of

an enthusiastic admiration. Our fleets, directed by
philosophers and men of science, plough through the
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tempests of two hemispheres in search of nations

and of islands and of continents hitherto unknown,
among which to pour out the excess of our happiness
and enlightenment; even upon savages kindly glances
are bestowed.

The God of to-day is not the sullen, punctilious,
jealous God of former days; it is no longer necessary
to construct formulas and perform penances; to be

happy is to adore Him; and the nation, less pre-

occupied than formerly conceming the ill-defined

benefits of the other life, scattering everywhere flowers

of grace, of talent, and of wit, bearing# manfully its

load of alternated certitude and doubt, throws itself

enthusiastically upon the pleasures of this one, but

at the same time, neither are the higher sciences nor

philosophy losers thereby. The manners of society,
which the end of the seventeenth century had left

harsh and cruel, softened down; fanaticism disap-
peared, etiquette relaxed itself; the barriers of the

hierarchy were cleared away; the lower orders in-

creased in power, and very soon it will no longer
be a question of levelling, but of equality. Our

villagers, hitherto so despised, come forward into the

light, where the muses love to see them, with their

virtues still somewhat tinselled over by the golden
age. Virtue, genius, and talent assume the forms of

simplicity and good fellowship; such, for instance,
as we find them in Malesherbes, Franklin, Turgot,
Lafayette, jf J. Rousseau, Diderot, and others :

men's minds take a higher flight, lyricism comes to

light, and the nation, freed at last, mirrors itself in

its own intelligence and in its own beauty; she re-

joices in herself] in her moral strength, and in the

universality of her genius; the other nations, struck

with awe, come to it for legislators, and North

America, attentive to the voices of our philosophers,
prepares for herself an era of solid happiness and

[1 557]
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unheard-of prosperity, realising in its midst the

presence of their fruitful theories.

type alone, because to a certain

are known to it, can understand

other types.
with nations, individuals do not

The philosophic
point both worlds

and appreciate the

As in the case

attain, excepting in ages of greater or less advance-

ment, the perfect intelligence of their philosophical
faculties, which, to come into being and develop
themselves properly, require at least the light of

experience. Philosophic hands, like those belonging
to the other types, exist in all classes of society; only
the genius which they represent becomes abortive,
or manifests itself but very imperfectly among

persons who are chained by their ill-fortune to gross
labours.

The philosophy of Spatulate and useful hands

studies the problems of facts, of practical ideas, of

realities, of politics, and so on.

That of conic and pointed hands tends towards

strange beliefs, speculative ideas, and so on.

Hands of the quasi-square and quasi-conic forma-

tion generally reveal eclecticism, and it is for this

reason thatl have given them, above all others, the

name of philosophic hands. When they are large,
they incline to analysis; when they are small, they
incline to synthesis; with a small thumb they are

guided by heart, with a big thumb they are guided
by head.

The same may be said of Churchmen, as of philo-
sophers and of artists. The knowledge and direction

of men is the task of the priests belonging to the

types known as northern; the knowledge and the

direction of souls is that of the priests of the types
known as southern. To the first belong sciences

and doctrines, to the last, faith ; the former have most

authority, the latter have most love. Spatulate hands
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are pre-occupied concerning this world and about

their Church ; the conic, conceming heaven and their

God. For the former the priesthood is merely a trade;
for the latter it is nearly always a ministry. The

confessional [which in very truth exhibits none but

the worst aspects of humanity] increases the severity
of the former and the leniency of the latter; I

have before me a rough black silhouette of M. le

Cardinal de Clermont-Tonnerre, late Archbishop of

Toulouse; his disdain of the generation in which he

lived, for its ideas and for its works, had surrounded

him with an atmosphere of sanctity in the court of

Charles X." A priest, said he, debases himself by
asking; he must insist. He was a very small man,

with a proud, even an arrogant, walk; the gaze of

the mob, whatever its expression, did not embarrass

him in the least. Haughty, pacing along in scarlet

upon his horse, the ornaments of his caparisons
glittering with ostentation, he seemed perfectly ready
to recommence the old struggle between the spiritual
and temporal authorities. He had a large nose,

large eyes, and large lips, on a small face; his iron-

grey hair, flattened down and dressed like the bristles

of the wild boar, and cut straight across his forehead

"' Anne Antoine _lules de Clermont-Tonnerre, born in
Paris 1749, died at oulouse 1830. In 1782 he became
Bisho of Chalons, and took a leadin part in the
Frencg revolution. He was made irchbishop of
Toulouse in 1820, and became Cardinal in 1822. He
was renowned for his ultramontane views and for his

rigidity in matters of etiquette and social observance.
On one occasion, having been engaged in a dis ute with
Feurtier, the Minister of Public lnstruotiomgie made
the following characteristic reply :-"Monseigneur, la
devise de ma famille, qui lui a été donnee ent 1120 par
Calixte Il. est celle ci :

' Et/hmsz' omnes, ego non;
'

c`est aussi celle de ma conscience." Alier this he was

forbidden the court until he should apologise, which he

subsequently did by order of Leo XII.

[1 573]
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just above his eyebrows, gave him an air of harsh-

ness, which the habitual expression of his features,
his brown complexion, his great age, and the depth
of his wrinkles accentuated rather than relieved. ln

the barracks we used to call him the mitred ourang-

oulang; his great spatulate hands gave freely it is

tme, but without grace, without true charity.
Hildebrandt'" and La Rovere "°

undoubtedly be~

longed to the square or to the spatulate type.

"° Hildebrandt, a German priest, who, having
achieved

great
distinction for his activity and diplo-

matic abi ity under all the popes from Gretglory VI.
to Alexander ll., was crowned Pope under e name

of Gre ory VII. in 1073. His continual strife with

Henry IV. of Germany only terminated with his death in

1085. He was remarkable all his life for his austerity
and inflexible determination. A detailed account of his
life and character may be found in Bowden's "Life
qf Gregpry VII." §London : _I84(3. _

"'

Julien de la ovére relgne as Pope gxlius II.
from 1503-1513, having been hom in 1441. e shines
forth among the potentates of his day by reason of his

vast political capacity_and for the marvellous energy
with which he was cdnginuallybengageddin struggling to

attain the objects o is am ition an to advance the
interests of the Church. '1`he records of his

sovereigptycontain chronicles of wars which he waged success lly
a ainst Czsar Borgia, Louis XII., and the Emperorllfaximilian of Germany. He founded the Holy League
of 1511, and his deat ,in 15H,llef§ a

sitehof thingsexistent in the_ affairs of the oy ee w ic was a t

basis on which to commence the reign of Leo X. All
the accounts that we have of his pontii tell us of his
inordinate pride and of his continual political strugfg-les;he also was a liberal patron of literature and 0 the

arts, but this was entirely subordinated to the strife after
his own political ambitions.
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SUB-SECTION XXI.

_
Psvcmc HANIB. [Plate lX.]

Tm: psychic hand is of all others the most beautiful,
and consequently the most scarce, for rarity is one of

the conditions of beauty. lt is small and fine by
relation to the rest of the body. A medium palm,
smooth fingers [or fingers with the joints only just
perceptible], the outer phalanx long, and drawn out

to a point, the thumb small and elegant. Large and

with joints it has force and combination, but it lacks

ingenuousness. _

Let common sense be the guide of the useful hands,
-hands of which order, arrangement, and unity are

the aims and objects ; let reason be the solitary beacon

of the philosophic hands, carried, as they are, ever

towards liberty and truth ; these are axioms which I

have just been stating. As to psychic hands they
bear to those two types the same relation thc artistic

bears to thc spatulate type: they attach, they add

to thc works of thc thinker in thc same way that

the artist adds to thc works of the artizan, beauty
and ideality ; they gild them with a sun-ray, they

Tm; l'v|N I

'l`vrr;.
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raise them upon a pedestal, and open men's hearts

to them; the soul, forgotten and left behind by

philosophic hands, is their guide, truth in matters of

love and sensibility is their end, and expansiveness
of heart is their means.

You have seen the world under the sway of spatu-
late hands, and you have found movement, activity,
industry, war, tumult, and cultivation of power and

material good. You have seen it ruled by artistic

hands, and you have found romantic enterprises [that
is to say, attainment of an ordinary object by extra-

ordinary means], want of foresight, brilliant folly,
splendid misery, and the fanaticism of form. You have

seen it ruled by square fingers, and have found fana-

ticism of method, and narrow-minded and universal

despotism. You have seen it governed by philo-
sophic hands, and you have found fanaticism of

science, doubt, mobility, and liberty, without a base

on which to steady itself

In Europe, up to the present time, psychic hands

have never been able to attain to domination,-per-
haps because they have never desired it, disdainful as

they are of material interests in the lofty sphere in

which they are kept imprisoned by the genius which

animates them. Nevertheless their intervention has

never failed when the dramas of life, brought to their

highest possible state of complication, have required
a quasi-divine agency to unravel them. What

insults would have been reserved for the intelli-

gence and dignity of manhood, it, in electrifying the

cities of Greece, these hands had not obtained for her

the victories of Salamis and of Marathon. Spain, the

religious and poetic, has never been violently con-

vulsed save under their impulsion; without them

she would have perished in 1812,'" just as Germany,
'" M. d'Arpentigny refers, I presume, to the liberal

constitution of the Cortes of Cadiz which followed the
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which, already vanquished as regards her princes,
her crowned fetiches, was only saved by a few young

enthusiasts, long-haired idealists, whosehearts were

resolute, though their faces were serene, who hymning
their God, their country, and liberty, threw them-

selves into the field of battle, to the strains of the

heavenly lyre.
Taken as a whole, these hands love grand struggles

and despise little ones. When Greek scnsualism was

at its height, they were represented by Plato ; when

Roman sensualism was at its height, they found their

archetype in Christ. They do not struggle save with

the grandest athletes; to Bossuet, the biblical cham-

pion of terrorism and of form, they oppose Fenelon,
the evangelical champion of the inner spirits of things
and of love. Against Voltaire and Diderot, who

appeal to the senses and to reason, they excite the

psychological opposition of Vauvenargues and of

Rousseau. Finally, in our own day, you have seen

them holding imperial materialism in check by the

aid of Chateaubriand, of Benjamin Constant, and of

Madame de Staél.

The psychic hand is not, as writers of romances

have pretended, the exclusive privilege of old families.

Always scarce, it exists nevertheless, everywhere,
even among the most abject classes, where it vegetates

ignorant of itself] misunderstood and disdained, on ac-

count of its comparative inaptitude for manual labour."

Apollo, alas l at one time was a cowherd."'

battle of Salamanca [zzad guly, 18xz], at which the
power of Napoleon was dna

ty broken,-a constitution

which was; however, abrogate by Ferdinand VII. some

years later.
"' Vzkie 11 384, and compare

" A Manual qf C/xez?o~

.1'@b]," #I 76.
_

"' When Apollo had been banished from heaven by

kspiter for slaying the Cyclops, he came to Admetus,
ing of Thessaly, and was employed by him as a

shepherd for nine years.

34
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Artistic hands wish to see imagination and art

everywhere ; square hands look for rule and arrange-

ment; philosophic hands for human reason. lt is

Divine reason which, by virtue of the same law,-the
law which ls derived from natural and constitutional

dispositions,-psychic hands desire to see everywhere.
The work from which ideality is absent, in which love

and religion have no part, and in which the soul

cannot be interested, is for them a dead letter. They
pay no attention to form, save in the domain of art,
and besides they would not be able to pay attention

to it, convinced, as they are, that civilisation is not

the absolute consequence of any particular fomr of

religion [as for instance of Christianity, which has

checked the races of the Aztecs from their birth,
which has remained impotent in Abyssinia against
the Barbary States, and in Russia, and Poland, and

America, against slavery] ;°' that liberty is not the

absolute consequence of a democratic form of

government; and that slavery is not the absolute

consequence of an autocratic form of rule. ln

their eyes religious faith is a fact as real as rational

certitude; so they excuse, even when they do not

accept, the peculiarities of all religions," thinking in

"' Our author seems to have lost sight of the abolition
of the slave trade by the legislation w ich extended from
1811 to r8_K. Serfdom was of course not suppr'essed~
until after e publication of this work [miie note '".
p. 23 .

"' .Qter all, man is so small as seen from on hi h, that
it matters little in what manner he honours G05 God
understands all languages, and especially that which is

expressed in silence by the movements of -the spirit;
and, as Whinfield has said in his edition of the "

Qua~
ffam: qf Omar K'/zayyam

"

(London : 1883),-
"

Pagodas, just as mosques, are homes of prayer ;
'Tis prayer that church bells chime into the air.
Ym. Church and Kaa'ba, Rosary and Cross,

__ le all but divers tongues of world-wide prayer." °

*téa-»;»J"°  '

1

'°`°"°""' "*"=''Jg""')L;-:K;Jl§

_4_l{;
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this matter even like the hatted angels which Sweden-

borg, rapt in the spirit [according to his own account],
heard lauding the purity of the doctrines of the

Tartars ;"' and, like the oracle of Delphi, which when

consulted 'as to the best manner in which to honour

the gods, sie., as to the religious form best suited

for the morality of nations, answered,
"

Obey the laws

of the country
" '"-in monarchy they see beauty, in

republics they see good, and the East, dreamy, im-

mobile, and silent as a desert, pre-occupied about

its future state, and govemed by a sole individual,
seems to them to be as wise and as happy as the

stormy West, regular and resounding like the ocean,

pre-occupied about the things of the earth, and

govemed by its communities.

The two ideas to which the human race owes the

most noble part ofits good fortune and dignity,-that of

the beautiful in art, and that of right in politics,-had
their birth, and died in the antique world with the

anthropomorphic polytheism, as it was understood

" I do not quite follow M. d'Arpeutigny's statement
concemin the angels in hats [anges cogfeir de

chapeauxi he evi ently alludes to Swedenborg's
account of how certain spirits came to him in a

trance, and told him about t e worshi and manners of
the Tartars, an account of which may ge found minutely
given in " Eman. Sw2d¢#b0fg1}' Dzhrd Spzrdualir

'

partgtertix
volumen secundum (Loudon: 1844), p. 186,

no. .'
"' "7;ou need not pry into the future; but assure

yourselves it will be disastrous unless you attend to your
duty, and are willing to act as becomes you." -1»

' " De Inoolis Tartariae, prope Chinam, Tanaria Minor" :-
" Ennt aliqui inde spud me, venerunt cum donniebam, et donnie-
bam trmuille, [cum] evigilatus animadvertunt

Yip: non domi
exsent, alibi, mirati ubmam, quia non agnosce t talia que
promos mundo spiritualium similia essent," etc., etc.

1 Dnuosrnsmts, KATA ¢IAIl`(IIO'I', A2 "O6 *yup ana
for' (tru 8ei` nnrofeir, dklt' 614 ¢a0)` 8| pi; fP00'{xQf(, 'rofr

rpdypaat, for rofiv Kal nl. |'pov1)xov1'a foul) @0(A1|T', Q6 cldévm." °

[1 sh]
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by the Greeks; and these ideas have revived in the

modern world only at the time of the Renaissance,
which was a sort of resurrection of this same

polytheism.°'
We read in _]oinville°' that during the siege of

Damascus a woman having been met between the

camp and the city by a priest of the army of the cru~

saders, the latter asked her what she was supposed

"' The author here appends a reference to LE-
CONTE DELISLE. He alludes, I presume, to the reface
to Leconte Delisle's " Poems: Antxgues

" {Paris:1852), in which the poet advances a t eory w ich is

quite on a par with that contained in the above

paragraph.
" Since Homer, /Eschylus, and Sophocles,"

says he, "who represent poetry in all its vitality,
plentitude, and harmonious unity, decadence and bar~
barism have invaded the human mind ; . . _ the Christian
era is wholly barbarous. Dante, Shakespeare, and
Milton have given proofs of their individual genius, but
their language and ideas are barbarous. What have
we remaining of the centuries which have elapsed since
the decline of the Greek constitution ?-a few powerful
individualities, a few grand works without continuity; or

unity. And now science and art are reverting to t eir
common origin."

"' This nanation may be found in M. Natalis de

Wailly's "Hzlrtoz}'e de St. Louzlr par fifcan Sth de

yomvzlle, etc." (Paris: 1868), chap. xxxiv., in the

original French of de ]oinville,° and an excellent trans-

lation into English occurs in the Bohn library
" C/1fo~

miles qf the Cru.vade.r" (London: 1848),
"

]oinville's
Memoirs of Louis IX.," pt. ii., p. 469.

' "Avec les messaiges %ui la alérent, ala fréres Yves li
Bretons de l'order des freres reescheours qui savoit le sarazinois.
Tandis que il aloient le leur hostel a l'ostel don soudanc fréres
Yves vit une femme vielle qui traversoit panni la rue et portoit
en sa main dextre une éscuellée pleine de feu et en la senestre

une phiole pleinne d'yaue. Freres Yves demands, 'Que veus

tu de qc fa.ire?' Elle li respondi qu'elle vouloit dou feu ardoir

paradis que jamais n'en fust point et de l`yaue esteindre enfer

que jamais n'en fust point. Et il li demands, '

Pourquoy veus

tu ge faire?' Pour ge que ge je ne veuil que nnlz face jamais
bien pour le gueredon de paradis avoir, ne pour la poour d'eni'er,
mais proprernent pour l'amour de Dieu avoir qui tant vaut et
qui tout le bien nous peut faire "

[p. I 58].
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to be doing with the water which she carried in a

pitcher, and the fire that she carried in a brazier :
" It

is," replied she, " to burn up paradise and extinguish
hell-fire, in order that in the future men may worship
God for love of Him as their sole motive." This

reply is said to have enchanted St. Louis, who

enthusiastically applauded the sublime piety which

had dictated it.

"The soul of God is truth, and His body is light." "°

"Three things came into the world at the same in-

stant : man, liberty, and light." "7-Sublime formulae;
ample and serene verification of the strength and of

the beauty of human intelligence.
Psychic hands are in an immense majority in

Southern Asia, whence comes the essentially religious,
contemplative, and ,poetic spirit of the nations which

°' This is the basis of a good deal of the Pythagorean
philosophy, and sentiments practically expressing the

Thomas ale's
: 1688), " Sexti

Pytha orii sententiz a Ruflino versaz," p. 646,' in
I/?ierum Sen-

, p. 49,
" Alia

Pythagoreorum Sententiz. 1 We lin a similar senti-
ment expressed in the Rubafyat of Omar-i-Khayyam, in
the 2861 " Ruba'

" of Nicolas' text ["Le.v Quatrazhsdelélzeyam" (Paris: 1867), p. 164], which may be trans-

lated " God is the soul of the universe; the universe is
a body, the angels are its senses, heaven, the elements,
and all creatures are its members

"
:-

þÿ�¢�J�~�* ¬'°-? JP; '* 'VJ Ui* 6*

axiom
may

be found by the scholar in
" Opuscu a Mythologvta

"

(Amsterdam

Conrag Orelli's "

Opuscula Gfzecorum
tentxbsa ef Moral¢2z" _(Lipsia:: IBIQ

J 'gil unl,-'D Lim 4 
&c. &c.

"' The iirst maxim of the Druidical dogma.
' "Deus sapiens lux est, non

capax
contrarii."

1' " Deus quidem unus est ; noni le autem, ut quidam simpican-
tur, extra hunc mundi omatum, sed ipse lotus in toto circulo
omnes generationes inspicit; .... in coelo lumen, et pater
omnium, mens et animatio omnium, circulorum omnium motus

sive motor."

[1 553]
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inhabit it; whence comes also their respect for

maxims [synthesis], and their disdain for methods

[analysis] ; whence comes the preference which they
feel for virtue [source of repose] over science [S0urce
of activity] ; whence comes the languishing condition

of arts, trades, and agriculture, and their theocratic

and despotic govemments, which are necessary for

nations to whom reason and action are a torment.

It is from gloomy and somnolent Asia, the continent

of huge empires, of opium, and of wild orgies of

drunkenness, that all the grand religions have sprung ;

and it is from mobile and laborious Europe, the land of

little republics, of wine, and of moderate intoxications,
that all the philosophies which have stood face to face

with religions, and have_contested them, have sprung.
In Asia society is formed by its worship, in Europe
the worship is formed by society.

The East, says Aristotle, has always taken a delight
in metaphysics [which, applying themselves to logic,
teach men to think with subtlety], and the West in

morals [which, applying themselves to reason, teach

men to live honestly].'°°
Asia is the land of "

genii," as Europe is the land

of " fairies." Well, the genii being individualitjes

[or, perhaps, substantivities], gifted with an activity
upon which no particular direction is_ imposed, they
can do whatever they please, like the princes of their

country, where they have always rejected any divi-

sion of power." The powers of our fairies, on_ the

"' I am not acquainted with this passage, but I pre-
sume it occurs in the " Problems" of Aristotle, if any-
where in his works.

'

° On this word "

genie
" Sir Richard Burton gives a

most interesting note in his " Arabzkm Nzght:
"

[op. ni.

(ankle note "'°, p. 112), vol. i., p. 1o], wherein he sa s :-
"

jinni, the Arab singular (whence the French 'gé)i1ie'),
fem. Jinniyah; the Div and Rakshah of old Guebre-
land and the '

Rakshasa,' or 'Yaksha' of Hinduism.
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other hand [which are, a&er all, purely adjective],
are restrained to some solitary attribute: one can

give beauty or courage, another strength or wealth;
whenever they dispose of one of' these gifts the gift is

unlimited. Enclosed between two parallels,~they have

only one direction, but that direction is unbounded.

Gifted with every power, the genii are, as it were,

hemmed in by a circle in which they can act in any

manner whatsoever, but though their power is un-

limited as to kind, it is limited as to quantity, their

power being subject to that of' a genie more powerful
than them."°

Thus nations are revealed by their fables just as

they are by their laws and their religions. With us

power has a particular direction and certain defined

It would be interesting to trace the evident connection

-by no means accidental--of '

_Unn
' with the 'genius

'

who came to the Romans throug the Asiatic Etruscans,
and whose name I cannot derive from 'yi-yv6pm,' or

'genitus.' He was unknown to the Greeks, who had
the daemon (oaipav), a family which separated like the
inn and the genius into two categories, the good
Agatho-daemons) and the bad (Kako-daemons). We

ow nothing conceming the status of tha;/I inn amongst
the pre-Mos emitic or pagan Arabs; the oslems made
him a supematural anthropoid being, created of subtile
fire [1/136 Koran, chap. vi., xv., and v.], not of earth like

man, . . _ the last being _Ian bin jan, missionarised by
prophets, and subject to death and judgment. From
the same root are

'

junun
'
= madness [x.e., possession

or obsession biy the _]inn], and 'Majnun' - a mad-
man." Vide a so vol. iii., p. 225.

"' M. d'Arpentig'n makes in this place a reference
to "DE FLO'I`TE,' but I cannot identify either the
author or the work referred to. He cannot refer to

Ely de Flotte's work " Les Serie: Protertanle:
"

þÿ�l ¬�_�P�a�r�i�s:

1851); I conclude he refers either to De la lotte's
"

oyages en Omen!" (Paris: 1272), which was trans~

lated from .the London edition o
" Pocockir Voyages,"

or else tothe same author's " ES5dIiY I/zlrlrzrzzues .fur

l'lnde, elc." (Paris: 1769), but l cannot nd any
passage bearing upon the above paragraph.

[1 :Sli
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limits, it follows a given line of action; among

Oriental nations it has no particular direction, and

its only limit is that of a more powerful arbitrament.

It has been said that there exists an affinity be-

tween the German and the Sanskrit languages ; there

exists also an affinity between the dreamy spirit of

the German»nation and the contemplative minds of

the children of Brahma!" lndeed, Germany is in

Europe, as India is in Asia, the country where one

sees the largest number of psychic hands.

Spiritualism being the special attribute of this

noble type, it has come among us, where well-being,
good laws, and liberty have helped it to multiply
itself "' and become understood-it has come, I say,

having to express sentiments and ideas of a peculiar
temperament, to follow the examples of the artistic,
the useful, and the philosophic types, all of which

for the same cause, have used in turn a different lan-

guage, created by each one of them for its particular
use. The language of Rabelais and of Montaigne is

not the language of Pascal, nor is the language of

Pascal that of Rousseau. Whence, then, come the

grammatical innovations of Chateaubriand and of

Lamartine, those eagles of our psychological litera-

ture? have they not caused as much astonishment

as scandalisation to our literature? Let new ideas

"' It is in a great measure since the above was

written that the labours of Max Miiller and other
leamed philologists have placed before the world the

principal data concemin the Eastem origin of the

Aryan or Indo-Germanic [gi Indo-European languages].
The reader who feels interested in the subject will
find all be wants in Prof. Max Mf1ller's "

Comfara/me
.Myt/z0lo_gy" (Oxford: 1856). and "T/ze Science qf
Langua_gz>" (London : 1681-3).

'" "In I722 France contained only 18,000,000 in-

habitants. In the reign of Louis XIV. the death-rate

among the better classes was I in 26, to»day [1843] it is
1 in 5z."-AU'rH0R's NOTE.
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be expressed by new forms; to extend the meaning
of a few words is not to alter a language, it is to

enrich it, and to condemn this theory is to rebuke

the means, which, for their glory as well as for our

instruction and amusement, have been used by the

greatest writers of all ages.
You will not fully appreciate either the ideas or

the language of psychological writers, O ye who

have spatulate or square handsl you will find

among them neither the precision nor the method

which are so dear to you; their perpetual invoca-

tions of glorious intelligences,-splendid rivals of the

stars,-will bore you. You look towards war and its

resulting interests, they take their pleasure in the

esoteric dreams of their souls, in the contemplation
of intangible realities ; your Muse, occupied by the

real world, sings of flowery pleasaunces, of' the

shock of armies, and of armoured fleets; she relates

the escapades of young students and the fury of

ancient pundits, the graces of an -ideal Lisette, and

the vulgar tribulations of a contemptible dinner;
she appreciates Beaumarchais, the mechanician, the

duellist, the pamphleteer, the man of spirit,_of` wit,
of action, of' movement and of heart." Theirs, on

the other hand, plucks flowers only to scatter them

before the saints in the church porch, she takes hold

ofwomen only to cast them in ecstasy and palpitation

" Pierre Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais [bom
january 1732, died May I72IQ] was a watchmaker, and
the son of a watchmaker. e became an accomplished
musician, and, having taken to literature, achieved great
distinction as a wit, a poet, and a satirist. His four

most celebrated works are þÿ�"�E�u�, ¬�e�'�m�e�"[i"6Q, "Les

Deux Amir" [|77o], and the li retti of /I dfblbff
de Sew' lah [Le Barbxer de Sewlle, 1 76], and Le
Nozze ai Figaro [Le Marxhge de Ffgdfdg. Vzkie L. de

Loménie's "beaumarchazlr and luis' 7i'me.r" (Loudon °

1856), translated by H. S. Edwards.
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at the feet of God ; lyricism is as natural to her as

the song is to the bird, as perfume and attraction is

to amber; hers is the harp of David, and the holy
enthusiasms which bear our souls aloft upon the

wings of the morning; the murmurs of the ocean, of

the waterfall, of the forest, and of the mountain are

for her but the echoes of her own sublime voice;
lover of the ideal and of the infinite, she soars with

the angels, following the blazing track of the im~

petuous comet, and, of all the sounds of earth,
listens only to the sighs of a simple and loving
heart, which upraises itself to God. You of these

practical types live pre-eminently by your heads

and by your senses; they live pre-eminently by the

soul, by the heart; you think, they feel; you speak,
they sing; you are composed of flesh and blood,
they are of flame and light. A great gulph is

fixed between you, and two different languages are

not too many for two natures so diametrically
opposed.

Such is the intelligence attached to psychic hands;

through the works of Milton, of Klopstock, of Schiller,
of Goethe, of Swedenborg, Chateaubriand, Lamartine

and Victor Hugo, of Georges Sand, C. Didier, and

De Vigny, they hold sovereign sway, if not over

the greatest minds, at least over the noblest hearts;
they have given us the highest lyrics, psychological
romance, intense poetry, and the inspired odes of the

illumined wing and ardent flight. Their influence

upon the masses has been enormous, restoring to

them the enthusiasm which the analytical philosophy
had killed, and rehabilitating for them the God who

had been killed by the turpitudes of the sacerdotal

sanctuary. Before they had been preached to about

the MZCGSSIZY of self-abnegation, the psychic type spoke
to them of its charms; to draw them into the paths
of their cultus they have garnished those paths with
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the ilowers of a poetry which is almost Divine; like

the murmuring pines of the Alpine mountain tops,

they have shed in abundance tender shadows and

universal harmonies. To be appreciated by the

intelligent, they have taken up the lyre; to be

understood by simple minds they have plied the

abundant jet of their eloquence couched in the

simplest forms of words.

Civilisation in Spain and in Italy is born of poetry
and liberty, nie., of artistic and psychic hands, which

propose for themselves things that are grand, magni-
licent, and- sublime. ln France it is born of science

and of authority, i.e., of useful and philosophic
hands, which propose for themselves things which

are useful and true. Our history is more instruc-

tive than interesting; the history of Spain is more

interesting than instructive.

Like the Greeks, who relegated manual labour to

the infemal gods, the Spaniards think that it degrades
the people and individuals in a direct ratio to the

amount of love of it which they evince. The Italians

have placed physical repose under the protection of

a third of the saints of the calendar, not for the pur-

pose of rendering it more respected by the people,
but to arm it against the avaricious and worrying
influences of political and fiscal regulations,-a state

of things incomprehensible to the English or to the

Americans, who, beneath their lustreless sun, can

only escape from spleen by sheer hard work.

The Spaniards of to-day do not understand in the

least degree the artistic expression and literary
formulation of the poetry which is with them in-

bom,-a fact which makes them appear, intellectually,
so small, though they are really greater than they
seem."

"' Compare the opening words of Bacon's essay,
"

Of
Seemzhg Wire," w ich read,

" It hath been an opinion

[1 s9a
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In the South, where the climate itself is nourishing,
and one can live on almost nothing,-where, indeed,
one can live forty-five days without food," man is

not sutiiciently necessary to man to prevent the social

tie being a weak one; but in the North, where the

climate creates hunger, man, at war with a hosdle

nature [especially since civilisation has tended towards

the unhardening of his physique], feels too strongly
the need of help and support for society not to be

strong.
In the towns of Norway, all the houses communi-

cate by means of inner doors or subterranean

galleries. ln the East Indies, on the other hand,
families isolate themselves as much as possible
from one another.

Though poorly-gifted as regards the arts of war,
of the chase, of navigation, of locomotion, and the

cares of real life as we understand these terms, the

psychic type has none the less reigned sovereign in

India up to the thirteenth century, the epoch when

lt was dispossessed of the temporal power by the

Mahometan Tartars, who drove it into the temples
alone. Until that time no one arrived at power and

high consideration save by piety, contemplation, and

holiness,-qualities and virtues which in our latitudes

open for us the gates of heaven, but open no other

gates than those. Thus, among us are spatulate and

hard useful hands in majority, whereas in India

it is the pointed and soft hands which numerically
are in the ascendant.

`

And the same case probably exists in the heart of

that the French are wiser than they seeme; and the

Spaniards seeme wiser than they arc.
'

° M. d'Arpentigny quotes the " Leitres
Edgi-antcx" [wkie note "", p. 339] as his authority for is

statement, but does not give the exact reference. I
have been unable to identify it.
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the old tribes of the Bedouin Arabs of the Red Sea,
people who,-occupying a country almost absolutely
sterile, and where for this reason large gatherings of

men are impossible,-cannot be naturally apt at the

arts, the trades, and the sciences, which alone the life

of cities is able to induce. Of what use to them

would be the implements of rural cultivation and

mechanical industry, in a country where rural cultiva-

tion is impracticable, and where a tent, a camel, and

a courser suffice for the physical needs of man,-

needs which mother nature has beneticently propor-
tioned to the resources of the soil. But the foecundity
which she has refused to their soil, and to a certain

extent to their judgment, she has prodigally bestowed

[as if to shield them from the worries adherent to

a life without occupation] upon their imaginations;
and as a nation they are poetic, romantic, religious,
chivalrous, hospitable, contemplative, and of dignified
and sober manners. Their country, which is that of

physical mirages, is also that of moral ones: from

all these facts I conclude that their hands are psychic,
but very hard.

" Like Arabs in general," says le Duc de Raguse,
" the Bedouins of the Red Sea have a high idea of the

nobility of their blood ; they intermarry only among

themselves, and they would consider it beneath them

to ally themselves with a stranger. They sometimes

buy slaves, but these never have children by them.""'

Thus their instinct tells them that a country which

mn neither be ameliorated nor modified by human

intelligence, cannot be inhabited with any chance of

happiness, save by a special race; and that any other

race, however slightly it might difer from theirs,
would run a grave danger for want of an organisation

"' " Voyage du Maréchal Vzésre de Marnwnt, Duc
dc Ragure, en Hongrzk, .... eg: Palcstxhe, ei en

Egpte" (Paris: 1834~5, 4 vols.), vol. iv., p. 174.

[1 6°°]
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in perfect sympathy with the climate and the country.
I have, in another place,'3" condemned this mistrust

of foreign blood, but itvis evident that the Bedouins of

the desert, if all that we are told of their country is

true, are quite beyond the pale of the motives which

suggested this condemnation.

Muhammad, according to Arabian historians, had

also very hard hands. His book teems with action,
and has the burning, monotonous, and sterile grandeur
of the desert. Empty of ideas and full of repetitions,
presumptuous ignorance and a kind of gloomy and

solemn poetry, flow through it in a continuous stream.

The water contained in this fatal cup is by no means

a fountain of life; elaborated as it was amonga people
necessarily immobile, it has stricken with immobility
all the nations among whom fanaticism and war have

introduced it."' But, if immobility is salutary and

logical in the desert, elsewhere it engenders naught
save corruption and death.

Muhammad, throughout his life, took his pleasure
in war, love, and activity; his paradise, peopled by
women, is spread out beneath the shadow of the

sword ;'39 he sought relief from his intellectual

labours in sweeping out his tent, in repairing his

shoes, and in tending his horses and herds.

There is no Mussulman town, says the intrepid and

judicious Badia-y-Leblic [surnamed Ali Bey], where

mechanical arts are as little known as in Mecca.

There is not to be found there a workman capable of

forging a lock or a key; all the doors are closed by
means of wooden pegs, trunks and cases by means of

padlocks brought from Europe. The armourers can

make nothing but inferior matchlock guns, curved

knives, and the lances which are used in the country.

'" Vzde QI 365, and notes to the paragraph.
*f* V1#e1HI 17-324.

__
"' Vzde Al (3ur'an, chaps. xlvu. and lv.
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As for the exact sciences, adds the traveller, they are

in the same condition as the mechanical arts."°

Palmyra was built by Europeans, and if its ruins,
like those of Baal-Bee, are still standing, it is only
because the Bedouins, who cannot themselves build
anything which is solid, cannot even destroy anything
which has been solidly'built."'

The racial psychic hand, liberally endowed as it

is, has nevertheless only a mediocre comprehension
ofthe things of the outer world and of real life; she

looks at them from too high a point to be able to see

them well. Spiritualists have lyrieism, mysticism,
prophetic ecstasies, luminous, synthetic comprehension
of all' human knowledge; but the talent of applied
sciences, including that ol' the government of men

united in a common society, is wanting among them,
unless, as in India, they only have to deal with

people belonging to their own type. Again, it would

be a great mistake to suppose that the psychic type is

more guarded against the errors which are incidental

"' Condensed from "

Voyage: d'Als' Beiy el Abarri
en Afnyue eten Arab" (Pans: l8l4,i§ vo s.), vol. iii.,
chap. xvii., pp. 389-90. An Eng ish edition has
been published, entitled " Travel: qf Ali Hey ht

M0f0¢`C0, etc., between the year: 1803-1807, wrxlten

by Ihrnself
"

(London : 1816), vol. ii., chap. vii.,
P -?°1sam°f or Palmyra, the City of Palms, was, we are

told, built by Solomon in the tent century B.C. [1 Kings
ix. 18, and 2 Chron. viii. 4]§ but it probably existed
before his time. It was enormously enlarged and ren-

dered of paramount importance as a city by the Emperor
Tra'an, and in the thir century was the capital of Syriaand) Mesopotamia, under Odenathus and Zenobia. It
was tvconquered in 275 by Aurelian, and re-fortified by]ustinlan. It was destroyed in 744 bythe Saracens.

presume it is in allusion to its position and stmcture as

a Roman city that our author asserts it to have been
built by Europeans. As good a description of the city
as any 1.hat exists is the one contained in Murray's
" Handbookfor Syria d1ldP0l£.`fI)I¢" (London : 1858).

[1 603]
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to the imperfections of our natures, than others ; the

world of ideas is not less perilous and deceitful than

that of things real. In the Indies, blinded by religious
fanaticism, the worshippers of Siva garland themselves

with flowers, clothe themselves in brilliant garments,
and cast themselves as prey to the sacred sharks

of the Island of Sangor; and mothers even more

exalted than they, cast their infants to these same

beasts."' But if in their enthusiasm spiritualists are

always ready to devote themselves, they require also

for the triumph of their ideas unlimited devotion

(hereto. With their synthetic manner of thought, no

isolated sentiment, no idea of detail could either touch

their hearts, alter their convictions, or tum them from

their object ; it is in their eyes above all that the end

justifies the means ; if occasion should arise they will

shed blood-their own or other people's,-their own

without regret, that of others without remorse.

The horse being, be it said as concerning the Arab,
of all animals the one which impresses us the most

with its brute organisation, it follows that we should

hold in contempt the understandings of peoples and

individuals who love it exclusively. Nations of horse-

men have never freed themselves from the rude and

showy shackles of comparative barbarism. Apt at

raids and invasions rather than at pemianent con-

quests, and convinced that the cultivation of the mind

destroys the energy of the heart, they have destroyed
"' Siva (= Auspicious) is the name of the third god

of the Hindu Trimérti or triad, and is looked upon as

one of the most awful and venerable of the gods; and

certainly the description given of him in works of
Sanskrit theology is of the most terrible descri tion.
His worshippers are called Saivas, and are divided' into
several classes, of which the Aghorins are the Saivas
most addicted to the sacrifices mentioned above. I/:He
H. H. Vilson's " A Sketch o the Rehlgrbus Sect.: :J
the Hzhdu: "

(London : 1862 , pp. 188, etc. [vol. i. of
his complete works, edited by Dr. R. Rost].
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more empires than they have founded; such for in-

stance were the Parthians, the Tartars, and the Arabs.

The horse was the soul of feudalism,-that system
of violence and ostentation which gave to the qualities
of physical force, and to the suggestions of family pride
that preference which nations who live as it were on

foot, have always accorded to solidity of judgment and

the enlightenment of the soul. In the ancient world

the life of the Centaurs was passed in intemperance,
in the midst of quarrels, amid the screams of the

women which they captured; in the same way in

the present day brawlers, dmnkards, and bullies are

more numerous among our cavalry than among our

infantry."
The special manmuvres in which the horse is a

necessary adjunct produce but few generals with

broad views; great wan'iors have always come from

the ranks of the infantry, the queen of battles, the

intelligent and redoubtable foundress of empires and

of durable glory.'"
In course of time the ox renders the oxherd heavy

and slow as he is himself; the hunter, on the other

hand, becomes restless, active, and ferreting, like his

dog ; man mn only perfect himself by frequenting, by
knowing, and by loving his fellow-man; and it is

because in Greece, anthropomorphism was the basis

of worship, that this country advanced so quickly
and so far ahead of Egypt, a country brutalised by the

adoration of animals.

'° This seems rather hard upon_ the memories of

Bellerophon`s Pegasus, Alexander's Bucephalus, Orlando
Furioso s Brilladore, Reynaud de Montauban's Bayarte,
Roderigo's Orelia, or any of the' other celebrated horses
of history; but vide the next note.

'" The reader will bear in mind that, as M. Gourdon
de Genouillac has told us in his preface, M. le Capitaine
d'Arpentig'ny was always attached to regiments of the
line.

35
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SUB-SECTION XXII.

Mun-:D HANDS.

I civl: this name to the hand whose undecided out-

lines appear to belong to two different types."
Thus, for instance, your hand is of the " mixed

type
"

ii, being spatulate, the formation is so little

accentuated that it might be mistaken fora hand of

the square type. Again, a conic elementary hand

might be taken for an artistic hand, or an artistic hand

may be taken for a psychic, and so on and vate versd.

Or, in like manner, a philosophic hand may be mis-

taken for a useful hand, and vice versd.

The intelligence which is revealed by a mixed hand

is one which partakes of the nature of the intelligences

"' It was without considering this sub-section and the
next that Adrien Desbarrolles made the remarks which
we find on p. 275 of the 15th edition of " Les Myrtére:
dc la Alam," in which he accuses d' Arpentigny of not

having noticed the prevalence of mixed hands and of

disregarding the importance of their signitications.
Vide also op. cal., p. 521.
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attached to each of the forms represented. Without

these hands, that is to say, without the mixed intelli-

gence peculiar to them, society,-deprived of its lights
and shades, and without moral alkahls to effect the

combination of its acids, and to amalgamate and

modify them,-would advance only by struggles and

leaps.
If the laws of war were cruel even to atrocity

among the earliest peoples of whom history makes

mention, it is because in those days, each nation

having sprung from a single tribe or from a family
free of all admixture of foreign blood, differed radically
from all others in temperament and in instinct. ln

flooding their rivals with their own blood, and in de~

stroying their cities, they obeyed the laws of antipathy
which were continually urging against one another,
classes destined by their organisations to a never-

ending antagonism.
The Arab tribes, sprung from practically identical

roots, are not pitiless in the wars in which tl1ey
engagebetween themselves, but they are so in the

wars which they wage against Europeans. It is the

same with the Kaffirs. "The way in which these

nations fight with one another," says Lichtenstein,
" bears the imprint of a generosity very different to

the usages adopted by other peoples. As soon as

war is declared, which is always done by an ambassa-

dor bearing the tail of a lion or of a panther, the

chiefs receive orders to join the king with their

vassals; when the army approaches the enemy's
territory, another ambassador is sent forward to

warn them of the fact, and if the enemy says he is

not ready, or that his forces arc not yet properly
assembled, the attacking force halts and waits until

the others shall be ready to fight. Finally, to render

ambuscades impossible,- manceuvres which would be

looked upon as dishonourable,-they select as a battle-
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field an open space without rocks or bushes. Then

they tight with as much stubbornness as valour.

When one of the armies is defeated, the same gene-

rosity makes itself apparent in the conduct of the

conqueror, who does not fail to send a portion ofthe

spoil back to the vanquished, regard being had, as they
say, to the fact that one must not let even one's enemy
die of hunger. But this moderation," adds Lichten-

stein,
" only obtains between one tribe of Katiirs and

another: for if they are at war with the Boers or the

Hottentots, they endeavour to exterminate them by
every means in use among other nations whether

savage or civilised."

As regards Europe, it is evident that wars have

been less cruel in proportion as by the progress of

navigation and commerce the people have become

more mixed. These ideas, thus lightly touched upon,
deserve a longer discussion and a fuller develop-
ment, but this book, as may be seen, is merely an

essay.

just as there are absolule truths and absoluie beau-

ties, there are also relative ones. Between Apollo
and Vulcan, between the Muses and the Cyclops-I
take these extreme symbols on account of their clear-

ness-Mmruvy, the god of practical eloquence and

industrial arts, hovers upon his petasus and talanh,
and wields the caduceus. Well, it is to mixed

hands that the intelligence of mixed works of inter-

mediary ideas belongs; of sciences which are not

really sciences, such as administration and commerce ;

of arts, which are not the outcome of poetry ; and of

the beauties and the relative realities of industry.

1

MG

"' M. H. C. L1C1-ITEN$TE1N, "Rerlven hn Szidltthen

Afrika 131 dan _Yahrcn 1806-1807 (Berlin: 1811,
2 vols.). The passage referred to may be found on

pp. 277-8 of vol i. of Anne Plumtre's translation, en-

titled " Travel: m Southern Afrzta by Henry Lzth-

tm.rtez?z" (London: l8l3, z vols.).

[1 614]
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lndustry raises [or lowers] everything to the dead

level of commonplace. In rendering material life

lighter by the multiplication of articles of mere

utility, in rendering the cultivation of the mind more

easy by the multiplication of the means and instru-

ments of study, industry civzllzlses-by interest indeed

-but she destroys art and science, which civilise by
the agency of love, by materialising them, and by
substituting for creation and for intellectual effort-

imitation by mechanical process.
One might deiine industry as the magical art which

draws money_from everything. The man who is born

with the talent of industry, practises the arts, the

sciences, eloquence, and even virtue,-with a very
few exceptions-only to derive material benents from

them 5 money is his aim, not glory, not perfection;
among the ancients Mercury the god of industry was

also the god of liars and of thieves.

Murder, by the charge at quick-step, is one of the

industries of the Swiss; murder, by rhetoric and by
the careful combination of phrases, was the industry
of the Attorney-General Marchangy."7 For some men

the priesthood itself is only an industry. In our

'" Louis Antoine Marchangy, a celebrated French

magistrate and writer, bom at Clamécy (Niévre) 1782,
died at Paris 1826. He was in tum an enthusiastic

Buonapartist and a bigoted Royalist [!]. It is not clear
to my mind whether M. d'Arpentigny alludes to his

magisterial or to his literary eloquence in the above

paragraph. His great prose epic, "La Gaule

Poetzyue
"

(Paris: 1813, 9 vols.), is one of the heaviest

compositions ever published, as Larousse `ustly remarks,
" L'emphase, les banalités pompeuses, ia declamation

monotone, sont les traits distinctifs de cette wuvre ;
"

the same author calls him " the purveyor to the political
scaffold." Under Louis XVI. he became in turn Pro-
cureur du Roi and Avocat Général a la Cour de Cassa-
tion [I822], and in these capacities became renowned
for his diabolical ingenuity in twisting and turning
men's phrases so as to use them against themselves.
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rural districts there are persons whose sole occupa-
tion is to watch the grass growing, and to this labour,
which they lighten with frequent potations, they give
the title of an industry. There are professions in

which this word industry would be a disgrace; there

are others again which it ennobles.

Apt for many pursuits mixed hands nevertheless 1690.
often excel in none in particular ; a great moral in-

diB`erence is their endowment. The hand which

belongs to a particular type, on the contrary, is the

sacred shrine in which God has placed the imperish-
able germ -which is destined to renew or to reveal

every art, every science hitherto ignored, or for a

long time lost sight oli Its promptings, too imperious
to be disobeyed, too significant to be mistaken, give
it the clear knowledge of itsey; it knows what it

wants, and, like the animals which are guided by an

infallible instinct, it desires nothing that it cannot

possibly attain.

Pascal, Descartes, Newton, Butfon, and the rest of 1881.
them who have divined so many things, must have (i°}°;_:,';fe':;,p":_"
had hands of a pronounced and single type. From

their inspired brains sprang spontaneously sciences

already perfected; these great men, occupied by their

labours alone, all of them led a life which ws studious

and more or less esoteric-for solitude is liberty.
Men whose hands present the forms of a particular 1 088.

Mina ma

single typestype have minds which are more powerful in one

direction than versatile; men whose hands are of oomplnd.

mixed types have minds which are more versatile

than powerful. The conversation of the former is

instructive, that of the latter is amusing; it is for

these latter above all that a powerful education,

judiciously adapted to the development of the most

prominent faculty of their minds, is an immense

benefit.
_

Jack-of~all-
trades, master of

none.
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Artistko-¢l¢m¢nta»y hands, etc.

Tmcru-:R and less supple than the true artistic hand,
the artistico-elementary hand, whose ungraceful out-

lines indicate an intelligence tumed towards things
which are sordid, presents nevertheless neither the

extreme hardness nor the rustic expansiveness of

elementary hands. Its fingers are large, without

prominent joints [or with one only developed] and

as if swollen up, the thumb is large and the lingers
are conic [vide PLATE X.].

This hand is sufficiently numerous in Normandy
to draw into the sphere of its moral action the genius
of the other types sparsely distributed throughout
the province. Richness, is in the present day, the

only side of art which the Normans appreciate in

their hearts and without restraint. They love it for

its ovm sake, and sacrifice everything to it, even to

their sensuality, to which they allow none but the

cheaper sorts of pleasures; they are always greedy,
rather than avaricious.

The appearance of their towns is always some-

what rustic, and to see the costumes of nine-tenths

of their inhabitants you would say that the citizen

element had been expelled by an invasion of pea~
santry. Rouen, Saint-Lo,` Falaise, and the rest ot
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them, in the midst of the green champaign which

is resplendent all around them, recall those hideous

reptile carcases which the folly of the ancient

Egyptians used to case in gold and porphyry.
The Normans have a code of morals, if customs

can constitute them, but they have none if they are

constructed ol' principles. They are legal, but not

just; they are devout, but not pious. Although
naturally brave, war is antipathetic to them, not on

account of the privations which it involves [which
they could bear without complaint], but on account

of the little profit which it gives. Glory without

money seems to them as a vapour, vain and ridicu-

lous ; it is reserved for the Bretons, a nation govemed
by obstinate and passionate instincts, to wage war

for the maintenance of a principle ; the Normans have

never drawn the sword save for a material interest.

On his return from the Holy Land, whither he

had been led by a pious and chivalrous idea, the

brave Robert of Normandy found his throne occupied
by Henry, his younger brother. He appealed to the

people, but the latter tumed a deaf ear to his appeal,
finding it just and good that an adventurer, capable
of preferring glory to actual material advantages,
should pay the penalty of a so flagrant infraction of

the laws of good sense, with not only a double crown,

but his liberty.
" A king in a state of poverty," says Euripides, "is

nothing/'"' Wealth is what is most revered among

"' Our author, I presume, refers to the concluding lines
of the Phenzlrra, where the tyrant CEdi_pus, dep oring
his fall, calls attention to the misery of his present state

compared to his former magnificence!

° Eunmors, QOINIEZAI, I. l7§8, ¢¢ rg. adjin. .--

"'0 rdrpar :Muir fokirru, kzuiernv . Ol8lfon Me,
Bt fd xkdv' o.lvl'y;m'r', Pyro: xal pdyurros #lv drhp
8: ubvot 2¢c'Yy¢h Kdféfxbi fir ;.ua.¢6rov xpdm,
rib drums ali-ro: olrrpbs lffkaéropaa X0or61.'

[1 625]
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men; between Greek and Norman there exists but

the difference of a hand.

The Normans have an intelligence which is no

delicate, but cunning: they calculate rather than

reason; their language, generally negative, never

becomes exalted, though there are times when it

becomes inflated, even to bombast [Malherbes, Bré-

beuL and even Corneille, often confound emphasis
with subtlety]. They are a people of clear judgment,
for whom the purse represents the man ; at the same

time brutal and cunning, benignant and subtle;
without art but full of arfyfce. Very well, then, in

the same way that art is [as I have said] a means of

causing the true to be appreciated, artifice is a means

of causing the false to be esteemed.

Still, it is good-indispensable indeed-that a great
number of men are devoted by their instincts to the

cultivation of wealth for its own sake, and laying
aside the pleasures of every kind of which it is or

can be the source, it is by these men, insensible as

they are to every happiness save only that of being
rich, that the fortunes are made and remade without

which science, art, and poetry, those Muses dis-

dainful of mechanical occupations and manual labour,
would languish, unhappy and discouraged, for want

of physical leisure.

The legislators of the western states of North

America, in prescribing domesticity, and by these

measures condemning their fellow-citizens to ignoble
and futile labours which are in Europe the natural

occupations of weak understandings, have given a

more unrefutable proof of their want of appreciation
of the fine arts and of the higher sciences than any
which have been furnished by barbarians or iconoclasts_

The aspect of the artistico-elementary hand pro-
claims its egoism and avidity; large and short, closing
more easily than it open

i

it seems to have been
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formed only for the purpose of grasping and holding ;

it is probably from it that we derive this edifying
axiom, What is good to take is good to keep." Inapt
at the professions which are governed by sciences,
it excels at negotiation; it is not industrious, but

industrial.

Normandy, full as she is of manufactories, has

not invented, nor even perfected, a single machine.

There come from its factories nothing-with the

exception of cloths-but vulgar products; in agri-
culture she is not, intellectually, as highly developed
as the fertility of her soil.

lt is in Normandy, in the verdant and cunning
country of apples, of the Forbidden Fruit, that we

[ind the lower limbs of the law, the sharp attomeys,
and the loud-voiced counsellors, who will bark at

anything for a crown-piece.
Education, which ameliorates the Normans, a race

born, after all, for the pleasures and transactions of

society [a kind of reasonable, calm, and wise impos-
ture entering largely into these things] corrupts the

Bretons, on the contrary ; the character of the Breton

is irreproachable in the country; the character of

the Norman shows to best advantage in cities.

Like the Normans, the jews are distinguished by
a great commercial capacity. These people, who for

so many centuries have been separated from their

fellow~men by their love of the letter of the law,

[a pursuit even less fruitful than that of form], and

their hatred of foreign blood, are happy and flourish,

'° This reminds one of the remark of the witty young
Frenchman of whom Bacon speaks in his "lux/auralm

Magna," who "was wont to inveigh against the

manners of old men, and would say that if their minds

could be seen as their bodies are, they would appear
no less deformed . . . for the bending of their fingers,
as it were to catch, he would bring in rapacity and

covetousness."
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pre-eminently in the places where ignorance, slavery,
and fanaticism concur to degrade the masses. They
are unimportant wherever order and good manners

reign hand in hand with liberty. When Europe was

in a state of barbarism they were as they are to-day;
now that it is civilised they are as they were then-

so petrifying is the cultivation of the letter to the

exclusion of the spirit. They no longer exist as a

people, but they have never lost their nationality;
jews, wherever they are, they are citizens nowhere."

The greatest calamities when they do not actually
touch them, are for them merely spectacles, and as

they attach themselves neither to the soil nor to

manners, nor to political interests, but only to the

interests which are peculiarly their own, they flee

before the storm to reappear with the conquerors,
and proceed calmly to the increase of their fortunes

amid corpses and ruins.

The jews in Poland form nearly two-thirds of the

population of the towns; in summer they wear a

tight cassock of smooth and shiny texture, in winter

a velvet cap something like a thick turban, and a

furred robe, which they gird about themselves with

"' I End a very interesting commentary to this

paragraph in a work to which I have referred more

than once in these pages-Colonel Tchen -Ki-Tong's
" The Clnhese aaamted Qy Themselves." §Ie cites an

authentic recor of a colony of jews which emi ted
to China under the Han Dynasty, B.C. zoo, whiciris in

precisely the same condition now as it was then. " Here

then," says he, "is an authentic tradition z,ooo years
old. It is only in the Jewish people one finds such
attachment to nationality. Take any people you please,
at the end of four or live generations they will be com-

pletely naturalised; the jews never. They remain the
same wherever they go, attached to their religion,
their nature, their customs; and this permanence of
a particular _race in the midst of a people numbering
4oo,_ooo,ooo,1s not an unim rtant fact from the point
of view of general history

"  19|-4],
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a band of red worsted, which serves them for a

pocket. They let their hair and beards grow and

straggle as they please, they have aquiline noses,
and pale, oval faces; they have almond-shaped, black

eyes, which are brilliant with cupidity. They are

insinuating and polite; very thin as a rule; one

might mistake them as they stand in the comers

of the shops, where they remain ordinarily immo-

bile and standing upright, for shadowy cypresses or

pear trees trimmed spindle-fashion. They scatter

around themselves an indefinable idea of Capernaum
and Jericho, which reminds one of the impression
produced upon one by the prints in ancient Bibles.

They do not indulge in any corporal exercise, or any

agreeable pastime, making their trade their sole

occupation. Lying, so as to buy in the cheapest
market; lying, so as to sell in the dearest, their in-

glorious lives are spent between these two lies.

They also have a predilection for the professions of

the factor, the broker, the agent, the stock-jobbcr,
the publican, the banker,-in a word, all the pursuits
where sharpness of mind are of more consideration

than the gifts of science, profound knowledge of art,
or skill of hand. They trade openly upon luxury
and drunkenness, but one must do themthis justice,
that they never lose their gravity, whether sheltered

beneath the thyrsus of Bacchus or the caduceus of

Mercury. Theil' hands are the same as those of the

Normans, only with a weaker palm, and quasi-square
finger-tips.

Brittany contains a great number of individuals of

high intelligence who, within the closed circle of

material interests, would easily be overreached by a

jewish or Norman child. Humble and resigned, they
ask nothing better than to be preserved from the

cares of business and of figures; they do not measure

happiness by the volume of a man's belongings; they

[1 631]
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do not worship God in the image of a crown-piece ;

and they do not hear resounding in their dreams the

magic whinny of the tax-collector's mule. To wander

over the flowery heath, to dream, lying in the high
grass, to follow God in the woods and on the feet of

the sun, to fill themselves with the poetry of old books

and old legends, to bear with pleasure the yoke of

faith, to prefer to luxury or even prosperity, not

money [like the Normans, who are temperate only by
reason of their avarice] but meditation and repose;
it is along these blest paths that we track the white

foot of the Muse, that the incense of mystical roses

perfumes the air, that the halo of the guardian angel
illumines the way, and that the heart seeks for,
and finds, happiness. These hands are psychico-
elementary.

But it is perhaps germane to our subject to remark

here that if the Bretons have for a long time been too

much despised, the reaction which has taken place in

their favour, consequent upon the startling apparition
of a few rare genii bom among them, has led many
of the writers of to-day to praise them beyond all

reason. No doubt they are frank, courageous, and

capable of a disinterested devotion, but the social man

among them is too far behind the instinctive subject.
Whilst the whole of France is progressing in en-

lightenment and prosperity, the sorcerer, the petty

squire, and the parish priest remain amongst them

the objects of their most tenacious fetich-worship;
they can anticipate nothing out of the ordinary run,

they can appreciate nothing which is not customary.
You may see them in their dirty villages wandering
about with an air which is at the same time indolent

and savage, clad in shapeless garments cut from the

skins of heifers and of goats. Certainly, France would

march in the rear of the nations, it, persuaded by the

lovers of nature in whatever form she presents her-
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self, she were to place them at her head instead of

trailing them in tow behind her.

The Vendeans are a people of a limited but clear

intelligence; opinionated rather than fanatic, they are

simple without being ingenuous; they have not in

their hearts the poetry which the Bretons have, nor in

their minds the imagination of the Normans. Nor

do their costumes present the striking singularity, or

the quasi-Oriental elegance which we encounter here

and there among these two nations; robust rather

than active, without being lazy, they are slow, their

humour is proud, irritable, and morose, only slightly
sensual and limited in their desires, by reason of their

want of imagination rather than by reason of their

want of temperament, they manifest for their country
a love which in their hearts is equal to none other.

From La Vendée there come most estimable officers,
honest accountants, and incorruptible cellarers, but

never men of mark. Like those wines whose flavour

is not appreciable excepting upon the ground where

they grew, expatriation deprives the Vendeans of all

their virtue. They are very considerable as a nation,
but quite inconsiderable as individuals; nature has

decorated the ignorance of the Bretons with a few

flowers of poetry ; theirs, on the other hand, is as arid

as a sand desert. They cherish the empire of custom

and usage, and are only remarkable for their charac-

ters. Where they show themselves in all their

startling originality is in the Bocage, a mysterious
district bordered with the foliage of the oak [like
the uniform of a marshal of l"rance], where flow the

fountains which have received from the Druids, their

venerable godfathers, the not yet contested power of

miraculous cures. There are so many high, quick-set
hedges whence spring huge trees, so many cherry,
pear, and apple trees border the roads and cluster

round the houses, that one could not venture into this

26
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part of the country without a guide. Almost inacces-

sible to artillery, and even to cavalry, war can only be

waged there on foot; it is a theatre better suited for

the development of the spirit of cunning and ruse,

and to the personal prowess which belong to the

soldier, than to the general's combinations in advanced

strategy. The peasant lives there a free life, circum-

spect and silent in these retreats, where all things
are silent,-the air, the water all are still ; and where,
were it not for the hammer of the farrier, one would

hear nothing in the villages but the song of the birds.

These are elementary hands with square lingers.
Vendean hospitality, much over-rated as it has been,

is prescribed by custom; in Normandy the practice
of this virtue is facultative. Among the Vendeans it

is an honour to the nation, among the Normans it is

an honour to the individual ; in the latter case gay as

a pleasure, in the former solemn as a duty.
Whence comes it that the universe constantly has

its eyes turned in the direction of the ancient Greek

world ? It is that the peoples of whom it wasformed

had, not only great instincts and great virtues, but had

also a profound knowledge of those instincts and of

those virtues. The Vendeans and the Bretons have

also great virtues, but it is a question whether they
would preserve them if they had any intelligence of

them. Our own species, however, can only give us

credit for those virtues which have their guarantee in

the single attribute which places us above other

created beings-intelligence. The more soundly
does the somnambulist sleep, the more sure and

certain is his step as he walks upon roofs and on the

edges of precipices; but who thinks of applauding
this skill of which he is unconscious? In the same

way must we only very lightly esteem the virtues of

a people plunged in the darkness of an evident in-

tellectual somnambulisnl.
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SUB-SECTION XXIV.

A FEW wonns UPON Tm-: HANDS or WOMEN.

TH: tendencies of each type are, among women, the

same as they are among men, only, those which are

peculiar to the spatulate and square types, are much

less imperious and intense among women, by reason

of the suppleness of their muscles, than they are

among us' [vide PLATE XI.].
Out of a hundred women in France, I calculate that

forty belong to the conic type, thirty to the square,
and thirty to the spatulate type. These two latter

types, of which the all-absorbing faculty is the mind,
outweigh the former, of which the all-absorbing influ-

ence is the imagination.

"' " He must be," says Dr. Cams in his work,
" Ueber Grand und Bedeutunf der Verxchxbdenen
Former: der Hand hz Verse xédenen Perxonen "

(Stuttgart : 1846),
" but a superficial observer of mankind

who could not at once recognise the sex from a simple
inspection of the hand. The hand of woman is smaller,
more delicate, and much more finely-articulated than
that of man ; it has a softer palm, and joints, which are

but slightly prominent," etc.

Tn: I-`|.u/ll.;
H/mn.
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The man creates, the woman develops; wc haveprin-
ciple, she has form; we make laws, she makes morals.

"The man is more true than the woman," said St.

Martin, " but she is better than he. The man is the

mind of the woman, but she is the soul of the man."

To compensate the woman for her weakness, says
the Book of Genesis, as interpreted by Fabre-d'Olivet,
God has clothed her in one ofHis envelopesfbeauty ;

and straightway she becomes the incarnation of the

faculty of volition on the part of the man."'

Then again, we value things with our brains, they
with their hearts; we are the more sensual, whilst

they are the more sensitive; their instincts deceive

them less often than our reasoning powers ; we have

the faculty of reflection and know what can be learnt,
they have intuition and know what can be divined.

Europe, where they are free, and- which they fill

with brilliancy and movement, owes them these three

beautiful things,-good morals, liberty, and opulence ;
whereas Asia, where they live in a state of slavery,
crouches metaphorically in a state of inertia, and loses

itself in misery, despotism, and the lowest forms of

passion. Light, truth, and liberty are one and the

same thing.
"' This reference is to a most fascinatin work, un-

fortunately comparativeg' unknown to tge general
reader, " La Lajzfue He erazgue restrtzaée et le Verz-
iaéle Sen: des oi; Hébrmx rétablz ef prourfef' by
Fabre-d'Olivet (Paris: 1815-6). Part II. consists of
a portion of Genesis in Hebrew, English, and French.
and the passage in qkuestion occurs in Gen. ii.,
21 and 23 [p. 315], wich read :-" Alors Shoah,
l'Etre des étres, laissa tomber un sommeil profond
et sympathique sur cet homme universel, qui s'en~
dormit soudaxu : et rompant l'unité d'unc de .res enve-

Zoppe: exlérzkures il prit l'un d`elles et révetit de forme
et de beautécorporel e safari)/esxe orxlgxhelle; "-v. 33,
-" Et il l'appela Aisha, faculté' valzlzive ejiczknie ou

cause du principe volitif intellectuelle, Aisha, dont elle
avait été tirée en substance."
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Few women have knotty [i.e., jointed] fingers;
synonymously few women are gifted with the talent

of combination. In the matter of intellectual labours,
they generally choose those which require more tact

than science, more quickness of conception than

strength, more imagination than judgment. It would

be otherwise if they had prominent-jointed fingers;
then they would be less impressionable and less given
to yield to the inspirations of fantasy, and like as the

intoxicating qualities of wine are neutralised by the

addition of water, so would theirs be by reason.

It is convenient-setting aside the form of the

exterior phalanges-to range women under two

principal categories: those with large thumbs, and

intelligent than

more sensitive

romance. For

recommend me

those with small. The former, more

sensitive, extol history; the latter,
than intelligent, are captivated by
pleasure and consideration for others,
to a large-thumbed woman; love, under her clear-

sighted guidance, attains its

passion, which she follows

head, has more root in her

Leave her alone and trust

moment she will come to

end without scandal, her

without consulting her

senses than in her heart.

to her skill, at the right
the assistance of your

timidity, not because she has much sympathy with

your torments, but in the interest of her own plea-
sures. Besides complete security, her many graces
of mind will add to the joy of winning her.

Women with a little thumb are not endowed with

so high a degree of sagacity. To love is the whole of

their science, but the charm attached to this powerful
faculty is such, that there is no delight equal to it.

The cares of maternity being extremely ditiicult

and complicated, their practice requires an instinct

more intelligent than that which is revealed by ele-

mentary hands; these hands, therefore, are extremely
rare among women. Women exercise an almost

1 051.
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absolute empire among populations in which the

elementary hand is in a majority among the men [as,
for instance, in Lower Brittany and La Vendée] ; for

there is no type which does not dominate over the

elementary, morally speaking.
The peasants of these countries marry willingly,

and very commonly, with women who are older than

themselves. The same heaviness of spirit which

renders them insensible to the charms of youthand
beauty, delivers them over, helpless, to the superior
intelligence of the woman who has reached maturity.

The Greeks of the heroic age were not more par-

ticular ; Helen was nearly forty, when, on her retum

from Argolis, flying before Orestes who wanted to

destroy her,
" she went haphazard, tracing here and

~there her footsteps, brilliant with the splendour of

her golden sandals.""' She must have been still

beautiful for men to occupy themselves thus con-

cerning her shoes!

In the Caroline and Mariana Islands the political
power belonged, until the conquest of these archipelagi
by the Spaniards, to the women, who, contrary to the

men, who have very large hands, have very small

ones.'"

'°' Vzkle the exquisitely touching account which

Euripides puts into the mouth of Phryx of the terror

of Helen and the agonised fury of Orestes!
'" Arago's accounts of these islands are full of indica-

tions of this consideration in which women are held.
Almost the greatest crime a man can commit agahzsi
Heaven is to beat his wife []. ARAGO, ".S`ou:~em}'s
a"un A?/Cugg'/B. I/igyage auiour du lllonde" (Paris:
1839), vol. iii., p. 26]; and in another place he says :-

* EURIPIDES, OPEETHE :-

" 'A 6'ldxev, ldxev bpm por
hcl/xbv 5' £;4#a)o6a'a. 'nrixuv réprovt
Kféfffff Kira. pdkcor fllaydr'
¢|ry& llé 1ro8l fb xpueewdviakov
lxros hpeper, !¢epo," etc., etc.
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Born for the dance, love, and festivals, the women

of Otahiti have hands which are small and conical,
but fleshy and thick.

English women have, as a rule, the linger-tips
delicately square; they are contented with love as

they find it in the married state, and devote them-

selves even to manual labour.

The institution of the Harem being immemorial in

Asia, I conclude that the women of these countries

have delicate hands with little thumbs. They devote

themselves even to death.

Charlotte Corday, Sophie de Condorcet, and Lucile

Desmoulins had very line lingers.
The legislators of thc East lndies are not, like ours,

pre-occupied solely by the real needs of women and

her duties, but also concerning her caprices and

the fancies inherent to her nature. "Brahma," says

Manu, "has endowed woman with love of rest,
and of ornament, with passion, with fury, with

evil instincts, and with perversity.'" llc desires

that her name shall be easy to pronounce, soft, dis-

tinct, agreeable, and propitiously sounding ; that it

shall end in long vowels, and shall resemble thc

words used in a benedictionf" She must be con-

" What is quite clear, and what has been said before us

by Spanish historians, is, that the women of those days
had on all occasions the pre-eminence over the men,

that they presided at all public deliberations, and that
the code of laws had been drawn up for them alone.
The Spanish rule, crushing with all tts despotism this

archipelago so brilliant and so variegated, has not been
able to abolish this custom, which to my mind is most

rational, established, as one might say, in the rimitive
manners."- (Ip. C/I., vol. ii., ch. 21, p. 370. ll'/klr also

the oliicial re ort of this same journey, entitled " I 79'u_gfr
aulf/ur /in Agnulv, (!Ifl'¢'fI'l;` par ( rf/rr flu Roi, par
M. C. de þÿ�/�'�}�' ¬�_�)�'�(�l�f�I�t�'�f�"(Paris: 1850). vol. ii.. p. 2.

"' " The 0/'dx`nana'.r Qf1|[ll7llI"Lf'Il/Q' note °'. p. zoz],
lect. tx.. 19.
" Ibadan, lect. ii., 33.
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tinually in a good humour; she must have the

graceful gait of the swan or of the young elephant;
she must keep her body thin by living solely upon

flowers, roots, or fruits." She must be brilliantly
attired, regard being had to the fact that, when a

young woman is brilliant in her omamenls, her family
shines by her reflected light, whilst, if she is.not

resplendent, her family are not honoured by her.""'

Mercury, said the Greeks, overcame the virtue of

Penelope under the form ofa goat: what must have
been their ideas of women if they spoke thus of the

most chaste among them.

The Chinese are more just towards them, and in

their eyes the death of the mother of a family is not

regarded as so slight an evil as the death of the

father; at least so one would infer from the text

of the 'Chou King,"' who does not recommend

widowers less urgently than widows to the care of

the mandarins.'"

'" Ibzdem, lect. v., 150 and 157.
"' lbzdem, lect. iii., 55-62.
"' It was of this connection that the god Pan, the son

of Penelope, is said to have been born, according to

Lucian Hyginus, and other authors. Homer, who oes

all in his power to exalt Penelope to the position of
a model of prudence and chastity, declares that this
occurred before her marriage with Ulysses. Mercury,
we are told, assumed the form of a beautiful white goat
when Penellcope was tending the iiocks of her father
Icarius on ount Taygetus. Later authors, however,
discard Penelope's claims to virtue, and adduce a much
more confused parentage to the birth of Pan, with a

more esoteric signii-ication to his name.

°°' " The S/zoo .K??1g, or the Hl;$'f0ff2°d] 6745512 qf
China" translated by W. H. Medliurst (Shanghae:
18 6 .2' )"'I`he Chinese woman is usually imagined as a

pitiful being, scarcely able to walk, and imprisoned in
er household among the servants and concubines of

her husband. This is another flight of ima `nation, to
be cut short, however much it may hurt ge feelings
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In France, women of the spatulate hand and small

thumb are distinguishable by a great fund of affec-

tionate freedom, by an imperious desire of action and

of movement, and by their intelligence of real life.

Theirs, among the higher classes of society, is the

proud and ancestral grace of such women as Clorinde

and Bradamante,'°' and of the belted patricians;
theirs, as of Diana and the magnanimous Hippo-
lyte,"' are the swihz horses and snowy hounds;
theirs, among the middle classes, are these house

holds full of noisy, laughing children, whose hands

are ever active and whose voices are never still,
where the Persian cat lives at peace with the spaniel

of veracious travellers" [vzde note "", p. 149].... "We
consider the depths of science a useless burden to
women ; not that we insult them by supposing they are

inferior to us in ability to study art and science, but
because it would be leading them out of their true path.
Woman has no need to rfect herself; she is bom
perfect ; and science woulrixieach her neither grace nor

sweetness. . . . Family life is the education which forms
the Chinese woman, and she only aspires to be leamed
in the art of governing her family."-" The Clnhere
pamled by T/zemsclves,

'

op. cd., p. 45, etc.
"' Clonnde and Bradamante, the ideal amazons of

French and Italian literature. The Hrst, a fair Saracen,
the beloved of Tancred, a heroine of Tasso's ".Geru.ra-
lemme Lxberata," who clad herself in armour and fought
among the Saracens, and in_this dis ise was killed b
her unconscious lover in single comilat. The secondy
the sister of Renaud de Montauban, one of the heroines
of Ariosto's " Orlando Furzbso," who in a similar
manner distinguished herself among the Paladins.
Both these names are constantly used as synonyms
for beautiful and brave women; as, for instance, byThéophile Gautier in ".Mad¢mazlr¢lle de Maupin

'

(Paris: 1869) :-"On concevra que ce n'est pas trop
d'un volume pour chanter les aventures de la diva,
Madeleine de Maupin, de cette belle Bradamanfe,"
etc.

"' A queen of the Amazons, `ven in marriage to

Theseus by Hercules. She was Sie mother of Hippo-
lytus, mentioned in note ", p. zzz.

1 ess.
Spatulne and

small-thumbed
women.
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and the tame dove. Theirs, in the farmstead, is the

passionate love of horses, of the white-coated heifer,
and of the other domestic animals, and the occupa-
tion of transactions with the neighbours, and long
nights of hard work. Theirs, finally, in the granary
and in the bam, are the resources of an inde-

fatigable physical activity, calm resignation under

strokes of ill-luck, and some of the robust peculiari-
ties of the women of the Don.'"

Madame Roland had fine large hands with spatulate
finger~tips. With a head filled with practical ideas

and a soul strongly inclined towards the ideal, she

understood the beauty of passion, though she pre-
ferred to it that of self-sacrifice. At the same time

stoic and passionate, positive and enthusiastic, tender

and austere, she loved three things with an intense

devotion: her country, her liberty, and her duty.
Careful always to think well, to speak well, and act

well, she relieved her mind after the study of theo-

retical mechanics by reading Plutarch and Rousseau.

Gifted with the kind of beauty peculiar to active women

she combined in herself an elegant carriage, a beauti-

ful. complexion, magnificent hair, and a splendidly
developed figure. Her mouth, which was rather

large, shone with freedom and serenity of mind. Her

looks were soft and frank, her manner was open, calm,
and resolute; born brave and strong like most women

of her type, she was never untrue to herself] whether

in poverty, in splendour, or on the scaffold."

"' M. d'Arpentigny has on a previous page given a.

short sketch of the wives of the Cossacks of the Don.
with particulars of their .rangfrozli and laborious and

housewifely occupations. I have omitted the passage,
in common with a good many others in this sub-section,
as being unnecessary as illustrations, and offensive to

English taste as information.

_Marie Jeanne, the wife of jean Marie Roland de la
Platiére, known to history as

" Madame Roland," was
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Order, arrangement, symmetry, and punctuality
reign without tyranny in the homes which are

govemed by these calm managers with square lingers
and a small thumb.

But what do I seel children silent and gloomy,
servants trembling and sulky; who is it, then, who

keeps them in this state of restraint and worry. It

is the peevish voice and vigilant watchfulness of

petticoat govemment, represented most surely by a

large thumb.

Do you lay siege to the heart of a beautiful woman

whose fingers are square? Speak the language of

common sense and of solidity of mind, and do not con-

found singularify with dzlslindzbn; remember that she

has less imagination than mind, and that her mind is

morejust than originaL Amongst her axioms are these :

-Silence is strength, and mystery is an omament.

Do not forget that she has the social instinct strongly

one of the most famous of the famous women of the
revolution. Bom in 1754, she became at an early age
remarkable for the power and extent of her intellect.
Her husband, twenty ears her senior, was retumed to

the Convention as deiute' for Lyons, and became one

of the leaders of the Girondins. His wife was arrested
on her husband's flight in

179%
and was guillotined in

the November of that year. ers was the celebrated

phrase,
" 0 Liberty! what crimes are committed in thy

namel " She is nown to [posterity by "La Corre-

.gandance
de Madame Ro and avec .v Demoxlfelles

anne!" (Paris: 1841), and "Lettre: Autofraphe:de Madame Roland, addressee: d Banca! des .rsarts
"

(Paris: I83Q. "This woman, combining with the

graces of a renchwoman," says Thiers, "the heroism
of a Roman matron, had to suffer

every species of
misfortune. She loved and reverenced er husband
as a father. She experienced for one of the proscribed
Girondists a vehement passion, which she had always
repressed. . . . she considered the cause of liberty., to

which she was enthusiastically attached, and for w ich
she had made such great sacrifices, as for ever lost "

[" The Nahbnal Cbm/enhbn," chap. xv.]. _This bears
out M. d'Arpentigny's opinion of this heroine.

1661.
Square and small-

thnmbed women.

1 ees.
Lu-gsthumbed

women.

1 069.
Square-handed

women.
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developed, and that she combines with respect for

what is regulated by good taste, a great love of in-

fluence and of command. Her mind is asfar removed

from rarity as from vulgarity."'
The square type as' far as women are conoemed is

perfectly represented by the prudish, clever, ambitions,
and witty Madame de Maintenon. With the exception
of Clementina, all the heroines of Richardson-crew

tures, allzof them, more intelligent than sensitive, who,
like our Madame de Sevigné, were more sprightly
than tender-hearted, belong to this type.

Religious institutions governed by rigidly-severe
and narrow rules, where nothing is left to the dis-

cretion, recruit nearly all their adherents from among
the subjects ofthe square type.

See these little soft, supple hands, almost fleshless,
but rosy, and with little developed joints ;

"7 they love

brilliant phrases, which like lightning cast a sudden

bright flash of wit around them; they live with their

minds alone. The love whose fetters they bear was

born in a boudoir; it invented the madrigal, the

amorous epigram, and never shows itself _save in

powder and ruflles.

With women whose hands are hard, whose fingers
are conic, whose thumbs are small, tint your language
with glowing colours, excusing, justifying, applauding

*The whole of this chapter is almost as good a
" lesson in love" as the gpeeches of Truewit in the
fourth act of Ben ]onson's dent Wonzan.

"' Othello. "Give me your hand. This band moist, my lady.
Dadnloua. It yet has felt no age, nor known no sorrow.

Othello. This argue fruitfulness, and liberal heart :-

Hot, hot and moist : this hand of yours requires
A sequester from liberty, fasting, and prayer,
Much castigation, exercise devout;
For here's a young and sweating devil here
That commonly rebels. 'Tis a good hand,
A frank one.

Dudanana. You may indeed say so;
For °twas that hand that gave away my heart."

0'rHsu.o. Act ii., Sc. 4.
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peccadilloa of the more tender description. They
love all that is brilliant, and rhetoric has more empire
over their minds than logic. They are govemed by
three things; indolence, fancy, and sensuality. The

Sparrows of Cupid nestle in their dimples, and they
have in their hearts the prayer which the Corinthians

raised every moming to Venus :-" O goddess! grant
that to-day I may do nothing that is displeasing, and

that I may say nothing that is disagreeable ;
"

for to

please is their highest need, and they like to be loved

and admired as much as they like to be esteemed.

Such were without doubt the hands of the beautiful

[1 61:1

1 on

and triumphant Amazons, who composed tlte i'
flying

" Th'C"hA$;°';°'
squadron of Catherine de Medicis.""

Fingers which are delicate, smooth, and pointed in

a woman's hand, when they are supported by a palm
which is narrow and elastic without softness, indicate

tastes in which the heart and soul have more voice

than the mind or senses,-a charming mixture of

exaltation and of indolence, a secret distaste for the

realities of life, and for recognised duties, more piety
than devotion. These characters, which are at the

same time calm and radiant, expend their sovereign
influence upon inspiration and grace. Good sense,
which of all kinds ol' faculty is the most prolific, but

not the most exalted, pleases them far less than true

genius. It is for the purpose of exposing themselves

'° After the " Peace of St. Ambrose
"

[nth March,
|563], Catherine de Medicis gave a series of the most

ma iicentfétes, at which the honours were performed
bygiiz band of one hundred and fiftt? young ladies of
the highest families, known as "les Iles de la reine,"
of whom she made such telling use in the struggles
whicl§mmediatel);;recede<;this esoch. "Elle vou\a|t,"sa s ichelet " Art. de r." aris: 1 , vo . xi.,
p.)i79],"travailler la noblesse,l'ainuser,la sgeiuire. Son

rincipal moyen, s'il faut le dire, c'étaient ' les filles de

E reine,' cent cinquante nobles demoiselles, ce galant
monastére qu'elle menait et étalait part.out."

Medici:

1 m.
meme-iumsa

YGIIIGIL
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to the heavenly rays of a pure love, that they have

been sown, like spotless lilies, upon the bright plains
of the day.

I have in my mind a writer whose mind is carried
onward by her heart, and whose ideas are always
intermingled with her sentiments; she has lyricism
and observation, measure and spontaneity ; expansive
and passionate, she has been able to interest all hearts

in the throbbing of her own. She has shown herself

upon the mountain tops, and the earth has sparkled
with rays of light, and towards her have risen minds

elevated by love and by a great ideal ; the intoxication

of distracted hearts, the calm of hearts that have

become appeased, one understands them all as one

reads, and one feels better after having read; above

all religions [by reason of an idea of God which is

superior to those which they have evolved], she has

beauty for a worship, and liberty for a code of morals ;

still simple in her life, she is happy only when among

simple people. What shall we regard as happy if

not this master-mind with the resplendent brow and

magnificent presence so dear to her surroundings, so

dear to all whom the sibyl has endowed with the

golden wand, and the fairy, with the magic ring which

gives universal knowledge, and to whom these two

sources of our best pleasures, labour and admiration,
are so easy of practice and acquisition. The hand

of Madame Georges Sand-for it is of her that I

speak--realises all that I have just said, but with

developed joints which modify it sutticiently appre-

ciably.
`

The delicate sentiments which education alone can

give to the greater number of us men, women possess

naturally. They spring up in their tender souls,
like the fine grass upon a light soil ; women have an

innate knowledge of things appertaining to the heart,
but the perfect intelligence of the real and positive
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world is wanting in them. lt is less to their physical
weakness than to the nature of the ideas attached to

their organisation that they owe the fact that they
see us reigning over them as masters. In vain

should we have the strength to subdue horses, to

exercise the more laborious trades, and to brave the

elements of sea and sky, if our hearts, like theirs,
greedy of emotions, and always ready to flee to

something new, were to vacillate at the least breeze

like the foliage of the aspen; if this were so the

empire which we hold would speedily slip from our

g`l'l8P.
s 1 =o= It is is

lf these notes, all incomplete though they be, shall

help you, O reader, to escape the rocks which lie

hidden beneath the deceitful waves of the River of

Life, you will glorify the professor who has laid them

before you.

Tm: END.
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APPENDIX A.

THE HAND OF M LE CAPITAINE C. S. D'ARPElV-

TIGNK

Ou page 181 of the 15th edition of the late Adrien

Desbarrolles' work "Les Mystéres de la Main," a

description of the hand of M. d'Arpentigny occurs. I

reproduce it in this place, as I think it can hardly fail

to be of interest to my readers. It runs as follows :-

We give here a description of the hand of M. d'Arpen-
tigny, drawn up by means of his system: we will

explain his tastes and aptitudes by applying the pre-

cepts of his own science to its inventor.

We might have carried it a step farther by consult-

ing cheiromancy, but everything must come in its

proper order.

Our only chance of cleamess in so abstract a science

lies in keeping even step with it, going from point to

point ; and giving a condensation thereof after having
studied separately every branch of the art.

The hand of M. d'Arpentigny is, in the tirst place,
remarkable for its rare beauty: its long and pointed
lingers give it an extreme elegance, and thanks to a

phalanx of logic [in the thumb], and a joint of philo-
sophy [in the Iingers], he is gifted with all the useihl

qualities of his type. We need not call attention to

the inspirations of the professor, the discovery of his

system of cheirognomy aiTords proof enough of their

existence. Drawn by his pointed lingers towards a

love of form, he encourages a love of the beautiful in
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art, poetry, and works of imagination; his taste is

keen and delicate, but drawn by his attraction for all

that pleases the eye and the ear, he sometimes attains

to research. Though continually held in check by his

great logic, which gives him a love of truth and sim-

plicity, the nature of his pointed lingers regains from

time to time the upper hand. He speaks well, writes

charmingly and wittily, his style is never heavy, and

is sometimes even characterised by brilliant inspira-
tions which are sadly out of harmony with the

material century in which we live.

He pays but little attention to the circumstance that

he is noble, he is simple, but at the same time he

moves in the highest society, of which he has the easy
manners. His whole personality is fraught with a

natural aristocracy, and he has a horror of people who

are vulgar. His conversation is charming, and always
very instructive, sprinkled here and there with

brilliant, though quietly expressed epigrams.
His pointed fingers would lead him towards religion,

but his joint of philosophy renders him essentially a

sceptic; he has aspirations with which he struggles
continually and savagely, one would say that he

reproaches himself for secret enthusiasms of which

he will not seek the causes.

With fingers merely pointed he would have had

only inspirations of his system; vague and fugitive,
he would certainly not have made use of them; the

philosophic joint, however, which leads him to the

research of causes, has explained to him what his

imagination merely hinted at, and logic has come to

encourage him and to make his convictions profound.
Notwithstanding his pointed fingers, his modesty is

charming, and he seems almost astonished when

people congratulate him on a great discovery.
But the philosophic joint, useful though it un-

doubtedly is, has also some grave inconveniences. lt
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renders a man independent, and the love of indepen-
dence which it inspires, not at all appreciated in a

military career, prevented him from rising to the

grade for which his superior intelligence fitted him.
His lingers, smooth by reason of the absence of the

joint of material order, in giving him, to a marked

degree, all the qualities of the artist, naturally have not

recommended to hlm the arrangement and ceconomy
of which they have so wholesome a horror. But

being large at the bases, they give him a taste for

sensual pleasures; they have by this means made life

as bearable as possible for him, causing him to stoop
and gather one by one, without too particular a choice,
all the flowers which are to be found on the road of

life. To this the softness of his hands has added the

charms of an intelligent laziness.

M. d'Arpentigny appreciates the channs ofindolence,
and thence perhaps it is that comes his indifference

for success in the world, for the great reputation
which ought to have accrued to him 5 thence comes

also his distaste for the discussions, the controversies,
and the academic struggles which fall to the lot of

every inventor.

His road lay athwart the brilliant sunshine, he has

preferred to walk in the shade 5 and without the

rather large upper phalanx to his thumb, which gives
him a certain obstinacy, probably he would have left

his system in the same shadow, as much by reason of

his horror of worry and intrigue, as on account of

his disdain of his fellow-men.

M. d'Arpentigny was endowed with all the qualities
of the inventor,- the pointed fingers which receive in-

spirations from on High; causality, the great sceptic
which discusses and examines them; and the logic
which finally adopts them, calmly deciding what there

is of truth in the intuitions of his pointed fingers, and

in the doubts of his inherent causality. His long

 -
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fingers, by the love of minutia which they give him,
have led him to his studies, making him pursue his

system with care, even to its minutest details.

But what is a good quality in discovering a

system, may become a fault, a defect in expounding
and teaching it. M. d'Arpentigny, being without the

order and arrangement of square fingers, and without

the material order found in a development of the

second joint of the fingers, has allowed himself to

wander away amid the charms of description of cita~

tion and of science. Carried away by his philosophic
instinct, he has discovered at every step subjects for

admirable reflections, highly interesting to the reader,
and doubtless equally so to himself] for he often loses

sight of the point whence he started, returning to

it regretfully as a thing too positive, only to lose

himself once more amid the mazes of his high
imagination.

His pointed thumb also,-a very rare fbmi,-which
augments the power of his intuitions, is long enough
to give him a certain amount of strength of resistance,
but not enough to make him triumph over the philo-
sophic indifference, by which he allows himself in

other respects to be dominated very willingly. This

alone prevented our inventor from becoming the high
priest of a sect; he forged for himself out of the

science a sparkling ring, but it never occurred to him

to make thereof a crown. With a logic which inter-

feres seriously with the promptings of his will, with

a philosophic joint which strips of their embroidered

vestments all the splendours of the world, he came

naturally to the conclusion that the science was too

noble, too grand, and too proud to become a mere

crutch for his ambition.

It will reach posterity clad in all the greater glory.
[From the French aj]

Amman DESBARROLLES.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIA CHEIROSOPHICA.

THE following Bibliography cannot, of course, in any

way aim at completeness; it pretends to be no more

than a transcript of the catalogue of my cheirosophical
library, to which l have added the titles of a few

works to which I have had on various occasions to

refer. I have adopted the alphabetical in preference
to the chronological arrangement, as the latter necessi-

tates a separate index for purposes of reference; and

also it is difficult, when that plan is adopted, to gain
any idea of the collective works of a particular writer.

lhave drawn up this list of books in odd moments

for my own use; l publish it now in the hope that it

may prove as useful to other students of cheirosophy
as it has proved to me. I shall, of course, be very

grateful to any reader who will call my attention to

any works at present omitted from this catalogue, in

order that by completing it, l may enhance its value

to the cheirosophist in subsequent editions of my
work.

ED. HERON-ALLEN.

Sr. jo:-m's,
Purstv Hlu., Louoon, S.W.

May 7th, 1886.
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" Candidr" [Voltaire], 1i1I 38, 39.
Cardinal sins. their indimtions, 9.
Caroline Islands [women], 1] 657.
Carpus, The, 1[ 69.
Carpocras [of Alexandria], 1] 461.
Catherine de Medicis, 1] 674.
Catholicism, 245.
Certainty of the science, 11' 159.
Cervantes' injured hand, 1|' 6.
Chaos of knowledge, 1[ 36.
Characteristic hands, 1[ 270.
Characteristics of mixed hands, 'T 612.
Characteristics of philosophic type,

1 550-
_ _ _

Characteristics of pointed type, 11 581.
Characteristics of square hands, 1{ Q97.
Charlemagne`s doctrine, 11 427.
Charles V. of Germany and I. of Spain.

226 "'.
Charles X., Guards of, 1] 522.
Cheiromancy, 1i 24, 10 °', 169.
Cheirosophy and Physiognomy com-

pared, 1[ 269.
Cheirostemon, The, 1]' 25.
Chevalier on America, 1[ 409.
Chimneys, Invention ot, 11' 430.
China, Classes in, 11 418.
Chinese hands, 1I 214, 341.
Chinese honours, 11' 518.
Chinese laws, Antiquity otQ 1[ 362.
Chinese philosoph , 1[1I 229-33.
Chinese women, 1i'664.
Chirologia, 1[ 9.

lchopin, 11 431.
I Chnstianity, Effects on Rome, 'T 422.

| Christianity and Islam, 1[ 323.

| Cicero, Murder of, 1I 9.
Breton characteristics, 1]`1l 364, 638. ~ Cimbrians, The, 11 327.
Breton hands, 1[ 294. Civil servants, 1| 516.
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Classiiimtion of hands, 11 88.

Ckfsymw. 'IT sn
Clermont-Tonnerre, Cardinal, 11 573.
Clock-maki invented, 11 374.

þÿ�g�:�o�r�i�n�2�e�,�_�1�1�n ¬�6�5�.*Tose- tting rs, 239.
Cobenzl familytgyihe, 280 *".

Cocker, According to, 11 23.
Colbert, Administration of, 11 377.
Colonists, 11 410.
Colonists of the spatulate type, 11 348.
Colossal monuments of small hands,

11 27?-
Comedists, 11 407.
Comedy, German and French, 11 406.
Commines, P. de, 11 09.
Communism, Ideal, 11 365.

Comgosition of the hand, 11 60.
Con cius, 11 32, 162 "', 320 ".

Confucius, his manners, 11 534, etc.

Confucius, Maxims of, 11 544, etc.

Conic fingers, 11 131.
Conic-handed women, 11 673.
Conic military hands, 11 447.
Conic and pointed hands, 11 154.
Connection of mind and body, 11 51.
Conscription, Unnaturalness of, 11 289.
Conservatism in the country, 11 509.
Consistency of hands, 153.
Constantinople, 207 "'.

Consumption in the hand, 49 °'.
C0lll'3dlCti0l1S in the science, 1111 43,

433-
Corneille, 11 429.
Corsican obstina , 11 202.

Cossack hands, 11,347
Costumes in sixteenth century, 11 472.
Country life, Love oi] 394.

Coyxevox the sculptor, 1 512.
Cnticism, 11 145.
Crcesus, 87 ".

Cross, Sign ofthe, 11 13.
Customs and superstitious, 11 1.

Cutis vera, 1111 76, 77.
Cutting off the hand, 1 257.
Cutting the nails, 11 20.

Dacdalus, 11 427.
Damascus, Siege of, 11 583.
Dante Alighieri, 296 "'.
Danton the rnagnanimous, 11 198.

mud, J. M., I9 '.
-skinned races, 83 ".

1 Death-rate in France, 372 '_

I
Defects of artistic type, 440.

1 Defects of square type, 507.
| De Flotte, 371 "'.
1 Delphi, Tem le at, 87 "'.

| Democritus, Eve of knowledge, 11 27.
Desbarolles, on d'Arpentigny, 385 "',

I 417.
'Descartes, Réné, 11 401.

_
Details of domestic life, 11 4 9.

1 Development of the hand, 1 58, 63-67.
Diana, goddess of chastity, 339.
Diderot, D., 11 4.27.
Differences from a common base, 11 209.
Differentiation ol' hands, 11 59.
Diogenes and Christ contrasted, 11 254.
Dioscuri, Group of, 11 487.
Discovery of true nature, 11 53.
Disease in the hand, 49 ", 11 24.
Divination, Universal love oi] 11 27.
Divine veracity of nature, 11 40.
Division of fingers, 11 103.
Dnieper, Villagers of the, 11 212.

Dogs in Constantinople, 207 '".
Dominant classes, Principles of, 11 374.
Dominic, St., 13.
Don Quijote, 1155, IO, 14.
Doré, Gustave, his enthusiasm, 108 "'.
"

Dragonnades," 247 °'.
Drama of plhilosophers, 11 566.
Drew. Fas 'on in. 307 "'. 1? 474-
Druidical hilosophy, 11 584,
Duelling, R ulations of, 11 8.
Dumas, Aw? 451.
Dupin Ainé, 11 354.
Diirer, A., 1 195.
Dutch hands, 11 351.
Early recognition of genius, 1 249.
East and est contrasted, 1 587.
Ecclesiastical hands, 1 2| 5.
Eddas .»_1 339
Education of Greek youths, 1 273.
Edumtion of women, 1 677.
Effeminate soldiers, 1 521.

Eggoism offmixcd hands, 11 632.
otism o t , 373.

Egyptian com 279.
Eighteenth century, 1 504.
Elementary hands, 199.

Elamgntary
hand scarce among women,

54-
Elementary type. Illustration, 1 172.
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Elementary type, Inoamations of, FIhg1,q4.
'IT 329-

Elizabeth, Queen, 1 10.
" E11/ire," La1nartine's, its origin, 18 '.

Embryonic hand, 1 58.
Emigration from France, 1 349.

Emigration gem Spain,11 349.
rnmaeus an Ulysses, 295.

Energetic t¥>e. Illustration, 1 170.

Engineers, 161.

English army, 1 443.
English hands, 2 2, 1 342.

English women, 1 659.
ntertainers' hands, 252.

Enthusiasm
of§?ooth ftixgers, 1 114.

nvironment, ect 0 , 70.

Environment, Formation b;, 11 49, 57.
Environment, Necessity of proper,

417.El3'd¢|'I11IS, 1 76.
Epilepsy and the thumb, 1 185.
Epiphysis, 11 65é66.Erasmus on mon , 1 IliEsoteric Buddhism, 301 .

Etruscans and their slaves, 1 450.
European wars, 1 615.
Excess of fomiations, 110 "'.
Excessive palm, 1 98.
Exclusiveness of race, 1 359.
Experiment, Necessity of personal, 1 42.

§xplanatio1;_,ékbsence of, 1 34.
xposure 0 reek infants, 188 "'.

Expressions cunceming the hand, 1 12.

Expressions conceming the thumb,
143 .

Extremities, Nature indicated by, 1 49.
Eyes of the hand, The tips, 1 155.
Fabre de Olivet on woman, 1 648.
Facts, Statements of, 47.
Facts, Tabulation of, 36.
Failures ofthe science, 1 43.
False arguments from correct basis,

1 236.

Ear-znaéél. bg., 1 225.
as e y, 322.

Fatalism ol' Mohammedans, 206 '",
1 60I'.

Female hands, 401.
Fichte, 1 552.
Field of the Cloth of Gold, 1 486.
Filial affection in China. 1 531.
Fine hands and noble birth, 1 370.

Fingers, The, 104.

Finges, The bones of, 1 66.

Finger-nail superstitious, 1 19.

Fingers tum' back, 1 237.
Finger tips, 51 IO6, ll .

Fingertips, ouch in, f2l0-
First impressions, 1 54.
Flat ti ers, 1 242.
Flute gfayer, Automaton, 109 "'.
Flemish hands, 1 277.
"Flew/ed: Tundra," 1 512.
Fontanier, on the East, 1 319.
Force, Thumb emblem o , 1 178.
France under the

Empire,i26379.Franchise, Electoral, 11 , 289.
Francis I., tron of art, 1 376.
Francis I., 469,473,486. 469, 473, 486.
Francis II., 0 Austria, 1 140.
Frederick I., of Prussia, 1 |401
Free thought, 69.
French army, 441.
French and English characters, 1 492.
French and E lish providence, 1 415.
French hands:-'1 127.
French literature, Modem, 1 148.
French perfection, 493.
French royal arms, 260.
French society, ninth to twelfth (Ill-

turies, 1 366.
French and Spanish civilisation, 1 595
French women's hands, 1 645.
Frére Jean, 1 348.
Fronde, Guerre de la, 327 '.
Full development of the hand, 1 53.
Fulton, 1 427.

1Fusion o t 151.
Gaddesdcn iohn of, 49 "_
Galen on cheiromancy, 169"', 11 2, 5-
Galiani, Abbé, 1 271.
Gall, F. J., 88".

Gardens of elementary type, 315.
Gaul, Elementary hands ln, 31 1.

Genesis, Book of, 402 "'.
Genii, 1 588.Gerbert, 374.
German army, 1 442.
German character, 405.
Gennan language, 590.
Gesticulation in speech, 11 2.46, 395.
Ginés de Pasamonte, 32

'
.

Girondins, 'I`he, 1 484.
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Gmng'
'

the hand,1 353.
Gnosties, The, 1 461.
rrmor zsarrou, 11 Bn, 83.
Gladiators and the thumb, 1 190.
Glas, Invention o£ 1 411.
Good and evil, Necessity of, 1 44.
Grace, 111.

Gnpholgy,  33.

Gretna: of klDgq0mS, 1 401.
Grutnks, Valentme, 1 1 .

Greek battles and music, 1 449.
Greek colonies, 376, 19o"'.
Greek costume, 481.
Greek customs, 181 "_
Greek Empire, Decline of the, 1 146.
Greek love of large hands, 1 373.
Greeks, Simple manners of the, 1 315.
Greek statuary hands, 1 373.
Guachos, The, 1 216.

Guizot, M.. 1 138. .

_

fzwgqwfs' tlatt 1 31nons o 1 u e , 3 .

Hand, ot, 11'§$ 9.

:!i$~C:'|l|'mS, 1 13.
, eel' sta latest in the, 4 ".

Hand of (Ss, Thy; 1 361.
9

 in French Royal Arms,

Hand-shaking, 1 18.

Hand-shaped roots, 50 ".

Handwriung, 11 33, 33.
Hard hands, 1 138.
Hurd and soft hands, 153.
Helen of Troy, 1 656.
Helevetius on the extremities of men

and animals, 102 "'.

llerculaneum, 1 455.
Hermias of Atamea, 173 "'.

Herr-iclr, 1 15.
He-Sou, Emperor, 1 314.

 1111: latnds (Persia), 1 355.
umbs, 3 .

Higzgrnndt, 1'd574.1
52

Hindooa, Nah nes of, 1

þÿ�i�i�3�§�»�»�»�»�~�'�°�'�,�' ¬�"�»�~�.�"°§§&
H 1 *vs 11335-
llomer, 195.
Homes, 333.

Hone, elebrated, 381 "'.
Hone, The, its influence

606, etc.

476-

on men, 1

Horse trainers, 11 163, 164.
Homculture, Love ot, 1 217.
Hottentots (Levaillant), 1 315.
Huns, The, 1 310.

Huivfilzierxs, Van, 348*'.
Ice ic superstitious, 333.

ldiosynorasies of
ly? 334.

Idiots wrthout thum , '183Idleness, Respect for, 1 430, 595.
Ignorance of self, 11 371, 437.
lgnorant rofessors o the art, 1 39.Immutabf; forms, 89, 156, 271.

Imfressionist artists, 1 431.
ln ia and Norway contrasted, 1 598.
Indian caste laws, 1 399.
Indian cheirosophy, 1 264.

rx ws, .i? f7"'"°'§'i'§"" " "°°°

Industry and its egects. 1 617.

{n1fi:lI:ib1i3Iy
of

the1se1§s'e
of touch, 831.

n ts' umbs, 1 .

Instinct verxau reason, 1 179.
instinctive knowledge of one`s own

powers, 1 338.
Intermediate minds, 1 616.
Inter-racial wars. 1 614.
Investigation, Value of, 1 37.
Ionia, éllimatefint; 133.Irish,

`

'no t e, 93.
Italian cnhgaiacter, 1  
Itching palm, 1 3, 3| ".
ltcratiom (Bacon), 113 "'.

ack-of-all-trades, 1 620.

acguard, j.. IQ
"

.

_

amn, jules. has letter to

19.

ewishqhands, 11 313- 3.
ews, 6 _

inni, 1 5§.
ohnson, Dr., 1 I5.
ointed-fingered women. 1 651.
oints ofthe fingers, 11 IOS. 108-9.

joinville, 1 83.

{?:0tr A-1 £449
bbaln,_i3Ir: "'.

lhlglles. . 1 345-
K r wars. 1 614.
Kalmulr prayer wheels, 1 33.

§an1,_].,1551.eats, 49 .

Kingly nature. 1 140.

King's evil, Touching for, 1 15.
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Kissing hands, 1 262.

Kléber, £44
"'.

1Knotty ngers, I 3.
Know thyself, 11 g2~3, 548, 643.
Labourer of different nations, 1 416.
"

Lady Morgan," 224 "'.
La Fontaine, royalist and leaguer,

1 196.
Lamaism, 212 '°, 1 2oo.

Lamartine, his letter to d'Arpentigny,
18.

Lamb, C., 1 5.
Lammenais, L'abbé, 1 432.
Lanckoronski, Count, his discoveries in

Asia Minor, 188 "'.

Language, Innovations in, 1 591.
Langua e of square t , 1 508.
Laps, lgands of the, $297.97.
Large hands, Greek love of, 1 275.
Large hands and minutiae, 1 I40.
Large palm, 1 97.
Large thumbs, 1 197.

-

La1§e-thumbed women, 11 652, 668.
La ovére, 1 574.
Latitude, influence on hands, 1 342.
Latitude and religion, 1 383.
Lavater, J. C., 12. 90 ".
Ia Vendée, Hands in, 1 294.
La Vendée superstitious, 1 203.
Lavoisier the chemist, 1 225.
Law, Detinition of, 1 363.
Laws, Evolution ol, 1 92.
Laws of elementary t pe, 1 3l4.
Laws, Unnatural, 11' 284-5.
Leconte, Delisle, 1 582.
Leda, 1 163.
Legal oaths, 1 258.
Lergh Hunt on Lord Byron, 127 "'.
Leisure emblematic of superiority,

'I 419-
Leo X., line hands, 1 IO, 36.
Leo X., patron of art, 1 376.
Lessons in love, 410 "'.

Lethargy ofthe Turks, 1 320.
" Lellrn Ed§fanI¢'.r," The, 1 526.
Liberty and morality, 1 100.

Liberty of the spatulate type, 1 353.
Lines in the alm, The, 70 "_

Liszt, Abbé,l1 144, 123 "".

Literature, 1 5.
Literature o philoso hers, 565.
Literature ol' square hands, 1 505.

I

1

i

Literature, Tastes for, 11 148-9.

Eonhuaaians, 'I'he,; 312.
m rs, 241.þÿ�L�o�i�'�l�§�B�y�r�o�1�S�: ¬�;�n�d�s�,1 15,

Loss of the hands, 1 6.
Louis XIV., 11 112, 5o1, 5o3, 511,

5833251 £33-Lours V., 9.
Louis XVI.,  140, 196.
Louvois, Administration of, 1 377.
Lore of hard and soft hands, 1 219.
Lustralis saliva, 1 7.
Luxury of Sybaris, 1 327.
Lyric poets, 166.

Ilciysander at os Potnmi, 1 257.
acchiavelli, 427.

Mahmoud Il., 1 IO, 201°°.
Mahmoud II., his bloody hand, 183 '.
Maistre, J. de, 11 140, 271.
Man and woman contrasted, 1 646, etc.

Mani, The laws ot] 1 264, 231 ",
281 "'.

Mani, on women, 1 662.

Marqeau, 244 '_

hhgamgandon the6murderer, 173 "'.
arc y, 19.Marianarilands [women], 1 657.

Massinger, 1 11.

Materialism of. to-day, 1 378.
Mechanics among Arabs, 1 603.
Medium consistency in hands, 1 221.

Medium-sized hands, 1 l4I.
Medium-sized palm, 1 96.
Memnon, 1 93, 96 "'.

Memphis and Thebes, 1 455.
Mendicant friars, 297 "'.

Mercenary soldiers, 1 445.
Metacarpus, The, 1 65.
Methodical art, 1 205.
Methodical hands, 1 167.
Meto opy, 1 24.Middlgizllass hands in France, 1 227.
Military scribes, 1 517.
"

Military
"

and " warlike "

nations,

in onn e , 0.Mid4'|i4' ed 1. th 110.1
Mirabeau on Phlignac, rli 
Mistakes in earl education, 1 247.
Mixed hands, 385, 11 238, 490.
Mixed and single types compared,

11 621, 622.

Mobility of the hand, 174 "'.
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Moditicationsof
'

bythepalm,11o2.|
Modified han'?s,s1n:57.M s Gu 427' l

Mgifeey and mimic hands, 1 251. ;
Monkey! thumb, 1 182. -

" Montagnards." Les, ro".

Montaigne, on heads, 1 128.

Montaigne, 11 9, 196.
Mont uieu, 1 363.
Montmlier, Massacres at, 1 513.
Monuments, Builders of, 1 4 5.
" More haste worse speed," 1 Il4.
Moreau, H., his bands, 1 1 4.
Moribunds and the thumb, 1 186.
Muhammad, 1 602.

Muhammad. Conquest ol'Greece, 1 146.
Mum, J., 1 
Muscle, Composition ol] 1 69.
Muscles of the hand, 1 70.
Muscular system, 1 68.
Music and mythol , 1 331.
Music, Scientific, I43.
Musicians' hands, 1 2.

MY5*°*',?i_:`° S¢i¢"°¢» 14 34. 35| 9| "-

Nails, e, 1 79.
Nantes, Edict of, 1 351.Napoleon,

" Heros de nimaire" 217 ".

Napoleon's hnnds, 1 433.
Narrow-minded ignorance, 1 28.

Narrow lpalrn, 1 95.
Natrona aptitu es, 1 426.

Nationalism,o1 09.
Nationalism fews, 1 636.
Nature, Fixed laws of, 1 40.
Nature of man is often hidden, 1
Neapolitan hand charms, 183 "'.

Negroes, Nalredness of, 1 476.
Negroes, lnsensibility oh 308 ".

Nelson, 1 6.
Nerve communications, 1 73.
Nerve terminations, 1174,Nervous system ofthe ands, 11

lgeraon
on

t:1;;h;m3l§;)1 177.
ie u 1 , _

N' rsrgxsibility of, 83 ".
Nisedmind criticism, 1 38.
Nimrod, 1 338.
Nineteen century, 1 5o4'.
N iobe, Sons of, at Florence, 1 272.
Norman hands, 11 435. 624-627. etc.

Normans and Bretons contrasted, 1 635. I

North American hands, 1 350.

53-

12. 75- s

Notes, Necessity of, lo.

Nunneries, Hands in, 1 671.
Gidipus Tyrannus, 1 628.
Old ideas tn new guise, 8.

Omar-i-Khayyiim, 11 ll, 28, 56.
Oratory, Hands in, 1 9.
Ordeal, Trial by, 2o4"'.
Orderliness, Excessive, 1 112.

Orgagéisations
conformable to instincts,

Oriental origin of the science, 1 26.

Origin of civilisations, 1 90.
Oswald, Hand of King, 41 °'.
Otahitian women, 1 658.
Othello, 410 "'.

1Pacinian co uscles, 77.
Palm of theriand, lOl.

Palmyra, 1 604.
Painters of spatulate type, 1 343.
Pan, 1 91.
Panurge, 1 348.
Papin, Denis, 11 386, 427.

Puiah. Th¢.1'l sw. are
Pans. 1 433~
Panhian horsemanship, 1 327.
Pascal. 1 511.
Paul l., of Russia, 1 140.
Pelham, 1 391.
Peculiar minds, 1 311.
Pedants, 1 165.
Penelope, 1 663.
Peninsular war, 1 452.
Perfection of the hand, 1 2.

Perfection of man, 1 56.
Persian customs, |78 "_
Persian horsemanship, 1 327.
Personal experience necessary, 1 160.

Perspiration pores, 1 7&
Penrchio, on cheiromancy, 171 "'.
Peter the Great`s bnxtality, 1 427.
Phalanges o( the thumb, 1 189.
Philippe ll., 501.
Philosophers, 549, etc.

Philvwphif fwew. 11 133. 555. and

P- 349-
Philosopliic temperament, 11 134, 135.

Philosolphy in old age, 1 218.
Phreno ogy and Physiognomy, 1 84.
Ph AQIIOBIY inferior to cheirosophy,{".<..,.
Picard , Men of, 1 Ill.

Picrocgoie and Grandoruier, 169 '°.
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Platonism, 11 463, 422.
Plautus, 1 3.
Poets, 1 166.
Pointed fingers, Love ot] 267.
Pointed-handed women, 1 675.
Pointed hands, 11 136, 579, and p. 362.
Polar hands, 1 309.
Polignac, Prince Jules de, 1 121.

Polish Jews, 1 637.
Pollice truncatus, 1 181.
Politeness and simplicity, 1 I30.
" Poltroon," 11 6, 181.

Pompeii, 1 458.
Poor, among, Spatulate hands, 1 4I 1.

Poverty, Feelings about, 1 403.
Practical hand, 11 119, 161.
Practice of cheirognomy, Uesbarro|les',

'l 9-
Pmctioe is necessary, 1 42.
Prayer, Clasping the hands, 1 256.
Prayer whee s and posts, 1 326.
Préault the sculptor, 1 280.

Pricking thumb, 1 4,
Pr essive and unprogressive nations,

'~i'§..>_
Prometheus, 1 427.
Propagation of a type, 1 358.
Property franchise, 1 286.

Proportion of palm to fingers, 1 139.
Protestantism, 24 .

Psychic hands, 11 136. 363.
Ptolemies, The, and cheiromancy, 110 "'.

Pythagorean philosophy, 1 584.
"Que sais-je?

"

1 196.
Quintilian, 1 9.
Qur'5.n, The, 111 '", 206 m.

_

Rabelais,11 17. 113.
Rabelais, on monks, 1 215.
Rapp, General, 1 330.
Reason 1/erm: instinct, 1 179.
Recognition of types, 1 93.
Red hand in the East, 183 '".

`

Red handed, 1 1 1.

Redouté, the Rower painter, 1 278.
Religion of philosop ers,  562, 568.
Religion of types, 245.
Religious ceremonies, 1 13.
Renaissance, The, 1 64.5.
Repulsive hands, 1 270.
Revolution, The French,  379, 484.
Ribem, Murillo, and Zurbarlll, 1 343.
Ricardus, Scriptor Anglicus, 1 23.

Richelieu, 1 513'.
Ridicule of cheiromanc , 49 °. 1 38.
Robert of Normandy, 1621.
Robespierre, M., 1 512.Rochester Castle, 278 '_

Roland, Mme., 1 666.
Roman hands, 269.
Romance writers, 1166.Rosary, The, 196 .

Rosy-tingerod mom, 1 ll.

Runk, Invuion of, 1 411.
Russia, Seignorial rights in, 1 369.
Russian character, 1 4.28.
Russian customs, 1 13.
Russian hands, 11 212, 347.
52325. 'I 389
Sl- BCm2l'd» 11 375, 55+
St. John of Malta, Relic oi] 1 I4-
St. Martin, on women, 1 7.
St. Simon on Louis XIV., 502.
Sand, Georges, 1 283, 158 "', 1 676.
Sanskrit, (1 590.
Scaevola, . M., 1 6.

Scandinavian colonies, 1 QQI.
Scepticism of youth, 1 39.
Scholarly hands, 1 165.
Science in China, 1"530.Scolding wife, |44 .

Scotch hands, 1 342.
Self-deception, 1 32.
Sensory apparatus of the skin, 1 77.
Sensualist artists, 1 438.
Sentiments of women, 1 677.
Serfdom in Russia, 11 300, 581.
Sesamoid bones, 1 67.
Seventeenth century, 11 500, 508.
"

Simarelle," 1 225.
Sha espeare, 1 3.
Shakespeare's thumbs, 26196." Shoo-King," The,
Short, thick fingers, 240.

"_5l8Sbé»" 1 348-
Sire de Brantome, 1 512.
Siva worship, 1 605.
Sixteenth century, 303,
Skeleton of the hand, 1 63.
Skin, The, 1 76.
Slavery, 1 5 1.

Small hand, 11 10, I4 , 275.
Small-handed women, 11612.

. Small thumbs, 11 193-4.
Small-thumbed women, 11 652, 653.
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Smooth fingers, 11 110, 243.
Social qualities under Louis XIV..

1 3-Socia3l?sm (Xenophon), 1 423.
Socialism in North America, 1 631.
Socialism of Philosophers. 1 84-
Socntes and Christ, 1 422.
Socntes at Delphi, 87 "_

Soft or hard hands, IPS.Soldierly attributes o to~da , 1 274.
Soldiers of different types, 1' 519, etc.

Sondra, Th¢in:1 300-3.
Southem northem characters,

1n§97-Sou Sea Islands, Savage art, 1 4

Souvaroil, hisstrong wiU, 1 198.
5112113511 amy. 1 453-
SP'°{'h character. 11 595. 596~
Spanish hands, 1 351.Span1sh labourers, 344,
Spanish tortures, 1 6.

Spartan exclusivenem, 1 365.
Spartan laws, 1 363.
Spatnlate hands, 221.

Spatulate and 'ointed hands, 1 122.

Spatulate-hancied women, 1 665.
Spatulate and useful hands, 1 527.
Spatulate tips, 11 II1, 119.
Speech, the of the spirit, 1 85.
Special t1~a.n1ng_ueoessary, 1 31.
Spots on the nails, 1 19.
Spurzheim,  C., 89".
Square s, 11 123.6, and p. 319.
Square-handed women, 11 667, 669
Square military hands, 1 446.
Square spazulgte h.;nds,81 362.Sail, Mm e, S2 , 5.
Stall, Mme' 1 Pariali, *'

39~

Sydney, Sir Philip, 1 1o.

Sylvester II., 1 374.
Symbolical expressions, 11 252, 261.

Symbol of power, 1 263.
Symbolism of the thumb, 1 183.

'Synthais and analysis. 1 141.
actile ooxzpuscles, 126 "'.

"Ta~Hio, The, 162 "'.

Taisnier, on oheimmancy, l,I ".

Taking a
'

ht, 1 17.
Tartar andlgclav hands, 1 309.

¥amte, 1 III.

haste in sixteent centu , o.

'Tcherkesses, The, 1 312 1 47

'

Tchobanbachi, 1 318.
'

| Testaments, Old and New, 1 390.
Teutons, The, 1 927.| Thebes, Statue o Memnon at, 96 "'.
Tbemalian horsemanship, 1 327.
Thibetan customs, 1 200.

Third fin r, 1 7.
Thumb, ge, 138.
Thumb, Amputation of, 1 8.

|Thumb, the emblem of man 11 l80,

I 187.
'

Thumb in
ngladiatorial shows, 1 190.

Thumbs, utilation of, 1 6.

Toleration, Necessity of, 1 2901
Touch corpuscles, 1 77.
Touch, Sense of, in the fingertips, 1 155.
Tourguenelf, Ivan, 49 ".
Travellers tales, 149 "'.
Tricasso, P., on cheiromancy, l1l "'.

Tripoli, The hand charms of, 1 266.
Truth unnatural to man, 1 54.
Tuileries Gardens, 1 487.
Turkish character 317 etc

¢-.,°n ¢ 20 . "rurk§a hand synibousmé, 1567.
 llqptian symbol of,1 12. Q
Strong Eugen, 245.4"
Successes, Reoordx only, 1 48.
Sudden S¢1lSlli0llSy¥ 3.
Suitability of instntments, 1 288.

Supersitions of elementary hands. 1 332.
S"PP¢ PUD. 1 96-

Surveyors£t£6li` d .I 1 8S
'

eans,179, 25.
Sweat giands, 1  Swedeuborg and artars, 1 581.
Swisscharacteristics, 1 34 .

5Yb"iG» 1 317-

Turlush salutatxon, 209 *_

Uncertainty of exact science, 91 "'.
United States, 1 289.
United States, Laws of the, 113162.Universal importance of the d, 1 1.

Useful Illustration, 1 173.
Usesofr ehand,15, 19.
Value of the science, 11 30, 32, 54.
Variation of hands, 86, 93 .

Variations of ty , lé7, 95 '°°.
Vauanson, J. Je? 109' .

Vendean characteristics. 11 640-2.
Venous system of the hand, 1 71.
Versailles, 1 515.
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Versatile talents, 1 226. | Wazir, 1 121.

Vespasian, Emperor, 1 15. Weak thumbs, ¥I9I.Villages of elementary hands, 1 316. White hands in ersia, 1 11.

Villiers of Bucki ham, 1 lo. Wiclcedness of the science, 1 39.
Vincent de Pauhngt., 1 271. Will stated in the thumb, 11 188, zo7.
Virgin worship established, 296 "'. Wimrd's hands, 1 268.

Voltaire, Costume oi, 1 473. Women in Europe and Asia, 1 650.
Voltaire, his scepticism, 456. Writers on the hand, 16.
Voltn.ire's large thumbs, 199. Xenophon on socialism, 1 423.
War between different races, 1 613.
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